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Summary.
This study was undertaken to investigate ocular asymmetries in binocular 
vision using several dichoptic and binocular viewing paradigms.
The l i te ra tu re  on eye dominance was reviewed and i t  revealed that l i t t l e  
emphasis both theore tica lly  and experimentally had been placed on binocular viewing situations. The nature of the eye dominance tests and 
the dichotomous c lass if ica tion  of the results suggested that one eye's 
image was competing against the other. The relationship between the 
d if fe ren t eye-dominance tests was not clear.
A new approach to the study of ocular dominance has been developed In 
th is  thesis with specific attention to binocular vision and viewing 
s ituations. The term eye dominance has been replaced by the term ocular 
asymmetries to describe the results and measures derived from these procedures and the nature of the binocular visual approach.
The experimental work is divided into three sections. Section one, is concerned with a binocular r iv a lry  procedure using real images and 
afterimages. Section two, involves a stereoscopic viewing procedure and depth discrimination task with selective attenuation of the stereo-displays, Section three, investigates the interocular transfer 
of the spatial frequency s h i f t .  Measures of ocular asymmetry were
derived, from a ll three procedures and the three sets of scores were 
pos it ive ly  related. This measure gives both the direction and the 
degree of the ocular asymmetry.
The results indicate that ocular asymmetries are a valid feature of 
binocular vision. The new measure derived from the depth discrimination 
experiment provides a quantitative and consistent measure of ocular 
asymmetry. Special attention has been directed at the involvement of 
eye movements in a ll three paradigms and as the underlying factor in the 
asymmetry results. On the basis of the findings i t  was suggested thatthe asymmetry may reside in the binocular system contro lling eye
movements or re flec t an asymmetry in processing speeds of the images
from the two eyes arriv ing at the binocular s ite .  The ocular asymmetry 
measures do not necessarily indicate eye.movements are asymmetrical.
I t  is recommended that ocular asymmetry is a variable to be studied in other investigations of binocular vision and binocular interactions.
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PART I
INTRODUCTION
- 1
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
When both eyes are stimulated by disparate images one single percept is 
usually experienced in one visual d irection. The d isparity  of the
images is the basis to visual stereoscopic depth perception. However, 
the object is seen in s l ig h t ly  d if fe ren t directions by each eye and the 
visual system functions as i f  there is one hypothetical centra lly  placed 
eye or "cyclopean eye" positioned midway between the eyes (Hering, 
1879/1964).
Binocular vision is possibly unique among the senses fo r the level of 
integration of the inputs from the eyes. Single vision is achieved and 
maintained by vergence and other eye movements. For spatial 
co-ordination visual information is combined with information from the
motor system and other senses. To locate an object in space the images
on the retinae are integrated with information about the position of the
eyes in the head, the head with the body and calibrated with the motor 
system.
H is to r ica l ly ,  binocular single vision has been related to motor 
la te ra l i ty  and eye dominance. In normal binocular vision one eye was 
believed to become dominant and the visual direction of objects were 
specified by that eye. Intergration of the two images was not believed 
to be an important feature in single vision.
There is no single de fin it ion  of the term eye dominance, I t  depends on 
the test used to measure i t .  However, i f  one eye performs better in a 
visual task either with monocular or binocular/dichoptic testing then 
that eye is designated the dominant eye.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
When both eyes are stimulated by disparate images one single percept is 
usually experienced in one visual' d irec tion . The d isparity  of the 
images is the basis to visual stereoscopic depth perception. However, 
the object is seen in s l ig h t ly  d if fe re n t directions by each eye and the 
visual system functions as i f  there is one hypothetical cen tra lly  placed 
eye or "cyclopean eye" positioned midway between the eyes (Hering, 
1879/1942).
Single vision is achieved and maintained by vergence and other eye
movements. For spatial co-ordination visual information is combined 
with information from the motor system and other senses. To locate an
object in space the images on the retinae are Integrated with 
information about the position of the eyes in the head, the head with
the body and calibrated with the motor system.
H is to r ica l ly ,  binocular single vision has been related to motor
la te ra l i ty  and eye dominance. In normal binocular vision one eye was 
believed to become dominant and the visual d irection of objects were 
specified by that eye. Integration of the two images was not believed 
to be an important feature in single v is ion.
There is no single de fin it io n  of the term eye dominance; i t  depends on 
the tes t used to measure i t .  However, i f  one eye performs better in a 
visual task either with monocular or binocular/dichoptic testing then 
that eye is designated the dominant eye.
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The work reported in th is  thesis is an investigation into asymmetries in 
binocular vision using various binocular and dichoptic viewing 
paradigms. The work involved an investigation of the eye dominance 
l i te ra tu re  and the eye dominance tests, and the implications of th is  
work fo r  binocular vision was reviewed. Part I is an h is to r ica l review 
of the eye dominance l i te ra tu re ,  the theories of eye dominance and the 
related studies on ocular asymmetries in binocular vis ion. The 
following sections include the experimental studies on ocular 
asymmetries in binocular v is ion.
H istorica l Background
Eye dominance was f i r s t  mentioned by Porta in 1593 in his De 
Refractionie (Schoen and Scofield, 1935) where he described the 
phenomenon of visual alignment. The finger is aligned with a distant 
object while both eyes remain open (see Fig 1.1). The alignment of the 
two objects is carried out with one eye which can be iden tif ied  by 
closing one or other eye and noting with which eye the f inger and the 
object remain aligned. This eye was termed the dominant eye. Eye 
dominance appears not to be mentioned in the l i te ra tu re  un til the 
reports of Bonders (1864) and Humphrey (1861). The la t te r  was concerned 
with the relationship of "eyedness" ie. eye dominance with hand 
dominance believing ocular dominance was the cause of the la te ra l i ty  
effects.
By the 1920's there was a p ro l ife ra t ion  of tests measuring eye dominance 
the majority of which were modifications of the simple alignment 
procedure outlined above. The tests became known as the sighting 
dominance tests. The in terest in th is  visual asymmetry was related to 
the increased interest in handedness and motor la te ra l i t y  and many 
studies were concerned with finding a relationship between the two. 
Stevens (1909) pointed out that i t  was impossible in binocular vision to 
distinguish between one visual f ie ld  and the other and anatomically the
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Fig 1.1. The Position of the Finger when in Alignement with a Distant 
Target using the Sighting Dominant Eye,
Distant Target
Finger Position
RE!Sighting EyeLE
LE - Left Eye 
RE - Right Eye
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Visual f ie ld s  of each eye are represented in both hemispheres. . However, 
researchers continued to a) establish a re la tionship between la te ra l i ty  
and eye dominance using more elaborate sighting tests and b) use the 
dichotomous c lass if ica t ion  of le f t  eye dominance or r ig h t eye dominance 
which followed the same procedure used in tests of la te ra l i ty .
Low correlations were reported between ocular dominance tests and 
la te ra l i ty  tests . Gel dard and Crockett (1930) and Smith (1933) reported 
near zero corre lations. Parson (1924) published a book called 
“Lefthandedness" in which he described the manuscope, a device for 
measuring eye dominance that gave a dichotomous c la ss if ica t io n . The
manuscope was believed to determine "handedness" by measuring "eyedness" 
ie . the sighting eye. The device consisted of a dark box, with a wide 
aperture that f i t t e d  over the eyes and tapered to a small aperture
1 X 1/8" wide. Shutters to the le f t  and r ig h t of the midline occluded
the le f t  and r igh t lines of s ight. Three diagrams were placed 2' in
fron t of the subject (see Fig 1.2) marked B, P, C. B and C were 
covered. Diagram P was viewed as the subject looked through the 
manuscope. B and C were exposed and the subject was required to state 
which diagram , 8 or C he could see. I f  C was reported, the subject was 
r ig h t eyed, and le f t  eyed i f  B was reported.
Parson provided results from 877 school children using the manuscope and 
reported that 69.3% were r ig h t eyed, 29.3% le f t  eyed and 1.37% impartial 
( ie . t ru ly  binocular). Cuff (1928) reported s im ilar percentages. Guff 
(1930) redesigned the manuscope and called i t  the manoptometer. Lund 
(1932) adopted th is  device and called i t  the monoptometer. , Thé 
monoptometer consisted of a c irc le  mounted on a moveable rod with a 
d istant f ixa t io n  r ing . The subject was required to bring the c irc le  
into l ine  with the f ixa t io n  r ing . The la tera l position of the rod 
e ither side of the median line  indicated which eye was dominant . Both 
authors believed these devices measured d irection and degree of 
dominance; consistent settings of the rod from the midline on successive 
t r ia ls  was taken to indicate a strong eye dominance, inconsistent 
settings reflected a weak dominant eye. Cuff (1930, 1931) found
correlations of 0.08 and 0.04 fo r  237 school children and 109 students 
respectively in the manoptometer test and nine other sighting tests, 
with results from a handedness questionnaire.
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Fig 1.2. Tbe Maauscope (taken from Parson, 1924, p79 and 84): Lines ofsight for aj a Right Eye Dominant SuBject and B) a Subject with No Sighting Dominance.
a) Right Dominant Subject views P and reports seeing C.
B P C
RE:Dominant EyeLE
b) A Subject who is assumed to have “ pure" binocular vision ie no sighting eye sees both B and C.
B
RELE
PN = Median Line
O = Images of Small Aperture of Manuscope.
I t  was also thought that the eye with the better acuity would also be 
the eye c lass if ied  as dominant in the sighting tests. Gahagan (1933) 
concluded after testing 100 subjects that acuity dominance, ie . the eye 
with the higher acuity score was not related to ocular dominance and 
that they were independent visual phenomena. Eye dominance was measured 
by the hole in the card sighting test.
Not only was dominance as measured by the sighting tests found to be 
unrelated to handedness and acuity but also there was some disagreement 
between the results from the d if fe ren t sighting dominance tests 
themselves, Buxton and Crosland (1937) reported high r e l ia b i l i t y  for 
each test of dominance, ie, the manoptoscope, hole in the card, a ring 
sighting test and an aiming tes t. The d iffe ren t dominance tests are
described in Appendix A, page 261. However, the in te r correlations
between these tests ranged from 0.45 to 0.71 for 86 subjects tested. 
This suggests that these sighting dominance tests may be measuring 
d if fe re n t factors or d if fe ren t aspects of sighting behaviour. Gronwall 
and Sampson (1971) reported a higher mean correlation for f ive  sighting 
dominance tests of r = 0.65 fo r 50 subjects. These tests included the
hole in the card, r ing, box, pointing and the Miles A-B-C sighting
tests. The authors concluded that eye dominance or preference was the 
result of the consistent use of one eye in alignment tests or 
procedures.
The studies on eye dominance have been preoccupied with finding a 
relationship between sighting and other visual and motor tasks for 
example, visual acuity and motor la te ra l i ty .  This pre-occupation has 
obscured the nature and function of ocular dominance in binocular vision 
and hence what aspect of visual functioning those tests of dominance are 
measuring. There has been l i t t l e  mention in the eye dominance 
l i te ra tu re  about the possible mechanisms involved for the preferential 
use of one eye over the other. More importantly the studies have not 
addressed the relation of eye dominance to binocular visual 
performance:-is eye dominance the superiority  of one eye over the other 
in normal binocular viewing situations and is i t  t ru ly  dichotomous?
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hL' Judgements of Visual Direction
Judgements of visual direction fo r  objects in space would be much easier 
i f  we had only one eye. There would be a one to one correspondence of 
the d irection of the object with the position or location of the image 
on the re tina. This information together with the angular position of 
the eye in the head would provide the egocentric visual information
required fo r  judging directions of objects in space (egocentric means 
the d irection of objects in space in relation to the position of the 
head and eyes).
However, with binocular v is ion, the situation is more complicated. Some 
authors have postulated that the sighting dominant eye acts as a 
d irec tiona lis ing  eye in the manner described above (Parson, 1924; 
Sheard, 1926; Walls, 1951; Rubin and Walls, 1969). The sighting eye is 
the centre from which object directions are judged. A centre point or
orig in  is required in space perception fo r  the geometry of the polar 
coordinates that determine the position of an object in space. However, 
an a lternative hypothesis holds that th is centre point is located 
somewhere on the interocular axis often assumed to be midway between the 
eyes (Wells, 1792; Hering, 1868/1977, 1879/1942). Hering (1868/1977) 
argued for the existence of a cyclopean eye and the principles of visual 
d irection and formulations by Ono (1979) are discussed below. Wells 
(1792) had reported sim ilar findings and propositions for visual 
d irection as Hering but many years e a r l ie r.
The Cyclopean Eye
Hering states, "For any given two corresponding lines of d irection, or 
visual lines, there is in visual space a single visual direction line 
upon which appears everything which actually l ies  on the pair of visual 
l ines ."  (Hering, 1879/1942, page 41). Thus objects that stimulate, each 
foveae are seen as i f  on a single line passing through the point assumed 
to be midway between the eyes. Wells (1792) calls th is  line the common 
axis. This was demonstrated by Hering using the diagram shown in Fig
1.3. The observer locates an object fo r example, the tree with the le f t  
eye and marks i ts  position on the plane of glass. With the r igh t eye 
only the marker is fixated and then beyond th is  another object is
located eg. the chimney of the house. With both eyes open and fixa tion
Fig 1,3. Diagram to Demonstrate Herinqs* Principles of Visual Direction (Herrng, 1879/1942): The Winoow Pane Demonstration.
Scene as seen 
by Observer
visual axis 
of ieft eye
visual axisX 
of right eye
marker on glass
LE RE
glass plane
Cyclopean Eye
Principle 1: "Objects producing superimposed re tina l images for a given position of the eye are judged to be aligned.", (ie. re tina l loci determine visual d irections).
Principle 2: "All visual lines of both eyes are judged to point to oneof the same projection centre.", ( ie . a common centre forvisual d irection, the cyclopean eye).
Postulate : Objects on the visual axis of either eye are judged to beon the same line passing through the projection centre andintersection of the visual axes.(taken from Howard and Templeton, 1966)
directed to the mark on the glass, the tree and chimney are seen in the
same posit ion , and one may r iv a l  with the other in c la r i t y  or form.
Only one disparate image of each object is shown in Fig 1.3. The 
chimney and tree are judged to be in the same visual direction on a line
passing through the cyclopean eye and the intersection of the two lines
of s ight. This implies that the orientations of both eyes are 
monitored. The chimney and the tree stimulate corresponding regions of 
the two retinae and therefore resu lt in identica l visual directions.
The projection centre or cyclopean eye has also been referred to as the
egocentre or binoculus. These princ ip les of visual d irection have been
stated by other authors (Fry, 1950; Ogle, 1962; Howard and Templeton, 
1966; Howard, 1982) and have been reformulated by Ono (1979).
I t  was stated above that the chimney and tree may r iv a l and that they
form the cyclopean f ie ld .  I f  s l ig h t ly  disparate fused images are
viewed, the visual d irection of the object is frequently the average of 
the visual d irections specified by each monocular image-. For rivalrous 
images i t  wTll correspond to the dominant image. For widely disparate 
images d ip lop ia  w i l l  be experienced.
Visual d irections fo r objects that do not stimulate the centre of the 
foveae of the eyes w i l l  be misjudged. The visual d irection of an object 
w i l l  be specified by the angular position of the eyes or visual lines of 
sight and the loci of the images of the two eyes (see Fig 1.4). Object 
B is not fixated and is seen double, the images 81 and 82 appear at 
particu lar angular deviations from the line  jo in ing  the f ixa t ion  point 
and cyclopean eye. Experimental evidence fo r the apparent location of 
the images has been provided by Ono and Angus (1974) in an adaptation 
study on motor-sensory coordination and c o n f l ic t .
I t  would be expected that these non-veridical locations of objects would 
interfere with normal l i f e ,  although these i l lu s o ry  locations are rare ly 
experienced in normal viewing. The object that is fixated is the object 
that is usually attended and saccadic eye movements are not programmed 
to i l lu s o ry  locations but to the actual verid ica l location of the object 
(Ono and Nakamizo, 1977). I t  is possible that one of the roles of eye 
movements is to correctly  locate objects and th e ir  visual d irections by 
changing f ix a t io n  from one object to another (Ono, 1979).
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Fig 1.4. Diagram to Demonstrate the I l lu so ry  Locations of Objects in 
Front of the Fixation Point Predicted from the Principles of 
Visual Direction.
B2
RELE Cyclopean Eye
Fixation on Point A, Target B appears double. The apparent
location of the diplopic images (0) are seen at 81 and 82. The
visual angle subtended by A and 8 at the eyes are transferred
to the cyclopean eye. 81 and 82 appear as i f  on two visual
lines outside that jo in ing A and 8.
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Both eyes are monitored during binocular viewing to determine the 
position of visual objects. Most judgements of visual d irection are 
made as i f  from a point In the median plane of the head. In a sighting 
task i t  would be expected that the position of both eyes would be 
monitored. The princip les and the postulate of visual d irection w i l l  
predict the apparent change in d irection of stimuli with a change in 
accommodative vergence from one object to another. Fig 1.5 demonstrates 
how both eyes are monitored together with the position of the egocentre 
fo r  determination of the visual directions of the fixated and 
non-fixated objects.
Eye dominance and especially sighting dominance are concerned with the 
judgements of object directions in space and also single v is ion. The 
theories of ocular dominance are discussed below and re-appraised in 
re la tion  to the princip les of visual d irection as outlined above.
1.3. Theories of Ocular Dominance
The early work on eye dominance was carried out without any theoretical 
views as to i ts  re la tion  with visual perception and function in 
binocular vision. I t  was seen as a further extension of motor 
la te ra l i t y  which influenced the type of tests carried out and the type 
of c lass if ica t ion  procedure, adopted. Why one eye in these tests 
performed d if fe re n t ly  from the other was not addressed. There have been 
two attempts at formulating a theory of ocular dominance which w i l l  be 
discussed below together with one author's c la ss if ica t ion  of the tests. 
Both theories are very poor at explaining the dominance effects as no 
mechanism or process is suggested as to the basis of eye dominance. The 
types of measures known to test eye dominance are c lass if ied  by these 
authors without furthering the understanding as to what eye dominance is 
in re la tion  to binocular v is ion.
1.3.1. Walls's Theory of Ocular Dominance
Sighting dominance measures appear to demonstrate that visual directions 
of objects in space are processed by the sighting eye only. The 
consistent use of th is  eye led Parson to believe that i t  was from th is  
eye that visual directions are judged, ie . i t  was the centre fo r 
judgements of visual d irection (Parson, 1924). This was elaborated upon
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Fig 1.5. Apparent Mçvement of a Distant and Near Target with a Change in Accommodative Vergence Predicted from the Principles of Visual Direction while one eye is occluded (Ono, 1979).
a) A and B aligned with the Left Eye (LE).
Occluder
RELE
Cyclopean Eye
Apparent Movement
O Apparent Location
(continued)
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b) With a change in accommodative vergence from B to A, there is apparent movement of B to Bl. This movement would also occur with the le f t  eye occluded and A and B aligned with the r igh t eye.
LE RE
Cyclopean Eye
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by Walls (1951) to formulate the theory on ocular dominance (also stated 
by Rubin and Walls, 1969).
A fter surveying the l i te ra tu re  on eye dominance (the majority of which 
was concerned with alignment or sighting tasks) Walls proposed that 
there were 25 c r i te r ia  fo r  establishing eye dominance and divided them 
into f ive  groups as follows; Group 1 were those tests concerned with 
sensory components such as the r iv a l r y  tests . Group 2 encompassed a l l  
the sighting tests that were assumed to involve motor components such as 
eye s ta b i l i t y  . Group 3 included the c r i te r ia  resulting from the 
consequence of having a motor dominant eye eg. th is  eye diverges less 
when covered during f ixa t ion  of a d istant object. Group 4 includes the 
behavioural consequences of having a dominant eye eg. the holding of a 
card up to that eye to read. Group 5 includes an ad-hoc collection of 
c r i te r ia  that did not f i t  into the above groups such as acuity 
dominance, and the re la tion of "eyedness" and "handedness".
Walls places more emphasis on the motor components of dominance which 
are exemplified by the sighting tests . The visual d irection of objects 
in space are judged solely by the dominant eye and i t  is the motor 
in i t ia t io n  record of the muscles of th is  eye that are monitored in order 
to judge the visual d irection of objects. When two objects are aligned 
with one eye while the other is occluded and f ixa t ion  is changed from 
one object to another there is a change in accommodative vergence. This 
is sometimes accompanied by apparent movement in the fron to-para lle i 
plane (see Fig 1.5). Walls (1951) reported that apparent movement was 
seen only when one eye was covered and not when the other was covered. 
He formulated a theory that the efference signals to only one eye were 
monitored, the dominant sighting eye, and i t  was th is  eye that specified 
the directions of objects in space.
Walls's theory postulates that the egocentre is located in one eye 
(Walls, 1951; and also by other authors; Parson, 1924;Sheard, 1926; 
Rubin and Walls, 1969), and called the sighting eye. This contrasts 
with the principles of visual d irection outlined above (Wells, 1792; 
Hering, 1879/1942, 1868/1977), that assume the egocentre is midway 
between the eyes (Compare Fig 1.5, 1.6). Other authors hold that the 
egocentre is located somewhere on the line jo in ing the visual axes of 
the two eyes (Ogle, 1962; Ono, Wilkinson, Muter and Mitson, 1972;
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Fig 1.6. Walls' (1951). Demonstration of apparent Movement experienced with one eye with a change in accommodative vergence with one eye occluded.
a) A and B aligned with the Right eye (sighting dominant eye) and Left eye occluded. No apparent movement of A is experienced (c f. Fig 1.5).
DFixation of A 
A
Occluder'
i i )F ixa t io n  of B 
A
LE RE:Dominant Eye r e : Dominant
b) A and B aligned with the Left eye (non-dominant sighting e^e). ^Right eye.is occluded. ^Apparent movement of A to A1 andto B is experienced to the le f i 
DFixation of A
A
Actual 
location 
of B
 ^ Apparent 
' location 5b i
LE
i1 )Fixât ion of B
RE:Dominant Eye LE 
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Barbel to, 1981).
The non-dominant eye in Walls's theory reduces the occurrence of 
d ip lopia by completing the convergence movement necessary to bring both 
images into reg is ter. Walls provides no experimental evidence fo r his 
theory apart from a description of the sighting process as shown in Fig
1.6. No mechanism or process was offered as to why the muscle 
inne^ations to only one eye were recorded at the expense of the other.
Sensory and motor aspects of dominance were believed to be two 
independent factors of eye dominance, the la t te r  was considered more 
important because of the involvement with sighting dominance. This is a 
theme that has continued in the eye dominance l i te ra tu re .  Binocular 
r iv a lry  was not discussed at great length by Walls who believed i t  in no 
way related to the basis of sighting dominance.
Ogle's Theory of Ocular Dominance
Ogle (1962) outlined a sim ilar hypothesis of ocular dominance as to that 
of Walls (1951), Again Ogle made the d is t inc tion  between motor and 
sensory aspects of dominance, the motor aspect being responsible for 
stable v is ion. Location of objects are referred to the egocentric 
spatial directions of the dominant eye. The "local signs" ie. the 
location of the image on fhe re tina  of the dominant eye are monitored 
p re fe re n t ia l ly  re la tive  to the other eye. Two experiments were outlined 
to demonstrate th is .  One was based on Hering's experiment (involving 
changing f ixa t io n  from a near to a fa r  target with only one eye 
p a r t ia l ly  covered re s tr ic t in g  the view of the far target) and the second 
on the presence of f ixa t io n  d isparity . Nine subjects participated in a 
preliminary study. Eight of these subjects showed movement of the far 
target when only one eye was covered and none when the other eye was 
covered. The eye covered in the condition when movement was experienced 
was designated the dominant eye and th is  agreed with the sighting 
dominance results fo r 5 of the subjects. Three subjects experienced 
smaller movements in both eyes and sighting dominance was mixed or not 
reported.
Fixation d isparity  was measured using a nonius alignment procedure. The 
nonius lines were surrounded by a square array of le t te rs . One line for 
one eye was centred within the display and the other was adjusted to
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appear aligned with i t .  The line  to the eye that was not centred within 
the square indicated which was the non-dominant eye. Results from a 
modified procedure were reported fo r nine subjects. Five of the
subjects had a f ixa t ion  d ispa rity  in one eye that was also the
non-dominant eye on the Miles sighting tes t.
Ogle's theory is very s im ilar to Walls's theory on ocular dominance and
i t  w i l l  be referred to as the Walls-Ogle hypothesis.
Lederer*s C lass if ica tion  of Eye Dominance Tests
Lederer (1961) presented a f ive  category c lass if ica t ion  of ocular
dominance tests based on a survey of tests in current usage. Unlike 
Walls, who specifies the independence of the "sensory" and "motor" 
tests, the inte^elationships between the f ive  classes are deemed to be 
obscure. The f ive  classes are as fo llows; Class 1- monocular sighting 
and aiming, class 2- motor dominance of one eye in binocular vision, 
class 3- orientational dominance or position of the egocentre, class
4- sensory dominance and class 5- dominance of one ha lf of the visual
f ie ld .  Lederer gives no indication to the possible underlying 
mechanisms. He concludes by saying,
" I t  is obvious that the significance of ocular dominance is not 
by any means understood at present. . . .Indeed, as has been shown 
above, the very de fin it ion  and nature of ocular dominance 
remains as yet to be determined." (Lederer, 1961, page 573)..
Gronwall and Sampson (1971) investigated the d if fe ren t c lass if ica tion  
procedures used by Lederer and Walls. Lederer used 5 classes and.Walls 
emphasised the independence of two classes of dominance, motor and
sensory dominance. F i f ty  students participated in a battery of 
seventeen tests and were classed as being r ig h t or le f t  eye dominant on 
each tes t. The correlation coeffic ients  between results from individual 
tests and groups of tests fa iled  to confirm e ither c lass if ica tion  
procedure. The underlying assumption of the c lass if ica t ion  system of
the two authors was that the mechanism or process responsible for the 
performance on the dominance tests within each group or class was the 
same but was independent of that of other groups or classes. I t  was not
certain what the d if fe re n t tests were measuring and Gronwall and Sampson
suggested that eye dominance re flec ts  habitual use of one eye over the
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other in a range of tasks.
1_A. The Cyclopean eye vs the Sighting eye
The Walls-Ogle hypothesis makes a d if fe re n t prediction about the origin 
of visual d irection in space to that of Hering (1879/1942) and Wells 
(1792). Ono, Wilkinson, Muter and Mitson (1972) replicated Walls's 
experiment with seven observers in a preliminary study (see Fig 1.6, 
using occlusion of one eye). Six subjects experienced apparent movement 
with both eyes and one subject with neither eye but no subject reported 
no movement with ju s t  one eye. This suggests that the egocentre is not 
located within one eye. Also the authors reported that the extent of 
the phorias in both eyes and the location of the egocentre determined 
the d irection and extent of i l lu s o ry  movement when accommodative 
vergence was changed. I t  was suggested that the Walls-Ogle hypothesis 
could only be supported i f  the egocentre was located within one eye or 
i f  the phorias were asymmetrical. Nine subjects in the ir  experiment 
reported apparent movement in both eyes and given that the majority of 
subjects have a sighting eye (Rubin and Walls, 1969) the authors (Ono et 
a l, 1972) concluded that subjects who report apparent movement in only 
one eye should be rare.
However, some authors have suggested that the egocentre is eccentrica lly 
located and in the sighting dominant eye (Pickwell, 1972, 1973;
Col linge, 1979). Pickwell (1972) suggested that the egocentre may be
located nearer the sighting eye. Other researchers have measured the 
egocentre and compared predictions from th is  with performance on a 
varie ty of visual tasks.
3 .^4.] .^ Measurement of the Egocentre
Four methods of measurement of the egocentre have been commonly used in 
the l i te ra tu re . However, several of these have been modified and are 
described below (Ono et a l, 1972; Mitson, Ono and Barbeito, 1976).
1). The Howard and Templeton (1966) modified method (Mitson et al,
1976): requires the subject to look at two alternating ligh ts  at
d if fe re n t distances from the subject. The near l ig h t  is adjusted 
such that the imaginary axis is pointing at the se lf .  Diplopia is 
not experienced and pointing is not involved. The point of
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intersection of the axes fo r d if fe re n t directions of the two l igh ts  
is the egocentre.
2). The Funaishi modified method (Mitson et a l,  1976): requires the
subject to point to several successively f ixated targets in the same 
fron to -para lle i plane with respect to the se lf .  The alignment is 
made to one f ixa t io n  point with the f inger at one distance and then 
at another distance. A line  jo in ing  the finger positions is 
extended back to the subject and the egocentre is where the lines 
from a l l  the fixated points in te rsect. The hand is not seen and 
neither is d ip lopia.
3). The modified Roelof method (Barbeito and Ono, 1979): requires the 
subject to f ixa te  a point at the intersection of two lines 
coincident with lines of sight of each eye. A th ird  i l lu s o ry  line 
is perceived pointing to the egocentre. Subjects indicate a point 
on th is  i l lu s o ry  line but the hand is not seen. This is repeated 
fo r d if fe re n t directions and the egocentre is the point of 
intersection of the set of lines which jo in  the f ixa t ion  points with 
the finger positions.
4). The Fry method: requires subjects to f ixa te  the further of the two 
stimuli and to locate by pointingtothe location of the d iplopic 
images of the near target. The hand is not v is ib le  to the subject. 
The egocentre is located according to Hering*s principles of visual 
d irection that specifies the re lationship between the location of 
the f ixa t io n  point, the location of the double images and the 
egocentre (see Fig 1.4, page 11)
The last two methods do not require a reference to the se lf and do 
involve pointing responses. In a sim ilar way several of the sighting 
tests require a loca lisa tion response although the hand is seen and 
feedback is possible in order to make the correct alignment. However, 
both these egocentric methods result in greater v a r ia b i l i ty  due to 
pointing errors (Barbeito and Ono, 1979).
The Funaishi and Howard and Templeton methods require a reference to the 
se lf  although the former requires a pointing response. There is a low 
correlation between the measures derived from the two methods (Barbeito 
and Ono, 1979) and i t  has been suggested that the Funaishi method is
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measuring a kinaesthetic egocentre and the Howard and . Templeton method 
is measuring the visual egocentre (Howard and Templeton, 1966).
Barbeito and Ono (1979) compared the predictions from these methods to 
results from three visual loca lisa tion tasks; i ) judging the stra ight 
ahead i i )  setting a marker at a distance between two other points at 
another distance to bisect the angle formed by the visual directions of 
these two and i i i )  judging the extent of apparent movement of visual 
targets during accommodative vergence. The Howard and Templeton method 
successfully predicted performance on these tasks. This suggests that 
the judgement of visual directions is related with reference to the se lf 
and involves purely visual judgements. Many of the sighting tests 
involve pointing responses and i t  would not be expected that there would 
be close agreement between the Howard and Templeton method and sighting 
results (Barbeito, 1981).
The sighting or alignment tests require that both eyes remain open. 
Walls (1951) demonstrated the sighting eye hypothesis by occluding or 
p a r t ia l ly  occluding one eye. Sighting along a rod and aiming the rod to 
the se lf  with one eye open results in very sim ilar positions of the rod. 
However, i f  both eyes remain open the rod position w i l l  tend to point to 
the nose fo r the la t te r  condition but may be directed at one eye fo r a 
sighting position. I t  has been suggested that Walls may have confused 
these two points and led him to believe that i t  was the dominant 
sighting eye that was also the egocentre (Howard, 1982).
However, the cyclopean hypothesis makes d if fe re n t predictions to that of 
the sighting eye hypothesis for judgements of visual directions in 
sighting tasks. The role of the egocentre and principles of visual 
d irection w i l l  be examined below.
Experimental Studies on the Egocentre and Sighting Behaviour
The location of the cyclopean eye or egocentre has been reported to 
covary with the sighting eye (Francis and Harwood, 1951; Barbeito, 1981) 
and visual direction also covaries with the eccen tr ic ity  of the 
cyclopean eye (Ono, Wilkinson, Muter and Mitson, 1972; Barbeito and Ono, 
1979).
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Barbeito (1981) measured the position of the egocentre using the Howard 
and Templeton method and measured the sighting dominance using the hole 
in the card method and the point test. The sighting dominant eye was 
found to be on the same side as the egocentre for 19 of the 20 
subjects. There was a difference between the two sighting tests; the 
mean position of the finger did not correlate s ig n if ica n t ly  with the 
position of the egocentre whereas the hole position did confirm th is 
position. When visual feedback was eliminated by covering the hole and 
eliminating the view of the finger, subjects made judgements displaced 
to the midline on a line  jo in ing  the cyclopean eye and the target
wds not on the visual line  of one eye or the other.
Barbeito (1981) concluded that i t  is the egocentre that determines which 
eye w i l l  be used to sight with in an alignment test and be classed as 
the dominant eye. I t  is the nature of the alignment tests that forces 
"monocular" viewing giving the impression that one eye is specifying 
visual d irections. The eye chosen to sight with is the one nearer the 
egocentre.
Ono and Barbeito (1982) carried out a series of experiments using the 
hole in the card test to test the competing sighting and the cyclopean 
eye hypotheses for the centre of visual d irections. The results 
confirmed the predictions from the cyclopean eye hypothesis. Fig 1.7 
shows the predicted results from the competing hypotheses and the 
obtained results . Therefore, the cyclopean eye does appear to be a 
valid feature of binocular space perception and sighting behaviour. H t  
is the nature of the sighting tests that imposes monocular viewing or 
s ighting). I t  is probable that in some subjects the egocentre is 
eccentrica lly  located which may account fo r the reported high 
consistency of the sighting eye (Porac and Coren, 1981). Barbeito's 
(1981) study also suggested that th is  is a p o s s ib i l i ty .  Some subjects 
have been reported to be unable to perform sighting dominance tests and 
the egocentre is assumed to be at the midpoint between the eyes 
(Pickwell, 1972; Barbeito, 1981).
Asymmetrical Position of the Egocentre
I t  is possible that sensory differences between the eyes a f fe c t  the 
position of the egocentre. I f  a neutral density f i l t e r  is placed before
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Fig 1.7 Predicted Results from the Hole in the Card Sighting 
Test from i )  The Cyclopean Eye Hypothesis (C), i i )  The Sighting Eye Hypothesis (S). Obtained Results from 
12 Subjects (taken from Ono and Barbeito, 1982).
a) Fixating the Aperture
Predicted by S Obtained Predicted by C
Obtained Card wi th 
Central Hole
Sighting EyeLeft- Eye
Cyclopean Eye
(continued)
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Fig 1.7 continued
b) Fixating the Target
Predicted by S & C
Left Eye
Obtained
Predicted by C
Obtained
Predicted by S
Cyclopean Eye Sighting Eye
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one eye the external position of objects are shifted towards the 
contralateral eye (Diehl, 1942; Francis and Harwood, 1951). Denser 
neutral density f i l t e r s  were required before the dominant eye for an 
equivalent s h i f t  made with the other eye.
Data collected by Church (1970) suggests that two year old children do 
not show any eye preference or sighting behaviour. By the age of three, 
a preference develops and becomes more stable by school age (Dziadosz 
and Schaller, 1977). I t  is possible that th is  time period may coincide 
with a period of c r i t ic a l  development of the visual system. The presence 
of a c r i t ic a l  sensory period in humans has not been f i rm ly  established, 
although there is a common c l in ic a l  be lie f that early visual loss (eg. 
in strabismus) can never la te r  be remedied by treatment. Hohmann and 
Creutzfeldt (1975) measured the t i l t  a fte re ffec t in strabismic children 
and reported some corre lation between late onset of the deviation,
amount of transferred a fte re ffec t and ophthalmological assessment of 
b inocu larity . I t  is possible that s l ig h t  misalignment or a performance 
asymmetry during th is  c r i t ic a l  period may change the location of the 
egocentre. I f  one eye becomes suppressed during development because of 
the misalignment of the visual axes, the normal re la tion between object 
location, re t ina l location and eye posture may not develop. Direction 
of objects in space would be made with reference to the dominant
non-suppressed eye that would have extracted th is  information (Mann,
Hein and Diamond, 1979). Less dramatic performance differences may have 
changed the location of the egocentre.
Sighting dominance has received most attention in the l i te ra tu re  and
w i l l  be discussed below in re la tion to other visual features of
binocular vision.
Sighting Dominance: motor aspects
Several investigators believe sighting dominance involves a motor
component which is related to eye movement performance (Schoen and 
Scofield, 1935; Walls, 1951; Lederer, 1961; Ogle, 1962; Porac and Coren, 
1976). The sighting dominant eye has been reported to i )  f ixa te  more
accurately (Sheard, 1925), i i )  has greater f ixa t ion  s ta b i l i t y  (Schoen 
and Scofield, 1935), i i i )  performs more accurate eye movements (Clark, 
1935), iv )  recovers the state of f ixa t io n  faster and v) converges faster
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(Crider, 1935). The non-dominant eye performs eye movement execution at 
a slower rate, completes fusion and thereby maintains single vision and 
is less stable in maintaining convergence and may possibly develop a 
f ixa t ion  d isparity  (Ogle, 1962).
Schoen and Scofield (1935) investigated the neuromuscular e ff ic iency of 
the two eyes in binocular v is ion. Diplopia thresholds of the two eyes
were measured by introducing a prism (base-apex axis horizontal and base
nasal) before one eye while both eyes fixated a point 9 feet away. The 
power of the prism had to be greater before the non-dominant eye (as 
measured by the point test) before single vision broke down compared to 
that before the dominant eye. This did not reach significance. In a 
second experiment each eye was independently measured for the time 
required fo r single vision to be re-established after the removal of a
base-out prism resulting in over-convergence. The non-dominant eye
re-established single vision a fter th is  interference quicker than the 
dominant eye. I t  was concluded that the non-dominant eye had greater
neuromuscular e ff ic iency and greater diplopic reserves than the dominant
eye. However, i t  is not certain i f  in normal binocular vision the 
function of the two eyes would d i f fe r  in th is  way.
In an experiment reported by Money (1972) eye movements were recorded
while a display was scanned in a visual search task. The non-dominant 
eye (as defined by two pointing tests) took longer than the dominant eye 
to scan the display. However, eye movement recordings were monocular and 
i t  is not certain i f  in a binocular viewing situation there would be a 
time d if fe re n t ia l between the eyes and/or a performance difference in 
the percentages correct.
However, the emphasis on the motor, aspects of sighting dominance has
tended to obscure other aspects of the sighting task. With the hole in 
the card tes t,  one eye sights the target through the hole while the 
other sees the texture of the card (see Fig 1.8). I t  is possible that 
r iv a lry  may occur between the two images and also between the diplopic 
images of one of the targets in the alignment test. Therefore, i t  is 
misleading to assume that sighting tests are testing an ocular-motor
process. I t  has already been shown' that both eyes are involved in
specifying visual directions together with the egocentre. I t  is more
meaningful to investigate the functioning of the two eyes in binocular
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Fig 1.8. Diagram to Demonstrate the Hole in the Card Sighting Test; 
sensory factors as well as oculomotor factors may be involved.
Target
Card with 
small hole
LE RE:Sighting Dominant Eye
Subject sights the object through the hole with the r igh t eye, 
The le f t  eye sees the textured card.
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vision or a dichoptic viewing task and to investigate the contribution 
of each eye to the binocular percept.
1.6.1. Qcular Dominance: sensory aspects
Several investigators believe that sensory dominance which usually takes 
the form of binocular r iv a lry ,  is  independent from motor dominance 
(Walls, 1951; Lederer, 1961; Ogle, 1962). Binocular r iv a lry  tests of 
dominance have been neglected in the l i te ra tu re  part ly  because of the 
d i f f i c u l t y  in administering such tests (Walls, 1951) and because they 
have been assumed to be s ta t is t ic a l ly  unreliable (Ogle, 1962).
However, r iv a lry  has been assumed to re f le c t  a competition between the 
eyes and dominance is believed to be the superiority  of one eye over the 
other. Several investigators adopted certain c r i te r ia  fo r judging i f  
one eye was dominant. I f  one image of a rivalrous pair was registered 
as being v is ib le  fo r  a time 20% greater than the other, i t  was classed 
as the dominant eye, (Washburn, Faison and Scott, 1934; Gronwall and 
Sampson, 1971). A two switch key procedure was used, one key to record
the duration the le f t  image was v is ib le  and one to record the duration
the r ig h t image was v is ib le . Composites or combinations of the two 
images were not considered a valid category of perception.
An attempt to develop an objective measure of ocular dominance using 
r iv a l ry  was made by Enoksson (1963) using optokinetic nystagmus. I f  
both eyes view a moving pattern from r ig h t to le f t ,  both eyes show 
nystagmic eye movements in a r ig h t t o . le f t  d irection and vice versa fo r  
a le f t  to r ig h t moving pattern. I f  the eyes are given patterns moving 
in opposite directions there is clear phenomenal r iv a lry .  The eye 
movements become yoked, to the d irection of pattern movement that is 
phenomenally present ie. dominant. Enoksson (1963) reported that only 
eight out of t h i r t y  of his subjects showed dominance. However, he only 
recorded dominance i f  the subject showed nystagmic eye movements of the 
same d irection throughout the 2 minute observation period. I t  is not 
possible from his data to know i f  subjects did show varying degrees of 
r iv a l ry ,  nor did he record subjective r iv a l r y  reports.
There are wide individual differences in the amount of r iv a lry  dominance
found (Wade, 1975a, 1976b) suggesting that the d irection and degree of 
dominance can be derived from a r iv a l ry  test rather than using a
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dichotomous c lass if ica t ion  . There are several lines ‘of evidence that 
suggest r iv a l ry  is not an extension of the eye competitive approach 
f i r s t  adopted in the eye dominance l i te ra tu re .  Washburn et a l,  (1934) 
reported in her experiments that composites were seen quite frequently 
during r iv a lry  observation. Enoksson (1963) also noted that colours and 
pattern configurations of a riva lrous pair of stimuli r iva l le d  at 
d if fe ren t rates and not in synchrony. Hamburger (1949) studied 
binocular r iv a l r y  extensively in 49 subjects and reported that in the 
stamp test (two stamps of d if fe re n t colours and deta il are presented one 
to each eye) d if fe re n t features r iva l le d  independently of others. 
Numerals did not f luctuate at the same rate as the colours and the 
periphery r iva l le d  at a d if fe re n t rate from the centre of the stamps. 
Creed (1935) reported a s im ilar f ind ing , again using stamps as s t im u li.
The term dominance to describe the asymmetry in r iv a lry  carries with i t  
the connotation of competition between the eyes and that binocular 
vision is at any one time e ffe c t ive ly  monocular. However, the above 
studies demonstrate that r iv a l r y  may occur in a piecemeal fashion over 
the two retinae and does not involve one whole retina suppressing 
another.
i*Z* Binocular Vision and Suppression
When discrepant images are presented one to each retina on corresponding 
areas phenomenal r iv a lry  occurs characterised by a lternating phases of 
dominance and suppression. The alternating phenomenal suppression and 
dominance has been claimed to be an expression of the same underlying 
process as found with single vision during apparent fusion of sim ilar 
images (Porta, 1593; Du Tour, 1760; Verhoeff, 1935; Asher, 1953; 
Hochberg, 1964; Kaufman, 1964; Levelt, 1968). Diplopia is rare ly 
experienced in normal viewing conditions suggesting some form of 
suppression may be occurring. Eye dominance has been viewed as one 
process in which to reduce the occurrence of diplopia in normal vision 
(Miles, 1929). Diplopia is also experienced in the simple alignment 
te s t.  Hughes (1953) suggested that the neuromuscular performance of the 
two eyes d iffe red . In binocular vision the non-dominant eye (sighting 
eye) took longer to complete fusion and in order to preserve single 
vision i t  was suppressed.
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This suggests that sensory and motor processes in dominance cannot be
easily  d if fe ren tia ted  as has been assumed. However, investigators have
s t i l l  been concerned with the re la tion  between sighting and r iv a lry  
dominance tests using the dichotomous c la ss if ica t io n .
Washburn, Faison and Scott (1934) reported that only a th ird  of th e ir  
subjects had a rivalrous dominant eye that was also the dominant eye in 
a sighting test. Coren and Kaplan (1973) concluded from the results of 
a corre lational study that r iv a l r y  and sighting dominance were 
independent. The same authors la te r reported a close re lationship 
between the two (Porac and Coren, 1978). Sixteen out of twenty four 
subjects in a study by Wade (1975a) had a r ivalrous dominant eye that
was also the dominant eye in a sighting test .
The re la tion  between the two types of tests is not clear. A fu rthe r 
variation on the r iv a l ry  test was reported by Humphiss (1969). He found 
that i f  a red f i l t e r  was placed before the good eye of an amblyopic 
subject a re fraction chart viewed with both eyes open, appeared a dull 
red. A sim ilar procedure with a binocularly normal subject produces no 
such e ffect unless a +3D lens was placed in fron t of the non-filte red 
eye. This suggests that some form of interocular suppression is 
occurring and only when th is  is reduced by f i l t e r in g  one eye does one 
eye become dominant. Humphiss (1969) recorded the value of the plus lens 
required in fron t of each eye fo r the binocular view to turn red. I f  
the values were d if fe re n t in the two eyes, a measure of sensory 
dominance was derived. This suggests that r iv a lry  dominance may be a 
re flec tion  of asymmetrical interocular suppression between the eyes.
I f  one r ivalrous image has a greater number of contours than the other 
i t  w i l l  be seen a greater percentage of the viewing time than the other 
(Breese, 1899). By changing the strength of a r iva lrous stimulus, eye 
dominance effects can be mimicked. I f  the mechanism of binocular r iv a l ry  
is investigated fu rther i t  may provide a further understanding of the 
role of r iv a l ry  dominance in binocular vision or the possible 
sensory/motor factors that may be responsible for ocular dominance.
1_.7.K Binocular Rivalry
Several methods have been used to study the role of suppression in 
apparent fusion and single v is ion. F irs t ,  the displacement of images
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during fusion: the fused binocular percept appears intermediate to the 
two values of both images although according to the suppression 
theorists i t  is due to f ixa t io n  d ispa rity  accompanied by suppression 
(Ogle, 1964). Second, by investigating the spatial and temporal 
properties of fusion and suppression i t  would be possible to discover 
the nature of the process underlying single vision (Kaufman, 1963; 
Crovitz and Lockhead, 1967; Collins and Blackwell, 1974). Third, 
presentation of test probes can monitor the threshold s e n s it iv i ty  of the 
image. I t  has been reported that the threshold se n s it iv i ty  as measured 
by the tes t probe technique is reduced by up to 0.5 log units during 
r iv a l ry  suppression (Wales and Fox, 1970; Fox and Check, 1972; Blake and 
Camisa, 1979). The test probe is presented during phenomenal r iv a lry  
and the threshold s e n s it iv i ty  can be monitored fo r the dominant and 
suppression phases.
A s im ila r procedure has been used during apparent fusion and i f  
s e n s it iv i ty  is reduced i t  is assumed that suppression is occurring. 
However, results from th is  technique have been mixed (Fox and Check,
1966; Fox and McIntyre, 1967; Makous and Sanders, 1978) and reports of
the reduced s e n s it iv i ty  during the r iva lrous suppression phases has also 
been questioned (Hollins and Bailey, 1981; Cogan, 1982). Individuals 
who have had no previous h istory of c l in ic a l  optical abnormalities have 
been reported to show continuous dominance of one eye during apparent 
fusion (Sanders., 1980). This is s im ila r to the findings of Schor (1977,
1978) who reported strabismic subjects exhibited r iv a lry  with discrepant
images but showed continuous dominance of one eye while viewing two 
s im ilar patterns dichoptiealTy,
Binocular r iv a lry  w i l l  be discussed in the following sections with 
reference to the proposed mechanisms involved in the alternating phases 
of dominance and suppression. The aim is to discover a possible process 
that may explain the asymmetry reports in r iv a lry  dominance tests.
1.7.£. Inh ib ito ry  Interactions
A model of reciprocal in h ib it io n  has been postulated to account fo r  the 
effects of binocular r iv a l ry  (Abadi, 1976; Wade, 1978a). Two channels, 
one sensitive to each eye undergo interocular suppression and the 
alternating phases of dominance arid suppression are believed to occur by 
a process of selective adaptation. The dominant stimulus is determined
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by the channel active at that time which inh ib its  the other channel. 
The active channel undergoes adaptation and becomes less active 
releasing the previously inhib ited channel. During the suppressive 
phase i t  recovers from adaptation (Crovitz and Lockhead, 1967). Hering 
was one of the orig inal proponents of reciprocal inh ib it ion  (Hering, 
1874/1964).
Wade (1974) also reported that r iv a l ry  suppression was or ien ta tiona lly  
selective. This would be predicted from a reciprocal inh ib it ion  model 
involving inh ib it ion  between populations of feature detectors tuned to 
d if fe ren t orientations and spatial frequencies. The pattern of the 
dominance and suppression durations varied with the orientations of the 
gratings used, vertica l gratings were v is ib le  for longer than gratings 
oriented at 45 degrees and the results were interpreted as support for 
the co rtica l localisation of these effects. O'Shea and Crassini (1981a) 
using a reaction time and forced choice technique reported that 
suppression was not acting l ike  a blanket e ffect on a l l  orientations of 
gratings but was selective. Changing a rivalrous grating during the 
suppressive phase from one orientation to another did not change the 
rivalrous state i f  th is orientation stimulated a population of units 
outside the tuning and in h ib ito ry  influence of the original population 
of units responsive to the suppressed rivalrous grating. However, a 
grating at an orientation within th is  range did change the state to one
of dominance. Abadi (1976) holds that binocular r iv a lry  involves
la tera l inh ib it io n  between d if fe re n t feature detectors.
Eye dominance as realised in binocular r iv a lry  can be accommodated
within th is  model by assuming asymmetrical inh ib ito ry  connections 
between the two channels. I t  is also possible that the eyes show a 
d i f fe re n t ia l  in threshold s e n s it iv i ty  that may be investigated using the 
threshold s e n s it iv i ty  test probe technique. This may demonstrate a 
difference in the depths of suppression.
Studies that have used the test probe technique have usually presented 
the probe to one eye in an induced state of continuous dominance (Blake 
and Lema, 1978; Blake and Camisa, 1979, both had the le f t  eye in a
dominant state; Hollins and Bailey, 1981 had the r igh t eye as 
dominant). Wales and Fox (1970) used both eyes and reported an 
asymmetry in the proportion of correct detections of the probe between
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the two eyes. Subject OR showed an increased rate of detection above the 
baseline detection rate of 75% fo r the le f t  eye in the experiments but 
not for the r igh t eye. Cogan and Silverman (1980) also reported eye 
dominance effects in detection rates. Detection rates fo r the location 
of flashes were the same fo r both eyes under monocular testing. In 
conditions of r iv a lry  and fusion (both f ie lds  uniform grey) the 
detection rates d iffered, the rate being higher for the dominant (acuity 
dominance) eye. The. authors suggested dominance was a manifestation of 
a contrast s e n s it iv i ty  difference in binocular vision.
However, some evidence against a reciprocal inh ib ito ry  model has been 
reported. According to the model the depth of suppression during the 
suppressive phase of a stimulus should decrease from the in i t ia t io n  of 
suppression to the time immediately preceding dominance, because of the 
changing in h ib ito ry  levels during adaptation. Fox and Check (1972) 
using the test probe technique found that the recognition threshold was 
raised by equal amounts throughout the suppressive phase. Some 
investigators .have suggested that the depth of suppression and the time 
course of suppression re f le c t d if fe re n t aspects of the same phenomenon 
(Blake and Camisa, 1979; Hollins and Bailey, 1981), which would not be 
expected from a reciprocal in h ib it ion  model.
The rec ip roca l- inh ib it ion  model implies that r iv a lry  is a "contest" 
between the eyes which would support some of the early theoretical views 
of single vision in binocular perception. The methodology adopted for 
recording r iv a l r y  has supported the notion of a competition between two 
monocular channels. Usually only two switch keys are present to record 
the perception of each whole image.
However, there is su ff ic ien t evidence to suggest that r iv a lry  is not 
merely a competition between the two eyes. Wade (1974) found that 
composites occupied 35% of the observation period for real image 
rivalrous gratings. S im ila r ly , Hollins and Bailey (1981) reported that 
60% of the viewing time was of composites. I t  would appear that 
composites are a valid category possibly representing an intermediate 
state of suppression (Hollins and Leung, 1978; Hollins, 1980). Ogle and 
Wakefield (1967) reported that black and white rivalrous images appeared 
as lustre fo r  some of the time suggesting an intermediate form of 
suppression.
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The rec lp roca l- inh ib it ion  model cannot account fo r  a l l  the evidence 
regarding r iv a l ry  and i t  is un like ly  that one eye's image r iva ls  as a 
whole with the other. I t  has been reported that r iv a lry  alternation 
rates can be modified i f  one aspect of the image is changed. Creed 
(1935) using stamps reported that i f  the colour is made identica l, the 
rate of r iv a l ry  of the form or shapes on the stamps decreased. Few 
studies have reported the effects of r ivalrous stimuli with identical 
surrounds. Makous and Sanders (1978) used a test probe technique, the 
probes were presented to the centres of grating displays that had either 
rivalrous centres and identical surrounds, or identical centres and 
riva lrous surrounds. The de tec tab il i ty  of the test flash presented in 
identical fused centres varied with the phase of dominance of the 
surrounds. The authors did not investigate the rate of r iv a lry  of the 
centre rivalrous gratings when alone and when surrounded by identical 
gratings. I t  would be interesting to investigate the area and type of 
influence the adjacent r iv a l l in g  contours had on the state of the
s t im u li .
Binocular r iv a l ry  probably re flec ts  an in h ib ito ry  process but i ts  exact 
mechanism has not yet been elucidated. Evidence against reciprocal 
inh ib it ion  has been given by Levelt (1966). He found in a series of 
experiments that the mean dominance duration of the stimulus in one eye 
was independent of the stimulus strength, and the duration was dependent 
on the stimulus strength of the contralateral eye. Dominance durations 
were unaffected i f  the stimulus strength was increased but the time that 
that stimulus remained suppressed was reduced. Thus a change in 
dominance depended on the properties of the non-dominant stimulus, an 
increase in strength of th is  stimulus shifted the dominance phase to one 
of suppression. Walker (1975) found that the course of r iv a lry  was
sensitive to a change in the strength of the suppressed but not the
dominant stimulus. Support' for th is view has also been reported by
O'Shea and Crassini (1981a) and Blake and Fox (1974a), data re-analysed 
by Walker (1978). This suggests that suppression during r iv a lry  is not 
a blocking e ffect of one channel (Blake and Fox, 1974a) but represents 
incomplete suppression and the phases remain sensitive to changes in the 
stimulus features.
I t  is probable that r iv a lry  re flec ts  a piecemeal suppression of local 
areas on d if fe re n t corresponding areas of the two retinae such that one
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area in the image w i l l  be dominant while neighbouring areas of the same 
image are suppressed (Meenes, 1930).
The Site of Binocular R ivalry
Psychophysical techniques have been used to determine the stages of 
visual processing within the visual system at e ither peripheral or 
central levels. Central processing is often assumed to re f le c t  
binocular analysis that occurs at or beyond the s ite  of convergence of 
the two monocular inputs.
Binocular r iv a l ry  does not appear to prevent stimuli being analysed that 
are dependent on binocular processes. A phenomenally suppressed eye can 
s t i l l  contribute to stereopsis, and depth is reported to be stable 
despite on going alternations of dominance and suppression of the two 
images (Kaufman, 1964, 1974; Julesz and M il le r ,  1975; Blake, Westendorf 
and Overton, 1980). This suggests that r iv a l ry  is not having a blanket 
suppressive e ffe c t.  Other investigators have suggested that binocular 
r iv a l ry  occurs a fter the processing s ite  of visual effects that are 
re l ia n t  on binocular channels.
Several a fte re ffec ts  are assumed to be analysed cen tra lly  (Sekuler,
1974). These a fte re ffec ts  also exh ib it interocular transfer. Adaptation 
to a visual stimulus can occur even though the adapting eye is 
phenomenally suppressed by a pattern in the other eye. The a fte re ffec t 
is ju s t as marked as the a fte re ffec t measured when the adapting stimulus 
is viewed without r iv a lry .  S im ila r ly , the a fte re ffec t w i l l  transfer
in te rocu la r ly  despite phenomenal suppression or r iv a l r y  during the 
adapting phase. This has been reported fo r  several visual a fte re ffec ts ; 
fo r adaptation to movement (Lehmkuhle and Fox, 1975a; O'Shea and
Crassini, 1981b), adaptation to t i l t  (Wade and Wenderoth, 1978) and for 
the spatial frequency s h i f t  and threshold elevation of contrast (Blake 
and Fox, 1974b). I f  suppression v /ere  blocking the adapting stimulus i t  
would be expected that no a fte re ffec t would be generated. The above
results have been interpreted as evidence of r iv a l ry  suppression 
occurring at or beyond the convergence of the two inputs of the eyes. 
Also adaptation to the riva lrous stimulus reduced the overall duration 
of time the stimulus was reported as v is ib le  over the observation period 
and r iv a l r y  was inferred to occur a fte r the s ite  of adaptation (Blake 
and Overton, 1979).
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However, the above studies assume seria l processing (Sekuler, 1974). 
Ramachandran (1975) reported that apparent movement was suppressed 
during r iv a l r y  and suggested motion, r iv a l r y  and depth may be processed 
by paralle l channels.
Given that r iv a lry  suppression may occur a fte r the convergence of the 
two monocular channels r iv a lry  dominance may re f le c t  some asymmetrical 
inh ib ito ry  process in binocular as well as in monocular channels.
A Continuum of Suppression in Binocular Vi si on
Diplopic images are not readily experienced in normal binocular viewing 
situations. Kaufman (1963) found the maximum effect of complete 
suppression occurred in the fovea which corresponded to the size of the 
fusion areas ie Panum's fusional areas. I t  has been reported that 
subjects with misaligned visual axes have suppression in the foveal 
areas and not in the peripheral areas (Siretaenu and Fronius, 1981). 
This suggests that suppression may be crucial for single vision when 
more acute processing is involved.
Several investigators believe that there is a continuum of suppression, 
at one end constant suppression as in c l in ic a l cases of strabismus to 
temporary suppression as may occur with sighting behaviour and r iv a lry  
suppression that may also occur in normal vision at the other (Porac and 
Coren, 1975, 1978). The temporary suppression in r iv a lry  is believed to 
involve the same process as that in long term or constant suppression 
(Blake and Lehmkuhle, 1976; Wade, 1976a). Ocular dominance may be an 
expression of th is  continuum and individuals therefore would be expected 
to show varying degrees of suppression in the binocular r iv a lry  
procedure.
Visual acuity can be greatly reduced in one eye (ie amblyopia) i f  the 
eyes are misaligned as in strabismus early in l i f e  or due to severe 
uncorrected refracted error in one eye (anisometropia amblyopia). For 
these individuals to function with both eyes open one eye is suppressed 
(the turned eye) in order to reduce diplopia caused by sim ilar images 
fa l l in g  on non-corresponding places and confusion of d iss im ilar images 
fa l l in g  on corresponding places. Suppression is usually accompanied by 
reduced binocular functioning such as stereopsis (Duke-Elder, 1973). 
The acuity loss is restr ic ted  to foveal areas and is equal for the two
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eyes outside these areas (Siretaenu and Fronius, 1981; Hess, Campbell 
and Zimmern, 1980). Misalignment of the visual axes causes a mismatch 
of the corresponding regions but because of the reduced acuity in the 
peripheral areas suppression w i l l  only be restr ic ted  to the foveal 
areas. A study by Siretaenu and Fronius (1981) showed that regions of 
acuity loss were also areas of deep interocular suppression. In the 
peripheral areas where there was no marked interocular suppression, 
binocular summation and interocular transfer could be demonstrated 
(Siretaenu, Fronius and Singer, 1981). An aetiology of suppression was 
suggested to account fo r these findings. Early in l i f e  a small mismatch 
between corresponding areas due to a small angle squint is not crucial 
because the fusion ranges are large. But d ip lopia occurs as these areas 
shrink with age. Binocular r iv a l r y  occurs with a dominance bias towards 
the non squinting eye. This becomes long term suppression which 
disrupts the central pathways resulting in visual impairment. In a 
s im ilar vein, less c r i t ic a l  misalignment of one eye or a difference in 
optical performance may influence or bias the pattern of binocular 
r iv a lry  such that one eye becomes dominant. This may be reflected in 
asymmetrical in h ib it ion  between the eyes.
Neurophysioloqical Studies
Manipulation of the visual input during the sensitive period of visual 
development of cats and monkeys have altered the neuronal se n s it iv it ie s  
and connections as found by micro-electrode recordings. Induced 
a r t i f i c ia l  squint, a lternating monocular occlusion reduces the 
complement of binocular ce lls  in the visual cortex areas 17 and 18 
(Hubei and Wiesel,1965). This occurred fo r  a l l  the visual f ie ld  and did 
not result in amblyopia. Maffei and B is t i (1976) reported disruption of 
co rtica l b inocu larity  for k ittens reared in to ta l darkness with the 
extra-ocular muscles cut suggesting that disruption to the cortex was 
not necessarily due to discordant visual input. This suggests a new 
interpretation on strabismus. However, evidence of suppression with 
th is  manipulation is lacking.
O ptica lly  induced squint without the misalignment of the visual axes 
carried out in other studies also changed the ocular dominance 
categories. The amount of change depended on the d irection and strength 
of the prism (Smith, Bennett, Harwerth and Crawford, 1979). Changes in
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the neurophysiology of the cortex has resulted in concomitant 
behavioural changes. Animals reared with alternating monocular 
occlusion were unable to use stereoscopic depth cues (Blake and Hirsch,
1975). With monocular closure, the neurones in the visual cortex become 
dominated by the non-deprived eye (Wiesel and Hubei, 1963) although 
there have been no reports of accompanying suppression. Such studies 
have been concerned with the loss of binocular neurones and not with 
asymmetrical performance of the eyes in binocular vision.
Abnormalities in visual input during the c r i t ic a l  sensory period in 
animals have a profound effect on the functioning of the visual system. 
Abnormal visual experience in humans such as squint can result in 
sim ilar behavioural d e f ic its  eg stereoblindness as reported in the 
animal studies above (Banks, Aslin and Letsin, 1975). However, care 
must be taken when analogies are drawn between changes in the neuronal 
population found with micro-electrode techniques and associated 
behavioural d e f ic its  in animals to the anomalies found in human visual 
performance.
Levi, Harwerth and Smith (1979) used a dichoptic suprathreshold masking 
paradigm and from the results concluded that stereoblind individuals may 
lack excitatory connections but s t i l l  retain inh ib ito ry  connections. 
S im ila r ly , stereoblind individuals do show r iv a lry  (Schor, 1978; 
Westendorf, Langston, Chambers and A l le g re t t i ,  1978) suggesting that 
early abnormal visual experience as with strabismus may d i f fe re n t ia l ly  
affect binocular connections leaving some in tact while others eg. those 
responsible for stereopsis, are disrupted.
I t  is possible to conceptualise eye dominance in terms of asymmetrical 
connections between binocular and monocular units d i f fe re n t ia l ly  driven 
by the two eyes. However, i t  would not explain the asymmetries in 
performance of the two eyes found on the d if fe ren t tests of dominance 
with r iv a lry  and sighting.
i ’Z ’A* Eye Movements and Binocular Rivalry
Kaufman (1963) reported that the spread of suppression in binocular 
r iv a l ry  was related to non-conjugate eye movements. Suppression was 
found to be greater fo r  an horizontal bar than a vertica l bar as 
non-conjugate horizontal eye movements would cause the vertica l bar to
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slide over the retina and stimulate a greater number of receptors and 
keep i t  v is ib le  for longer. Only the two ends of the horizontal bar 
would stimulate new receptors. The s lid ing vertica l contour is believed 
to leave a wake of suppression across the horizontal bar in the 
contralateral f ie ld .  Wade (1975a) reported dominance measures with real 
image r iv a lry  derived from the overall durations the le f t  and r igh t eye 
stimuli were v is ib le  and expressed th is  as a ra tio . These differences
were more marked when vertica l lines were presented to the dominant
eye. I t  was suggested that eye movements were responsible for the 
dominance effects. Wade (1974, 1975a) found a difference in durations 
the r ig h t and le f t  eye's images were reported to be v is ib le  for real 
image r iv a lry  but not fo r afterimage r iv a lry .  With the la t te r  procedure 
(Wade, 1975a) there was very l i t t l e  difference between the durations 
that each eye's image was v is ib le .  These equal durations found with the 
afterimages are believed to re f le c t  almost equal interocular suppression 
between the eyes. Therefore, dominance as found with real images may be 
due to peripheral factors such as eye movements that change the strength 
of that stimulus rather than asymmetrical in h ib it io n . However, Hollins 
and Bailey (1980) recorded r iv a l ry  with 2 degree diameter gratings, one
of which was vertical and found no e ffect of orientation on the to ta l
durations each image was v is ib le .
Wade (1978b) put forward an hypothesis of eye dominance, to explain the 
discrepancies reported between sighting dominance and r iv a l r y  dominance, 
based on eye movement factors. This is discussed in Part I I ,  chapter 
2 .
Levelt (1965, 1967) suggested that the main role of eye movements in 
r iv a lry  was to restore the suppressed image to dominance. Sabrin and 
Kertesz (1980) measured eye movements of 4' of arc while subjects viewed 
ring-disc rivalrous stimuli and non-rivalrous s tim u li. F i f ty  percent 
more micro-saccades were recorded during r iv a lry  compared to 
non-rivalry. The dominant eye (as defined by the report of a longer 
overall duration of dominance) had a greater^proportion of microsaccadic 
a c t iv i ty  during phases of phenomenal dominance as well as suppression 
re la tive  to the non-dominant eye. The authors suggested that a gain 
mechanism in the oculomotor system may be responsible. Microsaccadic 
a c t iv i ty  also showed a decreasing rate during the suppressive phase 
suggesting that suppression may decrease in depth over th is  phase which
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contrasts with the conclusions drawn from the results from the 
test-probe studies (Fox and Check, 1972).
I t  is possible that factors such as eye movement differences between the 
eyes can account for the r iv a lry  dominance effects. However, the 
majority of studies that have investigated eye dominance have compared 
the monocular performance of each eye on a task or have monitored the 
s e n s it iv i ty  of only one eye during a binocular viewing situation. 
Rivalry dominance does involve a dichoptic viewing situation but the 
procedure of measuring dominance and the c lass if ica tion  of the result's 
has been influenced by the ea r l ie r  views on dominance : one eye is seen 
as contesting with the other. The question is ; -  Is eye dominance 
realised in a normal binocular viewing situation?, and i f  so, what 
binocular interactions are responsible fo r i ts  effect? I f  one eye 
contributes more to the binocular percept than the other what is the 
nature of th is  contribution and type of interaction?
The following section looks at those studies that have reported ocular 
dominance effects using binocular viewing paradigms. Several of the 
studies report dominance effects as an observation from the main 
research theme. There have been no systematic studies of dominance using 
the dichoptic and binocular viewing paradigms.
Binocular Viewing Paradigms and Ocular Dominance
Studies investigating binocular visual interactions can be divided into 
two areas. One, studies dealing with single vision and stereopsis and 
two, those concerned with how stimuli presented to one eye affect the 
appearance of stimuli presented to the other which includes areas such 
as masking, summation and other dichoptic viewing paradigms. I f  two 
images are presented stereoscopically they are seen single lying in a 
central position of the visual f ie ld  intermediate of the position of the 
two monocular s tim u li. Although th is  has been taken by the fusion 
theorists as evidence for fusion, Kaufman (1974) argues th is  can equally 
occur with f ixa t ion  d ispa rity  and suppression of one image. To overcome 
the problem of f ixa tion  d ispa rity  Ono, Angus and Gregor (1977) presented 
disparate stimuli fo r 100 msec together with nonius alignment and 
recorded the occurrence of apparent fusion and/or suppression. The 
overall results of the ir  study showed that fusion or suppression for
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perceived single vision was dependent on the stimulus variables used. 
Large disparate stimuli appeared single by fusion and sometimes by 
suppression. Small disparate stimuli appeared single by apparent 
fusion. In a second study stimuli with large d isparit ies  of a 1/2 to 1°
of arc were used. A set of control stimuli with the same disparate 
values were included to control fo r the possible d i f f i c u l t y  of judging a 
stimulus in depth as being central or non-central. These disparate 
stimuli were set o f f  centre -ie. unequally placed from the midline. I f  
fusion occurred ce n tra l i ty  would not have been reported. High 
proportions of c e n tra l i ty  were reported for the control stimuli 
suggesting that the apparent visual d irections were not the arithmetic 
mean of the two monocular inputs but rather that one eye was weighted 
more by the visual system than the other even during nonius alignment. 
Visual d irections of stimuli away from the midpoint have also been 
reported with vertica l disparate stimuli of 0-7’ of arc (to avoid 
confusion with the depth e ffe c t)  and subjects were consistent in the ir  
judgements (Sheedy and Fry, 1979). This suggests that ocular dominance 
effects are involved in d irectional judgements fo r stimuli that also do 
not involve eye movements. However, no systematic study was made of 
these dominance e ffects .
In Levelt 's  (1965) studies on brightness averaging an ocular dominance 
e ffec t was observed. Equal luminance discs were presented to both eyes 
and a test pattern of fixed luminance was presented to one eye and a 
disc of adjustable luminance was presented to the other. Subjects 
adjusted the luminance of the la t te r  disc so that the binocularly 
perceived brightness matched the standard equal luminance of the discs. 
The results supported an averaging luminance model, the average 
luminance of the test components was judged to be equal to the average 
luminance of the standard components. I f  one test component was zero, or 
very small compared to the standard, averaging did not occur but 
resulted in Fechnor's paradox. A series of equi-brightness curves were 
drawn from the data and the slopes were found to depend on the ocular 
dominance fac to r, a variation that could also be mimicked by increasing 
the amount of contrast in that eye. Levelt (1965) suggested the ocular 
dominance e ffec t reflected a sensory difference but he did not expand i t  
fu rthe r and nor did he attempt to quantify th is  difference. This 
s e n s it iv i ty  difference may be a difference in contrast s e n s it iv i ty  or
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adaptation.
S e n s it iv ity  of the visual system is usually characterised by the
contrast s e n s it iv i ty  function. However, such measures cannot be 
expected to be indicative of performance with suprathreshold stimuli
where the stimuli are fa r more complex possibly involving a range of
processes and interactions. The majority of the eye dominance tests 
involve suprathreshold s t im u li,  one exception is the test suggested by 
Ware and Mitchell (1974). They reported interocular transfer of the
threshold elevation of contrast between the two eyes and th is  was 
greater in one direction of transfer re la tive  to the other. This was 
suggested to be a good measure of dominance because of the report of 
greater transfer from the sighting dominant to non-sighting eye re la tive  
to the opposite d irection. Threshold measures have been taken to re f lec t 
the proportions of neurones in a channel although the exact, neural 
interactions are so poorly understood that i t  is unlikely that the 
proportion of neurones are the l im it ing  factor even in sensory threshold 
measurements.
The following studies have looked at s e n s it iv i ty  differences between the 
eyes at 1) theshold levels and 2) suprathreshold levels.
! •  Threshold Measures of Qcular Asymmetries
I t  is well established that binocular thresholds fo r luminance detection 
are lower than monocular thresholds. Pirenne (1943) concluded that this 
reflected p robab ility  summation, the amount of reduction expected from 
the combination of two independent detectors. However, in a ca re fu lly  
controlled set of experiments (Thorn and Boynton, 1974) binocular 
threshold reduction was found to exceed that expected from p robab ility  
summation and th is  is believed to re f le c t  the neural summation of the 
two monocular channels. This is called binocular summation. I t  is 
possible that those studies that fa i led  to report binocular summation 
effects (see Blake and Fox,1973, fo r a review) had subjects with an eye 
more "sensitive"than the other that may have resulted in suppression of 
one eye during binocular viewing. Studies that have reported binocular 
summation have deliberate ly chosen subjects with approximately equally 
sensitive eyes (Braccini, Gambardella and Suetta, 1980). Legge (1979) 
reported that the contrast s e n s it iv i ty  of one observer CF was higher for 
the r igh t eye compared to the le f t ,  and s im ila r ly  fo r subject JC in the
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Lema and Blake (1977) study. Home (1978) reported se n s it iv ity  
differences fo r his subjects between the sighting and non-sighting 
dominant eyes. The sighting eye was reported to be the more sensitive. 
Also larger contrast s e n s it iv i ty  differences have been reported between 
amblyopic and normal eyes (Levi and Harwerth, 1977; Levi, Harwerth and 
Manny, 1979; Blake, Martens and Di G ianfil ippo, 1980)
In a study by Westendorf, Langston, Chambers and A lleg re tt i (1978) the 
monocular tes t luminances were varied to achieve a 40% correct detection 
rate for rectangular flashes. Despite’ th is  adjustment a ll normal 
subjects did show some variation in the threshold detections fo r the two 
eyes eg. DG showed an approximate difference of 14% correct detections 
between the r ig h t  and le f t  eyes. No information was supplied on eye 
dominance.
Selby and Woodhouse (1981) found that the amount of binocular 
interaction was dependent on the contrast s e n s it iv i ty  ratios of the 
eyes. For amblyopes, the contrast se n s it iv i t ie s  of the two eyes were 
approximately equal fo r spatial frequencies of 2 c/® but not fo r high 
spatial frequencies. Subjects who had no stereoscopic vision yet 
demonstrated interocular transfer of threshold elevation of contrast at 
normal levels for 2 c/° but not at higher frequencies (8 c/o). I t  was 
suggested that binocular performance and interactions are improved when 
the eyes have approximately equivalent contrast threshold 
s e n s it iv i t ie s .
2» Suprathreshold Measures of Ocular Asymmetries
i )  Monocular testing
Reaction time is usually used to quantify suprathreshold responses. 
Simple response times are assumed to correlate with the perceptual 
strength of the stimulus (Mansfield, 1973) and equal response times 
re f le c t  equal perceptual strengths, (Minucci and Connors, 1964; Harwerth 
and Sperling, 1975) A difference in the s e n s it iv it ie s  of the two eyes or 
the processing capacities may be reflected in d if fe re n t ia l  reaction time 
measures.
Poffenberger (1912) reported that the sighting dominant eye yielded 
s ig n if ica n t ly  faster response times than the non-dominant eye. However,
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no difference in response times to detect sinusoidal gratings over a 
range of contrast levels were reported between the sighting and
non-sighting dominant eyes by Blake, Martens and Di G ianfilippo (1980). 
In th is study the contrast s e n s it iv i t ie s  of the two eyes were made 
equivalent p r ior to the experimental measurements. However, one subject 
did show a 10 to 15% difference in response times. This subject CB was 
stereoblind, the non-amblyopic eye having the shorter response time.
Minucci and Connors (1964) recorded res^nse times to a 1° flash of l ig h t  
that varied in in tens ity  over a 4 log unit range. The flash was
presented to the sighting dominant,siahting non- dominant eye and to
both eyes. Monocular presentations resulted in equivalent response 
times to the binocular viewing condition when the the sighting dominant 
eye had a stimulus 0.53-0:71 log units brighter and the non-dominant eye, 
had a stimulus 0.85 - 1.4 log units brighter, depending on the binocular 
brightness leve l, than the binocular test f lash . A measure of dominance 
based on the difference in these values was correlated with acuity 
measures and binocular response times. No relationship was found.
However, no fixa tion , marker was provided during the experiment and any 
misalignment due to differences in f ixa t io n  s ta b i l i t y  may have 
contributed to the results . I t .  is not known i f  these differences would 
also have existed once asymptotic response levels had been reached.
Money (1972) recorded the percentage of correct localisations fo r  dots 
and d ig its  flashed fo r 500 ms under monocular and binocular viewing. No 
f ixa t io n  points were provided and subjects could scan the board. 
Binocular performance was superior to monocular performance and the 
sighting dominant eye was superior to the non-dominant eye. Reducing 
the speed to 100 ms reduced the d i f fe re n t ia l  between the two eyes 
suggesting that a difference in the speed of eye movements was 
responsible rather than a difference in processing capacities.
I t  is possible that the difference in detection rates between the eyes 
may have been due to d if fe ren t states of accommodation. Poor 
accommodation produces optical blur and reduces the contrast s e n s it iv i ty  
of the eye (Ogle, 1961) and i f  no f ixa t io n  point is provided i t  is 
possible that accommodation states may vary from one t r i a l  to another.
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i i )  Binocular Testing
This section is concerned with those studies looking at the proportional 
contribution of each eye to the binocular percept. I t  is possible that 
differences between the eyes are only realised with some form of 
binocular stimulation. Cogan and Silverman (1980) found that two of 
the ir  four subjects showed no difference between the eyes fo r detection 
of test probes presented monocularly but did show a difference during 
r iv a lry  and fusion ie. during dichoptic viewing. When the dominant eye 
(the eye with the higher detection rate) was covered with a neutral 
density f i l t e r ,  performance was reduced to the same level for each of 
the conditions of monocular viewing, r iv a lry  and fusion. Covering the 
non-dominant eye produced a progressive decrease in performance over the 
three conditions respectively. Thus reducing the contrast or luminance 
of one eye, possibly reduces the influence of one eye over the other. 
This may re f le c t  changes in the level of interocular suppression.
Frisby and Mayhew (1979) presented identical textured displays to each 
eye. The two textures contained monocularly v is ib le  regions of d if fe ren t 
contrast. When fused stereoscopically the texture (see Fig Ic ,  Frisby 
and Mayhew, 1979) became homogeneous due to the process of contrast 
summation (Lema and Blake, 1977). I t  was noted by the authors that the 
homogeneity was not immediately apparent i f  the subject had a dominant 
eye. This suggests that there is a difference in se n s it iv i ty  of the 
eyes at the s ite  of binocular processing. A novel finding of a depth 
e ffect was reported with these displays. However, a contrast difference 
between gratings presented d ichoptiea lly  is not su ff ic ien t to produce a 
depth e ffec t (Blake and Cormack, 1979b).
Legge and Rubin (1981) designed a series of experiments to measure 
suprathreshold contrast interactions using a s im ilar paradigm to that of 
Levelt (1965). A type of eye dominance measure was found for four 
subjects. The contrast of the test components fo r a match depended on 
which eye received the higher contrast test grating. I f  a low contrast 
grating was presented to the le f t  eye a high contrast grating to the 
r ig h t eye was required to make a match. I f  the lower contrast grating 
was presented to the r igh t eye, an even lower contrast was required by 
the le f t  eye, and the le f t  eye was designated the dominant eye. Small 
differences in contrast s e n s it iv i ty  between the eyes mirrored the
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direction of the contrast dominance measure as derived above but not in 
magnitude. Individuals showed varying degrees of dominance in the 
matching contrast curves which varied in magnitude (not d irection) for 
each subject over the d if fe re n t tasks. Subject MA showed extreme ocular 
dominance which was found not to be related to accommodation differences 
between .the eyes as measured by the laser optometer. This subject also 
had good stereopsis. I t  is not known what the basis to th is  dominance 
is although i t  again demonstrates that monocular sensitivies are not 
good predictors of the type of binocular outcome at suprathreshold 
leve l.
However, i f  the contrast s e n s it iv i ty  difference between the eyes is 
large binocular performance is impaired. Levi, Harwerth and Manny 
(1979) reported that binocular performance with amblyopes using reaction 
time measures was below that of the monocular performance. No 
compensations fo r  the contrast differences were made prior to binocular 
performance (cf Blake, Martens and Di G ianfil ippo, 1980). A similar 
result was reported by Selby and Woodhouse (1980) fo r  the threshold 
elevation of contrast.
There is need fo r  a systematic study of ocular asymmetries in binocular 
vision. Both direction and degree of dominance need to be investigated. 
I t  is possible that the continued use of the word dominance together 
with the nature of some of the dominance tests and the dichotomous 
c lass if ica tion  have obscured the nature and possible function of eye 
preferences and ocular asymmetries in binocular vision. The divis ion of 
motor and sensory factors in the d if fe ren t tests of dominance also needs 
to be questioned.
K_9 The Aim of This Study
This study is an investigation of the ocular asymmetries in binocular 
vision using several d if fe ren t dichoptic and binocular viewing 
paradigms. Part I I  is concerned with measuring ocular asymmetries 
between the eyes when d if fe ren t stimuli are presented to each eye which 
promotes binocular r iv a lry .  A measure of the direction and the degree of 
the asymmetry is developed from the r iv a l r y  results . Part I I I  reports a 
series of experiments investigating ocular asymmetries when similar 
stimuli are presented to each eye using a stereoscopic viewing paradigm.
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A measure of ocular asymmetry giving d irection and degree is developed 
from the response time measures. Part IV reports a measure of ocular 
asymmetry derived from an interocular transfer paradigm and the models 
of interocular transfer are reviewed in re lation to the d iffe ren t 
asymmetry measures reported in previous experiments.
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PART I I
BINOCULAR RIVALRY MEASURES OF OCULAR ASYMMETRY
48-
CHAPTER 2
2.1. Introduction
Double images are rare ly experienced under normal viewing conditions 
unless there is a misalignment of the visual axis as in the c l in ic a l 
case of strabismus. When f ixa t io n  is changed from one object to another 
the convergence angle of the eyes is changed so that they remain aligned 
and reduce the d isparity  of the two images of the object resulting in 
single v is ion. Single vision occurs fo r  disparate images as long as the 
d ispa rity  is within a certain range (Panum, 1858) This lim ited range fo r  
single vision is known as Panum's fusional range. I t  is  usually taken 
to be about 9-15* of arc horizonta lly  and 5-8' of arc v e r t ic a l ly  
(M itche ll, 1966). However, the dimensions of th is  fusional area depends 
on the method of measurement (Duwaer and Van Den Brink, 1981).
I f  the d ispa rity  of an object is small i t  is perceived as single 
although each monocular image of that object specifies a d if fe ren t 
visual d irec tion . There are two theories that have been proposed to 
explain binocular single v is ion; the suppression theory (Porta, 1593; Du 
Tour, 1760; Verhoeff, 1935; Asher, 1953; Hochberg, 1964; Kaufman, 1974) 
and the fusional theory (Boring, 1933; Charnwood, 1952; Sperling, 1970; 
Julesz, 1971). The suppression theory holds that one image or part of an 
image is suppressed in binocular vision by the other, and the dominant 
image specifies the visual d irection of the objects in space. (A weaker 
version of the theory held by Hochberg (1964) holds that the binocular
percept is composed of a mosaic from the two images by a process of
local suppression over the two re tinae). Binocular r iv a lry  is taken to 
be the phenomenal expression of thé process of suppression that occurs 
in normal binocular v is ion.
The fusion theory holds that the single binocular percept results from a 
"compromise" or "fusion" between the two monocular images. Visual 
d irections of objects are specified by a value intermediate of the two 
monocular values.
I f  binocular r iv a lry  or suppression is the basis to binocular single 
vision i t  is un like ly  to be experienced because of the s im ila r i t ie s  of
the two images. The study of single vision has been investigated in an
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e ithe r/o r manner, either suppression occurs or fusion occurs, and
several psychophysical techniques have been used to test fo r fusion or 
suppression effects . The classical views of visual suppression and of 
visual perception have influenced the procedures adopted to test for 
fusion or suppression.
Suppression was mentioned in the 16th and 17th centuries by Porta (1593) 
and Gassendi (1698) and la te r by Du Tour (1760) as the basis to single 
v is ion. One eye perceived the world despite both eyes being open. This 
view was expanded by la te r theoris ts ( Washburn, 1933; Verhoeff, 1935; 
Hamburger, 1949; Asher, 1953). Verhoeff believed that one eye became 
dominant because greater attentional value was attached to one image 
while the other image was suppressed. He called th is  process 
replacement rather than suppression. Asher (1953) claimed that i t  was 
one member of a pair of corresponding points that was suppressed
although he reported that depth was s t i l l  apparent with 
non-corresponding disparate stimuli despite th is  suppression. Several 
investigators believed suppression ie. binocular r iv a lry  was the basis 
to stereopsis (Washburn, 1933; Hochbefg, 1964). However, i t  has been 
well documented that depth is s t i l l  perceived with disparate images that 
are also riva lrous (Helmholtz, 1925; Kaufman, 1964; Kaufman and 
Pitblado, 1969). Depth, is also experienced with disparate images that
are perceived as double images (Ogle, 1953). Therefore, fusion and 
suppression are not necessarily su f f ic ie n t  conditions fo r stereopsis 
(Ono, Angus and Gregor, 1977),.
Alternating suppression as experienced with discrepant images in 
binocular r iv a lry  was believed to re f le c t  an on going competition 
between the eyes. Washburn and Manning (1934) reported phenomenal 
r iv a l ry  while viewing a 3 dimensional object, a black cube with one 
vertica l white side. Miles (1929) believed that single vision was 
achieved by suppression of one image and not by a process of a lternating 
suppression, thus one eye became the dominant eye in binocular vision.
Evidence fo r suppression in single binocular vision has been sought 
using a varie ty of experimental paradigms. I f  the trad it iona l 
de fin it ion  of suppression and fusion is used (Asher, 1953) the visual 
d irection of an object w i l l  be dependent on which process is operative. 
I f  fusion occurs, the image w i l l  appear "displaced" to an intermediate
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position of the two monocular visual d irections. I f  suppression occurs 
the visual d irection of an object w i l l  correspond to that of one 
monocular image.
An a lternative approach has been to use the test probe technique. The 
test probe, that is a small flash of l ig h t  monitors the threshold 
s e n s it iv i ty  of a stimulus. I t  has been reported that the se n s it iv i ty  
threshold of a test probe ( ie  i ts  d e te c tab il i ty )  is reduced by 0.5 log 
units during the suppressive phase of binocular r iv a lry  (Wales and Fox, 
1970; Fox and Check, 1972; Blake and Camisa, 1979). Test probes are 
presented during binocular r iv a l r y ,  apparent fusion and monocular 
viewing of a stimulus. The threshold s e n s it iv i ty  of the test probe is 
monitored during these viewing conditions and i f  the s e n s it iv i ty  is 
reduced by 0.5 log units, suppression is assumed to be occurring.
Ono et al (1977) conducted a study using the f i r s t  experimental 
procedure outlined above. They found that the prevalence of suppression 
or fusion was. dependent on the stimulus variables such as the size of 
the stimuli and the amount of d isp a r i ty  between the images. Using the 
stereogram shown below, subjects were required to report on the 
"ce n tra l i ty "  of the dots. I f  the fused dots appeared central the 
direction of the image was intermediate of the values of the monocular 
images and fusion is inferred. Reports of "non-centra lity" indicated 
that suppression of one image had occurred, and the visual d irection of 
the dot was specified by one monocular image.
Stereogram used in the study of Ono, Angus and Gregor (1977)
The test probe technique has been less successful and non-conclusive. 
The reduced s e n s it iv i ty  of the test probe during r iv a lry  suppression has 
been reported as small, ranging from 0.1 to 0.56 log units (Hollins and 
Bailey, 1981). Reports of suppression during apparent fusion have also 
been mixed. Some researchers have fa iled  to find evidence for 
suppression during apparent fusion (Fox and Check, 1966; Blake and
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Camisa, 1979) and others have found evidence fo r suppression using the 
same test probe techniques (Fox and McIntyre, 1967; Makous and Sanders, 
1978; Westendorf and Fox, 1978). Fluctuations in se n s it iv ity  may have 
contributed to some of the findings especially given the small values of 
reduced se n s it iv i ty  reported above. Spurious alternations in 
s e n s it iv i ty  have not been controlled for in many of these studies (Cogan 
and Silverman, 1980; Cogan, 1982).
^,2. Classical Views on Rivalry Dominance
Theoretica lly, binocular r iv a lry  has been viewed as one eye competing 
with the other for the v is ib le  percept. Therefore i t  is not surprising 
that measurement of binocular r ivalrous images has involved the use of 
only two response categories, one to register the phenomenal dominance 
of the image for the r igh t eye and one fo r the appearance or dominance 
of the image to the le f t  eye. A dichotomous c lass if ica tion  has been
used, ie. the r igh t eye or the le f t  eye is designated as dominant. This 
is the same procedure that is used for the results from sighting 
dominance tests. Some investigators adopted an a rb itra ry  c r ite r ion  by 
which to judge i f  one eye was dominant over the other. I f  the to ta l 
amount of time one image was recorded as being v is ib le  exceeded the
duration the other image was v is ib le  by 20%, then that eye was judged to
be the riva lrous dominant eye (Washburn, Faison and Scott, 1934). This 
c r ite r ion  fo r dominance again imposed a dichotomous c lass if ica t ion . 
However, Washburn et al (1934) found that with the rivalrous stimuli 
used in th e ir  experiment, (red and blue coloured f ie ld s )  subjects 
reported experiencing composites or intermediate colours ie. "purple". 
The duration "purple" was reported to be v is ib le  was halved and added to 
each of the two other categories.
Measurement of Binocular Rivalry between Images
A two switch key procedure has usually been adopted for recording the 
alternations of rivalrous images. However, several problems arise i f  
the stimuli are large and exceed 1° to 1 .5 ° 's in diameter. Rivalry 
becomes piecemeal and there are few whole alternations (Blake and Fox,
1974a). A response category or categories are ra re ly  provided by which 
to record these v is ib le  occurrences. I f  the r iv a lry  between the images 
is not clear cut, i t  is possible that responding w i l l  become more
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variable introducing possible response bias e ffects. Therefore, there 
has been a tendency fo r  researchers to use small r ivalrous images.
However, i t  has been reported that even with small rivalrous stimuli 
40-60% of the inspection time is experienced as combinations or 
composites of the two monocular images (Wade, 1975b; Hollins and Bailey, 
1981). Simultaneous disappearances of both images have also been 
reported fo r prolonged viewing (10 minutes) of r iva lrous stimuli 
(Rainwater and Cogan, 1975).
Recordings of r ivalrous images are assumed to correspond to the 
phenomenal alternations of dominance and suppression and i t  is important 
that the appropriate response categories are available by which to 
record th is  pattern. I t  is from th is  re-description that the mechanism 
or process of r iv a l ry  is inferred.
Given that composites or combinations of the two images have been 
reported to occupy a high percentage of the observation period i t  
questions the theoretical view that binocular r iv a lry  is a competitive 
process of one image with the other. Meenes (1930) reported that 
suppression occurred in a piecemeal fashion over the retinae and the 
binocular image is a mosaic composed of parts of each monocular image. 
This view has been supported by observations with r iva lrous images 
(Creed, 1935; Hamburger, 1949) and from experimental studies (Wade, 
1974). Local suppression over the images rather than suppression of one 
whole eye questions the classical view of the role of suppression in 
normal binocular v is ion. I t  is possible that the binocular percept is 
composed of the two images and form the "cyclopean f ie ld "  along the 
lines suggested by Hochberg (1964).
2.4. The Use of Binocular Rivalry as a Measure of Ocular Dominance
Binocular r iv a lry  has not been given much attention in the l i te ra tu re  as 
a measure fo r  eye dominance despite i ts  association with the study of 
single binocular v is ion. This may pa rt ly  be due to the preoccupation 
with sighting dominance and la te ra l i t y  in the 1920's and 1930's (Schoen 
and Scofield, 1935). Binocular r iv a lry  was also considered a d i f f i c u l t  
task to administer (Walls, 1951) and to be s ta t is t ic a l ly  unreliable 
(Ogle, 1962).
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When i t  has been used as a measure of dominance, a dichotomous 
c lass if ica t ion  has been used. I t  has been suggested that visual 
suppressive effects may vary in strength along a continuum, with 
constant suppression of one eye at one end as found with constant 
strabismus, to temporary suppression found in normal binocular viewing 
that may occur while performing a sighting task .(Coren and Duckman, 
1975; Blake and Lehmkuhle, 1976). Therefore i t  may be expected that 
individuals w i l l  vary in the degree of eye dominance as well as the 
d irection. Binocular r iv a lry  measures may well be suited to show th is
variation in dominance strength between subjects. Wade (1976a) graded a 
group of subjects in the ir  strength of r iv a l r y  dominance. The dominance 
score was derived from the ra t io  of the to ta l duration the image to the 
le f t  eye was v is ib le  to the to ta l duration the image to the r igh t eye 
was v is ib le .  This score, giving both d irection and degree was compared 
to the amount and direction of maximum transfer of the movement 
a fte re ffec t.
2, .^ Ocular Dominance: Wade's hypothesis (1978b)
Low correlations between sighting dominance and r iv a lry  dominance have 
been reported in the l i te ra tu re  (Coren and Kaplan, 1973). An hypothesis 
has been put forward by Wade (1978b) to explain why sighting dominance 
and r iv a l ry  dominance are not related.
Rivalrous lines were presented to the two eyes oriented at 0° (ve rt ica l)  
and 90°, or 0° and 45° (Wade, 1975a). The orientations were 
counterbalanced between the eyes. The image in one eye was reported to 
be v is ib le  fo r longer than the image in the other over the 90 second 
inspection periods. An eye dominance measure was calculated expressing 
the to ta l durations the le f t  eye and the r ig h t eye were reported as 
v is ib le  as a ra t io .  When the same stimuli were presented as 
afterimages, the eye dominance effect was reduced, that is ,  . the tota l 
durations the le f t  and r ig h t eyes were seen were approximately the 
same.
Wade (1975a) suggested that the eye dominance results found with real 
image r iv a l r y  were due to small eye movements that resulted in movement 
of the contours of the stimuli over the two retinae. Greater eye 
movement in s ta b i l i t y  of one eye was claimed to result in the image to
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werethat eye being v is ib le  fo r  longer than the other and.being designated 
the dominant eye. Small eye movements displace the contours of a 
stimulus on to new areas over the retinae stimulating new receptive 
f ie ld s  and are assumed to keep that pattern in view fo r longer re la tive  
to a pattern that is fixated with more s ta b i l i t y .  Clearly some eye 
movements are required to maintain visual stimulation although i t  is 
un like ly  that that the stimulus on the more stable eye w i l l  fade from 
view. However, i f  one eye moves more than the other while viewing 
binocular contoured r ivalrous s t im u li,  the image to th is  eye w i l l  s lide 
over the other one leaving a "wake" of spreading suppression. Thus the 
image to the less stable eye is believed to remain v is ib le  fo r longer 
and to suppress the other (Kaufman, 1963).
When the stim uli are presented as afterimages, any contour displacement 
due to eye movements is eliminated, and any dominance effects are 
claimed to be due to interocular suppression. This is assumed to be 
equal between the eyes (Wade, 1975a). In support of the eye movement 
hypothesis, Wade (1975a) reported that there was an interaction of the 
dominance e ffec t with the orientation of the lines. A ve rtica l l ine  was 
seen fo r  longer than an horizontal l ine  (non-sign ificant e ffec t)  and i t  
was more marked i f  the ve rtica l l ine  was presented to the dominant eye 
ie. the least stable eye.
Wade (1975a) suggested that th is  e ffec t may be explained by horizontal 
non-conjugate eye movements that occur during r iv a l ry  (Kaufman, 1963). 
Horizontal eye movements would displace the whole vertica l contour onto 
a new re tina l area, whereas only the ends of the horizontal line would 
be displaced. The dominant eye is therefore assumed to make more eye 
movements than the other one and mainly in the horizontal dimension.
The eye movement hypothesis was extended further to account for the 
discrepancies in the l i te ra tu re  between sighting dominance and r iv a lry  
dominance (Wade, 1978b). He suggested that the two tasks of sighting 
and r iv a l r y  were weighted d i f fe re n t ia l ly  on eye s ta b i l i t y  and
interocular suppression. In a sighting task the most stable eye would
be favoured as the dominant eye because of the a b i l i t y  to maintain
f ix a t io n .  In a r iv a l r y  task i t  would be the least stable eye that would 
be the dominant eye, as outlined above. I f  these eye movement 
interactions with the stimuli are removed that is ,  with afterimage
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presentation, in terocular suppression alone is responsible fo r  any eye 
asymmetry that may resu lt.  Therefore, the r ivalrous dominant eye w i l l  
not be expected to be the sighting eye in the sighting dominance tests. 
No data on sighting performance was included in the above studies on 
r iv a l ry .
I t  may be argued that a clearer image is required fo r the sighting eye, 
that is fo r  accurate alignment of the two objects and i t  may be expected 
that image movement caused by small eye movements may produce th is  
c la r i ty .  Marshall and Talbot (1942) argued that visual acuity is 
improved by constant motion of the image over the receptors. However, 
there is no evidence that th is  is the case. Therefore, the eye 
dominance effects with real image r iv a l r y  that are claimed to be due to 
eye movement in s ta b i l i t y  are probably associated with spreading 
suppression of the moving contours of one stimulus over the other 
(Kaufman, 1963). Also, the dominance effects reported by Wade (1975a) 
were present when horizontal contours were presented to that eye which 
may suggest that the in s ta b i l i t y  of th is  eye is not res tr ic ted  to the 
horizontal domain. A lte rna tive ly , some other factor may be responsible. 
Sabrin and Kertesz (1980) recorded microsaccades during r iv a lry  with 
ring-d isc s t im u li.  Greater microsaccadic a c t iv i ty  was recorded during 
the dominant phase of the stimuli and also fo r  the r ig h t eye (which may 
have been the dominant eye although th is  was not reported) even during 
phenomenal suppression of th is  eye's image. I t  is  not known i f  more eye 
movements occurred preceding a dominance phase or that these were 
asymmetrical between the. eyes. As a s u f f ic ie n t  test of th is  hypothesis 
eye movements would have to be recorded during real imagé r iv a lry  and 
afterimage r iv a lry  viewing and during the sighting tes t.
The hypothesis put forward by Wade (1978b) may explain the binocular 
r iv a l ry  results (1975a) but i t  would also be expected to explain the 
visual function of the eyes in binocular v is ion. Binocular r iv a lry  
studies usually use zero disparate stimuli but in a sighting task eg. 
alignment there are large d isparit ies  involved, that is the near target 
appears double i f  f ixa t io n  is on the fa r  target. With f ixa t io n  of one 
target, one of the double images is chosen fo r alignment. I t  may be 
expected that the image more often dominant or prominent would be chosen 
and th is  may correspond to the r ivalrous dominant eye. However, 
according to the above hypothesis alignment is performed by the stable
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eye, the dominant eye, the visual f ie ld  of which may be under part ia l 
suppression by the other rivalrous dominant eye.
Eye movement differences may explain the results from the dominance 
tests and the poor association between them but i t  is questionable i f  a 
comparison of the dominance tests is warranted given the dichotomous 
c lass if ica tion  used. Both sighting and r iv a lry  dominance have been 
influenced by the classical views on single vision and the former by the 
concern with motor la te ra l i ty .  I t  is quite possible that a dichotomous 
c lass if ica t ion  of the results is simply a re flec tion  of the nature of 
the tasks which adds l i t t l e  to the understanding of binocular vision.
?_*§_• Hypotheses to be Tested
Four experiments are reported in the following chapters three on 
binocular r iv a l r y  and one on sighting behaviour to investigate the 
following.
1). To devise a measure of ocular dominance using the binocular 
r iv a lry  procedure, that would indicate direction and degree 
of dominance.
2). To measure the consistency of th is measure of r iv a lry  
dominance over experimental sessions held on separate days.
3). To test the eye movement hypothesis of Wade's (1978b);
i )  the dominance measures would be found with binocular 
r iv a lry  with real images (Chapter 3).
i i )  the dominance measure would be reduced or eliminated 
with binocular r iv a lry  with afterimages (chapter 4) thus 
indicating that eye movements and the spread of 
suppression are responsible for the dominance effects.
i i i )  the r ivalrous dominant eye derived from ( i )  would not be 
the sighting eye (chapter 7).
4). To test i f  the r iv a l ry  pattern using the classical two 
response procedures (that is one response fo r each of the 
whole images and no response required at a l l  for composites) 
would be changed i f  a d irect response for recording
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composites was introduced (as well as recording durations of 
to ta l disappearances), and i f  the measures of r iv a lry  
dominance would change in terms of the strength of dominance 
(chapter 6).
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CHAPTER 3
Binocular Rivalry with Real Images as a Measure of Ocular
Asymmetry
Introduction
The aim of the experiment reported in th is chapter was to record 
binocular r iv a l ry  between real image stimuli and to develop a measure of
ocular asymmetry based on the to ta l duration each image was reported as
v is ib le . Wade (1975a) reported asymmetries for four subjects using 
single lines viewed as rivalrous real images.
Small orthogonal gratings (1.25° in diameter) obliquely oriented 45°
from the vertica l were used to promote whole image r iv a l ry  (Blake and
Fox, 1974a) and reduce part ia l suppression effects found at the
intersection of the lines. Vertical and horizontal gratings were not 
used in order to eliminate any interaction between contour orientation 
and ocular dominance factors.
Eight subjects participated in a l l  four experiments. A two switch key 
procedure was adopted in th is  and the following studies. The overall 
durations each grating was reported as v is ib le , the duration of each 
v is ib le  phase and the frequency of the v is ib le  occurrences were recorded 
during the 90 second inspection periods or t r ia ls .  The 90 second 
inspection period was divided into three 30 second phases by the
computer in order to monitor variations in the r iv a lry  pattern
throughout the t r i a l  fo r d irec t comparisons to be made with Wade's data
(1975a).
_3._2. Method
3,2,1, Subjects
Eight subjects from the University of St Andrews participated in the 
experiment. They had had no previous experience of reporting r iv a lry .  
A ll had normal or corrected 6/6 vision.
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3.2.2, Apparatus
Subjects viewed the stimuli in a modified stereoscope arrangement shown 
in Fig 3.1. Two 10 diopter glass prisms were mounted in the eye holes, 
base out, and surrounded by a pair of cut away goggles to cut out any 
external l ig h t .  The stimuli were mounted on cards and slotted into the 
back of the stereoscope 57 cms away from the eye holes. The stimuli 
were back illuminated by a lamp with a d iffus ing  screen in fron t.
Two switch keys were positioned on e ither side of the stereoscope for 
the subjects r ig h t and le f t  hands. These were connected on-line with 
the computer (Nova 1220) which recorded the duration each key was 
depressed and the frequency of depressions over the inspection periods
3.2.3. The Stimuli
The riva lrous stimuli consisted of two square wave gratings, 3.2 cycles 
per degree, one oriented 45° clockwise from the ve r t ica l,  the other 45° 
counter clockwise from the v e r t ica l .  The stimuli were made from 
photographic negatives in the form of c irc les  that subtended 1.25° of 
visual angle. The immediate surround to the gratings was black. The 
negatives were mounted on cards that could be moved horizonta lly  to 
adjust fo r binocular alignment. The contrast of the gratings (1) were 
0.5, the space average luminance was 0.5 cdm -2 and the surround was 0.4 
cdm -2.
2._2.4. Procedure
The stimuli were adjusted fo r binocular alignment for each subject 
before any recording began. The subjects task was to press the r ig h t 
hand switch fo r  the duration of time the clockwise oriented grating was 
v is ib le  and the le f t  hand switch fo r  the duration the counterclockwise 
oriented grating was v is ib le .
(1) Contrast was derived from the following formula; ^ (L max) - (L m'in)
(L.max) + ( [  m in].L max = maximum luminance in cd/m2L min = minimum luminance in cd/m2
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Fig 3.1 Plan View of Apparatus Used fo r  the Binocular 
Rivalry Experiments.
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Subjects were to ld  to press the switches only i f  the images were seen in 
th e ir  en t ire ty , neither switch was to be pressed i f  any combination of 
the two images was v is ib le .
Five experimental sessions were given, held on separate days. Each 
session consisted of six 90 second observation t r ia ls  with an in te r 
t r i a l  interval of two minutes during which time the stimuli were covered
from view. A warning tone preceded each observation period. For the
f i r s t  three t r ia ls  of ,each session the r ig h t  eye grating was oriented 
45° clockwise and the le f t  eye grating 45° counterclockwise. The le f t  
and r igh t switches were depressed fo r  the stimuli to the r ig h t and le f t  
eyes respectively. For the following three t r ia ls  the gratings were
interchanged the r ig h t switch was depressed fo r the r igh t eye's grating
oriented 45° counterclockwise and the le f t  switch fo r the le f t  eye's 
clockwise oriented grating. This procedure was designed to reduce any 
bias in reporting a grating at a certain orientation.
Results
The mean amount of time each grating was v is ib le  within the 90 second 
inspection period is shown fo r  each subject in Table 3.1a, averaged over 
a l l  t r ia ls  and experimental sessions. Exclusive v i s ib i l i t y  of one or 
other image occurs for 87% of the to ta l viewing time and th is  varies 
over the three inspection periods, increasing from 81.5% in the f i r s t  .30 
seconds to 90.1% in the remaining 60 seconds. The remaining 13% may 
have been either composites or to ta l disappearances of the gratings. 
Each subject shows a difference in the durations the le f t  and r ig h t 
eye's images are reported to be v is ib le  and th is  is maintained 
throughout the inspection period as can be seen from the ratios of the 
to ta l time the le f t  grating was v is ib le  to that of the r igh t as shown in 
Table 3.1b.
An analysis of variance was carried out on the overall durations each 
image was v is ib le ,  the duration of each v is ib le  phase and the frequency 
of the v is ib le  occurrence. The f ive  factors were: the experimental 
sessions (5 days), t r ia ls  (s ix  90 second t r i a l s ) ,  the inspection periods 
(three 30 second inspection periods) and the two rivalrous stimuli (one 
for the le f t  eye and one fo r  the r ig h t  eye). (The summary tables fo r 
the analyses of variance and post-hoc comparisons are in Appendix B).
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Table 3 .1 a  Mean Overall Dura tions (seconds) Each Image i s  V is ib le  fo r  Each Subjec t  fo r  the  Three, 
30 second In sp ec t io n  Per iods  (2 ) .  (1 S tandard  D evia tion  i s  shown in b r a c k e t s ) .
Image Seen;
0 - 3 0  seconds 
LE RE
In sp ec t io n  P er iods  
30 -  60 seconds
LE RE
60 -  90 seconds 
LE RE
S u b jec ts
SR 13.18 (2.70) 9.73 (1.71) 14.44 (3.57) 10.79 (2.87) 13.54 (4.01) 10.09 (2.30)
S* 14.72 (2.14) 11.64 (1.57) 15.89 (2.09) 12.15 (2.56) 15.88 (2.15) 12.25 (1.76)
SK 13.98 (2.12) 11.98 (1.92) 14.97 (1.58) 13.44 (1.56) 14.50 (2.13) 13.86 (1.46)
SM 17.38 (3.57) 9.63 (4.51) 17.92 (7.15) 11.72 (5.59) 19.18 (5.33) 10.61 (4.86)
GM 11.53 (2.43) 14.81 (2.53) 13.13 (2.78) 17.21 (3.39) 13.59 (2.69) 16.80 (3.10)
ID 9.98 (5.08) 7.14 (3.80) 12.87 (7.50) 7.74 (5.20) 10.67 (8.67) 6 .82 (5.21)
AH 12.37 (1.81) 11.81 (1.53) 14.75 (2.94) 12.98 (2.18) 13.71 (2.02) 12.36 (1.66)
CB 13.10 (1.61) 12.74 (2.32) 14.86 (2.17) 14.99 (2.02) 14.12 (1.57) 14.66 (2.10)
MEAN 13.2? 
LE -  L ef t  Eye RE '
11.19
- Right Eye
14.85 12.63 14.40 12.18
Table 3.1b R a t io s  of th e  Mean Overall D ura tions  (above) of th e  L ef t  Eyes Image to  t h e  Right Eyes 
Image fo r  th e  t h r e e  30 second In spec t io n  P er iods  (2)
S u b je c ts : 0 - 3 0  seconds
I n sp ec t io n  Per iods  
30 -  60 seconds 60 -
6R 1.35 ; ! 1.34 ; 1 1.34
SK 1.26 ; 1 1.31 : 1 1.30
SK 1.17 ; 1 1.11 : I 1.05
SM 1.80 : 1 1.52 : 1 1.80
GM 0.73 : 1 0 .76  : 1 0.81
ID 1.39 : 1 1.66 ; ! 1.56
AH 1.05 : 1 1.14 ; 1 1.11
CB 1.03 ! 1 0 .9 9  : I 0.96
(2)Mean o v e r a l l  d u ra t io n s  a re  the sum of each d u ra t io n  of dep re ss ion  of each key switch 
w ith in  th e  30 second in sp e c t io n  per iod  averaged over th e  6 t r i a l s  of the 5 experimental 
s e s s io n s .
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There was a s ign if ican t difference in the overall durations the images 
were v is ib le  over the three 30 second inspection periods (F = 32.7024, 
df 2,14, p<0.00001). A post-hoc comparison between the means using the 
Scheffe tes t (Hays, 1963) showed a s ign if ican t increase from the in i t ia l  
30 second period to the remaining 60 second period with a mean 
difference of 1.22 secs (p<0.01). This pattern was also mirrored in the 
mean duration of each depression, the mean difference being 0.29 secs. 
(p<0.05) and these were for the two images combined, 1.82 and 2.11 
seconds fo r the f i r s t  30 seconds and last 60 seconds inspection 
respectively. There was no s ign if ican t difference in the frequencies the 
two images were v is ib le  over th is  period (F=1.2818, df 2,14, not 
s ig n if ica n t) ,  the mean value was 7.50 alternations in each 30 second 
inspection period.
There was no s ign if ican t difference between the overall durations the 
le f t  eye's image and r igh t eye's imageswere v is ib le  (F=3.575, df 1,7, 
p>0.10), the durations of each depression or v is ib le  phase (F=2.47, 
df l,7,p>0.10) and the frequencies of the v is ib le  phases (F=0.023, 
df 1,7, not s ig n if ica n t) .  There was no s ign if ican t interaction between 
the overall durations of the v is ib le  phases fo r  the le f t  and r ig h t eye's 
images with the f ive  days of experimentation (F=0.64, df 4,28, not 
s ign if ican t)  or with the six t r ia ls  (F=1.29, df 5,35, not s ign if ican t) .  
This pattern of non significance was also mirrored fo r the durations of 
the depressions and frequencies of the v is ib le  phases.
I ' i . *  Measures of Ocular Asymmetry
Table 3.2 shows the overall mean durations the images for the le f t  and 
r ig h t eyes were reported as v is ib le  over the 90 seconds of observation 
( ie . the three 30 second periods were summed). There was no s ign if ican t 
difference in these durations fo r the two eyes which is not surprising 
given a group of subjects of mixed strength and direction of dominance.
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Table 3.2 Mean overall durations each image is reported as v is ib le  
(seconds) and standard deviations (SD) over the 90 seconds 
of observation (3) fo r each subject.
LEFT EYE SD RIGHT EYE 50
Subjects:
GR 41.16 7.86 35.88 8.79
SW 46.50 5.31 36.03 4.59
SK 43.44 5.10 39.27 3.96
SM 53.22 14.79 31.98 14.61
GM 38.25 3.24 48.84 3.30
ID 33.42 16.29 21.69 12.03
AH 40.83 5.73 37.14 3.48
CB 42.09 3.03 42.39 4.30
(3)The mean overall durations over the 90 seconds are the average of the resu lt from the 6 t r ia ls  in each of the experimental sessions.
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A measure of dominance or ocular asymmetry was derived using the formula 
below:
LE - RE
Dominance score = ----------
LE + RE
LE = overall duration the le f t  image was v is ib le  over the 90 seconds of 
observation.
RE = overall duration the r ig h t image was v is ib le  over the 90 seconds 
of observation.
The mean ocular asymmetry score fo r each subject over t r ia ls  is shown in 
Table 3.3, A value of 0 would indicate no asymmetry or dominance and a 
value of +1 would indicate a to ta l ly  dominant le f t  eye and a value of -1 
a to ta l ly  dominant r ig h t  eye.(4)
Table 3.3 Ocular Asymmetry Scores 
Subjects:Mean Asymmetry Score(5) +-1SD
GR 0.14 0.12
SW 0.128 0.09
SK 0.05 0.08
SM 0.26 0.34
GM -0.12 0.07
ID 0.19 0.03
AH 0.044 0.07
CB -0.0022 0.05
(4)Eye dominance with binocular r iv a l ry  measures has usually beenexpressed as a ra t io  of the durations the le f t  to the r igh t eye's images were seen (Wade, 1975a) unless a dichotomous c lass if ica t ion  was used as adopted by Washburn et al (1934). Using th is  formulain the present study subjects are graded along a symmetricalcontinuum, with a fixed range ie. + 1 to - 1. Using.a ra t io  scale i t  would be d i f f i c u l t  to distinguish re la tive  differences in strengths of dominance given that the durations whole images are v is ib le  may vary from individual to ind iv idua l, and the scale would not be fixed in length.
(5)The mean asymmetry scores correspond almost exactly to theasymmetry scores derived from the overall mean durations the le f t  and r igh t eye's images were v is ib le  as shown in Table 3.2. However, fo r  some subjects with weak dominance the direction of dominance varied on some of the t r i a ls  and th is  v a r ia b i l i ty  would be obscured i f  the mean overall durations were used.
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An analysis of variance was carried out on the asymmetry scores over the 
t r ia ls  and experimental sessions. There was no s ign if ican t variation of 
these scores over the t r ia ls  (F=1.228,df 5,35, not s ign if ican t)  dr over 
the f ive  experimental sessions (F=0.58, df 4,28, not s ig n if ic a n t) .  All 
interactions fa iled  to reach significance.
3.^. Discussion
Whole images were recorded as v is ib le  fo r 87% of the observation period 
over a l l  subjects and i t  is assumed that the remaining 13% was occupied 
by either composites or to ta l disappearances. Other studies that have 
used real image r iv a l ry  have reported much higher percentages of 
composites (Wade, 1974; Hollins and Bailey, 1981). Wade (1975b) 
reported a f igure of 42% fo r composites using 3° diametér gratings of 
the same colour. This difference may be a re flec tion  of the d if fe ren t 
procedures used. However, Wade (1974) reported that 36% of the viewing 
time was recorded as composites fo r  grating stimuli using a two switch 
procedure, ie, one switch was pressed fo r  each image and neither switch 
was pressed when combinations of the two images were v is ib le .  As can be 
seen from Table 3.2 there is considerable variation between subjects on 
the amount of time whole images were v is ib le ,  fo r  example subject ID 
reports that fo r  61% of the observation period whole images were v is ib le  
( ie .  l e f t  or r ig h t)  whereas subject CB reports that 94% o f  the 
observation period was exclusively of whole images.
V,;
There is an increase in the overall mean durations whole images are 
reported as v is ib le  during the 90 seconds, o f observation, th is  increase 
is reflected in an increase in the durations of each depression although 
not in the frequencies each image was v is ib le .  Two explanations'canr be 
given. F irs t ,  composites may be seen more frequently at the .beginning of 
the observation period and decrease over time accompanied by an increase 
in the appearance of whole images. This may be due to a decrease in 
apparent contrast of the gratings with prolonged viewing (Blakemdre,
Muncey and Ridley, 1971, 1973). Harwerth, Smith and. Levi (1980)
reported that at high contrasts (0.63) subjects experienced piecemeal 
r iv a l ry  fo r  b r ie f ly  flashed orthogonal gratings which would be classed 
as composites in th is  study. However, i t  has been reported that 
decreasing the contrast or strength of the rivalrous images also affects 
the rate of alternation or v is ib le  occurances (Breese, 1899), The
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frequency did not change over the observation period in th is  study. 
Also Hollins (1980) reported an opposite find ing to Harwerth et al 
(1980), at high contrasts (0.55) whole images^were v is ib le .  Composites 
were not d ire c t ly  recorded in the experiment reported in th is  chapter 
and i t  is  not possible to determine changes in duration of th is  category 
over th is  time period.
The second explanation may be that o f response bias. Durations of each 
depression or periods of dominance were quite short. A mean duration o f 
2 seconds was reported in th is  study compared to 3.8 seconds reported by 
Wade (1975a). Given that only two response categories were available 
subjects may have developed an a lternating switching mode tha t would 
have progressively shortened the amount of time that neither key was 
depressed ie . the response required to reg ister the occurrence of 
composites. This may.on!y be tested i f  composites are recorded d ire c t ly  
using a compatible mode of responding.
Measures of ocular asymmetry were reported fo r each subject. Six 
subjects show a le f t  ocular asymmetry and two subjects a r ig h t ocular 
asymmetry. There was no systematic change in these dominance scores 
over the t r ia ls  or over the f ive  days of experimentation. This suggests 
that r iv a lry  is a consistent measure of asymmetry (Ogle, 1962). 
However, there is some variation in the degree of th is  asymmetry fo r 
each subject as can be seen from Table 3.3. Subjects SM and. GR show a 
lo t  of v a r ia b i l i ty .  The mean duration each image was v is ib le  was 2.39 
seconds fo r  the rivalrous dominant eye compared to 1.66 seconds fo r  the 
rivalrous non-dominant eye; (This excludes subject CB who has durations 
fo r  the v is ib le  phases of 1.94 and 1.97 seconds fo r  the dominant and 
non-dominant eyes respectively and has a small asymmetry score).
In the present experiment a measure of ocular asymmetry or eye dominance 
has been derived with real image binocular r iv a lry  that gives direction 
and degree of asymmetry. In e a r l ie r  studies one eye was classed as 
dominant i f  one image was reported to be v is ib le  over the observation 
period fo r  a to ta l time 20% greater than the other (Washburn, Faison and 
Scott, 1934). I f  that same c r ite r io n  is applied to the results in Table 
3.2 only four subjects would be judged to have a dominant eye, ie . 
subjects SW, SM, GM and ID .(6)
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The measure of ocular asymmetry reported in th is  study was f a i r l y  
consistent over the experimental periods of f ive  days. Few composites 
were reported in th is  study suggesting that binocular r iv a lry  measures 
of ocular asymmetry are an expression of the competition between the 
eyes although the above finding may be a reflecton of the procedure used 
to measure r iv a lry .  The ocular asymmetry scores support the findings 
reported by Wade (1975a): measures of ocular asymmetry can be derived 
from real image r iv a lry  although in th is  study d if fe ren t stimuli were 
used. This measure of ocular asymmetry may re flec t asymmetry of 
interocular suppression or a lte rna tive ly , may be due to a difference in
eye movement s ta b i l i t y  of the two eyes interacting with the contoured
stimuli as proposed by Wade (1975a, 1978b). The experiment reported in
chapter 4 was designed to test th is  hypothesis of Wade's using 
afterimage binocular r iv a lry .
(6)Measures of. ocular asymmetry may have been expressed as adifference in the overall durations each image is v is ib le . However, th is  would lead to an open ended continuum fo r thedominance scores that would not be an interval scale.
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CHAPTER 4
Binocular Rivalry with Afterimages as a Measure of Ocular
Asymmetry
Introduction
Measures of ocular asymmetry have been derived from binocular r iv a lry  
reports using gratings as real image riva lrous stimuli (chapter 3). The 
experiment reported in th is chapter was designed to test the hypothesis 
of Wade's (1975a, 1978b) that asymmetries in the perception of the
images of the two eyes in r iv a lry  are reduced i f  viewed as afterimages. 
The real image r iv a lry  asymmetries reported by Wade were claimed to 
result from in s ta b i l i t y  of the eye movements of one eye ie. the 
dominant eye. Any contour movement over the retinae as a consequence of 
eye movements (and believed to keep that image in view for longer) is 
eliminated when the rivalrous stimuli are presented as afterimages.
The experiment reported in th is  chapter is essentia lly the same as the 
binocular r iv a l ry  experiment reported in Chapter 3 except that 
afterimages were used instead of real images.
^.2. Method 
4.^.1^. Subjects
The eight subjects from the previous experiment participated in th is
one. A l l  had normal or corrected 6/6 vision and had had extensive 
practice at reporting binocular r iv a lry .
Apparatus
The apparatus was essentia lly  the same as in the experiment reported in 
chapter 3, see Fig 3.1, see page 61. The l ig h t  source was replaced by a 
Bowens Monolite 400 Flashgun with an output of 4000 in 400 ms (according 
to the manufacturer's specifications) to generate the afterimages. The 
l ig h t  was attenuated by the d iffus ing  screen and a dim l ig h t  back
illuminated the stimuli p r io r to each flash to allow for proper
binocular alignment. The flash was activated on-line by the computer.
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4 .2 .3 . The S tim uli
The stimuli were exactly the same as those used in the experiment 
reported in chapter 3. The space average luminance of the gratings with 
the back illum ination was 0.30 cdm-2.
£.^.4_. Procedure
Each subject was given a b r ie f description of the type of images seen 
with prolonged afterimage viewing. They were told that they may appear 
coloured, change colour and d r i f t  in view.
Subjects were given ten minutes of dark adaptation prior to the s ta r t  of 
the experiment. The procedure was sim ilar to that reported in the 
previous experiment. However, a warning tone preceded the presentation 
of the flash during which time the r ivalrous stimuli were b r ie f ly  back 
illuminated. The subject remained in complete darkness fo r  the 90 
second observation period. Subjects were to ld  that the afterimages could 
be viewed with the eyes open or closed which ever they preferred. 
Whichever procedure they adopted was maintained throughout a l l  the 
experimental t r ia ls .  (A ll subjects reported viewing the afterimages 
with the eyes closed). Each subject was dark adapted for a fu rther f ive  
minutes between each t r i a l .  The presentation of the rivalrous gratings 
and the associated switch depressions were counterbalanced as in the 
previous experiment.
A ll subjects were given two practice sessions, six t r ia ls  in each at 
viewing riva lrous stimuli presented as afterimages. I t  was fe l t  
necessary to give an in i t i a l  practice session with afterimage viewing 
because subjects sometimes blinked at the moment of discharge of the 
flashgun and several of the subjects fa iled to report strong 
alternations between the stimuli fo r the f i r s t  few t r ia ls .
Subject were given three experimental sessions held on three separate 
days with six t r ia ls  in each session. Each t r i a l  was 90 seconds long.
4.^. Results
The overall durations each stimulus was reported as v is ib le , the 
durations of each depression and the frequencies of v is ib le  periods were 
recorded as in the last experiment. However, subjects reported a fading
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of the afterimages towards the end of the 90 second period of inspection 
and they were frequently reported to have disappeared before the 
inspection period ended. Binocular r iv a l r y  measures were therefore 
based on the f i r s t  60 seconds of observation which were also used in the 
analyses.
Table 4.1 shows the mean overall durations the r igh t and le f t  
afterimages were reported as v is ib le  fo r the two 30 second Inspection 
periods averaged across t r ia ls  and experimental sessions. I t  can be seen 
that 80% of the viewing time is occupied by one or other whole image, 
the remaining 20% is assumed to be e ither composites or to ta l 
disappearances. The to ta l time whole images are reported to be v is ib le  
increase from the f i r s t  30 seconds of viewing (73%) to the second 30 
seconds of viewing (86%). Subjects also show individual differences in 
the to ta l durations the two images are reported to be v is ib le .
An analysis of variance was carried out on the overall durations each 
image was v is ib le ,  the durations of each switch depression and the 
frequencies of the v is ib le  phases. The factors in the analysis of 
variance were: experimental sessions (three days of experimentation),
t r ia ls  (s ix  60 second t r ia ls ) ,  inspection periods (two 30 second
inspection periods), and the stimuli to each eye (two). (The summary 
tables and post-hoc comparisons are given in Appendix C).
There was a s ign if ican t increase in exclusive v i s i b i l i t y  from the f i r s t  
30 seconds to the second 30 seconds of viewing. (F-10.32, df 1,7, 
p<0.02). This increase was also mirrored in an increase in the 
durations of the depressions over these two periods (F=12.29, df 1,7, 
pCO.Ol) from a mean of 3.03 seconds fo r  the f i r s t  30 seconds to a mean 
of 4.7 seconds fo r the second 30 seconds. However, th is  was also
accompanied by a decrease in the frequencies that both images were
v is ib le  from a mean value of 4 to a mean of 3.3 for the f i r s t  and second
inspection periods respectively (F=39.35, df 1,7, p<0.0004).
The difference between the mean overall durations the images to the le f t  
and r ig h t eyes were v is ib le  did not reach signficance (F=1.25, df 1,7, 
p=0.30), see Table 4.2.
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Table 4.1 Mean Overall D ura t ions  (seconds) and s ta n d a rd  d e v i a t i o n s  (SD) Each Image i s  Reported to  
be V is ib l e  f o r  th e  Two 30 second In sp e c t io n  P e r io d s  ( I ) .
In sp e c t io n  P er io ds  
0 -  30 seconds 30 -  60 seconds
Image Seen; LE SD RE SD LE SD RE SD
S u b jec ts ;
GR 9.16 3.97 9.16 3.29 9.08 7.44 8.61 5.25
SW 14.24 2.83 11.75 1.60 16.19 3.41 12.56 3.04
SK 11.86 2.70 12.15 2 .69 15.99 4.31 13.71 3.77
SM 11.05 2.81 5 .88 2 .65 11.18 4.03 6.09 4.64
GM 10.91 3.98 11.14 1 ^ 2 11.19 4.33 21.11 4 .35
ID 11.86 3.39 9 .30 2.67 17.57 6.24 10,13 5.64
AH 11.22 5.07 11.36 2 .19 12.64 3.68 12.83 2.68
CB 12.49 2.08 11.56 2.07 14.57 4.57 •13.27 4 J 3
Mean 11.60 10.29 13.57 12.29
(i)Mean o v e r a l l  d u r a t i o n s  r e f e r  to  th e  t o t a l  t im e w i th in  each in s p e c t io n  p er iod  th e  image to  th e  
l e f t  eye (LE) i s  v i s i b l e  or th e  r i g h t  (RE) averaged over the  6 x 60 second t r a i l s  in  each of 
th e  th r e e  experim ental  s e s s io n s .
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Table 4.2 Mean overall durations (seconds) the image of the le f t  and
r ig h t eyes were v is ib le  and standard deviations (SD) over the 
60 seconds of observations.(1)
Subjects : LEFT EYE SD RIGHT EYE SD
GR 18.24 11.09 17.77 7.24
SW 30.43 4.66 24.31 3.20
SK 27.85 4.16 25.86 3.82
SM 22.23 5.90 11.97 6.86
GM 22.09 4.54 32.25 5.14
ID 29.42 7.70 19.43 8.20
AH 23,86 6.37 24.19 4.18
CB 27.24 4.84 24.83 5.60
(l)Mean overall durations refer to the to ta l time within the inspection period the r igh t or le f t  eye's images were v is ib le  averaged over the six t r ia ls  and three experimental sessions.
£ .^ . Measures of Ocular Asymmetry
Measures of ocular asymmetry were derived from the overall durations the 
le f t  and r ig h t images were reported to be v is ib le  over the 60 seconds of 
each t r i a l  using the formula below:
LE - RE
Asymmetry Score = ----------
LE + RE
LE = overall duration the le f t  eye's image was v is ib le  over 
the 60 seconds of observation.
RE = overall duration the r igh t eye's image was v is ib le  over 
the 60 seconds of observation.
Ocular asymmetry scores were calculated for each t r i a l  ( ie . 18) and the 
mean scores are shown in Table 4.3 together with standard deviations 
(SD).
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Table 4.3 Ocular Asymmetry Scores
Subjects : Mean asymmetry score +-1SD
GR 0.10* 0.33
SW 0.12 0.13
SK 0.04 0.11
SM 0.34 0.25
GM -0.18 0.18
ID 0.23 0.28
AH -0.02 0.24
CB 0.05 0.14
* Subject GR had expressed d i f f i c u l t y  in reporting r iv a lry  with
afterimages and had shown a predominantly r igh t ocular asymmetry for the
f i r s t  experimental session and a le f t  ocular asymmetry for the second 
and th ird  sessions. This subject was given one further experimental 
session ( ie . 6 t r ia ls )  to investigate the consistency of the asymmetry 
and th is  fu rther session resulted in a le f t  asymmetry score. The 
asymmetry score above is the mean of the t r ia ls  fo r the experimental 
sessions'(or days) 2, 3 and 4.
The dominance scores from each 60 second observation t r i a l  were entered 
into an analysis of variance. The factors were: the three experimental
sessions and the six t r ia ls .  There was no s ign if ican t difference over 
the experimental sessions (F=2.36, df 2,14, not s ign if ican t) or t r ia ls  
(F=0.43, df 5, 35, not s ig n if ican t) .
4.^. Piscussion
After subjects had had su ff ic ien t practice at observing afterimage 
r iv a lry  and had become used to the effect of the flash gun, most 
subjects commented on the difference between afterimage and real image 
r iv a lry .  The alternations were slower and composites were reported as 
being less frequent than was experienced with real image r iv a lry .
However, exclusive v i s ib i l i t y  was reported fo r 80% of the observation
period (overall subjects) which is less than that reported with real 
images (87%). The remaining 20% of the observation period is therefore 
either composites, the time delay between alternating switches or to ta l
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disappearances, and given the subjects reports i t  is more l ik e ly  to be 
one or both of the la t te r  two factors.
Wade (1974) reported that riva lrous gratings viewed as afterimages and 
using the same two switch key procedure as used in th is  experiment were 
seen as composites fo r 11,4% of the inspection period. Also both 
gratings were reported to disappear together occasionally during the 
observation period. In th is  study exclusive v i s i b i l i t y  increased from 
75% to 85.2% for the f i r s t  and second inspection periods respectively.
This may re f le c t  a decrease in composites over the viewing period.
However, subjects reported infrequent occurences of composites and th is 
increase may be a function o f the in i t ia t io n  of the recording period. 
The 60 second inspection period began with the discharge of the flashgun 
although the afterimages were not v is ib le  u n t i l  a short time after the 
flash.
The duration of each switch depression (the duration of each v is ib le  
phase of an .image) increased in mean value over the two 30 second 
inspection periods and was accompanied by à decrease in the ir  frequency 
over the same period. Wade (1975a) reported a sim ilar increase with 
single line afterimages although the frequency rates were not reported. 
A decrease in frequency of v i s i b i l i t y  with real image r iv a lry  occurs
when there is a decrease in in tens ity  of the stimuli (Breese, 1899;
Kaplan and Metlay, 1964). This may apply to afterimages that were also 
reported to fade over the 60 seconds of viewing possibly re flecting  a 
decrease in in tensity .
There are wide individual differences between subjects on the percentage 
of time whole images are reported to be v is ib le . There is also some 
v a r ia b i l i ty  over the t r ia ls  as can be seen from the standard deviations 
in Table 4.2. When the response patterns fo r each subject were examined
i t  was found that for some periods only one switch key was depressed
either for a long duration and/or for a number of successive short
durations while the other image was not reported to be v is ib le  at a ll
during th is  period. This is contrary to Wade's (1975a) suggestion that 
the disappearance of one image may lead to a long v is ib le  period of the 
other image. The finding reported here indicates that afterimage 
r iv a lry  is not a clear cut alternation of the two images but that a 
whole image or part of an image can disappear independently of the
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phenomenal v is ib le  state of the other image. This may have been a 
contributary factor to the v a r ia b i l i ty  in the overall durations each 
image was reported as v is ib le  over the t r ia ls .
The asymmetry scores derived from the afterimage measures had a greater 
range over subjects (-0.18 to +0.34) than those reported with real image 
viewing (-0.12 to +0.26), although there was also greater v a r ia b i l i ty  in 
the asymmetry scores fo r afterimages over the t r ia ls  for each subject. 
The mean durations of the v is ib le  phases were longer with afterimage 
r iv a lry  (overall mean of 3.87 seconds) than those reported for real 
images (overall mean of 1.98 seconds). The image on the rivalrous 
dominant eye had a mean v is ib le  phase or duration of 4.33 seconds and 
the image on the riva lrous non-dominant eye had a mean duration of 3.31 
seconds.
Only two subjects in th is  study have a r igh t ocular asymmetry. I f  the 
20% c r ite r io n  fo r r ivalrous dominance is applied to the data in Table 
4.2, only four subjects have a dominant eye, these are: SW, SM, GM and 
ID. These subjects were also judged to have a dominant eye using the 
same c r ite r ion  with the real image r iv a lry .
The measures of asymmetry derived from the afterimage experiment that 
gives both degree and direction of asymmetry are not consistent with the 
experimental findings on r iv a l ry  reported by Wade (1975a) using single 
l ine afterimages nor with his hypothesis that postulates two processes 
to explain the results (1978b). The ocular asymmetry measures are not 
reduced in th is  study with afterimages and correlate s ig n if ica n t ly  with 
the real image measures. This suggests that the basis to the ocular 
asymmetry measures are not dependent on the d if fe re n t ia l  processes of 
eye s ta b i l i t y  and interocular suppression. The asymmetry reported in 
r iv a lry  may be due to either asymmetrical interocular suppression or 
possible eye movement factors that are not associated with d if fe re n t ia l 
movement of contours over the retinae. The above findings and proposals 
w i l l  be discussed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
Comparison of Afterimage and Real Image Rivalry Measures of
Ocular Asymmetry
5^ .1_. Introduction
Measures of ocular asymmetry have been reported in chapters 3 and 4 
using real images and afterimages in binocular r iv a l ry  experiments. The 
patterns of dominance and suppression d iffered between the two types; 
the durations the images were v is ib le  were longer for afterimages by a 
factor of two compared to those fo r real images and alternations of the 
two stimuli were slower with a fte r images. Wade (1975a) reported l i t t l e  
or no asymmetry between the two images fo r afterimage r iv a lry  compared 
to real image r iv a l r y  and interpreted his results in terms of the 
d i f fe re n t ia l  involvement of the two processes of ocular s ta b i l i t y  and 
interocular suppression. Contrary to Wade's findings (1975a) using 
r ivalrous single lines, measures of ocular asymmetry were recorded in 
th is  study with afterimage viewing.
Fig 5.1 shows the mean asymmetry scores and standard deviations 
(averaged over t r ia ls  and experimental sessions) fo r each subject from 
the two r iv a lry  experiments (chapters 3 and 4). There is close 
agreement between the mean values of asymmetry although the afterimage 
scores show greater v a r ia b i l i t y  forseven of the eight subjects re la tive  
to the real image scores. Thé corre lation coe ff ic ien t fo r  the two sets 
of dominance scores is r=0.96 which is s ign if ican t at the 0.1% leve l. 
Fig 5.2 is a scatterp lo t of these measures.
The close agreement between the measures derived from the two procedures 
may suggest that there is a common basis to the eye asymmetry findings. 
The results do not appear to warrant d if fe re n t ia l explanations involving 
interocular suppression and eye s ta b i l i t y  as suggested by Wade (1975a). 
This is not to suggest that eye movements do not a ffec t or in teract with 
the rivalrous contoured s tim u li.  Eye movements that occur during real 
image r iv a l ry  viewing may s t i l l  be responsible fo r the short v i s ib i l i t y  
durations and quick alternations of the stimuli reported for riva lrous 
real images (Wade,1974; Levelt, 1967).
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Fig 5.2 Ocular Asymmetry Scores derived from the Binocular Rivalry 
Experiments with Real Images and Afterimages.
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r  = 0.96, p< 0.001
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Discussion
The binocular r iv a lry  measures of ocular asymmetry f a i l  to support the 
hypothesis outlined by Wade (1978b) or to replicate his findings with 
riva lrous single line stimuli viewed as both afterimages and real images 
(Wade, 1975a). He claimed that the ocular asymmetries found with real 
images were due to greater eye movement in s ta b i l i t y  in one eye re la tive  
to the other which interacted with the contours of the s tim u li. This 
process was believed to keep that image in view for longer. However,, 
th is  hypothesis cannot account fo r the asymmetry measures reported in 
th is study with afterimages and the close agreement between the measures 
from the two r iv a l ry  procedures.
Differences Tn eye s ta b i l i t y  that occur with real image viewing would 
also be expected with viewing afterimages although contour movement 
across the retinae would not occur. I t  is known that eye movements do 
influence the appearance or disappearance of afterimages: saccades
exceeding 1° are known to suppress an afterimage from view (Fiorentin i 
and Mazzantini, 1965; Kennard, Hartmann, Kraft and Boshes, 1970).
Movements- of th is  extent would be expected to occur in both eyes and 
lead to stimultaneous suppression of both images. However, smaller 
involuntary eye movements in the range 20-30' of arc that occur when 
f ixa t in g  a point source have been reported to occur preceding the 
suppression phase of an afterimage and smaller eye movements of 6' of 
arc have also been reported to occur preceding the suppression phase. 
I t  is not certain i f  these eye movements contribute to the in i t ia t io n  of 
the suppression phase (Kennard et a l,  1970). However th is  work on 
afterimages was carried out using uncontoured stimuli presented to both 
eyes and not as binocular riva lrous s tim u li.
The results reported by Kennard et al (1970) suggest that any 
asymmetries in re la tive  movement or s ta b i l i t y  between the eyes would 
lead to longer periods of suppression of the afterimage in the least 
stable eye and the image in the most stable eye would be v is ib le  fo r 
longer. However, given the eye movement hypothesis of Wade's (1978b) 
the image v is ib le  for longer using real images would be expected fo r the 
least stable eye. Therefore, i f  eye movements are d ire c t ly  responsible 
and afterimages in r iv a lry  are affected by eye movements as described 
above then the asymmetry measures from the two experiments would be
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expected to be inversely related.
The relationship between eye movements and the appearance or 
disappearance of an afterimage during binocular r iv a lry  is not at a ll 
clear. Wade (1975c) reported that monocular afterimages were v is ib le  
fo r longer in the normally suppressed eye of strabismic individuals and 
th is  eye is usually the least stable eye. However, in normals 
monocularly presented afterimages were v is ib le  fo r  longer in the 
sighting eye re la tive  to that in the non-sighting eye which according to 
Wade is the least stable eye. Therefore i t  is not clear what the 
re lationship is between eye movement s ta b i l i t y  and binocular afterimage 
r iv a lry .
In th is  study the dominant eye with afterimage r iv a lry  was also the 
dominant eye as measured with the real image r iv a lry  procedure. 
However, i t  is possible that binocular interactions between rivalrous 
afterimages (Wade, 1976b) modify or change the effects of eye movement 
suppression. To ascertain the effects of eye movements in both measures 
of ocular asymmetry would require simultaneous eye movement recordings 
during binocular r iv a l r y  with both real images and afterimages. Sabrin 
and Kertesz (1980) recorded eye movements while subjects viewed real 
image r iv a l ry  between a disc in the le f t  eye and the annulus in the 
r ig h t eye. More microsaccades were reported fo r the r ig h t  eye during 
both the phases of dominance and suppression but these increased during 
the dominance phase. The r ig h t eye in both subjects was also the 
r ivalrous dominant eye. However, the stimuli were not counterbalanced 
between the eyes and i t  is not possible to distinguish the effects of 
d i f fe re n t ia l  eye s ta b i l i t y  or dominance factors from the e ffect contours 
and the size the stimuli may have on the durations the images are 
v is ib le .  I t  is  not possible to establish i f  the increased microsaccadic 
a c t iv i ty  is  responsible fo r the longer periods of dominance of one image 
or i f  some other factor is  responsible fo r  the difference in performance 
between the eyes.
Accommodation differences may be considered as a factor contributing to 
the ocular asymmetry effects in the real image and afterimage 
experiments. However, Lack (1971) reported no difference in real image 
r iv a l ry  before and afte r the introduction of 0.5 mm a r t i f i c ia l  pupils 
before each eye, nor i f  the re tina l muscles were paralysed. I t  is not
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known i f  the patterns of binocular r iv a lry  would change i f  these 
procedures were applied to one eye only. When accommodation is changed 
the image becomes blurred and Levelt (1966) reported that introducing 
blur to the le f t  member of a pair of r ing-d isc rivalrous stimuli made no 
difference to the r iv a lry  alternations. The contrast was the same in 
both eyes. I t  is un like ly that accommodation differences between the 
eyes can account for the results reported in th is  study. No report is 
known of accommodation differences existing between the eyes for
binocular viewing.
In th is  study the image in the riva lrous dominant eye for both types of 
r iv a lry  was v is ib le  for a longer period than the image in the
non-dominant eye. The ocular asymmetries may be explained by the 
inh ib ito ry  model of r iv a lry  i f  the binocular inh ib ito ry  effects are 
asymmetrical. However, i t  is not known why inh ib ito ry  interactions 
should be asymmetrical.
Wade (1975a) reported that the image to one eye was v is ib le  fo r a longer 
duration re la tive  to the other with real image r iv a lry  but that th is
ocular asymmetry was reduced with afterimages. I t  is not certain why
there is a discrepancy between his results and those reported in th is 
study. Single line stimuli were used in his experiment although i t  is 
not certain why asymmetries should be eliminated when these stimuli are 
viewed as afterimages and not when grating stimuli are viewed as
afterimages as reported in th is  study (chapter 4). However, only small 
numbers of subjects were Involved in both studies. Wade (1975a) used 
only four subjects. Eight subjects participated in th is  study
suggesting that the discrepancy in the results should be interpreted
with caution.
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CHAPTER 6
Binocular Rivalry with Real Images using Four Response
Categories
^•1* Introduction
The pattern of alternations in binocular r iv a l r y  is usually measured by 
depressing switches and i t  is from th is  re-description of the perceptual 
alternations that the process or mechanism of binocular r iv a lry  is 
inferred. A range of stimuli can e l i c i t  binocular r iv a lry  such as 
orientational differences (Wade, 1974, 1975a) and pattern movement in 
d if fe ren t d irections (Breese, 1899) but not movement per se (Marshuk and 
Sekuler, 1979). The response categories used to report the stages of 
appearance and disappearance are provided by the experimenter and 
usually for eye dominance purposes consist of two response keys or 
switches, one fo r  the le f t  eye's image and one fo r the r ig h t.  Swanston 
and Wade (1981a) compared the reports of disappearances of simple 
stimuli under conditions of steady f ixa t ion  and when viewed as 
afterimages given two d iffe ren t response procedures. The frequency of 
disappearances was greater i f  only one response category was used to 
indicate disappearance of the whole stimulus compared to the assumed 
equivalent measure to indicate whole stimulus disappearance derived from 
the sum of the frequencies of the disappearances of i ts  parts. Therefore 
d if fe ren t response categories provided by the experimenter to indicate 
the presence or absence of a percept are not always equivalent 
(Swanston, 1979; Swanston and Wade, 1981a). In a d iffe ren t study . on 
binocular riva lrous images, Swanston and Wade (1981b) concluded that the
response categories used to report alternations may influence the
subjective reports of image v i s ib i l i t y  (possibly d ire c t ly  or in d ire c t ly  
via response bias). From th is  work conclusions drawn concerning the 
mechanisms underlying the alternations are called into question.
The measurement of binocular r iv a l ry  has been influenced by the 
classical views on perception and single vis ion. Rivalry was believed 
to be an expression of the competition between the eyes and therefore 
only two perceptual states or responses were considered. Eye dominance
or ocular asymmetry reports support th is  view , one eye is dominant over
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the other. I f  only two response keys are used as in the experiments in 
chapters 3 and 4 caution is required when the nature of ocular dominance 
and binocular r iv a l r y  is inferred from the results.
With the two response procedure 87% of the viewing time with real image 
r iv a l ry  was of one of either whole images. Wade (1975b) used a separate 
response to record composites and reported that only 58% of the viewing 
time was of whole images. For smaller gratings th is increased to 54% 
(Wade, 1974) although a two switch procedure was used. Hollins (1980) 
using a three way toggle switch reported that whole images were v is ib le  
for only 40-60% of the inspection time. In the previous binocular 
r iv a lry  experiments the response required to register composites was not 
compatible with the other response procedures and may have led to some 
form of response bias and/or an underestimation of the frequency of 
composites.
This experiment was designed to test the hypothesis that the percentage 
of composites with real image r iv a lry  would increase i f  the presence of 
composites was recorded d ire c t ly  using a compatible response.
The experiment reported in chapter 3 is repeated below with the same 
group of subjects but composites are recorded by pressing both switches 
simultaneously. The duration neither switch is pressed is also 
recorded.
^,2, Method
Subjects
The previous eight subjects participated in th is  experiment.
Apparatus
The apparatus was the same as that used in the experiment fo r real image 
r iv a lry .  The duration and frequency of the le f t  and r ig h t switch 
depressions were recorded as well as the duration and frequency of the 
simultaneous depression of the two keys and fo r when neither key was 
depressed. This is referred to as the four response category 
procedure.
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6 ,2 .3 . The S tim uli
The same rivalrous gratings were used as in experiment 3.
Procedure
Subjects participated in only one experimental session of 6 X 90 second
t r ia ls .  Subjects were required to indicate the appearance of composites
by pressing both switch keys simultaneously and to press neither switch 
key i f  neither grating was v is ib le . One key was pressed to indicate the 
appearance of one whole grating and the other key for the appearance of 
the other whole grating.
Results
Table 6.1 shows the mean overall duration each condition was v is ib le  
over the 90 seconds of observation over the six t r ia ls .  I t  can be seen 
that composites comprise a higher percentage of the viewing time for 
each subject compared to the assumed duration reported in the previous 
experiment (see Table 3.2, p 65). The mean percentage of viewing time
whole r iva lrous images are v is ib le  is 72.8% and composites occupy a mean
of 24% of the to ta l viewing time. The remaining 3.2% of the viewing 
time may re f le c t the time taken to change from registering one 
perceptual state to another or possibly to ta l disappearances of the two 
images. Total disappearances of real images in r iv a lry  have been
reported for prolonged viewing (Rainwater and Cogan, 1975).
The overall durations each image was v is ib le  within the 3 , 30 second 
inspection periods, the durations of each switch depression and the 
frequencies of the v is ib le  periods were entered into three separate
analyses of variance. The factors were: t r ia ls  (6 X 90 second
inspection periods), and response categories (LE, RE, Composites and 
"Total disappearances"). (See Appendix D fo r  the summary tables of the 
analyses of variance and the post-hoc comparison tests using the Scheffe 
te s t) .
There was a s ign if ican t difference in the overall durations the four 
response categories were v is ib le  (F=28.879, df 3,21, p<0.00001). Whole 
images were v is ib le  fo r longer re la tive  to the other two categories (the 
difference is 6,67 seconds which is s ign if ican t at the 1% level). There 
was no interaction of the four categories with the
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Table 6.1 Mean Overall D ura t ions  (seconds) and s ta n d a rd  d e v ia t io n s  (SD) each of th e  Four Response 
C a te g o r ie s  i s  Reported t o  be V is ib l e  in  th e  90 second In sp ec t io n  Period.
Image V is ib l e : LE SD RE SD COMPOSITES SD Tt.DISAPP . SD
S u b jec ts :
GR 33.89 3.00 30.85 2 .75 19.82 1.82 2.57 1.53
SN 38.16 4 .85 28.36 3.76 22.40 7.05 1.08 0.65
SK 38.02 3.09 39 37 2.71 11.46 1.96 1.16 0.20
SM '4 0 .3 5 6.42 36.19 1.10 12.59 5.93 0.90 0.44
GM 26.81 4.08 33.75 5.39 28.77 6.07 0.70 0.40
ID 19.49 9.67 21.06 4.26 38.07 17.90 1.14 1.09
AH 31.12 4.14 33.62 2.13 22.02 4.33 3.24 3.06
CB 37.44 2.99 35.38 1.84 15.82 1.78 1.35 0.46
Mean 33.16 32.32 21.37 1.52
LE -  the  d u ra t io n  th e  image t o  the  l e f t  eye i s  v i s i b l e .  
RE -  th e  d u ra t io n  the  image to  the  r ig h t  eye i s  v i s i b l e .  
Tt.DISAPP. -  ’ t o t a l  d isapp ea ran ces" .
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t r ia ls  or three 30 second inspection periods. This pattern was also 
mirrored in the mean durations of the dominance or v is ib le  phases 
(F=5.10, df 3,21 , p<0.008), these were 1.47, 1.59, 0.97 and 0.58
seconds fo r the le f t  eye's image, r ig h t eye's image, composites and 
" to ta l disappearances" respectively. The le f t  and r ig h t eye whole image 
responses were s ig n if ic a n t ly  longer than the two other categories (the 
difference is 0.76 seconds which is s ign if ican t at the 5% leve l). There 
was no s ign if ican t variation of these durations over t r ia ls .
The four categories d iffered s ig n if ica n t ly  in the frequency that they 
were reported to be v is ib le  (F=46.9204, df 3,21, p<0.00001). The le f t  
and r igh t eye whole images (mean value of 21 combined) were reported 
only two th irds as frequently as composites (mean value 33) and "to ta l 
disappearances" occurred with a mean frequency of 3 throughout the 90 
second observation period.
I t  can be seen from Table 6.1 that the overall durations the le f t  and 
r igh t eye's images for each subject were reported to be v is ib le  were 
d if fe ren t but when averaged over subjects the difference was not 
s ign if ican t as would be expected from a group of subjects with mixed 
degrees of asymmetry (difference is 0.26 seconds ,not s ig n if ica n t) .
Measures of Ocular Asymmetry
Measures of ocular asymmetry were derived from the overall durations 
each image was reported to be v is ib le  in each 90 second t r ia l  using the 
formula on page 66. A mean asymmetry score was derived from these six 
scores for each subject and are shown together with standard deviations 
(SD) in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2 Ocular Asymmetry Scores 
Subjects: Mean asymmetry score
GR
SW
SK
SM
GM
ID
AH
CB
0.05
0.147
-0.017
0.05
-0.115
-0.09
•0.042
0.027
+-1SD
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.09
0.11
0.28
0.05
0.07
Four subjects have a le f t  ocular asymmetry and four subjects have a 
righ t ocular asymmetry. The mean degree of asymmetry is 0.067 i f  the 
direction of the asymmetry is ignored.
^._5, Discussion i
In th is  study on binocular r iv a l ry  a response category was provided to 
d ire c t ly  measure the occurrence of composites. Composites were recorded 
for 24% of the observation period compared to the assumed 13% reported 
in the previous real image r iv a l ry  experiment which used an ind irect or 
less compatible response mode. The 24% compares more favourably with 
reports from other studies that have used r iv a lry  with real images 
(Wade, 1974; Hollins, 1980).
There was no s ign if ican t change in the overall durations of the four 
response categories over the three th i r t y  second inspection periods. 
This suggests that the provision of only two responses for whole image 
regis tra tion together with ,an incompatible response fo r registering 
composites induces a response bias such that whole images are recorded 
with increasing durations over the observation period. Inspection of 
the r iv a lry  patterns fo r each subject indicate that composites are a 
trans ito ry  state between the v is ib le  phase of the image in one eye and 
that in the other. This is fu rther supported by the high frequency of 
composites and the ir  short durations re la tive  to the other two 
categories. This suggests that r iv a lry  suppression may not be an a l l  or 
none state as has been claimed (Blake and Camisa, 1979, p 323; Blake and
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Fox, 1974a).
The v is ib le  periods or dominance durations were overall shorter than 
those reported in the previous experiment. This suggests that 
composites may have been classed with whole image reports in the last 
experiment thereby increasing the durations these two categories were 
reported to be v is ib le . The results from th is  experiment support the 
view that composites are a valid perceptual category in binocular 
r iv a lry  and may re flec t a period of partia l suppression between the 
changing phases of dominance and suppression (Panum, 1858; Ogle and 
Wakefield, 1967). This same procedure was not carried out with 
afterimage binocular r iv a l ry  although subjective reports from the study 
in chapter 4 and reports from other studies (Wade, 1974) would suggest 
that composites occur less frequently with afterimage r iv a lry .  The 
difference in composite frequency between real and afterimage r iv a lry  
may be due to the rapid alternation of real images possibly due to eye 
movements (Wade, 1974).
The asymmetry scores from th is  procedure were compared to the asymmetry 
scores from the real image r iv a l r y  experiment using the two switch key 
procedure (chapter 3). Fig 6.1 shows a scatterplot of these scores. 
The asymmetry scores in th is  present study were smaller, with an overall 
mean of 0.067 (ignoring the sign) compared to the mean asymmetry of 0.12 
fo r  the same subjects in the previous experiment. The range of scores 
in th is  experiment is also smaller, -0.12 to +0.15. Four subjects are 
classed as having a r ig h t ocular asymmetry and i t  can be seen from Fig 
6.1 that there is a s l ig h t s h i f t  of the asymmetry measures from the 
previous experiment to those in the present towards the r igh t eye. The 
correlation coeffic ient for the two sets of scores is r = 0.45 which is 
not s ign if ican t. Three of the four subjects, SK, AH and CB who show a 
change in the direction of ocular asymmetry between the two procedures 
have the lowest degrees of asymmetry in both experiments.
The weak relationship of the asymmetry measures from both procedures may 
re f le c t  e ither a change in the d irection of the asymmetry over time 
(there was a three month interval between the two experiments) or the 
procedure adopted in the previous experiment (using two switch keys) 
induced a response bias. Composites in the previous experiment may have 
been reported as belonging to a whole image category thereby increasing
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Fig 6.1 Ocular Asymmetry Scores fo r Eight Subjects from the Real Image 
Binocular Rivalry Experiment Using the Two D ifferent Procedures 
of Response Categorisation.
LE
8W
• 1"
smcb
Two Response 
Procedure- 2 - 1 sk
ah
gm
RE
Four Response
Procedure
r = 0.45, not s ig n if ica n t.
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the asymmetry towards one eye. The decrease in the strength of the 
ocular asymmetry measures together with the s ligh t s h i f t  in direction of 
the asymmetry does suggest that a response bias may have been operating 
in the previous experiment. I f  the 20% crite r ion  fo r eye dominance is 
applied to the results in Table 6.1 only two subjects are judged as 
having a dominant eye (subjects SW and GM) compared to four subjects in 
the experiment in chapter 3.
The small range of asymmetry scores and the frequency of composites
reported in th is study suggest that the term eye dominance is not
appropriate to describe the differences in the durations the le f t  and 
r igh t images are reported to be v is ib le .  The results show there is an 
asymmetry in the durations towards one eye re la tive  to the other. The 
term eye dominance as applied to binocular r iv a lry  measures has arisen 
from the theoretical view of the role of suppression in binocular vision 
ie. of a l l  or none suppression of one or other image. This in turn has 
influenced the procedure adopted to measure i t ,  ie. use of two responses 
to register the phenomenal alternations between the le f t  and the r igh t 
eye's images. The "dominance" of one eye over the other in the above
procedure is less marked, rather there is an asymmetry in the binocular
r iv a lry  recordings towards one eye.
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CHAPTER 7 
Conclusions and Sighting Dominance
Z‘1.* Introduction
Sighting tasks were the ea r l ies t form of eye dominance tests mentioned 
in the eye dominance l i te ra tu re  and also in re lation to singleness in 
binocular vision (Porta, 1593). More attention has been directed to 
sighting dominance than to any other type of ocular dominance, and i t  
has formed the basis to one of the theories of ocular dominance (Walls, 
1951; Rubin and Walls, 1969). In sighting tests objects in space are 
positioned co'linear with one eye and i t  was believed that in binocular 
vision visual directions were judged only by the sighting eye (Parson, 
1924; Walls, 1951). The sighting eye was believed to have motor 
superiority  such as greater neuromuscular s ta b i l i t y  re la tive  to the
non-sighting eye (Ogle, 1962).
There are many variations of sighting dominance test eg. those 
involving visual alignment, visual sighting, alignment of part of the
se lf with an object and pointing an object at the se lf .  Despite the 
be lie f that the variety of sighting tests were measuring the same 
underlying fac to r, ie. sighting dominance, there have been reports of 
low correlations between them. Buxton and Crosland (1937) reported a
correlation coe ff ic ien t of 0.45 between reports from 1) aiming a gun at 
an object and i i )  alignment of a rod with a distant object fo r 86 
subjects.
Low correlations have also been reported between sighting dominance and 
the r iv a lry  dominance tests. (Coren and Kaplan, 1973; Gronwall and 
Sampson, 1974). Gronwall and Sampson (1974) reported a correlation 
coe ff ic ien t of 0.28 for 50 subjects between results from a battery of 
r iv a lry  tests and results from a battery of sighting tests. The poor 
relations between the two types of measures have been interpreted as 
evidence fo r the division of sighting and r iv a lry  dominance on motor and 
sensory factors respectively. The d iv is ion of r iv a lry  and sighting 
dominance in the l i te ra tu re  has persisted despite the study of binocular 
r iv a lry  as the possible underlying process in binocular single vision;
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the riva lrous dominant eye processes the visual direction of objects in 
space (c f.  the sighting eye vs the cyclopean eye hypothesis).
The assumed independence of the two measures encouraged investigations 
into the factors that were responsible fo r r iv a lry  dominance and factors 
responsible fo r sighting dominance. The continued use of the 
dichotomous c lass if ica tion  tended to obscure any analytical approach. 
Wade's (1978b) hypothesis was one explanation for the discrepancy of 
r iv a lry  and sighting dominance results in the l i te ra tu re . He (1978b) 
suggested that there were two processes involved; interocular 
suppression and ocular s ta b i l i t y .  The r iv a lry  and sighting tasks were 
d i f fe re n t ia l ly  weighted on these factors. In a sighting task, the more 
stable eye w i l l  be favoured as the sighting eye, and in a r iv a lry  test 
the less stable eye w i l l  become the dominant eye.
However, i t  is possible that suppression also occurs in sighting tasks. 
The large d isparity  of the non-fixated target w i l l  be experienced as 
double and i f  one of these double images is dominant or more prominent 
than the other, due to interocular suppression, i t  may be the image 
chosen for alignment. The sighting dominant eye therefore is dependent 
on the "sensory" dominant process.
Two experiments on sighting dominance are reported in th is  chapter for 
the same group of subjects who participated in the previous r iv a lry
experiments. The experiments were designed to test:
i )  The incidence of sighting dominance.
i i )  Wade's hypothesis (1978b) that sighting and r iv a lry  dominance are 
inversely related (using the dichotomous c lass if ica t io n ).
Z*Z* Method 
Z*Z*i* Subjects
The same eight subjects that had participated in the experiments in
chapters 3, 4 and 5 took part.
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Apparatus
l )  The Modified M iles 's A-^-£ test (Miles, 1929)
A triangular shaped cone was mounted on an horizontal rod which was
attached at the apex by a jo in t  to allow la tera l movement only. A chin
rest and head board was positioned such that the apex was on the midline 
with the intersection of the eyes. A white marker was placed 3' away on 
the wall such that i t  appeared in line with the midline of the cone and 
the point midway between the eyes.
£) The Point Test (Porta, 1593)
A white bar marker was placed on the wall 8' away from the subject for
alignment with the subject's finger.
Z*Z»1* Procedure
a) Subjects were required to look down the cone at the facing wall and 
move i t  la te ra l ly  un ti l  the white marker could be seen through the 
small aperture at the apex. The la te ra l position of the cone was 
noted a fter the subject had made the sighting. Six t r ia ls  were given 
and the cone was positioned o f f  the midline before each t r i a l .  Both
eyes remained open during a l l  t r ia ls .
b) Subjects were asked to placed the t ips  of the le f t  and r igh t fingers 
together and align the finger t ips with the white bar marker on the 
wall. Both eyes remained open. The experimenter covered one eye of
the subject and asked i f  the fingers remained aligned with the white
bar. I f  the fingers remained aligned the uncovered eye was
designated the dominant eye, i f  the fingers were not aligned, the 
covered eye was designated the dominant eye. Only one alignment was 
made..
7_,3, Results
Table 7.1 shows the results from each t r i a l  of the cone test and the 
results of the point tes t. Subjects were c lass if ied  as being either 
le f t  eye dominant or r igh t eye dominant.
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Table 7.1 Eye Dominance C lass if ica tion  fo r  Two Sighting Tests
Miles's Cone Test Point test
T r ia ls : 1 2 3 4 5 6
Subjects:
GR LE LE LE LE LE LE LE
SW RE RE RE RE RE RE RE
SK LE LE RE RE RE RE RE
SM LE LE LE LE LE LE LE
GM RE LE RE RE RE RE RE
ID - - - - - - -
AH LE RE LE RE RE LE RE
CB LE LE LE LE LE LE LE
LE = sighting or alignment with the le f t  eye 
RE = sighting or alignment with the r ig h t eye
T..4. Discussion
Subject ID expressed d i f f i c u l t y  in performing both sighting tests with 
both eyes open. Although he did move the cone so that the white marker 
was aligned he was never sa tis f ied  with the se tt ing . This subject was 
therefore judged to have no sighting dominance. Barbel to (1981) also 
reported one subject with no sighting dominance. Four of the remaining 
seven subjects are consistent with th e ir  sighting eye. Subjects SK and 
GM sight with the r ig h t eye more often on the t r ia ls  fo r the cone test 
and also on the point tes t. Using a s im ilar procedure of c lass if ica t ion  
as adopted by Coren and Kaplan (1973) these subjects are designated as 
being r ig h t eye dominant. S im ila r ly  subject AH is classed as having a 
r igh t dominant eye.
The sighting dominance results also indicate a lack of consistency over 
t r ia ls  fo r the same test and between two tests that are assumed to 
measure the same construct i.e. sighting dominance.
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Z-i-i- Comparison of R ivalry Measures of Ocular Asymmetry with Sighting 
Dominance
Table 7.2 shows the dichotomous c lass if ica tion  of the sighting results 
and the d irection of asymmetry from the binocular r iv a lry  experiments 
(chapters 3, 4 and 6)
Table 7.2 Eye Dominance Results
SUBJECTS: GR SW SK SM GM ID AH CB
SIGHTING
DOMINANCE LE RE RE LE RE RE/LE RE LE 
REAL IMAGE
RIVALRY LE LE LE LE RE LE LE RE
AFTER IMAGE 
RIVALRY LE LE LE LE RE LE RE LE
REAL IMAGE* 
RIVALRY(ch.6) LE LE RE LE RE RE RE LE
* Real image r iv a lry  results from the four response procedure 
experiment.
Three subjects show a consistent dominance of one eye on a ll three 
tests. For three of the seven subjects the rivalrous dominant eye is 
the sighting eye (th is is comparing real image r iv a lry  using two 
responses) and th is increases to f ive  out of seven fo r afterimage 
results . Using the results from the four response procedure, six out of 
the seven subject show a positive relationship between sighting 
dominance and r iv a lry  dominance. These results do not support the 
hypothesis of Wade (1978) which predicts an inverse relationship between 
r iv a lry  and sighting measures of dominance.
I t  is in teresting to note that subject ID experienced a high percentage 
of composites with both the real image r iv a lry  experiments, as well as 
experiencing d i f f i c u l t y  in performing the sighting tasks. This suggests
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that the sighting measures are insensitive to small amounts of ocular 
asymmetry because of the reliance on one eye to perform the task.
Given the c r it ic ism s directed at comparisons made between the two 
measures using a dichotomous c la ss if ica t io n  the mixed results should not 
be given too much emphasis. Similar mixed findings have been reported 
by Lack (1973). The asymmetry measures fo r  several of the subjects are 
small (eg. SK, AH and CB) and i t  is misleading to c lass ify  these results 
dichotomously. The inconsistency of the sighting reports also indicates 
that the nature of the test is insensitive to small ocular asymmetries 
and imposes a false dichotomy.
7_.£. Conclusions of Part I I
7.5,1. Binocular Rivalry Measures of Ocular Asymmetry
Eight subjects participated in binocular r iv a l r y  experiments measuring 
ocular asymmetries using 1.25° diameter oblique orthogonal gratings. An 
asymmetry in the durations each image was recorded as v is ib le  was found 
fo r  i )  the duration of each v is ib le  phase, and i i )  the overall to ta l 
duration each image was v is ib le  over the inspection period. A measure 
of asymmetry was derived based on these la t te r  f igures by taking the 
difference in overall durations fo r  the two images, one fo r  the r ig h t  
eye and one fo r  the le f t ,  and d iv id ing the difference by the sum of the 
two. This asymmetry score gave the d irection and degree of asymmetry 
placing subjects along an in terval scale from -1 (to ta l dominance of the 
r ig h t eye) through zero (no asymmetry) to +1 (to ta l dominance of the 
le f t  eye).
In chapter 3, binocular r iv a lry  was reported with real images. 
Exclusive v i s ib i l i t y  (that is ,  the whole le f t  image or the whole r ig h t 
image) was reported fo r  a mean of 87% of the viewing time. The v is ib le  
phases of whole images tended to increase over the inspection periods. 
This finding may be explained by e ither i )  a decrease the in tens ity  of 
the images with prolonged viewing, possibly leading to an increase in 
whole image v i s ib i l i t y  or i i )  an increase in the bias towards reporting 
whole images at the expense of composites over the observation period. 
Measures of asymmetry were derived using the above procedure. The 
asymmetry scores were small and i f  the 20% c r ite r io n  was used (Washburn, 
Faison and Scott, 1934) only four subjects could be classed as having a
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dominant eye. These dominance scores were f a i r l y  consistent over the 
t r ia ls  and experimental sessions. I t  was concluded that binocular
r iv a l r y  could be used as a measure of ocular asymmetry.
In chapter 4, afterimage r iv a l r y  was reported fo r the same group of 
subjects. Alternations of the images were slower and "crisper", 
subjective reports indicating that composites were few despite the 
r iv a lry  recordings indicating exclusive v i s i b i l i t y  fo r  only 80% of the 
inspection period. The remaining 20% assumed to be composites may also 
have included to ta l dis appearances that were reported as being more 
frequent with afterimage viewing (Wade, 1974, 1978a). There was greater 
v a r ia b i l i t y  over the t r ia ls  fo r  the durations afterimages were reported 
as v is ib le  and i t  was suggested that the v is ib le  phases of one 
afterimage may be independent of the v is ib le / in v is ib le  state of the 
other one. Asymmetry measures were derived as above and again were 
quite small but not noticeably less than those found with real images. 
This find ing did not support the hypothesis of Wade (1978b) nor agree 
with his previous finding (1975a) that dominance effects are reduced 
with afterimage viewing.
In chapter 5 the re lationship between the two sets of r iv a lry  measures
was reported. There was a highly s ig n if ican t correlation between the
real image and afterimage r iv a l ry  scores. I t  was concluded that i t  was
not necessary to postulate the d i f fe re n t ia l  involvement of two processes 
to explain the asymmetry results from the two procedures (Wade, 1975a, 
1978b).
In chapter 6, real image r iv a l r y  was repeated using a d if fe ren t
procedure to report the a lternations. Three responses were provided, 
one each fo r whole images and a th ird  for composites, " to ta l
disappearances" were also recorded by the computer. The percentage of 
composites over the inspection period using a d irect response increased 
to a f igure  of 24%. There was no s ign if ican t change of th is  category 
over the inspection period suggesting that the increase in exclusive 
v i s i b i l i t y  observed in the experiment in chapter 3 may be due to
response bias. The high frequency of composites suggests that
combinations of the two images is a va lid  percept in r iv a l r y  and needs 
to be considered, and incorporated into any model of binocular r iv a lry .  
This phase may re f le c t pa rt ia l suppression of the images, and/or a
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trans ito ry  stage in the change from dominance to suppression (Panum,
1858; Ogle and Wakefield, 1967). Eye dominance measures derived from
th is  procedure were smaller than those reported in chapter 3. There was 
a weak relationship between the two sets of real image r iv a lry
measures. Subjects who had a weak asymmetry score in the previous study 
tended to show a small s h i f t  in the direction of asymmetry (mainly 
towards the r igh t eye) with the new procedure. The scores for these 
subjects s t i l l  remained small re la t ive  to the other subjects results. 
Similar measures of asymmetry have been reported by other authors using 
a d if fe ren t dichoptic viewing procedure. The same formula as used in 
th is  study was adopted to derive a measure of ocular asymmetry and the 
majority of subjects had small asymmetry scores with only a th ird  of the 
subjects showing extreme dominance (Perry and Childers, 1972; Ondercin, 
Perry and Childers, 1973). These authors used a d iffe ren t dichoptic 
viewing procedure. Letters were b r ie f ly  presented d ichoptica lly  and
subjects were required to recall as many le tte rs  as possible from each 
eye. The majority of subjects f e l l  in the centre of the d is tr ibu t ion . 
I f  a dichotomous procedure was adopted fo r the Ondercin et al (1973) 
results and for those in th is  study any small v a r ia b i l i ty  in the 
asymmetry scores with an increased number of measurements might s h if t  
the asymmetry from one eye to the other.
In chapter 7, sighting dominance was measured using two tests, the point 
test and the cone sighting tes t. The results for the cone test were not 
consistent over the t r ia ls  fo r a l l  the subjects nor were these in fu l l  
agreement with the point test. One subject had no sighting dominant 
eye. These results were compared with the asymmetry measures from the 
r iv a l r y  experiments. The real image rivalrous dominant eye (two 
response procedure) agreed with the sighting dominant eye for three 
subjects and with the afterimage riva lrous eye for f ive  subjects. This 
increased to six out of seven fo r the four response procedure using real 
images. Wade's (1978b) hypothesis would predict that the two would be 
inversely related because of the d if fe re n t ia l weighting of the tests on 
eye s ta b i l i t y  and interocular suppression. The results in th is  study 
were not conclusive. However, i t  was concluded that a comparison 
between r iv a lry  dominance and sighting dominance using the dichotomous 
c lass if ica t ion  adds l i t t l e  to the understanding of ocular asymmetries in 
binocular vision.
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This suggests that binocular r iv a l ry  as a measure of dominance cannot be 
used with a dichotomous c lass if ica t ion  for comparison with sighting 
results . The small dominance measures and the high percentage of 
composites suggests that the term ocular asymmetry should be used 
instead of the term eye dominance that carries the connotation of eye 
competition. I t  must be recalled that i f  rivalrous stimuli are 
increased in size, the appearance of whole images breaks down to a 
piecemeal suppression and dominance of the two images. Therefore a 
positive relationship between ocular asymmetries derived from r iv a lry  
and the sighting dominance results would not be expected and that a 
comparison between the two dominance measures does l i t t l e  to further the 
understanding of dominance effects in binocular vision.
R ivalry Suppression , Sighting Dominance and Single Vision.
The role of binocular r iv a lry  in single vision and in the suppression 
theories was outlined in the introduction to Part I I .  The suppression 
theory in i ts  strongest form claims that visual directions of objects 
are specified by the eye that is dominant in binocular vision (Verhoeff, 
1935; Asher, 1953). Binocular r iv a lry  is assumed to occur in normal 
vtsion. The classical approach to r iv a l ry  and r iv a lry  dominance is that 
one whole eye specifies the visual d irection of objects in space. This 
is assumed to alternate between the eyes, jus t as the appearance of the 
two images alternate in r iv a lry .  I l luso ry  motion would be expected but 
th is  is not experienced.
However, the visual directions of objects in space are also assumed to 
be specified by the sighting dominant eye (Walls-Ogle hypothesis, see 
pages 12-18). ' This hypothesis has been c r it ic ise d  in the Introduction 
(chapter 1) in re lation to Hering's principles of visual direction 
(Hering, 1879/1942; Howard and Templeton, 1966). When the eyes are 
symmetrically converged , an object is usually judged with reference 
from a point midway between the eyes, the cyclopean eye or egocentre. 
An object that stimulates the foveae of both eyes is judged as i f  seen 
by an eye assumed to be midway between the eyes, on a line passing 
through the point of f ixa t ion  of the two visual lines and the 
egocentre. Objects on the visual line of one eye are judged as i f  from 
th is  median plane in the head even i f  the object seen by the other eye 
is obscured. Thus i t  is not the sighting eye that specifies the visual
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direction of objects but the egocentre. I t  is the nature of the
sighting test that gives the impression that i t  is th is eye in binocular 
vision that performs the alignment (Barbeito, 1981).
The role of the sighting dominant and r iv a l ry  dominant eyes has been
assumed to be sim ilar in binocular vision although the nature of the
tests have obscured any re lationship between suppression and alignment 
behaviour. When objects have a zero d isparity , the images are
corresponding and have one visual d irection with reference to the
egocentre. However, with disparate images the visual direction may
correspond to one of the monocular images or the average of the two 
oculocentric or monocular specified d irections. The work of Ono et al 
(1977) demonstrated that suppression of one image or the "fusion" of the 
two images was dependent on the stimulus variables involved. For small 
disparate stimuli the visual d irection was intermediate of the two 
monocular images (also supported by the Sheedy and Fry study (1979)) and 
fo r  large disparate stimuli one monocular image temporarily dominated, 
or double images occurred. In a sighting task, the object not fixated 
has a large d isparity  and is seen double. I t  has been suggested that
sighting behaviour is the habitual choice of one of these images over
the other (Howard, 1982). However, Barbeito (1981) found the processing 
of visual d irection was dependent on the location of the egocentre and 
the sighting eye was the eye nearest to the egocentre. Thus the 
egocentre fo r some subjects was to one side of the point midway between 
the eyes (Pickwell, 1972, 1973) although i t  is not certain how or why 
th is should be the case. The use of dichotomous c lass if ica tions for 
both r iv a l r y  and sighting is misleading, especially i f  the ocular 
asymmetry as found with r iv a l ry  is small and i t  is the egocentre that 
specifies visual directions of objects.
Both eyes are involved in the processing of visual directions of objects 
in space. Dominance of one eye or monocular viewing was proposed by the 
early theorists as the process responsible for single vision. Continued 
use of these tests of eye dominance that re ly  on monocular testing or 
that postulate competition between the eyes add l i t t l e  to the 
understanding of the interaction of the two eyes in binocular vision or 
to the nature of ocular asymmetries.” I t  is proposed that the term 
ocular asymmetry is adopted to describe the binocular r iv a lry  results 
and the asymmetries in the performance of the two eyes reported in the
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following chapters.
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PART I I I
DEPTH DISCRIMINATION MEASURES OF OCULAR ASYMMETRY
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CHAPTER 8
Z’ i *  Introduction
In Part I I  a binocular r iv a lry  paradigm was used to derive a measure of 
ocular asymmetry using both real images and afterimages. However, th is 
dichoptic viewing paradigm necessarily involves some form of competition 
between the images seen by the two eyes. Asymmetry in eye performance 
has also been reported in other studies using other dichoptic viewing 
paradigms that do not involve phenomenal r iv a lry .  Perry and Childers 
(1972) developed a measure of eye dominance using b r ie f ly  presented 
identical or competing alpha-numerics d ichoptica lly  to the two eyes. 
The le tte rs  reported by each eye over repeated t r ia ls  were used to 
derive a dominance score. The dominance score fo r 56 subjects
approximated a normal d is tr ibu t ion . However, the degree of dominance
was susceptible to changes in image c la r i t y  (Ondercin, Perry and
Childers, 1973). Dominance strength was reduced i f  the image in the 
dominant eye was blurred during binocular viewing but enhanced i f  the 
image in the non-dominant eye was blurred. However, monocular
presentation of the stimuli and blur by the most powerful lens (+2.25D) 
reduced the percentage correct by only 10% in both eyes. This indicates 
that these dominance effects involve binocular interactions and i t  is
not due to in a b i l i t y  to discriminate the material.
Asymmetries between the eyes have also been reported fo r suprathreshold 
contrast matching and luminance matching experiments (Levelt, 1965; 
Legge and Rubin, 1981). Also in masking studies i t  was found that the 
severity of the mask on the target was dependent on which eye received 
the mask and which eye received the target (Turvey,1973). Greatest 
stimulus degradation was reported i f  the dominant eye received the
mask. This asymmetry was found to be unrelated to fu rther dichoptic 
recognition tasks such as recall of le tte rs  from b r ie f ly  presented
le tte rs  displayed d ichoptica lly  (Monohan and Steronko, 1977). The
threshold test probe technique has also revealed threshold se n s it iv ity  
differences between the eyes in binocular viewing (Cogan and Silverman, 
1980).
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This difference in "s e n s it iv i ty "  may re f le c t a difference in processing 
speed as has been suggested by the studies on masking (Legge, 1979; the 
latency hypothesis). The dominant eye is assumed to process signals 
faster or have quicker response characteristics than the other. 
Binocular interaction takes the form of meta-contrast matching, the 
stimulus from the dominant eye arrives at the binocular s ite  before the 
weaker or slower stimulus and in h ib its  or masks i t .
Reaction times to discriminate or detect a stimulus such as a l igh t 
flash is assumed to indicate the perceptual strength of a stimulus. 
Stimuli that have equivalent response times are taken to have the same 
perceptual strength (Munucci and Connors, 1964; Mansfield, 1973). 
Reaction times have been used to investigate binocular interactions for 
supratheshold stimuli (Harwerth, Smith and Levi, 1980). In th is  study 
(Harwerth, Smith and Levi, 1980) c r ite r ion  response latencies were 
recorded fo r contrast gratings presented monocularly or binocularly. At 
near contrast threshold, monocularly presented gratings required 40% to 
70% more contrast than binocular ones. At high contrasts, there were 
wide individual differences, some subjects required less contrast fo r 
the monocular gratings in order to obtain equivalent response times, 
others requiring more. However, th is study and other studies on 
binocular interactions do not demonstrate how the binocular percept is 
dependent on the monocular components. "Is  the binocular percept 
disproportionately dependent on one eye's input, ie. the dominant eye?"
The binocular r iv a lry  experiments with small non-disparate stimuli 
demonstrated that one eye dominates the other for a s l ig h t ly  longer 
duration. These results together with asymmetries found in the above 
binocular summation experiments and binocular matching studies would 
suggest that sim ilar asymmetries might be found with disparate stim uli. 
No study has so fa r been reported that has investigated ocular 
asymmetries using a binocular viewing paradigm involving depth 
perception. The experiment reported in the following section is an 
investigation into asymmetries in binocular vision using a stereoscopic 
viewing paradigm with selective attenuation of the displays to the two 
eyes.
Random-dot stereograms were used as the stimuli to produce the 
stereoscopic depth e ffec t. Binocular fusion and depth in these
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stereograms involves the stereopsis mechanism which can be regarded as a 
co-operative phenomenon. The inputs from both eyes are compared and are 
necessary fo r  stereopsis to operate.
Random-dot Stereograms as ^  Research Tool
Random-dot stereograms were introduced by Julesz (1960) and have 
stimulated renewed in terest into stereopsis. Random-dot stereograms are 
composed of two identical matrices of dots, one for the le f t  eye and one 
fo r  the r ig h t eye. An identical area in each matrix is then shifted in 
an opposite direction in each display (see Fig 8.1). The remaining gaps 
are then f i l l e d  in with more random dots. The area that has been 
shifted is impossible to detect with monocular viewing of e ither or both 
displays. However, when the le f t  and r ig h t displays are viewed by the 
le f t  and r ig h t  eyes respectively and the displays are fused, the area 
that has been shifted appears to l ie  above the surround coming out in 
depth or to recede in depth depending on the d irection the areas have 
been sh ifted.
Only when the two displays are fused and processed by the stereopsis 
mechanism can the form or shape of the object be recognised. Thus, 
monocular pattern recognition is not a necessary prerequisite to 
binocular fusion and stereopsis.
Julesz and other investigators have exploited the monocularly 
unidentif iab le  properties of the random-dot stereogram technique in the 
study of stereopsis and fo r tracing the flow of information in the 
visual system (see Julesz, 1971). Visual phenomena ( fo r  example, 
i l lu s io n s )  have been presented in the form of random-dot stereograms and 
the ir  strength measured. I f  the visual e ffec t is as compelling in th is  
form as when presented in the classical form then the assumption is made 
that the mechanism responsible for the phenomenon lies  at or after the 
s ite  of binocular combination. I f  the visual e ffect is weakened or lost 
then part or a l l  of the mechanism is assumed to l ie  at a s ite  peripheral 
to binocular combination.
Any model of the visual system must be able to explain that with 
random-dot stereograms, stereopsis is always experienced with fusion. 
This contrasts with classical stereograms, depth is reported even i f  two 
disparate lines are experienced as double (Ogle,. 1953). Random-dot
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Fig 8.1 Diagram to Show How a Stereogram Portraying One Square Area of 
Convergent Disparity is Made.
Right Eyes’ Display Left Eyes  ^Display
B B
1
1
1
jx
1
I
1
A A
1
1
y |
1
1
1
»
An identical square area of dots (A) in each display is moved in 
opposite directions to each other leaving two gaps X and Y. These are 
f i l le d  in with a random configuration of dots. When the r igh t and le f t  
displays are fused, the square area A appears to stand in front of the 
surround B.
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stereograms possess many inherent ambiguities for fusion, and many 
theoretical fusions are possible between the random dots of one display 
with those of the other (see Fig 8.2). I f  fusion is not achieved the 
correct stereoscopic percept is not obtained.
Any model of stereopsis must be able to accommodate the inherent 
ambiguity in random-dot displays. Construction of models for the 
simulation of the stereopsis mechanism represent conceptual aids for 
predicting and understanding how fusion and depth are performed by the 
visual system. These models are b r ie f ly  outlined below to i l lu s t ra te  
some of the problems in stereoscopic vision that the models must be able 
to deal with.
Correct fusional solutions are made despite the many theoretical matches 
that ex ist. - Julesz (1971) proposed a hardware model to represent the 
fusional process of stereopsis. This model was based on hypothetical 
magnetic dipoles connected by springs. Stereoscopic fusion is believed 
to be a co-operative process, the global percept or organisation of the 
fused depth plane is achieved by local in teractive processes that 
co-operate to bring about the correct fusional solution. Nelson (1975) 
proposed a physiological model or mechanism which is an extension of the 
co-operativ ity  between local d isparity  detector units (magnetic dipoles) 
proposed by Julesz. These models process many d isparity  values. The 
models of Nelson (1975) and others; Sperling (1970), Dev (1975), Sugie 
and Suwa (1977), imply the existence of many d if fe ren t d isparity  
detectors (apart from the dipole model where d isparity  is coded by the 
degree of orientation of the dipoles).
Eye movements have been reported to be essential for depth perception in 
some random-dot stereograms, especially in complex random-dot 
stereograms, portraying many depth planes (Frisby and Clatworthy, 1975; 
Saye and Frisby, 1975). For. stereopsis in the d isparity  range 0-13' of 
arc (Mayhew and Frisby, 1979) eye movements are not necessary. Richards 
(1970, 1971) proposed a stereopsis model based on his observations and 
experiments with stereo-anomalous observers. The model has three pools 
of d isparity  detectors, uncrossed, zero and crossed d isparity  pools and 
some stereo-anomalous observers are assumed to have one or more 
non-functioning or non-existent pool of d isparity  detectors.
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Fig 8.2 Diagram to Show the Inherent Ambiguity in Random-dot Stereograms 
and the problem of achieving the correct match (taken from 
Julesz, 1971,p .119).
Left eye Right eye
False targets
T rue
target
localization
CBC DA B D A
Dots in right 
eye view
Ap= Right eye
Dots in left 
eye view
A|_= Left eye
Each of the four dots in one eye's view can be matched with any of the 
four dots in the other eye's view making 16 possible localisations of 
the targets. There are four true target localisations and 12 false 
ones.
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Independent spatial frequency tuned stereopsis channels have been 
proposed that reduce the the problem of false targets (see Fig 8.2) that 
occur in the matching process or fusional process of random-dot 
stereograms (Julesz and M il le r ,  1975; Mayhew and Frisby, 1976). The 
Marr and Poggio (1979) computational model proposed that fusions between 
the le f t  and r igh t displays were made in spatial frequency tuned 
stereopsis channels with a d isparity  range tied to the spatial frequency 
s e n s it iv i ty .  Thus the range within which d isparity  measurements are 
made and false targets eliminated is reduced. Eye movements are 
essential fo r each part of the stimulus to be brought within the small 
d isparity  range for processing by the high resolution channels. The 
computational model proposed by Mayhew and Frisby (Mayhew and Frisby, 
1978, 1980) does not assume that the d isparity  range is associated with
spatial frequency channels. Matches between the two visual f ie lds  are 
not made independently in each spatial frequency channels Global 
d isparity  and early symbolic descriptions of a scene share the same 
neural elements and both co-operate to disambiguate the processing of 
the scene into figure/ground and depth planes.
8.^. Modifications of the Stereoscopic Stimul1
The stereoscopic depth effect can s t i l l  be appreciated in random-dot 
stereograms despite modifications made to one or other stereo display. 
Depth does not occur with opposite contrast stereograms (Treisman, 1962; 
Julesz, 1963, 1971; Levy and Lawson, 1978) although i t  does occur with a 
3 log unit difference in luminance between the two stereo fie lds  
(Rogers, 1976). Blurring or expanding one stereo display by 15% does not 
destroy stereopsis (Julesz, 1971). S im ila r ly , i f  20-30% of the dots in 
the stereogram are complemented stereopsis s t i l l  occurs (Julesz, L971). 
Depth also occurs with rivalrous stereoscopic displays (Julesz and 
M il le r ,  1975; Kaufman, 1974). This demonstrates that the stereopsis 
mechanism is quite robust and insensitive to major perturbations 
although a 3 log unit difference does create an "unstable" depth 
e ffec t.
Similar findings have been reported for classical stereoscopic s tim u li. 
Using a three-rod procedure to measure stereoacuity. L i t  (1959) reported 
that unequal luminance did not affect the stereoacuity measures. 
S im ila r ly , Mitchell (1970) reported that fo r  s ta t ic  displays, objects
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were correctly  localised in depth i f  there was a luminance difference of 
1.6 log units, as long as they were above threshold. Ogle and Groch 
(1956) reported successful discriminations of depth planes in displays 
with luminance differences between the two stereo images. Depth is 
s t i l l  seen i f  there is an interocular delay between the onset of the two 
stereo f ie lds  by 75-100 ms (M itchell, 1970) a result also supported by 
Ogle (1963). However, stereoacuity does appear to be influenced by
degradation in the spatial characteristics of the images. Westheimer 
and Mckee (1980) b r ie f ly  presented three lines, the central line was 
disparate and subjects were asked to report the position of the centre 
line as "in fron t" or "behind" the reference lines in order to attain a 
75% correct leve l. I f  blur was introduced to one image (a refractive 
error of +- 0 to 3D) stereoacuity was degraded and th is  decrement was
equivalent and sometimes greater than i f  the same amount of blur was 
given to both images together. A change in contrast or luminance was
unable to counteract th is  loss and the d e f ic i t  was not associated with
convergence in s ta b i l i t y  or accommodation changes.
Vergence movements required to bring two disparate parts of the visual 
f ie ld  or stimuli into register fo r fusion are not affected by 
differences in the form, shape or luminance of the stereo stimuli 
(Westheimer and M itche ll, 1969; M itchell, 1970).
Stereoacuity measured with classical stereoscopic stimuli is affected 
only i f  there are major modifications to the spatial frequency 
composition of the stimuli whereas random-dot stereograms do not appear 
to be s im ila r ly  affected by changes to one stereo f ie ld .  However, depth 
is disrupted in these displays when some of the elements are 
complemented . and Julesz (1971) designed a stereo test based on 
complemented stereograms as a diagnostic tool to investigate 
stereo-deficiencies.
Stereo-anomalous Observers.
Some observers of random-dot stereograms are unable to appreciate depth 
even though they have had no history of strabismus. Julesz (1971) 
states :
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"There is a remote p o s s ib i l i ty  that th e ir  inadequate 
stereoscopic performance is the result of poor viewing 
habits. Perhaps they learned to re ly  too much on 
monocular depth cues and possess a very dominant eye."
(Julesz, 1971, p 270)
A test was designed to quantify th is  deficiency. A series of
stereograms were presented that had 10-60% of the dots In the matrix 
complemented, that is , white elements or dots were changed to black and 
vice versa. This procedure makes the task of fusion and depth
perception more d i f f i c u l t .  The stereograms are b r ie f ly  displayed and 
subjects are asked to register i f  depth is present. Subjects are
c lass if ied  on the percentage of depth detections made with repeated 
presentations of each type of complemented stereogram. With a high % of 
dots complemented, fusion and depth is d i f f i c u l t  and subjects who 
consistently report depth in these displays are classed as having good 
stereopsis. However, no explanation is offered as to the nature of the 
deficiency of the subjects that are unable to detect depth and fuse 
displays that have been complemented, or as to the nature of the
diagnosis.
In a series of psychophysical studies, Richards (1970, 1971) has
reported that some stereoscopic abnormalities are related to specific
d ispa rit ies . For some individuals convergent d isparit ies  could be 
detected and discriminated, but depth with divergent displays was not 
appreciated. Richards suggested that th is  loss may be associated with a 
part icu la r deficiency of one of three possible pools of d ispa rity  
detectors. These d e f ic its  were not accompanied by fusional vergence 
abnormalities. However, Jones (1973) reported that some subjects with 
good stereoacuity showed abnormal vergence movements fo r large disparate 
s tim u li.
No study has u t i l ise d  response times to see depth in random-dot displays 
with modifications to one or both stereo f ie ld s  as a tool fo r 
investigating asymmetries in binocular v is ion. The following section 
outlines the use of response latencies to see depth as a procedure for 
investigating stereoscopic vision and as a tool fo r measuring ocular 
asymmetries.
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8,5_. Stereoscopic Latencies to See Depth in Random-dot Stereograms
The time taken to fuse random-dot stereograms and see the depth effect 
is usually longer than the time required to see depth with classical 
stimuli (Julesz, 1971, 1978). The greater time required may re f lec t the 
longer processing time required by the stereopsis system to fuse these 
inherently ambiguous random-dot displays. Depth can be seen in b r ie f ly  
presented random-dot stereograms i f  the d isparity  range is small ie. 
fa l l in g  within the fusional l im its  (Mayhew and Frisby, 1979). With 
d isparities  outside th is  range (13' of arc) exposure times have to be 
increased to allow fusional vergence movements to bring the displays 
into register and these are taken to be 160 ms (Westheimer and M itchell, 
1969).
With successive viewing of random-dot stereograms with large d isparities 
the time taken to see the depth effect often decreases. Julesz (1971, p 
217) proposed that there was a learning effect taking place that was 
dependent on eye movement strategies. An e f f ic ie n t  sequence of eye 
movements is believed to be required for a particu lar level of d isparity  
and th is  is transferred to the next stereogram viewed. Classical 
stereograms provide monocular v is ib le  features to guide eye movements
for appropriate reg is tra tion of the two images. With random-dot 
stereograms no such cues are available and several vergence movements
may be made prio r to fusion. Conjugate eye-movements may also be 
important for fusion of random-dot stereograms. The surface in depth to 
which the vergence movements must be directed cannot be iden tif ied  in 
stereograms of th is  sort un t i l  vergence and fusion have occurred. 
Saccades may occur across the display to search fo r  disparate areas and 
also after i n i t ia l  convergence, saccades may occur to scan the form in 
depth in order to establish i ts  c la r i ty .  I f  the d isparity  is large, 
these saccades may destroy fusion i f  rapid in execution (Fender and 
Julesz, 1967) or vergence errors may occur during the execution of the 
saccades and result in the loss of fusion or partia l fusion. There are 
no features available to correct or reduce the vergence errors in these 
random-dot displays.
Response times to see depth in random-dot stereograms are reduced i f
monocular features are added to the stereograms. I t  has been suggested
that these features guide appropriate fusional vergence movements to the
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plane of d isparity  (Saye and Frisby, 1975), Such cues do not reduce 
stereoscopic latencies fo r  small disparate displays which in the ir  study 
had 5' of arc d isparity . Fusion of these small disparate displays do
not require vergence movements therefore i t  would not be expected that
monocular features would reduce stereoscopic latencies.
I t  would be expected that response latencies to see depth with large 
d is p a r i ty ,  stereograms would be greater than for small disparate 
displays. Also, Saye (1976) could find no evidence of the learning 
effect ( ie . the reduction in latencies) transferring from a stereogram 
with monocular features to a stereogram without them suggesting that 
"on-line" control of the vergence system is required for e f f ic ie n t
fusion of the display. Julesz's (1971) hypothesis is not; supported by
these findings. I t  appears that some eye movement learning may take 
place but not necessarily the sequence of appropriate vergence sh ifts  
required to fuse large disparate displays.
Monocular cues do appear to be important for vergence control. Using 
direct eye movement recording techniques, the addition of monocular 
features resulted in faster vergence velocities re la tive  to those in 
response to stereograms without these features (Mowforth, Mayhew and 
Frisby, 1981),
Stereoscopic latencies : can be used to measure the; effects of selective 
modification of the stereo f ie lds  with the aim of developing a measure 
of ocular asymmetry. The rationale used in developing th is  measure is 
outlined below. ,
8.^. Rationale of Selective Attenuation of the Displays to the Two Eyes
In the series of experiments to be reported in Part I I I ,  selective 
attenuation of the displays is used to derive a measure of ocular 
asymmetry. Attenuating one eye has frequently been used . as  ^ a 
therapeutic technique for c l in ica l eye defects. Visual acuity is known 
to increase in the amblyopic eye i f  a neutral density f i l t e r  is placed 
over the non-amblyopic eye. I t  is assumed that the f i l t e r  reduces the 
amount of interocular suppression or inh ib it ion  in the amblyopic eye 
(Von Noorden and Le ff le r ,  1966).
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Several studies were reviewed in the Introduction that used d if fe re n t ia l 
levels of attenuation of one or other eye to obtain equivalent monocular 
performance levels (Humphiss, 1969; Francis and Harwood, 1951). 
D ifferentia l response times between the eyes on visual tasks have also 
been reported and used to derive a measure of ocular asymmetry 
(Poffenberger, 1912; Minucci and Connors, 1972; Money, 1972; Perry and 
Childers, 1972).
In these studies stereoscopic latencies to make a depth discrimination 
were recorded using random-dot stereograms with two disparate square 
areas. Selective attenuation was applied to either both or neither 
displays, or to the le f t  display alone or the r igh t display alone. Any 
d if fe ren tia l in the latencies for the two la t te r ,  unequal luminance 
conditions was used as a measure of ocular asymmetry. The condition of 
attenuation resulting in the faster response time was assumed to re flec t 
the direction of the asymmetry towards that eye. Attenuation of the 
other eye would be expected to produce a longer response time thereby 
increasing the "imbalance" or asymmetry between the eyes.
Two levels of d isparity were used for the stimuli in these experiments,
i )  small d isparity values, that are assumed to require no vergence eye
movements and i i )  large d isparity  values that require vergence eye 
movements for fusion and depth. I f  asymmetries between the eyes involve 
an eye movement component an interaction would be expected between the
ocular asymmetry and the two d isparity  values. A measure of asymmetry
would be expected from the results from the large disparate displays but
not from the small disparate displays.
â*Z* M  Outline of the Chapters in Part I I I
Chapter 9 is divided into two sections, Part A and Part B. Two
experiments are reported in Part A using the depth discrimination
procedure with random-dot stereograms, one with large d isparities,
24/28’ of arc and one with small d isparities, 12/16’ of arc. A measure 
of ocular asymmetry was derived from the mean stereoscopic latencies for 
the two unequal luminance conditions.
The experiments reported in Part 8 were designed to replicate the
previous studies on binocular r iv a lry  and depth discrimination with a 
group of seven new subjects. The experiments were designed to test i f
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the range of r iv a lry  measures of ocular asymmetry would be greater with 
a group of subjects with no experience of r iv a lry  recording and to 
replicate the relationship between depth discrimination and r iv a lry  
measures of asymmetry with a group of subjects with ocular asymmetries 
towards the r igh t eye (measured by r iv a lry ) .
In chapter 10, again divided into two parts, experiments are reported 
using the depth discrimination procedure with selective attenuation 
of the displays to the two eyes but with p a r t ia l ly  complemented 
random-dot stereograms (referred to as "scrambled" in th is study). In 
Part B of th is  chapter an experiment was designed as a control fo r 
strategies that may be used during viewing of the random-dot displays. 
Stereograms with small and large d isparit ies , "scrambled" and 
"unscrambled" were presented in a random sequence. Twenty subjects 
participated in th is  experiment in which the displays were presented 
randomly in one experimental session. A ll the above experiments were 
carried out -independently, each experiment having a constant d isparity  
baseline value. The d isparity  values fo r  the small disparate displays 
were reduced to 8 and 12' of arc and presented randomly in one 
experimental session.
The experiment reported in Chapter 11 was also a control experiment for 
the small disparate displays used in the previous studies. This was 
designed to test i f  the ocular asymmetry measures were related to eye 
movements ( ie  for large disparate displays only) or i f  some other 
fac to r(s) was involved. Small d isparity  stereograms with disparate 
areas of 8/12' of arc were b r ie f ly  presented at exposure durations below 
the 160 msec latency believed to be characteristic  of vergence 
movements.
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CHAPTER 9
PART A: Depth Discriminations using Small and Large Disparity 
Stereograms with Selective Attenuation of the Left and 
Right Eye Images.
Introduction
Two experiments are reported in th is chapter involving depth 
discriminations as a function of selective attenuation of the images to 
the two eyes to derive a measure of ocular asymmetry. The experiments 
were designed to investigate the following hypotheses:
1). That latencies to make a depth discrimination for the conditions 
of unequal luminance to the two eyes would be longer than those 
fo r  the two conditions of equal luminance.
2). That latencies fo r the large d isparity  displays would be longer 
than those with small d isparity  values, re flec ting  the 
involvement of the vergence system (Saye and Frisby, 1975).
3). That latencies for the two unequal luminance conditions, the 
r ig h t display attenuated, the le f t  display attenuated are not 
equivalent for any given subject and form the basis fo r an 
ocular asymmetry measure.
And in addition,
4). That there would be an interaction of the two unequal luminance
conditions with the two d isparity  levels ie, the small and
large d isparity  stereograms.
5). A measure of ocular asymmetry based on the latencies fo r the two 
unequal luminance conditions would indicate d irection and degree 
of th is  asymmetry.
6). The comparison of th is  measure of asymmetry with the binocular
r iv a l r y  measures of ocular asymmetry and the conventional eye
dominance tes t,  sighting dominance (see Part I ,  Chapter 7).
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9,Z, Method
9,2.1. Subjects
Eight subjects from the previous experiment participated. They had good 
stereoscopic vision as tested by th e ir  a b i l i t y  to iden t ify  the d iffe ren t 
shapes in depth in Julesz random-dot stereograms (reproduced in slide 
form from Julesz, 1971, Fig 8.1-1, p 272).
^•2,2, Apparatus
Fig 9.1 shows the plan of the modified stereoscope arrangement. The
stereograms were generated on-line by the computer and displayed on the
Tektronix 604 oscilloscopes in a modified stereoscope arrangement. The 
frame of the CRT screens of each scope was masked to give a viewing area 
of 10° X 13.5° showing the dot display and adjacent surround. The
stereo f ie ld s  were binocularly aligned by two fron t-s ilvered mirrors set 
at 45° from the midline in order to appear superimposed. The displays 
were positioned 57 cms from the observer who viewed the displays through 
eye holes with a headboard and chin rest. A dim l ig h t  positioned behind 
the mirrors illuminated the room. A switch key was positioned to the 
righ t of the subject. A f ixa t ion  point was provided on each
oscilloscope screen that appeared centred fo r each half display. An 
additional voltage was supplied to the z-signals of each scope to 
modulate the displays. This was set to produce a 1 log unit attenuation 
of the display. The z-signals for each scope were independent and
controlled by the experimenter. When the z-signal was modulated the 
luminance of the display was attenuated and not the surround.
The Stereograms
The random-dot stereograms were generated on-line by the Nova 1220 
computer. Each stereo f ie ld  was composed of 64 x 64 dots and subtended 
a visual angle of 4° x 4°. The distance between the dots was 4' of 
arc. The space-average luminance was 6.00 cdm-2 set against the
surround of the screen with a space-average luminance of 0.87 cdm-2. 
The random-dot matrix was d if fe ren t fo r each stereogram displayed.
Each stereogram had two disparate square areas one above and one below
the f ixa t io n  dot. Each subtended a visual angle of 1° 8' x 1° 8 '. The
d isparity  values were always crossed and the d isparity  level was set at
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the beginning of the experiment by stating the number of dots or 
elements the square areas were to be shifted re la tive  to the surround. 
However, the two square areas had a constant d isparity  difference of 4' 
of arc. The square with the greater d isparity  was randomly assigned to 
either the top or bottom square throughout the t r ia ls .  The d isparity  of 
the square areas fo r the f i r s t  experimental session were 24' and 28' of 
arc. For the second experimental session the d isparities were 12' and 
16' of arc. Three practice t r ia ls  were given before the s ta rt of the 
experimental sessions, the d isparities  in these stereograms were 16' and 
20' of arc.
Procedure
Subjects were asked to f ixa te  the central f ixa t ion  dot at the beginning 
of each t r i a l .  When the stereograms were on the screens subjects were 
asked to keep the ir  eyes on or around the f ixa t ion  point.
The subjects task was to discriminate which of the two squares in depth 
stood out fu rther from the surround. The switch key was to be pressed 
as soon as they could make th is judgement and to indicate to the 
experimenter i f  i t  was the "top" or " bottom" square. Subjects were
asked to respond only i f  they were certain that they could discriminate
the two areas at d if fe ren t depths.
When the switch key had been pressed the stereogram stayed on for a 
further 3 seconds to allow for further viewing of the fused display. I f  
no response was made during the maximum presentation time of 30 seconds 
the stereograms were removed. The in te r - t r ia l  interval was 18 seconds 
and the scopes were blank during th is  time.
I t  was emphasised to the subjects that depth may not appear immediately 
on viewing the stereograms and that they should keep trying to get the
depth e ffec t the whole time the displays were on the screens. I f
subjects could not discriminate a depth difference they were asked to
indicate i f  any depth in the displays was present. They were told that
some displays may appear dimmer than others.
Three practice stereograms were presented with no attenuation of either 
display before the beginning of the experimental session. There were
two experimental sessions 1) the d isparit ies  were 24/28' of arc and
2) the d isparit ies  were 12/16' of arc. There was a two month interval
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between the administration of the two experimental sessions and subjects 
always participated in the large d ispa rity  experiment f i r s t  (1). There 
were fo r ty  t r ia ls  in each session, ten t r ia ls  in each condition as shown 
below:
Condition 1 
Condition 2 
Condition 3 
Condition 4
Neither display attenuated by 1 log unit 
Both displays attenuated by 1 log unit 
Left scope attenuated by 1 log unit 
Right scope attenuated by 1 log unit
The attenuation was controlled by the experimenter. The four conditions 
of selective attenuation were randomly assigned over the fo r ty  t r ia ls .  
Each subject received the same t r i a l  sequence.
^•1* Results
Stereoscopic Latencies fo r the Four Conditions of Selective 
Attenuation
The time taken to make a depth discrimination was recorded fo r each 
subject on-line by the computer. I f  no response was made during the 30 
seconds the display was on the screens a latency of 30 seconds was 
substituted in the analysis. I f  incorrect judgements were made as to 
which square had the greater depth they were analysed as errors and in 
the response time analysis the mean reaction time fo r that condition of 
selective attenuation for that subject was substituted. The results 
from the two experimental sessions were analysed separately.
(1) I t  IS possible that practice .effects may occur that could transfer from the experimental session with large d isparities  to the ones with small d ispa rit ies . However, the interval between the two was two months and i f  any practice effects did occur they are un like ly  to in teract with the ocular asymmetry e ffects.
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2) Experiment I: 24/28' of arc Depth Discrimination
Table 9.1 shows the mean stereoscopic latencies for each subject under 
the four experimental conditions. There is a wide variation between 
subjects in the mean latencies to make a depth judgement. The response 
latencies fo r the two unequal attenuated conditions (the two columns on 
the far r ig h t)  are consistently longer overall than those for the two 
equal luminance conditions.
An analysis of variance was carried out on the response time data. The 
factors were conditions (4 levels) and t r ia ls  (10 t r i a l  presentations). 
(See Appendix E, for summary table and comparison between the means). 
The response times under the four experimental conditions were 
s ig n if ica n t ly  d if fe ren t (F = 4.58, df 3,21, p<0.02). A planned
comparison between the means showed a s ign if ican t difference between the 
two equal luminance conditions (1 and 2) and the two unequal luminance 
conditions (3 and 4) (F = 12.727 df 1,21, p<0.005) the mean stereoscopic 
latencies were 4.54 and 9.23 seconds respectively. No other factor or 
interaction reached significance. I t  can be seen that the stereoscopic 
latencies fo r  the unequal luminance conditions in Table 9.1 are not 
equivalent, for example subject SK shows a longer response time to 
discriminate the depth planes with the r igh t display attenuated re la tive  
to the response times fo r the le f t  display attenuated. Subject GM shows 
an asymmetry in the opposite d irection.
i i ) Experiment V. 12/16' of arc Depth Discrimination
Table 9.2 shows the stereoscopic latencies for the same group of 
subjects under the four experimental conditions for the small d isparity  
stereograms. The latencies are overall shorter than for the large 
disparate stereograms and there is l i t t l e  difference in the response 
times fo r the conditions of selective attenuation. The results of the 
analysis of variance (carried out as above) showed no s ign if ican t 
difference in stereopsis latencies between the attenuation conditions (F 
= 2.404, df3,21, not s ig n if ica n t) .  The mean response time averaged over 
conditions 1 and 2 is 2.69 seconds and 2.49 seconds fo r the average of 
conditions 3 and 4. I t  can be seen from Table 9.2 that there are 
asymmetries in the stereopsis latencies fo r  the two unequal luminance 
conditions especially fo r subjects SK and GM both of whom have overall 
longer response times.
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Table 9.1 Mean S te reo sc o p ic  L a ten c ie s  (seconds) and s ta n d a rd  d e v ia t io n s  (SO) fo r  each S u b jec t  to  
Hake a Depth Judgement between Two Squares ( 2 4 ' /2 8 '  of a rc )  under Four C ond i t ions  of 
S e le c t i v e  A t te n u a t io n .
A ttenua tion  Cond i t ions
1 N either  Display 2 Both Dsplays 3 L ef t  Display 4 Right Display
SD SD SD SD
S ub jec ts ;
GR 5.99 3 .70 5.98 2.50 14.60 9.55 13.59 9.71
SW 0.90 0.07 2.41 1.26 1.47 1.06 2.71 1.31
SK 7.41 3.29 8.19 2 .83 7.21 1.85 17 36 10.79
SM 2.40 1.72 2 .65 0 .75 3.67 2 .42 6.84 6.23
GM 2.64 0.92 9.20 7.35 22.65 10.28 12.56 8 .82
ID 2.72 2.23 3.44 3.69 3 .87 3.BB 3.59 2.11
AH 5.50 1.80 9.83 5.60 20.29 9.52 13.54 6.94
Cfi 1.44 0 .43 1.93 0 .94 1.70 0 .60 2 .00 0.96
Mean 3.63 5.45 9 .43 9.02
F (3,21) 0 .02 = 4 .5803, p < 0.02
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Table 9 .2  Mean S te reosc op ic  L a tenc ies  (seconds) and s tand ard  d e v ia t io n s  ISD) fo r  Each S ubjec t  to  
Make a Depth Judgement between Two Squares ( 1 2 ' /1 6 '  of a rc )  under th e  Four C ond i t ions  of 
S e le c t i v e  A t te n u a t io n .
A t tenu a t ion  C onditions  
I N either  Display 2 Both Displays 3 L ef t  Display
SDSD SD
4 Right d isp la y  
SD
S u b jec ts :
GR 1.29 0.37 1.37 0.48 1.45 0.67 1.38 0.26
SN 0.98 0.19 1.34 0.51 1.31 0.61 1.02 0 .10
SK 7.93 2.60 12.40 7.11 9.26 3.60 7.19 1.80
SM 1.65 0.68 1.49 0.49 1.73 0.44 1.73 0.39
GM 1.90 0.45 4 .85 1.54 4.39 1.76 2.26 1.18
ID 0.51 0 .17 0.62 0.19 0.65 0.23 0.53 0.19
AH 2,11 0.47 2.51 0.81 . 2 .35 0.56 2 .40 0.59
CB 1.10 0 .13 1.03 0 .20 1.15 0.34 1.08 0.18
Mean 2.18 3.20 2.78 2 .20
F (3 .21) -  2 .404, not s i g n i f i c a n t .
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9.3.2. Comparison of the Small (12/16') and Large (24/28') Disparity 
Stereograms
Fig 9.2 shows the response latencies for each subject fo r both 
experiments. I t  can be seen that the stereoscopic latencies are shorter 
with small d isparity  stereograms fo r a l l  subjects except SK. More 
important is the v a r ia b i l i t y  in the latencies fo r the large disparate 
displays with the conditions of selective attenuation.
Measures of Ocular Asymmetry
A measure of ocular asymmetry was derived from the mean stereoscopic 
latencies fo r the le f t  and r ig h t attenuation conditions (3 and 4) for 
each subject using the formula;
RESL - LESL
Ocular Asymmetry score = ----------------
RESL + LESL
RESL = mean stereoscopic latency fo r  attenuation of the display to the
r igh t eye.
LESL = mean stereoscopic latency fo r  attenuation of the display to the 
le f t  eye.
This is an equivalent measure to that used in the binocular r iv a lry  
experiments given the rationale outlined on p 115. The shorter response 
latency of the two conditions represents the attenuation of the dominant
eye therefore, a positive value re flec ts  an asymmetry towards the le f t
eye and a negative value re flec ts  an asymmetry towards the r ig h t eye.
Table 9.3 below shows the d irection and the degree of asymmetry for each 
subject using the above formula.
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Fig 9.2 Histograms of the Mean Stereoscopic Latencies (seconds) to Make a Depth judgement with Small and Large Disparity Stereograms for Each Subject.
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Table 9.3 Ocular Asymmetry Scores 
Disparity values: 24/28' of arc 12/16' of arc
Subjects:
GR -0.036 -0.07
SW 0.30 -0.12
SK 0.41 -0.13
SM 0.30 0.001
GM -0.29 -0.32
ID -0.04 -0.10
AH -0.20 0.01
CB 0.08 -0.03
The asymmetry scores fo r the small d isparity  depth discrimination 
experiment fo r  nearly a l l  subjects are re la t iv e ly  small compared to the 
scores derived from the large d isparity  stereograms ( ie ,  ignoring the 
d irection of asymmetry). The mean degree of asymmetry is 0.10 and 0.21 
fo r  the small and large d isparity  stereograms respectively. Subjects GM 
and SK with the overall longer stereoscopic latencies fo r  the small 
d ispa rity  experiment have the greater asymmetry scores.
9.3.4. Frequency of Incorrect Judgements and Failures to Discriminate 
Depth
i ) Experiment 1: 24/28' of ^  Depth Discrimination
Fifteen incorrect judgements (out of a to ta l of 320 t r ia ls )  were made, 
seven t r ia ls  with the r ig h t  display attenuated, eight with the le f t  
display attenuated.
On a further f i f te e n  t r ia ls  no depth difference or any depth e ffec t 
could be discriminated during the 30 seconds of viewing. Of these 
f i f te e n  t r i a ls ,  twelve occurred with unequal attenuation of the displays 
and three with equal attenuation of the displays. Of the unequal 
conditions, nine occurred with the dominant eye attenuated and three 
with the non-dominant eye attenuated as defined by the scores above. 
For each of the nine t r ia ls  the squares were reported as being seen in 
depth above the surround although a difference of 4' of arc could not be 
distinguished. The remaining three t r ia ls  were fo r the non-dominant eye 
attenuated condition and no depth in the displays was reported.
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i i )  Experiment 2: 12/16' of arc Depth Discrimination
Two subjects made incorrect judgements on a to ta l of f ive  t r ia ls  with 
both displays of equal luminance and one t r i a l  for each of the unequal 
luminance conditions. Depth could be discriminated on every t r i a l .
The Depth Discrimination Measures and the Binocular Rivalry 
Measures of Ocular Asymmetry
The measures of ocular asymmetry derived from the above experiment using 
selective attenuation of the two stereo displays fo r eight subjects were 
compared with the ir  measures of ocular asymmetry derived from the real 
image binocular r iv a lry  experiment using the four response category 
procedure (see Chapter 6, p 89)(2).
The correlation coeffic ien t fo r  the binocular r iv a lry  measures with the 
depth discrimination measures for the large disparate displays is r = 
0.65 (n=8) which is s ign if ican t at the 5% level (one ta iled te s t) .  Fig 
9.3 shows the ‘ scatterplot of these scores and the linear regression line 
with equation Y = 0.06 + 1.91X. The depth discrimination measures for 
the small disparate displays that were based on the two unequal 
luminance conditions (these were not s ig n if ica n t ly  d iffe ren t from the 
equal luminance conditions) do not show a s ign if ican t correlation with 
the same binocular r iv a lry  measures as above. The correlation 
coe ff ic ien t is r = 0,42 (not s ig n if ican t) .
(2)The afterimage binocular r iv a lry  measures of asymmetry (chapter 4) correlated non-s ign if icantly  with 1) the large d isparity  depth discrimination measures, r  = 0.57, and 2) with the small d isparity  depth discrimination measures, r = 0.62. However, binocular r iv a lry  with afterimages was not measured using the four response category procedure which was found to s h i f t  the direction of t-he real image r iv a lry  asymmetry scores and make them smaller. Therefore, these correlations should be interpreted with caution. This does not however weaken the finding of the close relationship between real image and afterimage r iv a lry  based on the two response procedure.
£•1* Di scussion
j_) Stereoscopic Latencies fo r  the Smal1 and Large Disparity Stereograms
The mean latency for the small d ispa r ity  stereograms (12/16') over a ll 
conditions was 2.64 seconds compared to the longer mean latency of 6.87 
seconds for the large d ispa rity  stereograms. Saye and Frisby (1975) 
reported a s im ilar difference in response times to see depth for
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Fig 9.3 Ocular Asymmetry Scores for Eight Subjects derived from the Binocular Rivalry Experiment with Real Images and the Depth Discrimination Experiment with Large Disparities (24'/28‘ of arc ).
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random-dot stereograms of 5' and 1° 17' of arc d isparity .
Stereoscopic latencies fo r the small d isparit ies  in th is  study and the
smaller ones in the Saye and Frisby study were in the order of seconds. 
These long latencies to see the depth e ffec t may part ly  re f le c t the 
inherent ambiguity of the stimuli used and the time taken fo r the 
stereopsis mechanism to process binocular fusion and depth. Random-dot 
stereograms have many possible theoretical fusions although only one 
fusional solution is the correct one to achieve the stereoscopic
percept. This takes longer to achieve with random-dot displays than 
with the classical stereograms.
However, the small disparate displays in th is  experiment were 12 and 16' 
of arc. These d isparity  levels may also require vergence sh ifts  prior 
to fusion although not as large as those required for the 24' and 28' of 
arc d isparity  stereograms. Fender and Julesz's (1967) data indicate 
that Panum's fusional area for random-dot stereograms is 6' of arc and 
any d is p a r i ty ‘greater than th is  requires vergence sh if ts . However, 
Mayhew and Frisby (1979) reported that subjects could discriminate depth 
in disparate unfiltered random-dot stereograms of 13' of arc in 60 ms 
which is shorter than the latencies required fo r  vergence eye movements 
which are usually taken to be 160 msecs (Westheimer and M itchell, 
1969). In a free-viewing situation as in these experiments, and for 
many "naive" subjects s l igh t vergence sh if ts  may s t i l l  occur fo r fusion 
of both the 12' and 16' of arc disparate squares.
Greater variance in the latencies was found for the large d isparity
displays compared to the small d ispa r it ies . Vergence movements are
required to bring the two stereo f ie ld s  into register. These take time
to in i t ia te  and execute. There is no information fo r guidance of these
vergence movements. This may account fo r  some of the v a r ia b i l i ty ,  ie. 
on some t r ia ls  the vergence movements may be appropriate to attain 
fusion and depth resulting in short stereoscopic latencies and the long 
stereoscopic latencies on other t r ia ls  may re flec t inappropriate 
vergence movements.
The vergence hypothesis is p a r t ia l ly  supported; stereopsis latencies 
were longer fo r the large disparate displays re flec ting  involvement of 
the vergence system. When the subject fixates the central f ixa tion  spot 
(zero d isparity )  when the stereo display is on the screen, the
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background or surround of the disparate areas may be fused as these f a l l  
on corresponding visual f ie ld s  of the two retinae. The disparate 
squares 24' and 28' of arc f a l l  outside the d isparity  l im its  for 
binocular fusion and a vergence s h i f t (s )  w i l l  be required to bring these 
areas within th is  range. The work of Fender and Julesz (1967) showed 
that once fusion has been established the two displays can undergo 2° of 
misalignment before fusion is lost ( th is  has been termed the hysteresis 
e ffec t) .  Thus fusion of the background dots are not destroyed by the
vergence s h if t (s )  required to achieve fusion and depth of the disparate 
areas.
There was no evidence of learning to fuse the random-dot stereograms as 
realised by a decrease in stereoscopic latencies over successive 
t r ia ls .  Julesz (1971) believes that learning occurs in random-dot 
stereograms by an e f f ic ie n t  sequence of fusional eye movements. He 
states;
"The learning task is sim ilar to exploring a maze. At each 
strategic junction one must learn whether a nasal or 
temporalward s h i f t  should be made. The correct sequence of 
these forks and the direction is apparently learned
unconciously and rap id ly ."
(Julesz,1971,
P 217)
The random-dot displays contain no "on-line" guidance for the
appropriate vergence movements and i t  appears that some form of
"on-line" guidance is required for th is  learning of the fusion eye
movement strategies to occur. Saye et al (1975) found that the
"on-line" guidance in the form of a monocular feature overlaying the
disparate area resulted in a learning effect but that th is  did not
transfer to stereograms that contained no monocular v is ib le  features. 
Therefore, given the stereograms used in th is  study a reduction in
response times over t r ia ls  would not be expected. However, practice at 
fusing random-dot stereograms without monocularly v is ib le  features may
be responsible for the individual differences found in the overall
latencies. Subject SW is well practiced at viewing these displays and
has short latencies whereas subject SK has long latencies and has had
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less practice. The instructions p r io r to the experiment requested 
subjects to f ixa te  the central spot and i f  subject SK maintained th is  
f ixa t io n  fo r some time before relaxing f ixa t io n  and allowing convergence 
and divergence to occur latencies would be lengthened. More experienced 
subjects may have learnt that fusional eye movements are necessary for 
fusion although given the above results (Saye and Frisby, 1975) i t  is 
not necessarily the sequence of vergence sh if ts  required fo r  fusions of 
large disparate displays that is  learnt.
9.4.2. Unequal and Equal Luminance of the Displays
Subjects reported that they were unaware of which display was attenuated 
and only on some t r ia ls  did the display appear "b righ te r" . I t  has been 
reported that individuals with good stereopsis are unable to distinguish 
which eye has been stimulated (Blake and Cormack, 1979a; Templeton and 
Green, 1968).
The f i r s t  hypothesis was confirmed fo r only the large d isparity  
displays. With the large d ispa rity  displays latencies were increased 
with unequal luminance of the stereofie lds re la tive  to equal luminance. 
This pattern did not occur s ig n if ica n t ly  with the small disparate 
displays. There has been no study that has reported a s im ilar finding 
of unequal attenuation of stereoscopic displays on response times. A 1.6 
log un it difference in luminance fo r Targe disparate bars has been 
reported to have no e ffec t on the in i t ia t io n  of vergence movements but 
the ve loc ity  of the vergence movements were decreased re la tive  to equal 
luminance of the displays (M itche ll,  1970)  ^ Vergence movements in the 
Mitchell (1970) study were not reported as being asymmetrical fo r
displays of unequal luminance. No explanation was offered to explain
th is  decrease in ve loc ity .
The findings in th is  study suggest that unequal luminance of the stereo 
displays has an e ffec t on response times only i f  vergence movements are 
involved. Vergence movements are continually  monitored and d isparity  
information is used to in i t ia te  and guide these movements to achieve 
fusion (Rashbass and Westheimer, 1961). I f  there is a delay in one
signal re la tive  to the other and a comparison of the two signals is
required at the binocular s ite  that subserves the vergence system, then 
vergence in i t ia t io n  may be delayed. Therefore, i t  is assumed that i t  is 
the difference in the stereoscopic latencies fo r  the two conditions of
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unequal attenuation that re f le c t  asymmetries in speed of processing. 
The overall delay in latencies fo r  the two unequal conditions above that 
of the both display attenuated condition is assumed to re f le c t  the delay 
of the signals a rr iv ing  at the binocular s ite  that are required fo r 
continous monitoring of information fo r  vergence contro l, the delay 
being imposed by the conditions of unequal attenuation of the displays.
I t  is possible that a one log unit reduction of one display imposes a 
delay in the signal a rr iv ing  at the binocular s ite .  This delay may 
increase the time required fo r reg istering the d ispa rity  in the display 
and fo r  a change in vergence angle required to eliminate the d isparity . 
Evidence fo r binocular cooperation in vergence comes from the findings 
that the average error between the position of the two eyes is computed
and may be used as the basis fo r  control of vergence movements (Alpern,
1969; Westheimer and M itche ll,  1956).
Smooth pursuit eye movements have been reported in response to depth and 
motion in dynamic visual noise where one eye is f i l te re d  (Le Leguire, 
1981). The ve loc ity  of the movements were an inverse function of the 
density of the f i l t e r .  Movements decreased in ve loc ity  with a 0.5 to a 
1.0 log unit attenuation. A s im ila r arguement to the above may also 
account fo r  these resu lts .
Further evidence in support of an eye movement hypothesis involving the
fusional vergence system comes from some ea rl ie r  p i lo t  work. A p i lo t
experiment was carried out with ten subjects using a s im ila r procedure 
to the above except; 1) the two disparate square areas were to the r ig h t  
and le f t  of the f ixa t io n  point, 2) the attenuation was carried out using
one log unit neutral density f i l t e r s  placed in fro n t of the eyes and
3) the d isparity  values were 16 and 20' of arc. The d isparit ies  used in 
th is  p i lo t  study were intermediate of the two d isparity  values used fo r 
the small and large d isparity  experiments. I f  unequal attenuation 
induces a delay in the signals a rr iv ing  at the binocular centre that 
subserves the vergence system then the more vergence sh if ts  or the 
greater the vergence sh if ts  required to fuse the displays the longer the 
latencies would be in re la tion  to displays requiring fewer sh if ts .  The
mean latencies to make a depth judgement were 3.4, seconds fo r  the two
equal luminance conditions and 4.25 seconds fo r  the two unequal 
luminance conditions. A comparison of these mean stereoscopic latencies
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above with those in Tables 9.1, 9.2 shows that they l i e  approximately 
midway between the stereoscopic latencies fo r  the small and large 
disparate displays. This gives fu rther support to the vergence latency 
hypothesis to explain the response times to make a depth judgement under 
the unequal luminance conditions.
Given the above eye movement hypothesis response times would not be 
expected to be affected by unequal luminance of stereo f ie ld s  with small 
disparate displays that do not require vergence movements p r io r to 
fusion. I t  has been suggested that given the long latencies reported fo r 
the small disparate displays vergence shifts, may occur with d isparit ies  
of 12 and 16* arc. The results show the stereoscopic latencies are not 
affected by conditions of selective attenuation. I t  may be that the 
vergence sh ifts .requ ired fo r  fusion are so small that unequal luminance 
does not markedly influence the ve loc ity  and speed of execution and 
hence do not a ffect the response times. A lte rna tive ly , depth and fusion 
of the small d isparity  stereograms may be a re la t iv e ly  easy fusional 
task resulting in short latencies that mask any effects of selective 
attenuation, ie . " f lo o r"  effects may be operating.
9^4.3. Measures of Ocular Asymmetry
Measures of ocular asymmetry were derived from the mean stereopsis 
latencies fo r  the two conditions of unequal attenuation. The unequal 
luminance condition that resulted in the faster response time was 
assumed to re f le c t  a s ituation o f attenuation of the "dominant" eye. 
The measures give both the d irection and degree of th is  asymmetry. 
There was an interaction of these asymmetry,measures with the ; level of 
d ispa r ity . I t  is the difference in  response times fo r the two 
conditions of unequal attenuation which are important fo r measures of 
asymmetry. Asymmetry scores were reported fo r  the large and small 
d isparity  experiments although fo r  the la t te r  the difference between the 
two unequal attenuated conditions was small and also neither d iffered 
s ig n if ica n t ly  from the two equal luminance conditions. The mean degree 
of asymmetry was also smaller fo r  the small d isparity  displays compared 
to those fo r  the large disparate displays.
Several studies have reported an asymmetry measure based on the speed of 
processing of visual information, i t  being faster fo r  the dominant eye
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(Poffenberger, 1912; Money, 1972; Munucci and Connors, 1972; Perry and 
Childers, 1972). By attenuating the eye that processes signals faster 
i t  may be possible to reduce th is  d if fe re n t ia l  in processing speed. 
Attenuation of input to the eye with the slower speed of processing w i l l  
increase the d if fe re n t ia l  as reflected in increased latencies. This 
d i f fe re n t ia l  in  processing capacity may also re f le c t  asymmetrical 
interocular suppression. The dominant eye may exert more in h ib it ion  or 
suppression on the input from the non-dominant eye,(c f.  masking 
studies). Attenuation may reduce th is  asymmetrical suppression in a 
s im ilar fashion as to that reported fo r  amblyopes (Von Noorden and 
L e ff le r ,  1966). I f  the non-dominant eye is attenuated, inh ib it io n  from 
the dominant eye may increase or have a greater influence on the 
non-dominant eyes visual processing capacity.
Given an inherent asymmetry in visual processing between the eyes fo r 
binocular information, i t  might be expected that attenuation of the 
"dominant" eye by 1 log unit would result in stereoscopic latencies 
faster than the conditions of neither display attenuated and both 
displays attenuated. I t  can be see from Fig 9.2 that only one subject 
shows th is  pattern (SK) fo r  both small and large d isparity  displays. ( I t  
is assumed that attenuation of both displays w i l l  not lengthen response 
times markedly above those fo r the neither attenuated condition as 
inputs from both eyes would arrive at the binocular s ite  at: the same 
time, although with the former condition the signals may arrive overall 
s1ig h t iy  1a te r). I t  is  possible that the inherent d if fe re h t ia l  in. 
processing speeds or in h ib ito ry  interactions that has been hypothesised 
may be reduced by an attenuation of less than 1 log un it and uèing a one. 
log un it reduction in luminance as in th is  study introduces a greater 
d i f fe re n t ia l  between the eyes.
The measures of ocular asymmetry were small (mean of 0.10) fo r  the small 
d ispa rity  displays and these were not s ig n if ica n t ly  d if fe re n t from the 
equal luminance conditions. This suggests that ocular asymmetries are 
associated with the vergence system only, ie . those required fo r  fusion 
of the large d isparity  displays. Therefore, the d i f fe re n t ia l in 
processing speed as argued above would apply to the vergence system. I t  
is possible that vergence ve loc ity  is reduced with unequal attenuation 
of the stereo-fie lds and th is  is greater when one eye is attenuated 
re la tive  to the other. However, i t  is not known why th is  asymmetry
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exists fo r  the binocular system that subserves vergence. I t  may be i ) a 
difference in processing speeds of the two inputs, i i )  asymmetrical 
in h ib ito ry  interactions and/or i i i )  an imbalance in the "s e n s it iv i ty "  of 
the binocular units towards one eye. This does not necessarily imply 
that the vergence movements are asymmetrical, but rather that the 
binocular co-operation required fo r  vergence control is possibly delayed 
by unequal luminance of the stereo-displays.
I t  is in teresting to note that fo r  12 out of the 15 t r i a ls  in the large 
d ispa rity  experiment when a depth difference was not reported, the
display to the dominant eye was attenuated. This suggests that
appropriate vergence movements had occurred but that a 4' of arc
difference between the two disparate areas could not be discriminated. 
However, th is  represents only 3.75% of the to ta l t r ia ls  and given that 
30 seconds were allowed fo r  fusion may re f le c t  inappropriate fusion of 
the displays. I f  rapid saccadic movements are made across the displays 
fusion w i l l  be los t (Fender and Julesz, 1967). I t  is  possible that at 
the end of 30 seconds only pa rt ia l fusion may have been attained. Some 
elements would be fused and appear in d if fe re n t depth planes, giving the 
impression of "areas" in depth. Subjects were not questioned on these 
occasions as to the c la r i t y  of the depth e ffec t they saw. A difference 
in these reports of "no depth difference" between the dominant and 
non-dominant eye attenuation conditions would have been expected i f  the 
vergence movements in the former condition were fas te r.
9.4.4. Binocular Rivalry and Depth Discrimination Measures of Ocular 
Asymmetry
A s ig n if ican t re la tionship was found between the depth discrimination
measures of ocular asymmetry and the binocular r iv a lry  measures of 
ocular asymmetry. This was found fo r  the large d ispa rity  stereogram 
experiment only. This result demonstrates that measures of ocular 
asymmetry using a binocular viewing paradigm involving a co-operative 
process of depth discrimination with stereoscopic displays are s im ilar 
to those derived from a competitive process as with binocular r iv a lry .  
Eye movements have been hypothesised to be involved in the measures of 
ocular asymmetry derived from both procedures.
-1 38 .
The mean degree of asymmetry derived from the binocular r iv a lry  
procedure is small (0.067) re la tive  to that derived from the large depth 
discrimination procedure (0.21). Small d isparity  depth discrimination 
measures of ocular asymmetry are small in degree (mean of 0.10) and do 
not re la te to the binocular r iv a l ry  measures.
There does not appear to be a systematic re lationship between asymmetry 
measures derived from the depth discrimination procedures and the 
sighting dominant eye. Only four subjects had a sighting dominant eye 
that was on the same side as the ocular asymmetry derived from the large 
depth discrimination experiment and the same number fo r the small depth 
discrimination experiment (7 subjects had a sighting dominant eye).
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CHAPTER 9 continued.
PART B: A Replication Using a Group of Subjects with 
Right Ocular Asymmetries.
Introduction
A measure of ocular asymmetry has been reported in the previous section 
based on stereoscopic latencies to make a depth discrimination using 
selective attenuation of the stereo f ie ld s .  The measure from the large 
d isparity  experiment correlated with another measure of ocular asymmetry 
derived from a binocular r iv a lry  procedure with a correlation 
coe ffic ien t of 0.65 which was s ign if ican t at the 5% level. However, the 
binocular r iv a lry  measures of ocular asymmetry were small (0.067, i f  the 
direction of asymmetry is ignored) compared to the large d isparity  
discrimination measures (0.21).
These subjects had already participated in previous experiments with 
binocular r iv a l r y  recording with real images using the two response 
procedure. Only two subjects had been classed as having a r igh t ocular 
asymmetry. However, using a four response procedure asymmetry scores 
were reduced in degree and four subjects were classed as having an 
asymmetry towards the r igh t eye. I t  was decided to repeat the binocular 
r iv a lry  experiment with real images using a group of subjects that had 
had no previous experience of the two response procedure fo r recording 
r iv a lry  and that were a l l  classed as having a r igh t ocular asymmetry 
score on the binocular r iv a lry  task. I t  is possible that le f t  eye 
dominant subjects as a group may be unusual in some way (Porac and 
Coren, 1976).
The experiments reported in th is  chapter are a replication of the 
binocular r iv a l r y  and the two depth discrimination experiments reported 
in Part A using a new group of subjects with r igh t ocular asymmetries. 
The experiments were designed to replicate the previous findings for a 
group of subjects, re la t iv e ly  naive to r iv a lry  recording.
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l 'â *  Experiment 1: Binocular Rivalry Measures of Ocular Asymmetry
Method
9.^.^ . Subjects
Seven subjects participated in the experiment, a l l  drawn from the St 
Andrews student population. A ll subjects had good stereoscopic vision 
as tested by the ir  a b i l i t y  to discriminate the shapes in the random-dot 
stereograms presented in Julesz's book and were presented in slide form 
(Julesz, 1971, p 272). All subjects participated in a preliminary t r i a l  
of binocular r iv a lry  using the same procedure as used in chapter 6 to 
determine the direction of asymmetry. Only subjects with a right 
asymmetry were chosen, the above seven subjects a l l  had a r iv a lry  r igh t 
ocular asymmetry.
Apparatus
The apparatus was the same as that used fo r real image binocular r iv a lry  
viewing as reported in Chapter 6. Four categories of response were 
recorded as follows: responses fo r the images fo r the le f t  and r igh t
eyes and a response fo r  composites and " to ta l disappearances".
Procedure
Two experimental sessions of r iv a lry  with real images were given, six 90 
second t r ia ls  in each. The procedure was the same as that adopted in 
chapter 6.
Results
The mean overall durations each image or category was v is ib le  out of the 
90 seconds of observation averaged over the 12 t r ia ls  (two experimental 
sessions) are shown in Table 9.4. Seventy and half percent of the 
observation period is exclusively of whole rivalrous images, 27.6% is 
reported as composites. However i t  can be seen from Table 9.4 that 
subject FM has an overall mean duration of composites of 68 seconds 
which is exceptionally high in comparison to the other subjects in th is  
group and in the other group (see chapter 6, p 87). I f  FM's data is 
excluded, 78.4% of the viewing time is exclusively of whole images and 
only 19.6% is of composites. This compares favourably with the previous 
groups results (24% composites).
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Table 9 .4  Mean Overall D ura tions (seconds) and s tandard  d e v ia t io n s  (SD) Each of t h e  Four Response 
C a teg o rie s  i s  Reported to  be V is ib le  in  th e  90 second In spec t ion  P er iod  (1) ,
Image V is ib le :  LE SD RE SD COMPOSITES SD Tt.DISAPP,. SD
S u b jec ts :
FM 9.84 l.BO 11.36 3.16 68.20 4.84 0 .60 0.36
PC 30.47 2.37 40.05 3.06 18.83 3.36 0 .70 0 .45
RF 35.47 4.14 36.03 4.74 16.77 5.07 1.80 1.05
DM 21.86 5.93 33.81 3.62 31.21 8.43 3 .20 2 .33
SG 35.99 3 .07 38.35 3.97 13.34 4.33 2.39 1.45
IW 30.82 4.36 44.51 5.73 11.89 4.33 2.84 2.32
PR 39.40 2 .80 39.52 2.52 10.30 3.05 0.86 0.55
Mean 29.39 34.16 24.87 1.65
LE -  th e  du ra t io n  the  isa g e  t o  th e  l e f t  eye i s  v i s i b l e .
RE -  the  d u ra t io n  th e  image to  th e  r i g h t  eye i s  v i s i b l e .
Tt,DISAPP. -  " t o t a l  d is a p p e a ra n c e s ' .
( l )T he  mean o v e ra l l  d u ra t io n s  a re  th e  sum of each depress ion  d u ra t io n  w ith in  th e  90 second in sp e c t io n  per iod  averaged over th e  2, 90 second t r i a l s .
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£.8. Measures of Ocular Asymmetry
Measures of ocular asymmetry were derived from the overall durations 
each image was v is ib le  fo r each 90 second t r i a l  ( ie . 12) using the 
formula shown on page 66. The mean asymmetry scores and standard
deviations are shown in Table 9.5.
Table 9.5 Ocular Asymmetry Scores
Mean asymmetry score +-1SD
Subjects:
FM -0.07 0.08
PC -0.136 0.06
RF -0.008 . 0.10
DM -0.217 0.12
SG -0.032 0.09
IW -0.182 0.12
PR -0.002 0.05
A ll subjects have r igh t ocular asymmetries, the mean degree of asymmetry 
is 0.09.
£.£. Experiment £: Depth Discrimination Measures of Ocular Asymmetry
The same seven subjects participated in the two depth discrimination 
experiments, one with small d isparit ies  and one with large d isparities 
(see Part A). Subjects took part in the small d ispa r ity  experiment f i r s t  
and in the large d isparity  experiment on the following day.
£ .!£ . Method
The method was exactly the same as that described in Part A. Seven 
subjects from the above experiment participated and the small d isparity  
displays were presented f i r s t .
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9.11. Results
9.11.1. Stereoscopic Latencies fo r  the Four Conditions of Selective 
Attenuation
2 ) 12/16* of arc Depth Di scrimination
Table 9.6 shows the mean stereoscopic latencies fo r the seven subjects 
to make a 4* of arc discrimination in depth of two squares of 12 and 16* 
of arc under the four experimental conditions. The mean latency over 
a l l  subjects and conditions is 3.24 seconds. The latencies were entered 
into an analysis of variance, the factors were; t r ia ls  (10) and 
experimental conditions (4). There was no s ign if ican t difference in 
stereoscopic latencies over the four conditions of selective attenuation 
(F=2.30,df 3, 18, not s ig n if ic a n t) .
i i ) 24/28* of arc Depth Discrimination
Table 9.7 shows the mean latencies to make a depth discrimination 
between two squares 24* and 28* of arc d isparity  under the four 
conditions of selective attenuation. The mean latency over a l l  subjects 
and conditions is 8.15 seconds. The mean latencies fo r the conditions 
of equal luminance are shorter than those for the two unequal attenuated 
conditions and especially fo r  the le f t  display attenuated condition. An 
analysis of variance was carried out on the latencies as above. There 
was a s ign if ican t difference in the stereopsis latencies over the 
conditions of selective attenuation (F=8.68, df 3, 18, p<0.01). A
planned comparison between the means showed that the two conditions of 
unequal attenuation had longer latencies (mean of 10.8 seconds) than the 
equal luminance conditions (mean of 5.5 seconds, F=12.72, df 1, 18,
p<O.Ql) and the le f t  display attenuated condition had s ig n if ica n t ly  
longer latencies than the r ig h t (F=10.90, df 1, 18, p<0,01). (The
summary tables for the two analyses are shown in Appendix E, together 
with the planned comparisons).
Measures of Ocular Asymmetry
The latencies fo r  the two conditions of unequal attenuation are not 
equivalent fo r a l l  the subjects as can be seen in Tables 9.6 and 9.7 and 
especially in the la t te r .  These latencies were used to derive an 
asymmetry score using the formula shown in Part A, page 126.
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►r Table 9 .6  Mean S te reo sco p ic  L atencies  (seconds) and s tan dard  d ev ia t io n s  (SD) fo r  Each Sub jec t  to  
Make a Depth Judgement between Two Squares (12’ 716’ of a rc )  under Four Conditions of 
S e le c t i v e  A ttenua tion .
A tte n u a t io n  Conditions
Neither Display Both Displays Left  Display Right Display
SD SD SD SD
S u b je c ts :
FM 1.10 0.17 2.13 1.64 1.91 1.17 1.65 0.81
PC 1.06 0.38 1.02 0.14 1.28 0.90 0.93 1.13
RF 3.10 2.69 5.58 3.99 4.81 3.84 8.86 0 .79
DM 2.39 1.03 9.46 9.05 9.10 4.38 8 .17 4 .62
SG 2.56 0.92 3.21 2.34 4 .15 3.49 2.55 1,38
IW 0.77 0.16 0 .93 0.13 0.86 0.13 0.79 0.12
PR 2.54 2.56 5.25 4.73 3.26 2.28 1.35 0.44
Mean 1.93 3.13 3.63 3.47
F (3,18) = 2 .30 ,  not s i g n i f i c a n t .
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Table 9 .7  Mean S te reo sc o p ic  L atencies  (seconds) and s ta n d a rd  d e v i a t i o n s  (SD) for  Each Sub jec t  to  
Make a Depth Judgement between Two Squares ( 2 4 ' / 2 8 '  of arc)  under Four C onditions  of 
S e l e c t i v e  A tten ua tion .
A t te n u a t io n  Conditions
N either Display Both D isp lays L ef t  Display Right D isplay
SD SD SD SD
S u b je c ts :
FM 3.78 3.41 9.21 8.97 16.79 14.03 8.94 9.81
PC 6.49 5.62 16.87 9.14 28.76 3.92 12.18 10.42
RF 2.80 2.09 7.01 3.54 22.17 10.35 10.57 8.59
DM 2.52 2.24 5 .19 3.21 11.70 8.14 8.79 3.94
SG 2.-55 1.22 4.84 5.90 14.57 9.99 5.17 2 .80
IW 1.02 0.49 1 . 14 0.31 1.05 0.24 0 .95 0.14
PR 7.42 5.90 5.58 4.60 5.42 4.36 4.62 5 .00
Mean 3.80 7.12 14.35 7.32
F (3,18) 0.01 =8.68; p ( 0.01.
I • 1 4 6 -
The asymmetry scores are shown below in Table 9.8.
Table 9.8 Ocular Asymmetry Scores 
D isparity Values: 12/16' of arc 24/28' of arc
Subjects :
FM
PC
RF
DM
SG
IW
PR
-0.073
-0.161
+0.297
-0.054
-0.24
-0.042
-0.413
-0.305
-0.405
-0.354
-0.142
-0.476
-0.051
-0.079
Six subjects have righ t ocular asymmetries for the small d isparity  
stereograms and a ll have r igh t ocular asymmetries for the large 
d isparity  stereograms. The mean asymmetry score (ignoring the 
d irection) is 0.18 for the small d isparit ies  and 0.26 for the large 
d isparit ies .
Z ’l i ’ i.* Frequency of Incorrect Judgements and Fai1ures to Discriminate 
Depth
£) 12/16' of arc Depth Discrimination
There were nine errors or incorrect judgements of depth made over a l l  
subjects under the following conditions; f ive  with the le f t  display 
attenuated (and a l l  corresponding to the dominant eye as defined above), 
two with the r igh t display attenuated (non-dominant eye), one for both 
attenuated, one fo r neither of the displays attenuated. On one t r i a l
with both displays attenuated a no depth judgement was made.
i i ) 24/28' of arc Depth Discrimination
There were ten incorrect judgements made on the following conditions;
four fo r le f t  display attenuated, four fo r the r igh t display attenuated
and two for both scopes attenuated.
Failures to make depth judgements were made on seventeen t r ia ls  and a ll 
these occurred when the le f t  display was attenuated corresponding to the
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non-dominant eye as defined above. Depth of any magnitude was not 
reported in these t r i a ls .
£._n .4. Binocular R ivalry and Depth Di scrimination Measures of Ocular 
Asymmetry and Sighting Dominance
The measures of ocular asymmetry derived from the binocular r iv a lry
procedure and the two depth discrim ination experiments reported in th is
section were compared. The corre lation coe ff ic ien t fo r the r iv a lry  
measures and the small d isp a r i ty  depth discrimination measures is r  = 
-0.10 and fo r  the large d ispa rity  depth discrimination measures r = 
-0.38, both of which are not s ig n if ic a n t.
In Part A, a s ig n if ican t corre lation between real image r iv a l ry  measures 
and the large depth discrim ination measures was reported fo r  eight
subjects. Both groups were combined ( to ta l of 15 subjects) and the
corre la tion coe ff ic ien ts  between the asymmetry measures were r= 0.08 for 
r iv a l ry  and the small disparate displays and r = 0.50 fo r binocular 
r iv a l r y  with the large disparate displays, the la t te r  being s ign if ican t 
at the 5% level (one-ta iled). The scatte rp lo t of the scores fo r the 
r iv a lry  and large d ispa rity  depth discrimination measures for 15 
subjects is shown in Fig 9.4.
A ll subjects participated in a sighting tes t, the point tes t.  A ll 
subjects had a r ig h t sighting eye except subjects DM and PR, who had a
le f t  sighting eye. All but two subjects (DM and PR) had a rivalrous
dominant eye that was also the sighting eye. For the same f ive  subjects 
the sighting eye was the dominant eye as defined by the depth 
discrimination measures using the large d isparit ies .
£.££. Discussion
Experiment l_: Binocular R ivalry
Composites occupied 19.6% of the viewing time of riva lrous real images 
(over a l l  subjects except subject FM who is excluded because of an 
exceptionally high percentage of composite viewing, 75.8%). There is 
s l ig h t ly  less composite viewing in th is  group compared to the previous
group of eight subjects (24%) and th is  may re f lec t the difference in
experience in viewing riva lrous afterimages.
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Fig 9.4 Qçular, Asymmetry Scores fo r .  Each Subject derived from the Binocular R ivalry Experiment with Real images and the Depth Discrimination Experiment with Large Disparities (24’ /28‘ of arc).
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The previous group had had experience of recording r iv a lry  with the two 
response procedure before recording r iv a l r y  with the four response 
procedure. This group had no previous experience of the two response 
procedure and without the comparable experience may have underestimated 
the composite durations. However, subjects do show a wide difference in 
reporting composite occurrence.
The mean dominance score with r iv a lry  is 0.09 which is only s l ig h t ly  
greater than the previous subjects' results (0.067, N = 8),
9.12.1. Experiment _2: Depth Discrimination Results
The results from the depth discrimination experiments confirm the 
previous findings as follows:
i )  Latencies to make a depth discrimination between 24' and 28' of arc 
were longer (mean latency of 8.15 seconds) than those fo r the small
disparate squares of 12' and 16' of arc (mean latency is 3.24
seconds).
i i )  Unequal luminance of the displays increased stereoscopic latencies 
above those for the equal luminance conditions for the large 
d isparity  stereograms. The le f t  attenuated condition had longer 
latencies than those fo r the r ig h t.  This may be expected given 
that a ll subjects had a r ig h t dominant eye unlike the previous 
group, ha lf of whom were r igh t dominant and half le f t  dominant. 
The latencies fo r . the small d isparity  displays were not 
d i f fe re n t ia l ly  influenced by conditions of selective attenuation.
i i i )  The mean degree of asymmetry fo r the large d isparity  discrimination
experiment is 0.26 and fo r the small i t  is 0.18.
9.12.3. R ivalry and Depth Piscrimination Measures of Ocular Asymmetry
The mean degree of ocular asymmetry found with real image binocular
r iv a lry  procedure was again small fo r th is  new group of subjects
re la tive  to these fo r the depth discrimination measures. I f  the 20% 
c r ite r ion  of dominance is applied to the overall mean durations each 
image was v is ib le  (see Table 9.4) only three subjects have a dominant 
eye, PC, DM and IW. The measures of asymmetry are small in degree but 
the results do indicate that the direction of th is  asymmetry can be
gauged from results from only one 90 second t r i a l  of r iv a lry  observation
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as reported in the preliminary session.
However, the r iv a lry  measures were not s ig n if ic a n t ly  correlated with the 
large d isparity  discrimination measures of asymmetry. Both measures 
were s ig n if ic a n t ly  related fo r the previous group of subjects. I t  is not 
known why the results f a i l  to replicate the previous findings although 
a l l  subjects have a r ig h t ocular asymmetry on both tests. The mean 
degree of asymmetry fo r the large d ispa rity  measures (0.26) is greater 
than, that for the r iv a lry  measures. The subject group is smaller 
although both groups combined show a s ign if ican t relationship between 
the r iv a lry  and large d isparity  discrimination measures of asymmetry. 
This relationship is not found fo r the small d isparity  scores.
The r iv a lry  asymmetry measures and the sighting dominance results are 
again not conclusive with f ive  subjects showing agreement between the 
two tests. However, given the crit ic ism s directed at dichotomous 
c lass if ica tions fo r the asymmetry results , very l i t t l e  can be concluded 
from the sighting dominance results and r iv a lry  asymmetry measures 
especially given that the la t te r  scores are quite small.
9.13. Summary of the Experiments in Chapter Parts A and _B
The chapter was divided into two parts. In Part A, a group of subjects 
(N = 8) with mixed r iv a lry  asymmetry measures participated in two depth 
discrimination experiments. In Part B, seven subjects with r ig h t ocular 
r iv a lry  asymmetries participated in the same experiments as a 
replication study. The f i r s t  hypothesis was confirmed. Both groups
showed that the time taken to make a depth discrimination between two
squares d if fe r in g  in 4' of arc were longer for baseline d isparities of
24' of arc re la tive  to small d isparit ies  with a baseline of 12' of arc.
The increase in latencies probably re flec ts  the involvement of vergence 
eye movements required to fuse large d isparity  displays.
The second hypothesis was p a r t ia l ly  confirmed: both groups showed
d if fe re n t ia l increases in response times for the four conditions of 
selective attenuation with the large d isparity  displays only. The two 
conditions of unequal attenuation had longer latencies than the two 
conditions of equal attenuation. There was no s ign if ican t variation in 
latencies for the small disparate displays over these four conditions.
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Measures of ocular asymmetry were derived from the mean, latencies for 
the two conditions of unequal attenuation. These asymmetry scores gave 
both direction and degree of asymmetry. The d if fe re n t ia l effects of 
selective attenuation on response times interacted with the d isparity  
values of the displays and th is  was also reflected in the measures of 
asymmetry derived from the two experiments for both groups of subjects. 
The mean degree of asymmetry for the large d isparity  displays was 
greater (mean of 0.21 fo r  8 subjects and 0.26 fo r the seven subjects) 
than those derived from the small d isparity  displays (mean of 0.10 for 8 
subjects and 0.18 for the seven subjects). These results suggest that 
eye movements may be involved in the ocular asymmetry effects. I t  was 
proposed (in Part A) that unequal luminance of the displays may increase 
the time taken fo r one signal to arrive at the binocular s ite  where a 
comparison is made between the two signals in order to compute the 
extent and direction of the vergence movements to be executed. The 
measures of ocular asymmetry derived from the large d ispa rity  experiment 
may re f lec t an inherent d if fe re n t ia l  in processing speed of the signals 
from the two eyes.
These measures were compared to the binocular r iv a lry  measures of ocular 
asymmetry. In Part A, a s ign if ican t relationship was reported between 
the large depth discrimination measures and r iv a lry  measures (5% level) 
but not with small d isparity  measures. The second group of subjects in 
Part B did not show a s ign if ican t relationship between the large 
d isparity  discrimination and r iv a lry  measures although a l l  seven 
subjects had r igh t ocular asymmetries in both procedures. This was not 
found fo r the small d isparity  discrimination measures. When both groups 
were combined a s ign if ican t result was reported at the 5% level. There 
was no systematic relationship between the sighting dominance results 
and the asymmetry measures derived from the large and small depth 
discrimination experiments fo r  both groups of subjects.
I t  was suggested that depth discriminations between d isparit ies  of 12' 
and 16' of arc may be re la t iv e ly  easy and the short latencies may mask 
any effect of selective attenuation on response times. I f  " f lo o r"  
effects are operating the experiments reported in Parts A and B using 
small d isparit ies may not provide a su ff ic ien t test for investigating 
ocular asymmetries in a binocular process that does not involve vergence 
eye movements.
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CHAPTER 10
PART A: Depth Discrimination Measures of Ocular Asymmetry using 
"Scrambled" (1) Random-dot Stereograms.
10.1. Introduction
A measure of ocular asymmetry has been reported for two groups of 
subjects based on the latencies to make depth discriminations with 
random-dot stereograms which were selective attenuated to the two eyes. 
This measure of asymmetry gave both the direction and degree of the 
asymmetry and was found to be greater when the stereograms had a large 
d isparity . When the d isparity  values were small (12/16' of arc.) 
selective attenuation of the two displays did not s ig n if ica n t ly  affect 
the latencies to make the depth discrimination. These results are 
consistent with an eye movement hypothesis. The results from the large 
d ispa rity  depth discrimination experiment re f le c t  the need to make 
vergence eye movements.
However, i t  was suggested that the small d isparity  depth discrimination 
experimental results may be confounded by " f lo o r"  effects ie, the 
results may have been masked by the ease of the task. The experiments 
in th is  chapter were designed to make the depth discrimination task more 
d i f f i c u l t  to allow any asymmetry effects to show up. To make the task 
more d i f f i c u l t  and to increase latencies to make depth discriminations, 
the stereograms were "scrambled" ie. the displays were p a r t ia l ly  
complemented. In addition smaller d isparit ies  were chosen in order to 
be more confident that eye movements were not involved in the depth 
discriminations for the small disparate displays.
(l)The word "scrambled" is used to denote random-dot stereograms that have had a percentage of th e ir  elements or dots complemented: some black dots are made white, some white dots are made black. The dots to be complemented are randomly d istr ibuted across the array.
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lO .L ^ .  "Scrambled" Random-dot Stereograms
Julesz (1971, p .p .274-275) reported that with an increasing percentage 
of complemented dots in random-dot displays the a b i l i t y  to id e n t ify  a 
depth plane decreases. I f  a l l  elements in the random-dot stereogram are 
complemented, one stereo f ie ld  becomes the photographic negative of the 
other and depth is not possible (Julesz, 1963a). I f  some of the 
elements are complemented ie. the displays are "scrambled", imperfect 
fusions may occur making the task more d i f f i c u l t .  I t  would be expected 
that latencies to make a depth discrimination for these "scrambled" 
displays would be greater re la tive  to the "unscrambled" displays. This 
would be expected fo r both small and large d isparity  displays.
Complementing the displays makes the comparison of the two displays more 
d i f f i c u l t  but i t  would not be expected to interact with conditions of 
selective attenuation or effects of asymmetry.
Hypotheses to be Tested
Two experiments are reported in Part A, one with small disparate squares 
of 8 and 12' of arc and one with large disparate squares of 24 and 28' 
of arc to investigate the following hypotheses:
1). That latencies would increase fo r  both the large and small 
d isparity  "scrambled" stereograms re la tive  to the latencies for 
the "unscrambled" displays reported in chapter 9, Part B.
2). That an increase in latencies fo r the small disparity displays
above the " f lo o r"  level would resu lt in marked asymmetries between
the two conditions of unequal attenuation.
3). That "scrambling" would not in teract with conditions of selective
attenuation and therefore re f le c t  a quantitative increase only.
10.2. Method
10.2.1. Subjects
The seven subjects from the previous experiment participated in these 
two experiments. There was a three month interval between these 
experiments and the previous depth discrimination measures reported in 
chapter 9.
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1 0 . Apparatus
The stereograms were displayed in the modified stereoscope arrangement 
as described in chapter 9, page 119 and Fig 9.1.
The Stereograms
The random-dot stereograms were generated on-line by the computer and 
displayed on the CRT screens. The percentage of dots in the 64 x 64 dot 
matrix to be "scrambled" (complemented) were specified at the s tart of 
each experiment. Each stereogram displayed during the experimental 
session for each subject had th is  constant percentage of "scrambled" 
elements despite the random configuration of the displays being changed 
from t r i a l  to t r i a l .
1£.^.4. Procedure
Subjects were shown a series of stereograms portraying two square areas 
of 16' and 20' of arc d isparity  before the beginning of the experiment. 
These displays had 15 percent of the dots complemented. I f  subjects were 
unable to see depth at a l l  with these displays, the "scrambling" was
reduced to 10 per cent. For two subjects FM and RF,the percentage 
"scrambling" fo r the large disparate displays was 10 percent. For the 
small d isparity  display "scrambling" had to be increased from 15 to 20% 
fo r three subjects, FM, SG and IW because of the ir  a b i l i t y  ( ie . short 
response times) to see the depth differences with 15% of the dots 
"scrambled".
The procedure was the same as in the previous experiments for the depth 
discrimination experiments. There were two experiments, 1) displays of 
8' and 12' of arc d isparity  and 2) displays of 24' and 28' of arc
d isparity . The four conditions of selective attenuation were the same as 
in the previous experiments and administered randomly over the 40 
t r ia ls .
Subjects were to ld  that the square areas may not appear as well defined 
in depth in these two experimental sessions as with the previous 
"unscrambled" stereograms. They were to ld  to press the switch key as
soon as the two areas could be discriminated in depth even though they
may appear i l l  defined in shape. Subjects participated in the small 
d isparity  experiment f i r s t .
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10.3. Results
Stereoscopic Latencies fo r  the Four Conditions of Selective 
Attenuation
2 ) Experiment V. 8 ' / ^ '  o£ ^rc Depth Discriminati on
Table 10.1 shows the mean stereoscopic latencies for each subject under 
the four conditions of selective attenuation. The overall mean latency 
to make a depth discrimination is 5.69 seconds. The mean latency is 
longer for the le f t  display attenuated condition re la tive  to the
remaining three. An analysis of variance carried out on these
latencies, (four conditions and ten t r ia ls )  showed a s ign if icant 
difference over conditions of selective attenuation but only at the 5% 
level (F = 3.3161, df 3, 18, p<0.05). A planned comparison between the 
means showed that the latencies fo r the le f t  display attenuated 
condition was s ig n if ica n t ly  longer than the r igh t display attenuated
condition (F = 6.65, df 1, 18, p<0.05). This is not surprising given
that a ll subjects were found to have r ig h t ocular asymmetries on the
r iv a l ry  task and on the large and small "unscrambled" depth
discrimination tasks (apart from one subject on the la t te r ,  RF). 
However, the latencies fo r the unequal luminance condition were not 
s ig n if ica n t ly  d iffe ren t from the latencies for the equal luminance 
condition (F = 3.25, df 1, 18, not s ig n if ica n t) .  (See Appendix F for 
the summary tables of the analyses of variance and planned
comparisons).
i 1) Experiment 2: /28' of arc Depth Discrimination
Table 10.2 shows the mean latencies fo r  the large d isparity  displays fo r 
the four experimental conditions. The overall mean latency is 9.94 
seconds. I t  can be seen that the two conditions of unequal luminance
have the longer response times fo r discrimination of depth than the two 
equal luminance conditions. This difference was confirmed by the 
results of an analysis of variance carried out as above; conditions were 
s ig n if ic a n t ly  d iffe ren t (F - 4.4012, df 3,18, p<0.025) and a planned
comparison of the means resulted in a s ig n if ica n t ly  longer latency for
the two conditions of unequal attenuation (F = 8.89, df 1, 18, p<Q.01).
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Table 1 0 . I Mean S te reosc o p ic  L a tenc ies  (seconds) and s tan dard  d e v ia t io n s  (SD) for  Each Sub jec t  to  
Make a Depth Judgement between Two Squares f 8 ' / 1 2 '  of a rc )  under Four C ond i t ions  of 
S e le c t i v e  A t ten ua t ion .
A tte n u a t io n  Conditions
N either  Display Both Displays Left D isplay Right D isplay
SD SD SD SD
S u b jec ts :
FM* 11.06 11.89 8.67 9.65 7.77 6.90 6.63 8 .87
PC 3.61 4.09 3.48 4.66 5.81 6.05 2.60 1.49
RF 4.63 3.27 4 .80 2.07 13.14 9.66 5.13 2.48
DM 5.73 4 .00 6.16 3.53 9.35 5.67 8 .50 5.05
SB* 6.27 5.25 6,93 8.26 12.07 8.79 5 .70 3.20
IW* 0.95 0.30 0 .90 0 .20 0.91 0.27 1.16 0.43
PR 3.25 2 .48 4.02 2.36 4.84 2.69 5.37 3.07
Mean 5.07 4.99 7.70 5.01
F (3,18) 0 .05  = 3 .32, p < 0 .05.
* -  20% of the  d i sp la y  elements "scrambled".
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Table 10.2 Mean S te reo sc o p ic  L a tenc ies  (seconds) and s ta n d a rd  d e v i a t i o n s  (SD) for Each Sub jec t  t o  
Make a Depth Judgement between Two Squares ( 2 4 ' /2 8 '  of a rc )  under Four C ond i t ions  of 
S e le c t i v e  A t te n u a t io n .
A t tenu a t ion  Conditions
N either  Display Both D isp lays L ef t  D isplay Right D isplay
SD SD SD SD
Subjects.*
FM* 2.31 1.14 6 .72 8.49 6.47 4.96 8.78 8 .53
PC 6.68 4.11 7.18 6.53 17.06 10.33 4 .62 1.85
RF* 8.80 7.04 15.00 11.42 25.22 8.11 15.19 10.67
DM 12.89 8.84 17.41 9.90 14.06 8.68 23.32 7.36
SG 5.62 1.46 5.12 1.56 19.86 8.78 6.75 3.21
IW 1.38 0.36 1.58 0.27 7.11 8.20 1.34 0.33
PR 6.00 4.17 9.72 3.82 8.48 4.73 12.75 9 .82
Mean 6.35 8.96 14.04 10.39
F (3 ,18) 0 .02  = 4 .40, p ( 0 .02 .
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Does "Scrambling" Increase Stereoscopic Latencies?
Fig 10.1 shows the mean latencies for large and small d isparity
experiments fo r  "unscrambled" stereograms reported in the previous 
chapter (chapter 9, Part B) and fo r those reported in th is  chapter. The 
mean latencies fo r each d isparity  level and display type (that is,
"scrambled"/"unscrambled") are based on the summed latencies for the 
four conditions of selective attenuation averaged over a l l  subjects. The 
f i r s t  hypothesis is confirmed, response times to make a depth
discrimination are increased for "scrambled" displays whatever the 
d isparity  value. An increase in the d isparity  value also increased the 
reaction times for both types of display. The latencies for both
experiments reported here and in chapter 9, Part B were entered into an 
analysis of variance, the factors were; d ispa rity  (small/large), type of 
display ("scrambled"/"unscrambled"), t r ia ls  (10) and conditions of
selective attenuation (4). The effect of "scrambling" did not increase 
stereopsis latencies s ig n if ica n t ly  (F = 5.80, df 1,6, p=0.053). Large 
d isparity  depth discriminations s ig n if ica n t ly  increased stereopsis
latencies above those fo r the small disparate displays (F = 15.75, df,
1, 6, p<0.008). The interaction of d isparity  value and type of display 
also fa iled  to reach significance (Fig 10.2).
15.*2*A* Measures of Ocular Asymmetry
In Tables 10.1 and 10.2 i t  can be seen that the mean stereoscopic
latencies fo r  the le f t  display attenuated condition and the r igh t
display attenuated condition are not equivalent. A measure of ocular 
asymmetry was derived from these mean latencies using the formula 
outlined on page 126 with the rationale outlined on page 115. The 
asymmetry scores derived from the latencies fo r the "scrambled" displays 
are shown below in Table 10.3. A positive value indicates an asymmetry 
to the le f t  eye, a negative value or asymmetry to the r igh t eye.
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Fig 10.1 Mean Stereoscopic, Latencies (seconds) for Small and Large Disparity, "Scrambled" and "Unscrambled" (see Chapter 9) Stereograms (averaged over the conditions of selective attenuation and subjects, N-7).
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Fig 10.2 Mean Stereoscopic.Latencies^(seconds) fo r Unequal and ..Equal Luminance Conditions of Selective Attenuation fo r  Small and Large Disparity, “Scrambled" and "Unscrambled" Stereograms (averaged over a l l  subjects).
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Table 10.3 Ocular Asymmetry Scores ("Scrambled" stereograms) 
Disparity Values: 8/12' of arc 24/28' of arc
Subjects:
FM -0.08 +0.15
PC -0.38 -0.57
RF -0.40 -0.25
DM -0.05 +0.25
SG -0.36 -0.49
IW +0.10 -0.68
PR +0.05 +0.20
Five subjects have r igh t ocular asymmetries fo r the small d ispa r i ty
displays and four fo r the large d isparity  displays. The mean degree of
asymmetry is 0.20 and 0.37 fo r the small and large d isparity  displays 
respectively (the direction of the asymmetry is ignored).
10^ ._3. .^ Frequency of Incorrect Judgements and Failures to Discriminate 
Depth
j_) Experiment 1^ : 8/12' of arc Depth Discrimination
There were no errors in judgements of depth. However, there were no
depth judgements within the 30 seconds of viewing on three t r ia ls  of
unequal luminance and three t r ia ls  of equal luminance of the displays.
i i ) Experiment Z: 24/28' of arc Depth Discrimination
There were 37 depth discrimination errors out of a to ta l of 280 t r ia ls .  
There were 23 made when the displays were of unequal luminance, 10 of 
which ocurred when the non-dominant eye was attenuated as defined 
above.
On 28 t r ia ls  no depth difference could be distinguished, 6 of these 
being for equal luminance conditions and 22 for unequal luminance 
conditions; 19 for attenuation of the non-dominant eye, 3 for
attenuation of the dominant eye. Dominance is defined by,,the above
table.
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Binocular R ivalry Measures and Depth Pi scrimination Measures of 
Ocular Asymmetry
Figures 10.3 to 10.6 show the scatterplots fo r the asymmetry measures 
derived from the binocular real image r iv a l r y  procedure (chapter 9, Part 
B) and the four depth discrimination experiments; two with "unscrambled" 
displays (chapter 9, Part A) and two with "scrambled" displays as 
reported in th is  chapter (Part A).
There is a weak re lationship between the asymmetry measures of r iv a lry  
and the large d isparity  "scrambled" discrimination measures (see Fig 
10.6) but not with the other depth discrimination measures. The 
asymmetry measures derived from the small d ispa rity  displays show a 
negative relationship with the r iv a l r y  measures regardless of the 
presence or absence of "scrambling".
The mean degree of asymmetry fo r  the large d isparity  "scrambled" 
displays is 0.37 but the asymmetry measures fo r the small d isparity  
"scrambled" displays were not markedly increased above that reported for 
the "unscrambled" displays in chapter 9, Parts A and B.
10.4 Discussion
jJO.^.l.. Stereoscopic Latencies fo r  the Smal 1 and Large Disparity 
Stereograms
Several subjects commented on the appearance of the random-dot displays 
in th is  experiment re la tive  to the previous "unscrambled" stereograms. 
The surfaces in depth were described as being i l l -d e f in e d  and the 
"squares" had "rounded corners and ragged edges". The stereograms were 
also described as "patchy" in luminance. Similar reports have been 
given to describe stereograms with less than a 100% correlation between 
the two matrices (Julesz, 1971; Gulick and Lawson, 1976).
The f i r s t  hypothesis was confirmed. Latencies were increased for both 
small and , large d isparity  "scrambled" displays although not 
s ig n if ica n t ly .  Small d ispa rity  discrimination latencies increased from 
a mean of 3.24 seconds for "unscrambled" to 5.69 seconds fo r "scrambled" 
displays.
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Fig 10.3-10.6 Ocular Asymmetry Scores f ro m  thé Binocular Rivalry 
Experiment and the Depth; Discrimination Scores.
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The experiments with the "scrambled" stereograms were designed to test 
whether increasing latencies for the small d ispa r ity  stereograms above 
the " f lo o r"  level would result in a marked asymmetry between the two 
conditions of unequal luminance. The results f a i l  to confirm the second 
hypothesis that conditions of selective attenuation influence response
latencies with small d isparity  displays in the depth discrimination 
procedure. Unequal luminance with the le f t  display attenuated resulted 
in s ig n if ica n t ly  longer response times but only at the 5% level. This 
result is not surprising i f  a l l  subjects have a r ig h t ocular asymmetry 
as measured by the binocular r iv a l ry  procedure and the large d isparity  
and small d isparity  procedures (except subject RF). However, the 
latencies for small d isparit ies  fo r each subject under the four 
experimental conditions show greater v a r ia b i l i t y  re la tive  to the 
latencies found fo r the "unscrambled" displays (compare Table 10.1 with 
Table 9.6). The increase in latencies with "scrambled" displays suggests 
that a reduced correlation presents a d i f f i c u l t  fusional task: some
elements within the disparate areas w i l l  have zero-d isparity  possibly 
increasing the ambiguity to the fusional solution. The greater
v a r ia b i l i t y  in latencies may re f le c t  the d if fe ren t random configurations 
of the "scrambled" elements in each stereogram that changed from one 
t r i a l  to another. However, despite th is  d i f f i c u l t y  there were no 
incorrect depth discriminations.
The stereoscopic latencies fo r  the large d isparity  displays showed an 
increase in mean values from 8.15 second, "unscrambled" to 9.90 seconds 
"scrambled". Given that the fusional process in stereopsis is affected 
by "scrambling" as shown fo r the small d ispa rit ies  above, i t  would have 
been expected that the response times to make a depth discrimination 
would have been increased s ig n if ic a n t ly  more fo r large d isparity  
"scrambled" stereograms than in th is  case. D isparity information must 
be resolved pr io r and/or during the execution of vergence movements to 
bring about the correct reg is tra tion  of the two stereo-fie lds . I f  after 
i n i t i a l  convergence, d ispa rity  information has s t i l l  not been resolved, 
correction of errors w i l l  be delayed. I t  is also possible that the 
hysteresis effect (Fender and Julesz, 1967) w i l l  be disrupted for 
"scrambled" displays; fewer "locked" elements of the two displays may 
increase the in s ta b i l i t y  of the fused areas during fu rther vergence 
s h if ts .  I f  more saccades are made in scanning the disparate areas,
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which is probable given that the "squares" were not well defined after 
fusion, fusion w i l l  be lost more frequently. Some evidence for th is  
comes from the frequency of fa ilu res to discriminate depth which 
constituted 10% of the to ta l number of t r ia ls ,  and frequency of errors, 
13% of the to ta l number of t r ia ls  which possibly re flects  partia l or 
incorrect fusion. However, th is  does not appear to be reflected in 
s ig n if ic a n t ly  longer response latencies. Possible practice effects may 
have reduced the time taken to achieve the correct fusion. This w i l l  be 
discussed below.
The th ird  hypothesis was confirmed. The effect of unequal luminance of 
the large d ispa rity  displays on stereoscopic response times was similar 
to that reported for "unscrambled" displays in chapter 9: stereoscopic 
latencies were longer for the unequal luminance conditions re la tive  to 
the equal luminance conditions.
Measures of Ocular Asymmetry
The mean degree of asymmetry found for the small "scrambled" displays 
(0.20) is s im ilar to that found fo r the "unscrambled" displays (0.18). 
The small d isparity  scores were not related to the binocular r iv a lry  
measures of ocular asymmetry although f ive  subjects had r ig h t ocular 
asymmetries on both tasks.
However, the asymmetry measures derived from the large d isparity  
discrimination experiment had a mean degree value of Ô.37. These 
measures show a positive correlation with the binocular r iv a lry  measures 
although i t  is not s ign if ican t (Fig 10.6 compare to Fig 10.4).
T0.£._3. The Effects of Practice on Depth Discriminations with Random-dot 
Stereograms
Learning effects with random-dot stereograms have already been discussed 
with respect to vergence eye movements. Evidence suggests that learning 
to fuse and see depth with these displays is dependent on "on-line" 
guidance fo r  fusional vergence movements and saccades as provided by the 
addition of monocular outline features (Frisby and Clatworthy, 1975; 
Saye and Frisby, 1975). Therefore, the stereoscopic latencies would not 
be expected to decrease over successive presentations of random-dot 
stereograms used in these experiments. This was supported by the 
results with large d isparity  displays reported in chapter 9 and those
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reported here.
However, successive practice at fusing random-dot stereograms may result 
in learning effects not d ire c t ly  associated with vergence control 
strategies over the displays. The d isparity  values in each experimental 
session were constant ie. either two small d isparity  levels (8/12' or 
12/16' of arc) or two large d isparity  levels (24/28' of arc). I t  is 
possible, given a fixed interval between t r ia ls  that subjects may have 
made antic ipatory vergence movements as the display appeared on the 
screen (Mayhew and Frisby, 1979). I t  is possible that the amount of 
d isparity  in the displays fo r each experimental session was retained 
(Julesz, 1971, p 217) or that a viewing strategy after considerable 
practice with these displays was retained over long periods (Maccracken, 
Bourne and Hayes, 1977). For example, fa m i l ia r i ty  with the task 
together with knowledge of the location and size of the disparate areas 
may have reduced the occurrence of saccadic scanning movements (except 
possibly with "scrambled" large d isparity  displays). These factors'may 
result in less viewing time required fo r stereoscopic discriminations to 
be made although only a fter considerably practice (ie. more than 40 
t r i a l s ).
The results from th is section (Part A) w i l l  be summarised with the 
results reported in the following section (Part B) at the end of chapter 
10.
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CHAPTER 10 continued.
Part B; A Control Experiment Using a Random Sequence of Small
and Large Disparity T r ia ls .
10.5. Introduction
Measures of ocular asymmetry have been reported for large and smal.l 
d isparity  stereograms derived from two conditions of selective 
attenuation. However, the results suggest that the ocular asymmetry 
effects may involve eye movements; the scores from the small d isparity  
displays were small and were also unrelated to r iv a lry  measures of 
ocular asymmetry. This was found fo r small d isparity  displays that had 
been "scrambled" possibly eradicating " f lo o r " effects. In a l l  these 
experiments stereograms with one baseline d isparity  value ( ie . 8/12' or 
24/28' of arc) had been presented as a block of t r ia ls  which may have 
influenced any viewing strategies. The d if fe re n t ia l  results fo r  the two 
d isparity  stereograms for the conditions of selective attenuation may be 
an artefact of th is  procedure.
The experiment reported in Part B was designed to control fo r any 
possible effects of viewing strategy on response times fo r depth 
discriminations. A random sequence of small and large disparate 
stereograms both "scrambled" and "unscrambled" were presented to a group 
of subjects naive as to viewing random-dot stereograms. The aim of the 
experiment was to test the hypothesis that ocular asymmetry effects 
reported in the previous chapters ( ie .  based on unequal luminance of 
large disparate displays only) would be derived from the same displays 
but using a d iffe ren t procedure of presentation ie. a random sequence of 
a l l  stereograms.
A group of subjects naive as to viewing random-dot stereograms were 
given a random presentation of "unscrambled" and "scrambled" stereograms 
at both d isparity  values. This approach would preclude any influence of 
practice effects or strategies fo r depth discrimination developing and 
carrying over from one t r i a l  to another.
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Method
Subjects
Twenty subjects participated in the experiment, a ll members of St 
Andrews University. A ll had good stereoscopic vision.
Apparatus
The experimental set up was the same as for a l l  the depth discrimination 
experiments except the modulation of the brightness of the displays was 
controlled on-line by the computer.
The Stereograms
The random-dot stereograms were generated on the CRT screens by the 
computer. The d isparity  levels were 8/12' of arc and 24/28' of arc. 
Two types of stereogram were generated "unscrambled" and "scrambled". 
The "scrambled" stereograms had 15% of the dots complemented and th is  
was constant for a l l  subjects. The random configuration of each 
stereogram displayed was changed from t r i a l  to t r i a l .
10.6.4. Procedure
Subjects were given six practice t r ia ls  before the experiment began. A 
3-D model of a fused stereogram showing two square areas standing above 
the surround, one above and one below the f ixa tion  point was shown to 
each subject. The procedure was essentia lly  the same as in the previous 
experiments except for the following modifications:
1) Subjects were given 64 t r ia ls  in one experimental session. There 
were sixteen conditions, 4 t r ia ls  in each as shown below:
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Table 10.4 The Experimental Conditions (4 t r ia ls  fo r each condition)
D isparity  values Type of display Attenuation of le f t / r ig h t
displays displays
Small D isparity "Unscrambled" Neither
8/12'o f  arc Both
Left
Right
"Scrambled" Neither
Both
Left
Right
Large D isparity "Unscrambled" Neither
24/28'o f arc Both
Left
Right
"Scrambled" Neither
Both
Left
Right
2) The t r ia ls  were presented in a random sequence, the sequence beingerthe same for each subject. The square with the high^disparity value 
of the two was also randomly assigned to the top or bottom square 
throughout the t r ia ls  as in the previous experiments.
i5.*Z* Results
Mean Stereoscopic Latencies fo r  the D ifferent Stereograms
I t  was found that on some t r ia ls  subjects pressed the key switch
indicating a discrimination had been made simultaneously as to the
removal of the stereogram from the screens. On these t r ia ls  a value of
30 seconds was substituted.
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The mean latencies over a l l  subjects and conditions for the small 
d isparity  "unscrambled" and "scrambled" displays were 3.37 and 6.88 
seconds respectively. The mean latencies for the large d isparity
"unscrambled" and "scrambled" displays were 6.78 and 17.06 seconds
respectively. "Scrambling" increases response times by over a factor of 
2 for both d isparit ies .
An analysis of variance was carried out on the stereoscopic latencies 
for each subject. The factors entered into the analysis were; d isparity  
(small and large), type of display ("unscrambled"/"scrambled"), 
conditions of selective attenuation (neither, both, le f t ,  r igh t 
displays) and t r ia ls  (4 in each condition). The summary of the analysis 
of variance and post-hoc comparison tests between the means using the 
t - te s t ,  are shown in Appendix F. The results are as follows:
1) There was a s ign if ican t increase in time taken to make a depth
discrimination with an increase in the d isparity  values from 8/12' 
to 24/28' of arc which confirms previous findings (see chapter 9 
and Part A, chapter 10) (F = 68.38, df 1, 19, p<Q.00001).
2) "Scrambling" of the stereograms also s ig n if ica n t ly  increased 
response times from an overall mean 5.12 second for the 
"unscrambled" displays to 11.92 seconds for the "scrambled" 
stereograms (F = 76,94, df 1, 19, p<0,00001).
3) The interaction between type of display
("unscrambled"/"scrambled") and the d isparity  level was also 
s ign if ican t (F = 45.37 df 1, 19, p<0.0001). "Scrambling" produced 
a greater increase in latencies fo r the large d isparity  display 
than for the small "scrambled" displays re la tive  to the 
"unscrambled" equivalents. The d if fe re n t ia l for the large 
d isparity  stereograms is 10.18 seconds and 3.52 seconds for the 
small d isparit ies . However, these increases were s ign if ican t, for 
both the large disparate ( t  = 10.43, df 33, p<0.0005) and small 
disparate displays ( t  - 3.70, df 33, p<0.005).
4) Fig 10.7 shows the mean latencies for the four conditions of 
selective attenuation fo r the two d isparity  values. The 
interaction was s ign if ican t (F = 9.25, df 3, 57, p<0.00001).
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Fig 10.7 Mean Stereoscopic Latencies (seconds) for ^Fpyr Conditions of Selective Attenuation and Two Levels of Disparity (averaged over 20 subjects).
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Unequal luminance increased the latencies re la tive  to equal
luminance of the displays for the large d isparities  only ( t  =
6.77, df 108, p<0.0005). Stereoscopic latencies were not
s ign if ican tly , d if fe ren t for the equal and unequal luminance
conditions for the small d isparity  conditions ( t  = 0.206, df 108, 
not s ig n if ican t) .
5) There was a s ign if ican t three-way interaction between d isparity , 
type of display and conditions of attenuation (F = 3.80, df 3, 57,
p<0.02). This is shown in Fig 10.8. A series of post-hoc
comparison tests were carried out between the mean stereoscopic 
latencies (using the one-tailed tes t,  see Appendix F, Table
lO.lOF) with the following results:
a) The mean latencies for the equal and unequal luminance
conditions were not s ig n if ica n t ly  d if fe ren t for the small
d isparity  “ unscrambled" displays ( t  = 0.22, df 108, not
s ig n if ican t) .  This confirms the results of the previous
experiment with eight and seven subjects (see chapter 9, Parts 
A and B).
b) The mean stereoscopic latencies for the equal and unequal
luminance conditions were not s ig n if ic a n t ly  d if fe ren t fo r the
small d isparity  "scrambled" displays ( t  = 1.00, df 108, not
s ign if ican t) .  This confirms the results in Part A of this
chapter fo r seven subjects.
c) The mean stereoscopic latencies fo r the equal and unequal
luminance conditions were s ig n if ica n t ly  d if fe ren t for the large 
d isparity  "unscrambled" displays ( t  =1 .80 , df 108, p<0;05)
confirming the results in chapter 9, Parts A and B.
d) The mean stereoscopic latencies fo r the equal and unequal
luminance conditions were s ig n if ica n t ly  d if fe re n t fo r the Targe 
d isparity  "scrambled" displays ( t  = 7.80, df 108, p<0.0005). 
Results confirm those reported in Part A of th is  chapter.
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Fig 10.8 Mean Stereoscopic Latencies (seconds) for 16 Experimental Conditions , (d isparity  X selective attenuation X "scrambled'V'unscrambled^') over a l l  Subjects.
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Measures of Ocular Asymmetry
Table 10.5 shows the asymmetry scores for each subject for the four 
display conditions. The asymmetry measures were derived from the mean 
latencies fo r  the two unequal luminance conditions (4 t r ia ls  in each) 
using the formula shown on page 126. A positive value indicates a le f t  
ocular asymmetry, a negative value a r ig h t ocular asymmetry.
I t  can be seen that the mean degree of asymmetry is greater for the 
large d isparity  displays. Also the range of asymmetry scores fo r this 
sample of twenty subjects is greater for the two large d isparity  
displays. Unfortunately, no r iv a lry  measures of asymmetry were collected 
for th is  group of subjects.
10.7.3. Frequency of Incorrect Judgements and Failures to Discriminate 
Depth
Errors in judgement of the depth difference between the two disparate
square areas-were made on 122 t r ia ls  out of a to ta l of 1280 t r ia ls  over
a ll  subjects (9.3% of the to ta l) .  Table 10.6 shows the frequency
d is tr ibu t ion  of these errors.
Table 10.6 Frequency of errors
Disparity value: Small, 8/12' of arc Large, 24/28' of arc
Conditions of
Attenuation : Neither Both Left Right Neither Both Left Right
Display Type:
“ Unscrambled" 0 0 1 0  1 4 8 8
"Scrambled" 8 1 3  4 25 16 23 20
More errors were made with the large d isparity  displays. "Scrambling" 
increases the number of errors for both the large and small d isparity  
displays. Selective attenuation has no d if fe re n t ia l  effect on the 
d is tr ibu t ion  of these error scores. Twenty three errors were made when 
the non-dominant eye was attenuated fo r the "scrambled" large d isparity  
displays, dominance is defined by the asymmetry scores from the above
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Table 10.5 Ocular Asymmetry Scores
D isp a r i ty
Values: Small, 8 ' / 1 2 ' ' of a rc Large, 2 4 ' / 2 8 ' of arc
Type of
D isp lay ; "Unscrambled" "Scrambled" "Unscrambled" "Scrambled"
S u b je c ts :
EM “0.04 -0 .17 -0 .37 -0 .07
JE +0,03 +0.16 +0.04 -0 .07
SD -0.11 -0 .10 -0 .1 5 +0.71
RH -0.04 -0 .27 +0.22 +0.57
AG -0 .07 - 0 .0 2 -0 .29 +0.16
JS +0.06 +0.31 -0 .2 3 -0 .23
SJ +0.02 - 0 .1 7 -0 .04 +0.08
JP +0.01 -0 .05 +0.14 -0.01
EB -0 .43 +0.05 -0 .0 9 -0 .21
NT -0.004 -0 .04 -0 .1 6 -0 .29
JN +0.15 -0 .07 -0 .03 -0 .003
BB - 0 .0 8 +0.14 +0.03 -0 .04
PS +0.13 -0 .03 -0 .0 5 +0.008
ES +0.25 -0 .3 2 -0 .0 3 +0.07
SWa -0 .03 +0.11 +0.47 +0.18
JC -0 .07 -0 .1 8 -0 .11 +0.08
ALi +0.005 -0 .15 +0.10 -0 .13
PL +0,01 -0 .01 +0.17 -0 .14
AT +0.18 +0.22 +0.41 +0.008
Mean D eg ree d )  
of Asymmetry +0.094 +0.13 +0.16 +0.15
Range of
Asymmetry -0 .43  -  +0.25 -0 .32  -  +0.31 -0 .3 7  -+0 .47  -0 .29 -+0.71
Scores
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table fo r the appropriate stereogram display. Seven errors were made 
with the non-dominant eye attenuated for the large "unscrambled" 
stereogram, dominance is defined by the above table.
Table 10.7 shows the frequency d is tr ibu tion  of the fa ilu res  to 
discriminate depth within the 30 seconds of viewing. Only 5% of the 
to ta l number of t r ia ls  f e l l  within th is  category ( ie . 62).
Table 10.7 Frequency of Failures of Failures to Discriminate Depth
Disparity value: Small, 8/12' of arc Large, 24/28' of arc
Conditions of
Attenuation : Neither Both Left Right Neither Both Left Right 
Display Type:
"Unscrambled" 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 1
"Scrambled" 1 0  0 1 4 12 19 24
The majority of these fa ilu res  to discriminate depth occur with the 
large d ispa rity  "scrambled" displays. Twenty seven of the 43 "no depth" 
t r ia ls  reported with unequal luminance, occurred with attenuation of the 
non-dominant eye. "Scrambling" does not appear to influence the 
frequency of fa ilu res  to see a depth difference fo r the small d isparity  
displays.
Discussion
ü ' i L 'Â *  Stereoscopic Latencies fo r  the Two Disparity Displays
"Scrambling" of the random-dot stereograms by 15% increases, the 
stereopsis latencies to make depth discriminations by at least a factor 
of 2 for both the small and large d ispa rit ies . These w i l l  be discussed 
separately below.
2) Large Dispari ty  Displays
I t  would be expected that random presentation of large d isparity  
displays with small d isparity  displays would preclude any development of 
eye movement strategies or antic ipatory vergence movements occuring for 
fusion of the displays. Therefore, i t  . would be expected that 
stereoscopic latencies with th is  procedure would be longer than those
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reported fo r the same displays presented In a block of 40 t r i a ls .  This 
was not the case. The mean stereoscopic latency for the large 
"unscrambled" displays reported in th is  study was 6.78 seconds which is 
s l ig h t ly  shorter than those reported fo r  the previous 7 subjects in 
chapter 9, Part B with a mean of 8.15 seconds. Subjects in chapter 9, 
Part A (N = 8) who had partic ipated in the large d ispa rity  experiment 
f i r s t  had a mean stereopsis latency of 6.87 seconds.
However, "scrambling" of these displays did increase the latencies 
s ig n if ic a n t ly  suggesting "scrambling" influences the vergence system as 
well as the fusional. process. An increase in the ambiguity of the two 
displays as to the correct fusional match disrupts the monitoring of the 
d ispa rity  information required fo r vergence control. Correction of 
vergence errors during saccades or vergence sh ifts  may not occur 
resulting in an increase in the frequency of the loss o f  fusion and 
pa rt ia l fusion. Errors occufed on 26% of the large d isparity  
"scrambled" t r ia ls  together with 18% of the fa ilu res  to report depth. 
This suggests that the hysteresis e ffec t (Fender and Julesz, 1967) may 
be weakened i f  correlation between the two stereo f ie ld s  is reduced. 
Horizontal misalignment of the fused areas during vergence sh if ts  may 
quickly destroy fusion.
In th is  study latencies with the "scrambled" displays were greater than 
those reported in chapter 10  ^ Part A. This may suggest that 
presentation of a block of t r ia ls  showing large d ispa rity  "scrambled" 
displays results in possible practice or learning effects fo r  fusion of 
these displays thereby reducing the viewing time required to see depth. 
This learning/practice e ffec t may take the form of a reduced frequency 
of saccadic movements, or scanning movements across the displays that 
may occur in order to id e n t ify  the extent of the
disparate area and to  c la r i f y  the shape in depth. The
difference in the percentages of errors and fa ilu res  to perceive depth 
reported in Part A and in th is  experiment lend support to th is  view. 
A lte rna tive ly  the results may re f le c t  the lack of experience or practice 
of these subjects at viewing random-dot stereograms,
i i ) Smal1 Pi spar 1 ty  Displays
The mean stereoscopic latencies to perceive depth with the "scrambled" 
and "unscrambled" displays are 6.88 and 3.37 seconds respectively.
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These are not markedly d if fe re n t from the mean latencies reported fo r 
seven subjects for the equivalent "scrambled" displays with a mean of 
5.69 (see Part A) and "unscrambled", with a mean of 3.24 seconds (see
chapter 9, Part B) that were presented as a block of 40 t r ia ls .  This
suggests that practice effects that may occur with successive 
presentation of the same d ispa rity  values and influence viewing times to 
see depth are not associated with viewing small d isparity displays. 
Practice effects and strategies fo r fusion appear to be a feature of the 
large d isparity  discrimination procedure where eye movements are 
required.
More errors in depth judgements were made with the "scrambled" small 
d ispa rity  displays. Conjugate eye movements may have been made over the 
displays to inspect the c la r i t y  or form of the disparate areas and even 
with 8/12' of arc d isparit ies  i t  is possible that fusion may have been
lost resulting in only pa rt ia l fusion. This may have been more frequent
with random presentations as on some t r ia ls  the disparate areas would 
have appeared as well defined squares ("unscrambled"). A lte rnative ly , 
the increase in errors in th is  experiment may again re f lec t the 
inexperience of these subjects at viewing random-dot stereograms.
10.12.2' Unequal Luminance of the Pi splays and Measures of Ocular 
Asymmetry
The results in th is  experiment support the hypothesis that the ocular 
asymmetry measures based on unequal luminance of the displays reported 
in previous chapters are a feature of the large d ispa rity  displays and 
not an artefact of part icu la r viewing strategies.
2) Large Disparate Displays
The results from the large disparate "scrambled" and "unscrambled" 
t r ia ls  mirror those reported fo r  the equivalent displays reported with 
seven subjects in chapters 9, Part B and Part A of th is  chapter, 
latencies were s ig n if ic a n t ly  longer fo r the two conditions of unequal 
luminance re la tive  to the two conditions of equal luminance.
The mean degree of asymmetry was 0.16 and 0.15 for "unscrambled" and 
"scrambled" displays respectively, and the range of these scores were 
greater fo r the la t te r  type of display. No r iv a lry  measures were 
collected from th is  group of subjects fo r comparison with these
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measures.
A random presentation sequence of large d isparity  "unscrambled" displays 
does not result in measures of asymmetry that are d iffe ren t from the 
measures derived from the same displays but presented in a block of 40 
t r ia ls  fo r the same group of subjects. Eight subjects including some 
from th is experiment participated in 40 t r ia ls  of the depth 
discrimination task with large "unscrambled" displays, and participated 
6 months la te r in the same task with the same displays but presented in 
a random sequence over 64 t r ia ls  ( ie  with three other types of displays; 
large "scrambled", small disparate "scrambled" and "unscrambled"). The 
asymmetry measures derived from the large "unscrambled" d isparity 
display t r ia ls  from the two procedures had a correlation coeffic ien t of 
r  = 0.64, which is s ign if ican t at the 5% level (1 -ta iled  te s t) .  
Therefore, a random sequence of display presentation does not in teract 
with the effects of ocular asymmetry. (These scores together with the 
small d isparity  "unscrambled" measures of ocular asymmetry are shown in 
Table l O . l l F  i . ,  Appendix F ) .
11) Small D isparity Displays
Despite the increase in stereoscopic latencies with small d isparity 
"scrambled" displays, conditions of selective attenuation had . no 
influence on the viewing times to make a depth judgement. This confirms 
previous findings for other groups of subjects (see chapter 9).
The ocular asymmetry measures were of a smaller range than those 
recorded fo r  the large disparate displays and had a smaller mean degree 
of asymmetry. I t  is possible that these measures of asymmetry re f le c t  
experimental variation in the latencies and not a true asymmetry in .the 
eyes. (The fa i lu re  to find a re lationship between the measures of ocular 
asymmetry derived from two small "unscrambled" dispar t  displays 
experiments separated by an interval of 6 months fo r the eight subjects 
reported above support th is  and shown are shown in Table l O . l l F  i i . .  
Appendix F . ) .
10.22» Summary of Chapter 10, Parts A and.2»
In Part A, stereoscopic latencies were increased fo r depth 
discriminations using "scrambled" random-dot stereograms with large and
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small d isparity  displays. The increase in latencies for the small 
d isparity displays above the " f lo o r "  level did not result in
d i f fe re n t ia l  response times for the conditions of selective 
attenuation. Results from both experiments replicated previous 
find ings; latencies were overall longer fo r the large dispari t v  displays 
and also fo r the conditions of unequal attenuation of these same
displays, conditions of selective attenuation did not influence response 
times fo r  the small d ispa rity  displays.
The mean degree of ocular asymmetry derived from the large d isparity  
discrimination experiment was greater than that found for the equivalent 
"unscrambled" displays. There was a weak re lationship between these 
measures and the binocular r iv a l r y  measures of ocular asymmetry. The
small d ispa r ity  discrimination measures had a small mean degree value
and were unrelated to the binocular r iv a l r y  measures.
The experiment reported in Part B formed a control fo r the effects of 
viewing strategies on response times fo r  the large and small d isparity  
displays under the conditions of selective attenuation. Twenty subjects 
naive as to viewing stereograms participated in a random sequence of 
t r ia ls  of "scrambled" and "unscrambled", large and small d ispa rity  
displays. Results replicated the above findings: selective attenuation 
d i f fe re n t ia l ly  influenced response times for the large d isparity  
displays only. How ever, there was an increased percentage of errors 
and fa ilu res  to detect depth with the large d isparity  stereograms using 
th is  procedure of presentation.
The ocular asymmetry measures were again greater for the large d ispa ri ty  
displays , "scrambled" and "unscrambled" although no comparisons were 
made with binocular r iv a l r y  measures.
I t  is concluded from the experiments in chapter 10 that the measures of 
ocular asymmetry derived from the large d isparity  depth discrimination 
experiments are associated with vergence eye movements and the 
d i f fe re n t ia l  results fo r the conditions of selective attenuation between 
the large and small d ispa r ity  displays re f le c t  th is . The results are 
not due to viewing strategies possibly developed with presentation of 
the same d ispa rity  displays over successive t r ia ls .
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CHAPTER 11
Tachistoscopic Presentation of Small D isparity Random-dot 
Stereograms: Depth Discrimination Measures of Ocular Asymmetry 
using Selective Attenuation.
i i ' l *  Introduction
Measures of ocular asymmetry have been reported in the previous chapters 
based on latencies to make a depth discrimination in random-dot 
stereograms under conditions of selective attenuation of the displays to 
the two eyes. This measure gave both the direction and degree of the 
asymmetry and was reported fo r both large and small d isparity  displays. 
Measures derived from the large d isparity  discrimination task correlated 
s ig n if ica n t ly  with ocular asymmetry measures derived from the binocular 
r iv a lry  task fo r  15 subjects. However, latencies fo r the conditions of 
selective attenuation were not found to be s ig n if ica n t ly  d if fe ren t with 
the small d isp a r i ty  displays, and the measures of ocular asymmetry were 
not related to the binocular r iv a l ry  measures.
Four experiments have shown that latencies to discriminate depth using 
small disparate displays are not influenced by selective attenuation, 
and ocular asymmetry effects are not a feature of viewing small 
d isparity  displays. However, latencies to make depth discriminations 
with the small d isparity  displays were in the order of seconds 
suggesting that vergence movements may s t i l l  be occuring (even though 
there are no ocular asymmetries). Therefore, a d irect test that 
asymmetries of the vergence system are not involved would be to use 
tachistoscopic presentation of the small disparate stim uli.
The experiment reported in th is  chapter was designed to control fo r the 
influence of vergence movements in the depth discrimination measures of 
ocular asymmetry. Random-dot stereograms with disparate areas of 8/12' 
of arc were tachistoscopically presented under the four conditions of 
selective attenuation. Exposure durations were chosen that excluded the 
in i t ia t io n  of vergence movements. Vergence latencies have been taken to 
be about 160 m secs (Westheimer and M itche ll, 1969), therefore, exposure 
durations of the displays were chosen below th is  value. Successful depth
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perception with tachistoscopic presentation of random-dot stereograms 
has been rA r te d  in other studies (Julesz, 1963b, 1964; Julesz and
Chang, 1976; Mayhew and Frisby, 1979).
Mayhew and Frisby (1979) in a study using a s im ilar procedure to the one 
to be reported here, found that stereograms with two disparate squares 
with a d ispa rity  difference of 2.6' of arc could be successfully fused 
and the depth discriminated with b r ie f  presentation times of 60 msecs. 
Depth up to baseline d ispa rit ies  of 12-15' of arc were discriminated at 
threshold exposure.durations of 60 msecs, and therefore do not involve 
the vergence system. Both the re la tive  difference in d ispa rity  of the 
squares and the overall level of the baseline d ispa rity  could be
discriminated.
The experiment reported here involves tachistoscopic presentation of 
random-dot stereograms using a two-alternative forced-choice procedure. 
Exposure durations under 150 msecs were chosen independently fo r each
subject in a p i lo t  study to establish a 70% correct baseline level. I t
was expected that the percentage of correct depth discriminations would 
vary from th is  value with the conditions of selective attenuation. 
Exposure durations were not reduced below 60 msecs although several 
subjects were found to have 100% or almost 100% correct baselines at
these exposures. The displays fo r  these subjects were "scrambled"
between 5 and 30% un ti l  the 70% baseline was achieved. A s im ilar
procedure was reported by Julesz (1971, page 275) although the aim was
to develop a c r ite r io n  to grade stereoscopic a b i l i t y .
When the exposure durations and percent "scrambling" of the displays had 
been established fo r each subject, they partic ipated in the experiment 
to discriminate depth under the four conditions of selective 
attenuation, to tes t the following hypotheses:
1) That the frequency of correct depth discriminations would be 
d i f fe re n t ia l ly  reduced from the 70% baseline under the conditions 
of selective attenuation.
2) That a measure of ocular asymmetry based on the frequencies of 
correct depth discriminations would be derived from the two unequal 
attenuation conditions. This measure would be based on a s im ilar 
formula to that reported in the previous experiments based on
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stereoscopic latencies. The assumption here is that a greater 
number of correct depth discriminations would be made with the 
dominant eye attenuated re la tive  to the condition of attenuation of 
the non-dominant eye.
And in addition,
3) A comparison of th is  measure of ocular asymmetry with the binocular 
r iv a lry  measures of asymmetry.
11.2. Method 
i i 'Z - ’ i *  Subjects
Nine subjects participated in th is  experiment, a l l  were members of St
Andrews University. Six subjects had participated in some of the
previous experiments on binocular r iv a lry  and the depth discrimination 
experiments. - The three new subjects participated in two sessions on 
binocular r iv a lry  (using the 4 response procedure) and four experiments 
on depth discriminations with two d isparity  values and two types of
display; "scrambled" and "unscrambled". The measures of ocular
asymmetry fo r a l l  nine subjects are given in Table 11.IG in Appendix 6.
11.2.2. Apparatus
A modified stereoscope arrangement was used as outlined on page 119, see 
Figure 9.1. The random-dot stereograms were generated by the computer 
and displayed on the CRT screens. The apparatus was essentia lly the 
same as that reported in chapter 9 apart from the following 
modifications:
1) The amplitude of the z-signals were e lec tron ica lly  controlled via the 
computer interface that sent a negative DC signal to the z-inputs of 
each scope independently.
2) Two switch keys were provided fo r the subject; one to indicate that 
the "upper" square had the greatest depth and the other to indicate 
that the "lower" square had the greatest depth.
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The Stereograms
The stimuli were generated on the CRT scope screens by the computer, 
NOVA 1220 and each stereo f ie ld  was composed of 64x64 dots subtending a 
visual angle of 4°x4°. The two disparate square areas subtended a 
visual angle of 1° 8'xl° 8 ',  one above and one below the f ixa t ion  
point.
The fused stereogram had a space average luminance of 7 cdm-2 and the 
space average luminance of the surround was 0.9 cdm-2.
The two disparate areas had a crossed d isparity  of 8 and 12' of arc, the 
square with the greater d isparity  was randomly assigned to either the 
top or bottom square throughout the t r i a ls .  The subjects' task was a 
two-alternative forced-choice and a 70% correct baseline was used to 
establish the threshold exposure durations for the depth 
discriminations. Durations below 60 msecs were not used and i t  was found 
that some subjects were responding with 100% correct discriminations at 
these exposures. To achieve a 70% correct performance, "scrambling" was 
introduced into the displays fo r these subjects. The amount of 
"scrambling" was specified at the s ta r t  of the experiment and was 
matched to the subjects' a b i l i t y  to discriminate depth at the 70% level. 
"Scrambling" was in the range 5-30% and was constant fo r that specified 
level fo r that subject throughout the experiment.
21.2'i.* Procedure
Subjects were given a to ta l of 280 t r i a ls ,  administered in 7 blocks of 
40 t r ia ls .  There were four experimental conditions of attenuation as 
follows:
Condition 1: Neither scope attenuated by 1 log unit
Condition 2: Both scopes attenuated by 1 log unit
Condition 3: Left scope attenuated by 1 log unit 
Condition 4: Right scope attenuated by 1 log unit
There were 10 t r ia ls  fo r  each condition within the 40 t r i a l  block and 
these were randomly assigned over the 40 t r ia ls ,  making a to ta l of 70
t r ia ls  fo r  each condition. Three blocks of 40 t r ia ls  were given on one
day and four on another.
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Subjects were asked to f ixa te  the central f ixa t ion  dot throughout the
experimental session. A 1 second tone preceded the presentation of the
stereogram. The exposure duration of the stereogram was ind iv idua lly  
matched to the subject's a b i l i t y  to discriminate depth. Subjects were 
required to discriminate which square appeared to protrude the
fa rthest. They indicated the ir  response by pressing one of the two
switch keys. There was an in te r t r ia l  interval of 3 seconds.
The task was a two a lternative forced-choice. Subjects were asked to 
respond even i f  they were unsure of which square had the greatest depth. 
A ll subjects participated in a p i lo t  study to establish the exposure 
duration to achieve a 70% correct performance level. This was carried 
out with neither scope attenuated. The level of "scrambling" was also 
established i f  required. Table 11.1 shows the duration and percent 
"scrambling" for each subject fo r th is  c r ite r ion  baseline of 70%.
Table 11.1 Threshold Exposure Durations (mseconds) and Percent 
"Scrambling" for Depth Discriminations in Random-
dot Stereograms.
Subjects : Exposure Duration Percent "Scrambling"
SC 100 5
EB 70 18
SM 60 25
SK 55 20
EM 100 0
SW 60 30
DM 100 0
EC 65 20
AL 65 25
All 280 t r ia ls  for each subject were run with the specified
durations and percentage of "scrambling" as above. The
correct depth discriminations were recorded over the t r ia ls  and 
calculated for each experimental condition.
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1 1 *1 ' Results
Percentage of Correct Depth Discriminations for Conditions of 
Selective Attenuation
The number of correct depth discriminations under each of the four 
conditions fo r  each subject is shown in Table 11.2. Fig 11.1 shows th is  
data as histograms for percent correct.
Table 11.2 Frequency of Correct Depth Discriminations Between Two
Squares (8 '/12 ‘ of arc d ispa r ity )  under Four Conditions of 
Selective Attenuation.
Conditions: Neither display Both displays Left display Right display
Attenuated Attenuated Attenuated Attenuated
Subjects:
SC 51 54 49 46
EB 50 56 46 54
SM 51 47 50 42
SK 44 53 47 49
EM 48 50 36 48
SW 49 45 44 54
DM 56 42 44 49
EC 55 48 49 48
AL 53 45 48 53
As can be seen from the histograms that there is very l i t t l e  variation
in the frequency of correct responses under the four conditions of
selective attenuation for each subject. Chi squared tests were carried 
out on the frequencies of correct and incorrect responses out of the 
to ta l of 70 t r ia ls  under each of the four conditions of selective
attenuation for each subject (Table 11.2G in Appendix G l is ts  the
chi-squared values for each subject). None of the chi-squared tests 
were s ig n if ican t. These results indicate that the conditions of 
selective attenuation have no Influence on the frequency of correct
responses.
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Fig 11.1 Histograms of the Percentage of Correct Depth Discriminations made under Four Conditions of Selective Attenuation.
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Measures of Ocular Asymmetry
Measures of ocular asymmetry were derived from the number of correct 
depth discriminations under the two unequal luminance conditions using 
the following formula:
LE - RE
Asymmetry score = ----------
LE + RE
LE = number of correct depth discriminations with the le f t  attenuated.
RE = number of correct depth discriminations with the r igh t attenuated.
I t  is assumed that a greater number of correct responses would be made 
with attenuation of the dominant eye re la tive  to the attenuated 
condition of the non-dominant eye, A negative value indicates a r igh t 
ocular asymmetry, a positive value indicates a le f t  ocular asymmetry.
Table 11.3 shows the asymmetry scores indicating direction and degree 
for each subject from th is procedure together with the binocular r iv a lry  
measures of ocular asymmetry fo r each subject.
Table 11.3 Ocular Asymmetry Scores
8/12' of arc Binocular r iv a lry
Subjects:
d isparity experiment
SC +0.01 -0.10
EB -0.08 -0.008
SM +0.08 +0.05
SK -0.02 -0.02
EM -0.14 -0.26
SW -0.10 +0.15
DM -0.05 -0.22
EC +0.003 -0.23
AL -0.05 -0.48
Only three subjects have le f t  ocular asymmetries. The mean degree of 
asymmetry is 0.06 which is small re la t ive  to the degree of asymmetry 
derived from the stereoscopic latencies for depth discriminations
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reported in previous chapters.
11.3.3. Measures of Ocular Asymmetry derived from the T-scope Experiment 
and the Binocular R iva lry Experiment
A ll these subjects had partic ipated in at least one session of binocular 
r iv a l r y  recording from which binocular r iv a l ry  measures of ocular 
asymmetry were calculated (the four response procedure was used) and are 
shown in the fa r  r ig h t  column of Table 11.3. There was no relationship 
between these two scores (r=0.16, not s ig n if ic a n t) .
11.3.2* Measures of Ocular Asymmetry derived from the T-scope Experiment 
and the Depth Discrimination Measures of Ocular Asymmetry( l )
A weak re lationship was found between these measures of ocular asymmetry 
and the small d isparity  discrimination measures fo r the "unscrambled" 
displays (r=0.38, not s ig n if ican t)  but there was a s ign if ican t 
relationshi|î*^fef\l/’l l if^ lh f® lfHaff ^^scrambled" displays, r=0.61, p<0.05,
(1 -ta iled  te s t) .
Five out of the nine subjects had a sighting eye that was also the 
dominant eye as defined in th is  experiment.
11.4. Discussion
Tachistoscopic presentation of random-dot stereograms with exposure 
durations of 100 msec or less resulted in successful discriminations of 
depth ( th is  supports the findings of Mayhew and Frisby, . 197.9), The 
involvement of fusional vergence movements in these measures can 
therefore be excluded (Westheimer and M itche ll,  1969).
(l)There is no reason to expect a re lationship between the measures of ocular asymmetry reported in th is  experiment and the large d ispa rity  depth discrimination measures given the assumed involvement of vergence eye movements. There was no s ign if ican t re lationship found between the measures of ocular asymmetry as measured, with the T-scope presentation procedure using small d ispa rit ies  and the large, d ispa r ity  measures based on stereoscopic latencies fo r  " unscrambled" (r=0.b8, not s ig n if ica n t,  2-ta iled tes t)  and "scrambled" displays (r=0.24, not s ig n if ica n t,  2 -ta iled te s t) .
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The results also show that fo r  subjects with good stereopsis even a high
percentage of "scrambling" of the display does not destroy th is a b i l i t y
to discriminate depth. Six subjects EB, SM, SK, SW, EC and AL had
exposure durations under 70 msecs despite 18-30% of the dots of the 
displays being "scrambled". This high level of "scrambling" was required 
to impair the a b i l i t y  to discriminate depth to achieve the 70% correct 
baseline in the p i lo t  study.
However, selective attenuation of the displays did not influence the 
frequency of correct depth discriminations. The hypothesis was not 
confirmed. Unequal luminance of the two displays did not increase the 
frequency of incorrect depth judgements re la tive  to the frequencies 
reported fo r conditions of equal luminance. Despite a more sensitive 
measure of the effects of selective attenuation on the a b i l i t y  to
discriminate depth stereopsis with small d isparities is re la t ive ly  
unaffected. These results using a two alternative forced-choice 
procedure confirm the previous findings reported in chapters 9 and 10 
using stereoscopic latencies. Selective attenuation did not 
d i f fe re n t ia l ly  affect the stereoscopic latencies for depth 
discriminations using these small d ispa rity  levels.
Measures of ocular asymmetry were derived from the frequency of correct 
depth discriminations fo r the two conditions of unequal attenuation. The 
mean degree of asymmetry was very small (0.06) as was the range of 
scores; -0.14 to +0.08. These measures of asymmetry were not related to 
the binocular r iv a lry  measures.
However, these measures of asymmetry were weakly related to the small 
d isparity  measures of asymmetry based on latencies to discriminate depth 
(th is  was s ign if ican t fo r the "scrambled" displays). The mean degree of 
asymmetry fo r each of these la t te r  measures were also small (see 
Appendix 6 fo r individual scores). These findings indicate that 
stereopsis with small d isparit ies  is re la t iv e ly  unaffected by 
modifications of the displays to the two eyes ( ie . by a 1 log unit 
attenuation). Therefore i t  can be concluded that ocular asymmetries are 
a feature of the vergence system. Measures of ocular asymmetry based on 
stereoscopic latencies fo r small d isparity  displays reported in previous 
chapters may re f le c t  experimental variation in latencies over t r ia ls .  
The measures of asymmetry derived from the two experiments with
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"unscrambled" small d isparit ies  separated by an interval of at least 6 
months (reported at the end of the last chapter) were unrelated and 
supports th is  conclusion (see Appendix F, Table lO . l lF , i i ) .  Measures 
of ocular asymmetry based on the two large d isparity  "unscrambled" 
experiments separated by the same interval were found to be related.
11.5. Summary of Chapter 11
The experiment in th is  chapter was designed as a control for the 
involvement of vergence eye movements in the measures of ocular 
asymmetry derived from small d isparity  displays reported in chapter 9 
and 10.
Results from th is  experiment showed that ocular asymmetries are not a 
feature of depth discrimination procedures when vergence eye movements 
are not involved. Successful depth discriminations were made between 
disparate areas (8/12' of arc) in random-dot stereograms with exposure 
durations of between 50 and 100 msecs and therefore without the aid of 
vergence movements, (Westheimer and M itche ll,  1969). "Scrambling" of 
the displays reduced the a b i l i t y  of some subjects to make correct depth 
judgements from 100 to 70% at 60 msec exposures.
Selective attenuation of the displays to the two eyes did not influence 
the reports , of correct depth discriminations and indicates that the 
stereopsis/fusional process is insensitive to modifications of the 
displays to the two eyes. Measures of ocular asymmetry derived from the 
two conditions of unequal attenuation were small in degree, had a small 
range and were unrelated to the binocular r iv a l r y  measures.
The results in th is  chapter using T-scope presentations that prevent 
vergence eye movement execution indicate that the measures of ocular 
asymmetry are a feature of large d ispa rity  processing as with the 
displays used in chapters 9 and 10 and involve vergence movements or the 
vergence control system. The asymmetry measures reported with small 
d ispa r i ty  displays may re f lec t experimental noise (however th is  is not 
to say that even at these small d isparit ies  of 8 to 16' of arc and with 
free viewing, vergence movements did not occur).
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i l - 2 *  Conclusions of Part I I I
Measures of ocular asymmetry have been reported in Part I I I  based on 
conditions of selective attenuation of the displays to the two eyes in a 
depth discrimination task. This measure Ogives both the degree and
direction of the asymmetry along a fixed continuum. However, th is 
measure was found for large disparity, discriminations only indicating 
that the vergence system is involved. This was further supported by a 
control experiment (chapter 11) in which small disparate stereograms 
were presented tachistoscopically at exposure durations that preclude 
vergence eye movements. No effect of selective attenuation on the 
percentage of correct discriminations of depth was found.
These measures of ocular asymmetry were related to the measures of 
ocular asymmetry derived from the binocular r iv a lry  procedure (fo r 15 
subjects). Thus, asymmetries in binocular vision derived from a 
competitive viewing situation ie. r iv a lry  are related to asymmetries 
derived from a situation requiring a co-operative interaction between 
the eyes ie. with stereoscopic viewing.
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PART IV
I
k
INTEROCULAR TRANSFER MEASURES OF OCULAR ASYMMETRY
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CHAPTER 12
Interocular Transfer Measures of Ocular Asymmetry 
I Z ' i *  Introduction
Two measures of ocular asymmetry have been reported so fa r in th is 
thesis. One measure was based on binocular r iv a lry  recordings and the 
other was derived from a stereoscopic discrimination task with selective 
attenuation of the two displays. The two measures were s ig n if ica n t ly  
correlated although the binocular r iv a lry  measures of ocular asymmetry 
were small and centred about the mean.
An explanation was proposed fo r the asymmetric effects of attenuation 
which was based on the need fo r  fusional vergence movements with large 
d isparity  stereograms. I t  is possible that the asymmetry measures 
re f le c t  asymmetries in e ither the binocular processes that subserve the 
vergence system or the oculomotor system i t s e l f .  Binocular interaction 
or cooperativity are involved with cyclopean stimulation using 
random-dot stereograms, and therefore the asymmetries found with th is 
procedure can be assumed to be in the binocular system.
The aim of the work described in th is  thesis has been to derive 
asymmetry measures from a variety of situations involving binocular 
viewing. The experiments in th is  section were designed to investigate 
possible asymmetries in binocular vision using the psychophysical 
technique of interocular transfer and to derive a measure of ocular 
asymmetry.
12.2. Interocular Transfer of the Spatial Frequency Sh ift
Prolonged exposure to a visual stimulus often results in adaptation or 
reduced s e n s it iv i ty  to that stimulus dimension and also to stimuli that 
are sim ilar to the adapting stimulus. This technique of se lective ly 
adapting the visual system to d if fe ren t stimuli has been used to 
investigate the extraction of particu la r features from the optical array 
(Blakemore and Sutton, 1969). Investigation of spatial frequency (SF) 
analysis in the visual system has been carried out using selective 
.adaptation to d iffe ren t spatial frequency gratings (Blakemore and
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Sutton, 1969). Prolonged exposure to a high contrast grating results in 
a perceived s h if t  in the frequency of a subsequently viewed grating of a 
s l ig h t ly  d if fe ren t spatial frequency from the adapting frequency. This 
e ffect is known as the spatial frequency s h if t  (Blakemore and Sutton, 
1969; Blakemore, Nachmias and Sutton, 1970). The existence of spatial 
frequency tuned channels have been inferred from these and other related 
studies (Blakemore and Campbell, 1969; Blakemore and Sutton, 1969). The 
channel model has been used to explain the spatial frequency s h if t  as 
follows: adapting to high contrast grating is assumed to depress the 
s e n s it iv ity  of channels tuned to spatial frequencies close to the 
spatial frequency of the adapting grating. Presentation of a test 
stimulus of a s l ig h t ly  d if fe ren t spatial frequency produces a reduced 
response from these channels. However, channels tuned to spatial 
frequencies further from the adapting stimulus frequency are assumed 
not to be affected and the peak s e n s it iv ity  is shifted towards those 
unadapted channels which are assumed to be responsible fo r the perceived 
s h if t  in spatial frequency (Blakemore and Sutton, 1969).
Selective adaptation has been claimed to induce fatigue in a set or 
population of neurones se lective ly sensitive to the stimulus features 
which results from prolonged excitation during the inspection phase 
(Sutherland, 1961). Other researchers have claimed that adaptation is 
the recovery from inh ib it ion  that occurs between channels (Dealy and 
Tolhurst, 1974). This la t te r  view is supported by evidence that 
a ftere ffects  can be generated to the ir  maximum extent in a matter of 
milleseconds re flec ting  a short-term mechanism (Sekuler and L it t le john , 
1974). The mechanism underlying adaptation in the visual system is 
however, not the subject of study here. This study is concerned with 
the magnitude of the spatial frequency s h if t  generated under d iffe ren t 
viewing conditions.
Blakemore and Sutton (1969) reported that the spatial frequency s h if t  
transferred from one eye to another. Adapting one eye resulted in a 
spatial frequency s h if t  of the test grating viewed by the other. This 
condition is known as the interocular transfer condition. Interocular 
transfer of visual a ftere ffects have been reported as being between 50 
and 60% of the magnitude of the a fte re ffec t measured in the monocular 
condition (Moulden, 1980). The spatial frequency s h if t  has been reported 
to transfer at a magnitude 50% of that reported for the monocular adapt
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and test condition (Blakemore, Nachmias and Sutton, 1970).
The transfer of the a fte re ffe c t is assumed to re f le c t  binocular 
processes. Evidence fo r the involvement of binocular channels or 
processes comes from three sources: i )  The magnitude of a visual
a fte re ffec t is not reduced i f  the adapting eye is pressure blinded 
during testing of the other eye (Barlow and Brindley, 1963; Blake and 
Fox, 1972; Meyer, 1974). Pressure blinding prevents the neural signals 
from the re tina contributing to the transferred a fte re ffec t,  
i i )  Transfer of visual a fte re ffec ts  have been reported to be reduced in 
stereoblind individuals who have had a h istory of early strabismus 
(Movshon, Chambers and Blakemore, 1972; M itchell and Ware, 1974; Lema 
and Blake, 1977). These stereoblind individuals are assumed to have a 
reduced complement of binocular neurones re la tive  to normal binocular 
individuals who possess stereopsis (Bank, Aslin and Letson, 1975; 
Hohmann and Creutzfeldt, 1975). i i i )  Interocular transfer is both 
spatial frequency specific and o r ie n ta t iona lly  selective. Spatial 
frequency adaptation has been reported in single ce lls  of the cat 
s tr ia te  cortex and not in the Lateral Geniculate Nucleus (Movshon and 
Lennie, 1979) and orientation s e le c t iv i ty  would not be expected u n ti l 
outputs from several re tina l ganglion ce lls  with specific  orientational 
s e le c t iv i ty  had been combined at higher centres ie. at binocular sites 
(Hubei and Wiesel, 1962).
12.3. Asymmetry in Transfer of Visual A ftere ffects
Several d if fe re n t visual a fte re ffec ts  have been reported to transfer 
asymmetrically between the eyes eg. adapting the le f t  ( r ig h t)  eye and 
testing on the r ig h t ( le f t )  results in a greater a fte re ffec t re la tive  to 
the condition of adapt r ig h t ( le f t )  and test on the le f t  ( r ig h t ) .  The 
d irection of maximal transfer has been associated with sighting 
dominance, transfer being greater from the sighting dominant to the 
non-dominant eye re la tive  to transfer from the sighting non-dominant to 
the dominant eye (Movshon, Chambers and Blakemore, 1972; M itche ll,  
Reardon and Muir, 197.5; Wade, 1976a; Maraini and Porta, 1978; Bjorklund 
and Magnussen, 1981). Suprathreshold stimuli were used in these studies 
apart from the la t te r  study of Bjorkland and Magnussen (1981) who 
reported a 7% difference in transfer magnitude in contrast threshold
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elevation between the direction from the sighting to the non-sighting 
eye re la tive  to the reverse d irec tion . Movshon et al (1972) reported 
that adapting the sighting eye and testing on the non-sighting eye 
resulted in greater transfer re la tive  to adapting the non-sighting eye 
and testing on the sighting eye. They (1972) concluded that the 
sighting dominant eye has a greater influence on the visual cortex.
The magnitude of the transferred a fte re ffec t has in some of the studies 
been expressed as a percentage of the a fte re ffec t magnitude measured in 
the monocular viewing condition. The monocular viewing condition chosen 
is that of the tested eye in the transfer condition as shown below:
Adapt LE -> Test RE
i)  Transfer {%) from l e f t  to righ t =    X 100
Adapt RE -> Test RE
or,
Adapt RE -> Test LE
i i )  Transfer (%) from r ig h t  to l e f t  =  X 100
Adapt LE -> Test LE
Maraini and Porta (1978) however, expressed the amount of tansfer as a 
percentage of the a fte re ffec t magnitude found in the monocular 
adapt/test condition for the adapted eye as shown below:
Adapt RE -> Test LE
Transfer (%) from r igh t to le f t  = ------------------------------- X 100
Adapt RE -> Test RE
No reason fo r th is  difference in procedure was offered. However, the 
magnitudes of the a ftere ffects  fo r the two monocular conditions of 
adapt/test have been reported to be equal and sometimes to be s l ig h t ly  
smaller on the sighting dominant eye (Movshon, Chambers and Blakemore 
1972; M itchell and Ware 1974).
Wade (1976a) reported a non-significant relationship between the 
d irection of maximum transfer and the sighting dominant eye, i t  being
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s l ig h t ly  greater from the sighting dominant eye to the non-dominant eye 
which was also mirrored in the r iv a l ry  dominance results. Not a ll 
studies have reported an asymmetry in transfer. Blake, Overton and 
Lema-Stern (1981) reported no difference in the two directions of 
transfer of the contrast threshold elevation although i t  is not certain 
i f  th e ir  subjects showed any dominance effects in the two eyes. In 
contrast, 8 out of 10 subjects were reported to show greater transfer of 
the t i l t  a fte re ffec t from the non-sighting to the sighting eye (Wade and 
Wenderoth 1978). Also Heeley (1979) reported a greater transfer of the 
spatial frequency s h if t  from the non-preferred eye (sighting eye) to the 
preferred eye re la tive  to the reverse d irection. This d if fe re n t ia l 
diminished at high adapting contrasts. I t  is not at a l l  clear what the 
re lationship is between the direction of maximum transfer and the 
sighting dominant eye.
Transfer of visual a ftere ffects  have also been reported in amblyopic 
subjects. Hess (1978) reported almost sim ilar amounts of transfer from 
the amblyopic* to the non-amblyopic eye as in the reverse direction (67% 
and 64% respectively). Anderson, Movshon and Timney (1980) reported 
transfer of the threshold elevation of contrast to be greater from the 
non-amblyopic to amblyopic eyes but there was substantial transfer in 
the opposite d irection. Transfer of visual a ftere ffects  does not appear 
to be associated with visual loss as found in amblyopia (Keck and Price, 
1982). Movshon et al (1972) concluded from the ir  results that the 
interocular transfer paradigm can be used as a further measure of eye 
dominance ( ie . sighting dominance).
12_.2. Methodology Adopted in th is  Study
A nu lling technique was used to measure the spatial frequency s h i f t .  
Subjects adapted to two gratings that had a spatial frequency ra tio  of 
approximately 2:1. After adaptation, two test gratings were displayed on 
the same display screen which had equivalent spatial frequencies 
intermediate to the spatial frequencies of the adapting patterns. The 
two test gratings appeared shifted in spatial frequency, one appeared 
higher and the other lower in spatial frequency re la tive  to the ir  true 
spatial frequencies (Blakemore and Sutton, 1969, op. c i t . ) .  Subjects 
were required to null the spatial frequency s h i f t  a fte re ffec t by 
introducing a physical spatial frequency difference in the test gratings
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u n ti l  they appeared to be matched. The spatial frequency difference at 
the null point was used as a measure of the spatial frequency s h i f t .
The method of equivalent occlusion was used (Lehmkuhle and Fox, 1976a). 
The eye unadapted in the inspection phase and the eye not tested during 
the test phase viewed a homogeneous background of the same space-average 
luminance as the grating display. Other studies investigating transfer 
e ffects, have used opaque occlusion (Mitchell and Ware, 1974; Ware and 
M itche ll, 1974; M itche ll, Reardon and Muir, 1975; Hess 1978), Lehmkuhle 
and Fox (1976a) reported that the magnitudes of transferred a ftereffects 
were increased by up to 20-25% i f  equivalent occlusion was used.
12.^. The Aims of This Study
The magnitude of the spatial frequency s h i f t  was investigated under f ive  
conditions of adaptation and tes t;  two conditions of adapt and test in 
the same eye (monocular viewing), one condition of adapt and test in 
both eyes (binocular) and two conditions of adapt one eye, test in the 
other ( transfe r). The experiment was designed to test the following 
hypotheses:
1) That the magnitude of the spatial frequency s h if t  in the binocular 
viewing condition would be s im ilar to the magnitude in the two 
monocular conditions of adapt and tes t.  (The results w i l l  be 
compared to the results predicted from the models of interocular 
transfer discussed in chapter 14).
2) That the magnitude of the transferred spatial frequency s h i f t  
would be less than the magnitude measured with monocular viewing. 
(Transferred aftere ffects  have been reported to be between 50 and 
60% of the monocular condition (Moulden, 1980)).
3) That the magnitude of the spatial frequency s h if t  would be larger 
when generated in the dominant eye ( ie . adapt and test the same 
eye) re la tive  to that in the non-dominant eye. Dominance is 
defined by i )  the large d isparity  depth discrimination measures,
i i )  the binocular r iv a l ry  measures and i i i )  sighting dominance.
4) That the direction of maximum transfer would be from dominant to 
the non-dominant eye ( ie . adapt dominant eye, test the 
non-dominant eye) re la tive  to the reverse d irection. Dominance is
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defined as above in i ) ,  i i )  and i i i ) .
And in addition,
5) That a measure of ocular asymmetry can be derived from the two 
transfer conditions that may d i f fe r  in degree and th is  measure can 
be compared to other measures of ocular asymmetry derived from 1) 
the large d isparity  depth discrimination procedure and i i )  the 
binocular r iv a lry  experiment with real images.
6) That the mean percentage of interocular transfer of the spatial 
frequency s h if t  can be used as in an "index of b inocularity" as 
measured by stereo-thresholds. Stereo-thresholds are measured in 
chapter 13 and discussed in re la tion  to the transfer magnitudes.
Method
Subjects
Eight subjects*from the University of St Andrews participated in the 
experiment. A ll subjects had participated in previous experiments on 
a) the depth discrimination procedures (as reported in chapter 9) for 
both the large and small d isparity  stereograms, (the stereoscopic 
latencies fo r  each subject from the two experiments are shown in 
Appendix H, Tables 12.IH and 12.2H) b) the binocular r iv a l ry  experiment 
and c) the sighting test (point te s t) .  Table 12.1 below shows the 
measures of ocular asymmetry and sighting dominant eye fo r each subject 
derived from the above experiments.
1^.^ .^. Apparatus
Subjects viewed the stimulus displays 57 cms away in a modified 
stereoscope arrangement (see Fig 9.1, page 120 and page.119 fo r details 
of the apparatus). Vertical square wave gratings were generated 
e lec tron ica lly  on two CRT Tektronix 604 oscilloscopes. Each display 
screen subtended a visual angle of 13.5° x 10°. Each screen was divided 
horizon ta lly  into an upper and lower ha lf  by a black s tr ip  of card, 0.65 
cms wide.
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Table 12.1 Ocular Asymmetry Measures and S ighting Dominance
a)Binocular Rivalry b)Depth Discrimination c)Sii
Procedure Procedure Doi
i.Large i i .  Small
Subjects: D isparity Disparity
SM 0.050 0.300 0.001 LE
DM -0.220 -0.142 -0.054 LE
PR -0.002 -0.079 -0.413 LE
PC -0.136 -0.405 -0.161 RE
EM -0.260 -0.370 -0.040 LE
EB -0.008 -0.090 -0.430 LE
SW 0.147 0.300 -0.120 RE
SK -0.017 0.410 -0.130 RE
minance
The gratings were generated using the Campbell and Green (1965) method. 
The line frequency was 200 KHz. The signal to the vertica l axis was 
shifted by a preset potentiometer so that each grating f i l l e d  half the 
screen. A s p l i t  screen display was formed by sh if t ing  the complete
raster scan display v e r t ic a l ly  at 100 Hz to generate the separate
grating patterns. The square wave from the signal generator drove the 
z-signal and synchronised the time base so that a bar appeared at the 
extreme edge of the screen. In order to produce d if fe ren t spatial 
frequencies fo r the upper and lower gratings the z-signal was monitored 
by a voltage control frequency un it, the input to which could be altered 
by a potentiometer so that the upper and lower frequency ra tio  could be 
any value in the range 2 : 1 to 1 : 1. (see Appendix H fo r the graph of 
potentiometer reading x ra tio  of the two gratings).
The top and bottom gratings could be interchanged and the spatial
frequency and contrast of the gratings could be altered independently 
without affecting the space-average luminance of the displays. The 
average space luminance was 3.5 cdm-2. The contrast of the square wave
grating was 0.7 (1).
The spatial frequency of the adapting gratings were 3c/o and 5.6c/o 
giving a ra tio  of 1 to 1.9. The spatial frequency of the test grating 
was 4.28 c/o fo r both the upper and lower gratings.
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The conditions of viewing for the adaptation and test gratings were 
controlled on-line by the computer Nova 1220.
12.6.3. Procedure
The spatial frequency s h if t  was b r ie f ly  explained to each subject before 
they participated in a preliminary adapt-test phase.
At the beginning of each experimental session, subjects were given an 
in i t ia l  three minutes of adaptation followed by the test/re-adapt 
sequence of 1 second and 10 seconds respectively. Subjects were 
required to scan the ir  eyes back and fo rth  along the horizontal black 
s tr ip  throughout the adapt and test phases. This reduced the 
p o s s ib i l i ty  of afterimages forming (Smith, 1977),
Subjects were required to null any apparent s h i f t  in spatial frequency 
of the upper and lower test gratings a fte r inspection of the adapting 
gratings using the 10 turn potentiometer. Each subject participated in 
an in i t ia l  practice session on the rate of change of the ra t io  of the 
upper to the lower grating fo r each turn of the potentiometer. During 
the experimental session subjects were to ld to turn the potentiometer as 
far as i t  was necessary for the upper and lower test gratings to appear 
matched. The test grating was displayed fo r only 1 second, therefore 
subjects turned the potentiometer while the adapting gratings were 
displayed. The resu lt of the ir  action was seen in the following test 
phase. The test/re-adapt sequence was continued un ti l  subjects reported 
being sa tis fied  with the apparent match of the upper and lower 
gratings. A two minute interval was given between each experimental 
session.
The potentiometer was read at the end of each session and converted.into 
a ra t io  of the upper test to the lower tes t grating using the conversion 
graph in Appendix H.
(l)Contrast was defined by the following
(Lmaximum-Lminimum)C — ———————————————————(Lmaximum+Lmi n imum).
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There were f ive  experimental conditions of viewing the adapting and test 
gratings. These were:
Conditions Notation Adapting Gratings Test Gratii
1 .Binocular (LE+RE->LE+RE) LE + RE LE + RE
2.Monocular (RE -> RE) RE RE
3.Monocular (LE -> LE) LE LE
4.Transfer (RE -> LE) RE LE
5.Transfer (LE -> RE) LE RE
LE = presentation of the gratings to the le f t  eye
RE = presentation of the gratings to the r ig h t  eye
Equivalent occlusion was used in the viewing conditions of transfer and 
monocular viewing. The screen without the grating display was 
homogeneous with the equivalent space-average luminance.
There were f ive  experimental sessions. In each session there were two 
adapt-test sequences fo r each of the f ive  viewing conditions which were 
randomly presented over the 10 sequences or t r ia ls .  A to ta l of 10 
readings were taken from the adapt-test sequences fo r each condition of 
viewing.
After each reading the upper and lower gratings of the adapting display 
were interchanged. A fte r the i n i t i a l  three minutes of adaptation a 
fu rther three minutes was given fo r each subject to make a match of the 
upper and lower gratings.
Each potentiometer reading was transformed into the ra t io  of the top to 
the bottom test gratings using the graph in Appendix H. This ra tio  ( ie . 
the amount of physical spatial frequency s h if t  added to null the 
perceived spatial frequency s h i f t )  is a proportion of the spatial
frequency ra t io  of the adapting pair of gratings expressed as a
percentage as shown in the graph below.
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Graph to show the Spatial Frequency Ratio of the Test 
Pair of Gratings as a Proportion of the Spatial 
Frequency Ratio of the Adapting Gratings {%).
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SF ratios of the Upper to Lower Test Gratings
A setting of the two test gratings at a ra tio  of 1:1,45 
is equivalent to a 50% spatial frequency s h if t  of the 
adapting grating. A ra t io  of 1:1.9 is equivalent to a 
100% spatial frequency s h if t .
l ^ .A  Results
Magnitude of the Spatial Frequency Sh ift under the Five 
Conditions of Viewing
Table 12.2 shows the mean percent spatial frequency s h if t  and standard 
deviations for the f ive  experimental conditions for each subject. The 
two monocular conditions of viewing- resulted in an overall mean 
a fte re ffec t very sim ilar to the mean overall magnitude reported in the 
binocular viewing condition. The two conditions of transfer show the
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Table 12.2  Mean P ercen tag e  S p a t i a l  Frequency S h i f t  and s tan dard  d e v i a t i o n s  (SD) t o r  F ive Conditions 
of Viewing,
1 .Binocular
Cond i t ion s  of Adapt (A) and Test (I)
2 , Monocular 3 . Monocular 4 , T ran sfe r
4+5*
5 . T ransfe r  2 /2+3xl00
A T A T A I A I A T 2
RE+LE - RE+LE RE - RE LE - LE RE - LE LE - RE i t )
Ss:
SM 15.6 7 .0 20;3 ' 11.0 15.4 9 .0 12.9 3 .0 13.5 8 .0 74.0
DM 17.3 7.0 25.2 3 .0 17.9 10.0 10.9 6.0 12,0 7 .0 53.0
PR 15.0 9 .0 15.5 6 .0 12.4 12 0 12.0 9 ,0 0 .7 6 .0 74.0
PC 14.5 3 .0 23.2 15.0 27.2 IL O 17.4 16.0 13.3 9 .0 61.0
EM 16.0 8 .0 17.0 8 .0 13.2 7 .0 10.7 6 .0 10.0 7 .0 68 .0
EB 25.9 14.0 30.0 21.0 29.3 20 .0 28.9 25.0 26.7 14.0 93.0
SW 38.2 5 . 0 ' 31.4 9 ,0 « 8 8 ,0 20.2 6 ,0 30 .5 7 .0 7 1 0
SK 21.3 8 .0 22.6 8 .0 27 .5 10.0 8 .9 3 .0 9.9 5 .0 37.5
lean 20.5 23.2 22.6 15.2 15.6 66.7
* -  See t e x t  fo r  e x p l a n a t io n .
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smallest overall mean a fte re ffec t magnitudes although th is  does 
represent 66.7% of the mean magnitude reported for the monocular 
conditions (see the fa r  r ig h t  column of Table 12.2).
I t  can be seen from Table 12.2 that there are wide individual 
differences in the magnitudes of the spatial frequency sh if ts  reported 
(see the fa r  r ig h t  column in Table 12.2),
The readings were entered into a two-way analysis of variance, the 
factors were: conditions of viewing (5) and readings (10 sequences and 
readings fo r each condition). The f ive  conditions of adaptation and 
test were , s ig n if ic a n t ly  d if fe re n t (F=7.9198, df 4, 28. p<0/0002).
Comparisons between the overall mean spatial frequency sh if ts  using the 
Scheffe test showed that there was a non-significant difference between 
the monocular viewing conditions and the binocular viewing condition 
(the mean difference is 2.4% which is not s ig n if ica n t) .  However, the 
two conditions of transfer had s ig n if ic a n t ly  lower spatial frequency
sh if ts  compared to those reported fo r the two monocular viewing 
conditions (the mean difference is 7.5% which is s ign if ican t at the 5% 
leve l). Fig 12.1 shows the extent of the spatial frequency s h i f t  fo r 
the three conditions of viewing. (The summary table fo r the analysis of 
variance and the comparisons between the means are shown in the Appendix
H).
12.7.2. Magnitude of the Spatial Frequency Sh if t  in the Two Monocular
Viewing Conditions and Measures of Ocular Asymmetry '
I t  can be seen from Table 12.2 that the magnitudes of the spatial 
frequency sh if ts  in the two monocular viewing conditions are not 
equivalent for any of the subjects. Is the spatial frequency s h if t
greater when adaptation and testing is on the dominant eye re la tive  to 
the magnitude found with adaptation and testing on the non-dominant 
eye? The magnitudes of the spatial frequency s h if t  for the two 
monocular conditions are examined below in re lation to the d if fe ren t 
measures of ocular asymmetry.
1) There was no difference in the magnitudes of the spatial frequency
sh if ts  on the dominant eye defined by the large d ispa rity  depth 
discrimination procedure (overall mean spatial frequency s h i f t  is
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Fig 12.1 Mean Spatial Frequency Sh ift for Three Conditions of Viewing 
(averaged over subjects).
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24%) compared to that on the non-dominant eye (overall mean s h i f t  is 
22%), (t=1.37, df 7, not s ig n if ic a n t) .
2) There was no s ign if ican t difference in the magnitudes of the spatial 
frequency sh if ts  on the rivalrous dominant eye (mean spatial 
frequency s h if t  overall subjects is 23.4%) compared to that on the 
non-dominant eye (mean spatia l frequency s h i f t  overall subjects is 
22.4%)(t=0.55, df 7, not s ig n if ica n t) .
3) The magnitude of the spatial frequency s h if t  is less on the sighting 
dominant eye (mean spatial frequency s h i f t  over a l l  subjects is 21%) 
compared to that on the non-sighting dominant eye (mean spatial 
frequency s h if t  over a l l  subjects is 25%). This difference was 
s ign if ican t at the 1% level (t=6.4, df 7, pCO.Ol).
iZ 'Z 'Z *  The Direction of Maximum Transfer of the Spatial Frequency S h if t  
and Ocular Asymmetry Measures.
A l l  subjects show a greater asymmetry in the transfer of the spatial 
frequency s h i f t  in one direction compared to that in the opposite 
d irection (see Table 12.2). This d irection of maximum transfer was 
compared to the measures of ocular asymmetry (see Table 12.1). The 
magnitude of the transferred a fte re ffec t is expressed as a percentage of 
the magnitude of the a fte re ffec t measured monocularly ( ie . the eye that 
was tested was adapted). The amount of spatial frequency s h i f t  added to 
the test grating in the r ig h t eye ( le f t  eye) in order to null the 
spatial frequency s h i f t  a fte re ffec t resulting from adaptation of the 
le f t  eye (r igh t eye) is compared to the amount of s h i f t  that had to be 
added to the r igh t eye to null the a fte re ffec t resulting from adaptation 
of the r ig h t eye. The percentage transferred spatial frequency sh ifts  
are shown in Table 12.3 fo r each subject.
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Table 12.3 Transferred Spatial Frequency S h if t  as a percentage of the 
Monocular Condition (eye tested is also adapted).
Transfer condition LE -> RE RE -> LE
Monocular condition RE -> RE LE -> LE
Subjects: SM 65.5 83.8
DM 47.6 60.9
PR 56.1 96.8
PC 57.3 64.0
EM 58.8 81.1
EB 88.1 98.6
SW 97.1 53.4
SK 43.8 32.4
Using the ocular asymmetry measures outlined in Table 12.1, maximum 
transfer was found to be greater from the dominant to the non-dominant 
eye than in the reverse direction fo r :
1) Seven out of the 8 subjects using the large d isparity  asymmetry 
(dominance) scores (2). The overall mean percentage of transferred 
a fte re ffec t is 76.1% from the dominant to the non-dominant eye 
compared to 59.69% from the non-dominant to the dominant (t=2.38, 
df 7, pCO.05, 1 -ta iled te s t) .  See Fig. 12.2.
i i )  Six out of the 8 subjects using the r iv a l ry  dominance scores. The 
overall mean percentage transferred spatial frequency s h i f t  from 
the dominant eye to the non-dominant eye is 74.7% compared to 61.1% 
for the opposite d irec tion . There is no s ign if ican t difference in 
the magnitudes of transferred a fte re ffec t in the two directions 
(t=1.75, df 7, not s ig n if ica n t) .
i i i )  One out of the 8 subjects fo r the sighting dominance results. 
53.4% from the sighting to the non-sighting eye and 77.4% in the 
reverse d irection.
(2 ) I f  the small d isparity  discrimination measures are used 5 out of the 8 subjects show greater transfer from the dominant to the non-dominant eye than in the reverse d irection.
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Fig 12.2 Percentage Transfer of the Spatial Frequency Sh ift from the 
Right to Left Eye Plotted against the Percentage Transfer from 
the Left to Right Eye,
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The agreement reported between the direction of the large d isparity  
discrimination asymmetry measures and the direction of maximum transfer, 
suggests that the interocular transfer paradigm can also be used as a 
measure of ocular asymmetry. In the transfer condition of maximum s h if t  
i t  is a rb itra ry  which is the dominant eye ie, the adapted or the tested 
eye. Some studies (Movshon et a l , 1972; Mitchell and Ware, 1974;
M itche ll, Reardon and Muir, 1975; Wade, 1976) have found maximum 
transfer from the sighting dominant eye to the non-dominant eye and the 
adapted eye is therefore designated the dominant eye. I f  only transfer 
information is available the adapted eye in the transfer condition would 
be designated the dominant eye. This procedure is adopted here in th is
study.
12.7,4, Interocular Transfer Measures of Ocular Asymmetry
Measures of ocular asymmetry were derived from the two transfer
conditions using the mean magnitudes of the spatial frequency sh ifts  in 
the following formula:
(LE->RE)-(RE->LE) (3)
Ocular Asymmetry Score  ----------'---------------
(LE->RE)+(RE->LE)
(LE->RE) = the magnitude of the spatial frequency s h i f t  tested on the
r igh t eye a fter adaptation of the le f t  eye (See Table 12.2)
(RE->LE) = the magnitude of the spatial frequency s h i f t  tested on the
le f t  eye a fter adaptation of the r igh t eye (see Table 12.2)
(3)Asymmetry measures can also be derived from the transferredaftere ffects  expressed as a percentage of the monocular test condition as shown in Table 12.3. The asymmetry measures using th is data are shown in Table 12.5H in the Appendix H, These transfer measures are referred to as normalised transfer measures. However, the magnitudes of the spatial frequency sh ifts  were d if fe ren t fo r the two monocular viewing conditions (s ign if ican t i f  sighting dominance is used) and may affect the asymmetry scores. The correlation coeffic ien t for tne measures derived from the two methods is r=0,48 which is not s ign if ican t.
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The measures of ocular asymmetry fo r each subject are shown in Table
12.4. A positive value indicates a le f t  ocular asymmetry and a negative 
value indicates a r igh t ocular asymmetry.
Table 12.4 Measures of Ocular Asymmetry
Subjects :
SM +0.23
DM +0.05
PR -0.16
PC -0.134
EM -0.034
EB -0.04
SW +0.168
SK +0.053
mean degree, of asymmetry is 0.11 (direction
ignored).
Interocular Transfer Measures of Ocular Asymmetry and Ocular 
Asymmetry Measures from Previous Experimental Procedures
The correlation coeffic ients fo r the above asymmetry scores (4) with
measures derived from previous experimental procedures are as follows:
1) with the large d isparity  discrimination measures, r=0.73 which is 
s ign if ican t at the 2% level (1 -ta iled  tes t)  (5). A scatterplot of 
these scores is shown in Fig 12.3 (6) with the linear regression 
line equation Y = -0.0373 + 1.673X.
(4)The measures of ocular asymmetry using the normalised transfer data were compared with the other measures of ocular asymmetry and the correlation coeffic ients are shown in the Appendix R.
(5)The small d ispa rity  depth discrimination measures correlated with the interocular transfer measures (Table 12.1) with a coefficent of r=0.63, which is s ign if ican t at the 5% level (1 -ta iled  tes t).
(6)Fig .12.4 . shows the . scatterp lot . of the large d isparity  discrimination measures with the normalised transfer measures of ocular asymmetry. The equation for the linear regression line  is Y = 0.0278 + 0.987X.
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Fig 12.3 Ocular Asymmetry^ Scores ^from. .the. Interocular .Transfer Experiment and the Depth Discrimination Experiment with Large D isparities (24'/28' of arc).
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Fig 12.4 Ocular Asymmçtry^ Scores ,.from the Interocular Transfer Experiment using the Normalised Data (see Table 12.SH, Appendix H) and the Depth Discrimination Experiment with Large Disparities (24'/28T of arc ' ^
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2) with the binocular r iv a l ry  measures of ocular * asymmetry, r=0,40 
which is not s ig n if ica n t.
12.8. Discussion
The interocular transfer of the spatial frequency s h i f t  (overall mean of 
two conditions) is 67% of the spatial frequency magnitude in the
monocular viewing condition (overall mean of two monocular viewing
conditions). This value compares favourably with the transfer 
magnitudes reported fo r other visual a ftere ffects  (Moulden, 1980) and 
supports the second hypothesis. Blakemore et al (1970) reported a 50% 
transfer of the spatial frequency s h if t  of the magnitude in the
monocular viewing condition.
There was no difference between the magnitudes reported fo r binocular 
viewing and monocular viewing of the adapt and test frequencies 
confirming the f i r s t  hypothesis. I t  is possible that binocular r iv a l ry  
may occur with the binocular viewing condition especially i f  there was a 
s ligh t misalignment of the oscilloscopes or displays. However, i t  has 
been reported that the magnitude of an a fte re ffec t is not affected by
superimposed phenomenal r iv a l ry  re la tive  to the condition where no
r iv a l r y  is experienced (Blake and Fox, 1974; Lehmkuhle and Fox, 1975a; 
Wade and Wenderoth, 1978; O'Shea and Crassini, 1981b). No subject 
reported experiencing r iv a l ry  and the alignment of the displays was
checked after each experimental session. The results reported here 
support the predictions from one model on interocular transfer (Moulden,
1974, 1980) and w i l l  be discussed in chapter 14.
Monocular Viewing and the Magnitude of Spatial Frequency S h if t
The th ird  hypothesis was not supported by any of the ocular asymmetry
measures or dominance results . There was no difference in the
magnitudes of the spatial frequency s h i f t  reported fo r the monocular 
adapt and test conditions between the dominant and non-dominant eyes 
when dominance is defined by the large d isparity  depth discrimination 
procedure and also by binocular r iv a l r y  procedure. This is perhaps not 
surprising as the two la t te r  procedures are binocular measures of ocular 
asymmetry which may not necessarily be reflected in d if fe re n t ia l
performance levels when testing is monocular.
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Sighting dominance tests can be considered to be monocular testing 
procedures despite binocular viewing (Barbeito, 1981). A l l  eight 
subjects had a smaller spa tia l frequency s h i f t  on the sighting eye 
re la tive  to the’^ ^ 'llghting eye. This difference in magnitude was 
s ig n if ica n t.  Similar resu lts , although non-s ign ificant, have been 
reported in other studies using the t i l t - a f t e r e f f e c t  (Movshon, Chambers 
and Blakemore, 1972; M itchell and Ware, 1974).
A difference in the two monocular conditions corresponding, to the 
non-sighting and sighting eyes may re f le c t  possible acuity differences. 
Acuity was not measured in th is  study. However, i t  has been reported to 
be unrelated to sighting behaviour (Gahagan, 1933). Also visual 
a fte re ffec ts  have been reported in amblyopic, eyes that d i f fe r  markedly 
in acuity (Anderson, Mitchell and Timney, 1980; Keck and Price, 1982) 
and acuity differences have also been reported to make no difference to 
the a fte re ffec t magnitudes with binocularly normal subjects (Wade, 
personal communication, 1976).
Asymmetrical interpcular suppression is Unlikely to explain the 
difference between the. sighting and non-sighting eyes. R ivalry 
dominance measures are more l ik e ly  to re f le c t  th is  process of asymmetry, 
yet in th is  study these results are unrelated to the subjects sighting 
dominance resu lts . Also, i t  was reported above that phenomenal r iv a lry  
does not influence the growth and magnitude of visuaT a fte re ffec ts .
I t  is possible that a difference in scanning or saccadic eye-moyements 
may be responsible fo r  the resu lts . I f  the adapting stimulus is  fixated, 
afterimages may develop and reduce the threshold s e n s it iv i ty  o f the 
display and possible reduce the adaptation effects (Smith, 1977). I f  
the eyes scan the display less frequently when the adapting stimulus is 
displayed to the sighting eye the magnitude of the a fte re ffec t may be
reduced re la tive  to that of the non-sighting eye adapting condition.
However, both eyes viewed displays during adaptation and test although 
only one eye was presented with a stimulus pattern. Binocular eye
movements ie. saccadic eye movements have been reported to be more 
stable than movements made with only one eye open (Rose, 1978).
Therefore, as both eyes are open in both monocular adapt/test conditions 
the saccadic movements would not be expected to d i f fe r  between the two 
conditions of monocular presentation of the stimulus to one eye re la tive
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to presentation to the other.
No satis factory explanation can be given to account for the relationship 
between the spatial frequency s h i f t  magnitude and sighting dominance. 
The fa i lu re  to find a relationship between ocular asymmetry measures and 
monocular spatial frequency s h if t  magnitudes suggest that monocular 
testing (adapt and test same eye) may not be a good indicator of ocular 
asymmetry in binocular v is ion. Subjects were unaware of which eye was 
being adapted and tested.
Direction of Maximum Transfer and Ocular Asymmetry
The fourth hypothesis is p a r t ia l ly  supported by the asymmetry measures 
from the depth discrimination and binocular r iv a l ry  procedures but not 
fo r the sighting dominance results . Greater transfer of the spatial 
frequency s h i f t  is reported from the dominant to the non-dominant eye 
fo r seven of the eight subjects defining dominance by the large 
d ispa rity  depth discrimination measure. The difference was also
s ign if ican t. I f  interocular transfer is indicative of binocular
processing as has been suggested then these results suggest that there 
is an asymmetry in binocular processing towards one eye that is sim ilar 
to the asymmetry reported in the depth discrimination experiment with 
large d ispa rity  displays using selective attenuation. Binocular r iv a lry  
is also a dichoptic or binocular viewing paradigm, and greater transfer 
is recorded for six of the subjects from the rivalrous dominant to
non-dominant eye. These results suggest that interocular transfer of
visual a fte re ffects  can be used as a measure of binocular ocular 
asymmetries. The adapted eye is designated the dominant eye which is
supported by previous studies (Movshon, Chambers and Blakemore, 1972; 
Mitchell and Ware, 1974; Ware and M itche ll,  1974) and also by the close
relationship between the measures of ocular asymmetry reported above and
the direction of maximum transfer.
The results in th is  study f a i l  to support previous findings of a 
s ign if ican t re lationship between the d irection of maximum transfer and 
the sighting dominant eye. Only one subject showed greater transfer 
from the sighting dominant eye to the non-dominant eye re la tive  to the 
reverse d irection . However, i f  interocular transfer measures re f le c t  
binocular processing i t  would not necessarily be expected to relate to 
performance measures where the nature of the testing has been
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monocular. Sighting dominance using a dichotomous c lass if ica t ion  is not 
a useful test of asymmetries in binocular processing.
Why have several studies found greater transfer from the sighting to 
non-sighting eye than vice versa? (Movshon et a l , 1972; M itchell and 
Ware, 1974; M itche ll,  Reardon and Muir, 1975; Bjorklund and Magnussen,
1981). A l l these studies used opaque occlusion in the ir  transfer 
conditions. I t  is possible that an opaque occluder may have resulted in 
masking effects or suppressive influences that interacted with the 
factors determining eye dominance (in th is  case, sighting dominance), 
although i t  is not certain how th is  may have occurred. (Also i t  has 
been argued that sighting dominance is related to the position of the 
egocentre, Barbeito, 1981). Wade (1976a) reported greater transfer from 
the sighting dominant to non-sighting eye fo r the movement a fte re ffec t 
re la tive  to the opposite d irection but th is difference was not 
s ig n if ica n t.  He used an occluder. Wade and Wenderoth (1978) and Heeley 
(1979) both used equivalent occlusion and reported transfer to be 
greater from the non-sighting to sighting eye re la tive  to the opposite 
d irec tion . I t  is possible that equivalent occlusion does reduce the 
difference in magnitude between the directions when they are defined in 
terms of sighting dominance.
12.8.3. Interocular Transfer Measures of Ocular Asymmetry
Measures of ocular asymmetry were derived from the two transfer 
conditions specifies both the d irection and degree of asymmetry. The 
direction of maximum transfer is related to the large d ispa rity  depth 
discrimination measures and also the binocular r iv a lry  measures. The
amount of transfer of the spatial frequency s h i f t  is also related to the 
degree of th is  asymmetry as measured by the large d ispa rity  depth 
discrimination procedure only (Fig 12.3).
Transferred visual a ftere ffects  are assumed to depend on binocular
processing as is stereoscopic stimulation. The close agreement between 
these measures may suggest a common basis to the asymmetry measures
despite d if fe re n t experimental paradigms. The process responsible fo r 
asymmetrical transfer must according to th is  arguement be d i f fe re n t ia l ly  
responsive to selective attenuation of the two eyes (in the same
direction and by the same amount) to result in^*^asymmetries of the
stereoscopic latencies with the large disparate displays. The ocular
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asymmetry measures derived from the large d isparity  discrimination 
procedures are believed to involve the vergence system. Assuming both 
measures have a common base the binocular centre that subserves the 
vergence system may well be the binocular centre mediating the transfer 
e ffects.
A lte rna tive ly , the binocular centre mediating transfer and the centre 
subserving vergence movements and responsive to large disparate displays 
may be independent but be equally asymmetrically responsive to the two 
eyes.
Two models of interocular transfer are discussed in chapter 14 that are 
concerned with the magnitude of visual a ftere ffects under d if fe ren t 
viewing conditions. The models w i l l  be examined In relation to the 
d if fe re n t magnitudes of the spatial frequency s h if t  for the two 
directions of transfer reported in th is  study which may provide some 
insight into the basis to the ocular asymmetry measures derived from the 
depth discrimination procedure with large d isparit ies . I t  is also 
assumed that the asymmetries in transfer are not restr ic ted to spatial 
frequency processing but re f lec t asymmetries in the binocular system 
that processes other visual s t im u li.  Several visual a ftere ffects  such as 
t i l t  (Movshon, Chambers and Blakemore, 1972; Mitchell and Ware, 1974), 
the motion a fte re ffec t (M itche ll, Reardon and Muir, 1975; Wade, 1976) 
and contrast threshold elevation (Ware and M itchell, 1974) show transfer 
of 50 and 70% of the monocular condition suggesting other aftereffects 
could have been used instead of the spatial frequency s h i f t  to derive 
th is  measure of ocular asymmetry.
The results from th is experiment suggest that the ocular asymmetry 
measure derived from the large d ispa rity  depth discrimination experiment 
is a valid indicator of asymmetry in binocular processing as supported 
by the relationship with measures of binocular asymmetries using the 
interocular transfer paradigm.
12.8.4. Mean % Spatial Frequency S h if t  in the Transfer Conditions
The mean amount of transferred spatial frequency s h i f t  was roughly 
constant between subjects. However, subjects DM and SK show low levels 
of transfer, 54% and 38% respectively (see the r ig h t hand column in 
Table 12.2), The la t te r  subject may be classed as possibly abnormal i f
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c r i te r ia  used in other studies is applied (Maraini and Porta, 1978; Keck 
and Price, 1982). These low levels of transfer do not appear to be 
related to any other factors such as extreme dominance or extreme
asymmetry in transfer (Keck and Price, 1982, reported a relationship
between the degree of transfer and the asymmetry in direction of 
transfer fo r a group of subjects with varying levels of binocular 
v is ion). These mean values of transfer are compared to stereo-acuity 
measures fo r each subject and are reported in chapter 14.
1^.^. Summary of Chapter 12
The spatial freqency s h if t  was measured in f ive  viewing conditions using 
a nulling technique. Adapting to two gratings with a ra t io  of 
approximately 2:1 resulted in an overall spatial frequency s h if t  of the
test grating (1:1) of 23%. The magnitudes of the aftere ffects  in the
two monocular viewing conditions were not s ig n if ic a n t ly  d iffe ren t from 
the magnitude reported in the binocular viewing condition. However, the 
transfer conditions generated the smallest a fte re ffec t magnitudes, the 
mean transfer magnitude being 67% of the mean monocular magnitude. This 
compares favourably with the percentage transfer reported fo r other 
visual a fte re ffec ts  in the l i te ra tu re .
The spatial frequency sh ifts  generated fo r  the two monocular conditions 
fo r the dominant and non-dominant eyes were not s ig n if ica n t ly  d if fe ren t 
when dominance was defined by the large d isparity  depth discrimination 
and binocular r iv a lry  procedures. However, the spatial frequency s h if t  
was s ig n if ica n t ly  smaller on the sighting eye re la tive  to the 
non-sighting eye. No satisfactory explanation was offered for th is 
la t te r  f ind ing .
Transfer was greater in one direction re la tive  to the other and was not 
related to sighting dominance. The direction and amount of transfer of 
the spatial frequency s h i f t  was s ig n if ic a n t ly  related to the direction 
and degree of asymmetry derived from the large d isparity  depth 
discrimination measures. The adapted eye in the transfer condition was 
designated the dominant eye. I t  was suggested that the ocular asymmetry 
results from both procedures may share a-common binocular basis but that 
the asymmetry was not res tr ic ted  to the processing of spatial 
frequencies.
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The mean transferred spatial frequency s h i f t  fo r each subject is 
discussed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 13
Measurement of Stereothresholds and Transfer of the Spatial
Frequency S h if t
13.1. Introduction
The percentage of interocular transfer of visual a ftere ffects  between 
the two eyes has been used by other authors as an index of the level of 
binocular functioning of the visual system. Transfer of a visual 
a fte re ffec t (testing on the eye that has been adapted) has been reported 
to be between 50 and 60% of the magnitude of the a fte re ffec t measured in 
the monocular viewing condition. Stereo-blind individuals with a history 
of childhood strabismus have frequently been reported to have reduced 
transfer of visual a ftere ffects (Movshon, Chambers and Blakemore, 1972; 
Mitchell and Ware, 1974; Lema and Blake, 1977). These individuals have 
been assumed to have a reduced complement of binocular neurones re la tive  
to subjects who possess good stereopsis.
Support for th is  view comes from neurophysiological work carried out on 
animals. The majority of ce lls  in the visual cortex of the cat and 
monkey are binocularly driven by one or other eye (Hubei and Wiesel, 
1962, 1968). Abnormal visual experience during the sensitive period of 
development of the visual system is known to disrupt these binocular 
connections: misalignment of the visual axes of the two eyes or
discordant input of visual stimuli produced by prismatic deviation 
reduces the proportion of the binocular neurones (Hubei and Wiesel, 
1965; Blakemore, 1976; Maffei and B is t i ,  1976). Animals that have been 
subjected to such rearing practices show a behavioural d e f ic i t  in the ir  
a b i l i t y  to use d isparity  information as a cue to depth and distance 
(Blake and Hirsch, 1975; Packwood and Gordon, 1975). These animals are 
termed stereoblind.
Stereoblind individuals with a h istory of strabismus are assumed to have 
a reduced proportion of func tiona lly  normal binocular neurones (Bank, 
Aslin and Letson, 1975; Hohmann and Creutzfeldt, 1975). Typically, they 
f a i l  to show normal transfer of visual a fte re ffec ts : the t i l t
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afte re ffec t (Movshon, Chambers arid Blakemore, 1972; M itchell and Ware,
1974), the motion a fte re ffec t (M itchell, Reardon and Muir, 1975; Wade, 
1976a), and contrast threshold elevation (Ware and M itchell 1974; Lema 
and Blake, 1977; Blake and Cormack, 1979a). These subjects have also 
been reported to show no binocular summation of contrast (Lema and 
Blake, 1977; Westendorf, Langston, Chambers and A l le g re t t i ,  1978).
The neurophysiological work on animals and the psychophysical evidence 
described above suggest that transfer of visual a ftereffects and 
stereopsis are mediated by the same binocular processes. The transfer 
paradigm has thus been used as an "index of b inocularity" and the level 
of stereoscopic acuity. Positive correlations have been reported
between the level of stereoacuity and the extent of transfer of a visual 
a fte re ffec t ie. high transfer relates to good stereoacuity. Mitchell 
and Ware (1974) measured transfer using the t i l t  a fte re ffec t and
reported a positive corre lation coeffic ien t of 0.86 between the extent 
of transfer and stereoacuity fo r 15 subjects, four of whom had no 
stereopsis. High levels of transfer were typ ic a l ly  associated with good 
stereoacuity. M itche ll, Reardon and Muir (1975) measured transfer using 
the movement a fte re ffec t paradigm and reported a s im ilar relationship as 
above with a correlation coefficent of 0.75 between transfer levels and 
stereoacuity fo r 23 subjects, 14 of whom had no h istory of strabismus. 
The experiment in th is  chapter was designed to investigate the
relationship between the levels of transfer of the spatial frequency 
s h i f t  reported in chapter 12 and stereothreshold measures for the same 
subjects.
13.2. Stereoacuity
Objects that l ie  nearer and fu rther from the f ixa tion  point fa ll-  on 
non-corresponding regions of the two retina and are termed disparate. 
The a b i l i t y  to distinguish between two objects with the smallest 
possible d isparity  difference is called stereoacuity. Disparities as 
small as 2-3 seconds of arc can typ ica l ly  be distinguished 
(corresponding to a 0.5 mm difference of two needles held 2 metres away) 
(Cowey and Porter, 1979). Ogle (1964) quotes a level of 10" of arc as 
the normal level of stereoacuity.
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Tests o f S tereoacuity
Many studies that have reported depth threshold measurements have used 
classical stimuli such as the two-rod and three-rod test where i t  is not 
always clear which cues to the depth differences are being used.
Stereothresholds can be measured by several d if fe ren t methods although 
the correlation of these tests have often been reported as poor (Hall,
1982). Hall (1982) investigated the performance of 678 binocularly
normal subjects and two groups of subjects with abnormal binocular 
vision, on four tests of stereoacuity, the Titmus f l y  tes t,  the Frisby 
tes t, the TNO test and a two-needle tes t. Low but s ign if ican t 
correlations between 0.25 and 0.41 were reported between the stereotests 
for the group of normal subjects. The author suggested that other 
factors influence performance on the tests fo r example, some tests were 
based on non-cyclopean techniques others used random-dot stereograms. 
With the normal group of subjects using the two-needle procedure, 
ninety-nine percent had stereoacuities of 37" of arc or better and S% of 
these had stereoacuities of 2" of arc. The TNO test consists of a 
series of random-dot stereograms with varying values of d isparity .
Subjects were required to make a depth and form discrimination. The 
mean stereothreshold of the group of binocularly normal subjects on th is
test was 60" of arc. No monocular form information is available with
th is test and depth discrimination is dependent on cyclopean
stimulation.
The Mitchell et al studies (1974, 1975) used a mirror stereoscope
arrangement portraying a monocular v is ib le  reference line  and a test 
line to measure the stereothresholds (Mitchell and Hagan, 1972). The 
subjects task was to set a reference line  in the same depth plane as the 
test target by varying the d isparity . This procedure distinguished
individuals with good stereoacuity from individuals with poor 
stereoacuity. Both studies (Mitchell and Ware, 1974; Mitchell et a l,
1975) included stereoblind and/or stereo-anomalous observers as well as 
normals.
13.3. Methodology Adopted in th is  Study
In the present study a l l  subjects had good stereopsis as established by 
th e ir  performance in th e ir  depth discrimination experiments using
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random-dot stereograms. A cyclopean technique was used to measure 
stereothresholds rather than using classical stimuli or methods as used 
in the Mitchell et al studies (1974, 1975), This would ensure that only 
binocular cues to depth ie. d ispa r ity  are used and cyclopean stimulation
would be compatible with the other stereoscopic displays used in th is
thesis.
Stereothresholds were measured using a random-dot display that was 
sinusoidally modulated in depth. The display appeared as a horizontal 
corrugated^'"SOrface. The depth of surface, ie . the depth from the peak 
to the trough was dependent on the level of the d ispa rity  modulation. 
Tyler (1974) used a sim ilar type of display to determine threshold 
s e n s it iv i t ie s  to depth modulations fo r  d if fe ren t spatial frequencies. 
The highest spatial frequency that observers could perceive with depth 
was 4 c/o. Rogers, Graham and Anstis (1980) reported that the maximum 
s e n s it iv i ty  fo r s inusoidally modulated depth gratings was between 20 and 
30" of arc at corresponding frequencies of 0.3 to 0.5 c / .
13.4. The Aims of the Experiment
The aim of the experiment reported in th is  chapter was to investigate
levels of transfer in re la tion to stereoacuities. The spatial frequency 
s h if t  transfer measures are reported in chapter 12. Stereothresholds 
were measured in th is  experiment for the same group of subjects to 
investigate the following hypothesis:
1) That there would be a positive relationship between the mean
percentage transfer of the spatial frequency s h i f t  and the level of 
stereoacuity ie. good stereoacuity would be related to high levels 
of transfer. The mean percentage, transfer has been used by some 
authors as a gauge of stereoacuity (Mitchell and Ware, 1974; 
Mitchell et a l , 1975).
And in addition,
2) To investigate the re lationship between the stereoacuity measures 
and the measures of ocular asymmetry using the large d ispa rity  depth 
discrimination procedure and the interocular transfer procedure. In 
a study by Keck and Price (1981), subjects who showed a greater
asymmetry in the d irection of transfer had low mean values of
transfer of the visual a fte re ffe c t.  In the previous study described
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in chapter 12, a re la tionship was found between the d irection and 
degree of asymmetry in transfer and the d irection and degree of 
ocular asymmetry measured by the large d ispa rity  depth 
discrimination experiment.
Method
Subjects
Eight subjects from the previous experiment participated in th is  
experiment.
13.5.2. Apparatus
Subjects viewed displays 57 cms away in the same modified stereoscopic 
arrangement as used in the previous study. Identical random-dot 
patterns were generated on each scope by the Nova 1220. Each display 
was composed of 64 x 64 dots.
A sinusoidal voltage was derived from a Farnell d ig ita l  synthesised 
generator (OSGl). The amplitude was controlled by a res is to r ladder, 
with 15 steps or voltage increments. The output from the generator was 
fed to the X-input of the r ig h t  scope only to introduce binocular 
d isparit ies  between the two eyes. The frequency of the display was set 
at 0.5 cycles per degree.
When fused the display appeared as a series of horizontal waves 
in depth. The central black f ixa t io n  point was present a l l  the time 
positioned midway between a trough and a peak. A change in the 
amplitude of the r ig h t  display changed the d isparity  modulation such 
that a single step on the ladder produced an equivalent d ispa rity  change 
of 4.2 seconds of arc.
The displays subtended a visual angle of 4° x 4° but were masked down to 
square apertures 3.7° x 3.7° in order to obscure the d istorted vertica l 
edges of the r igh t display which could have provided extraneous cues to 
depth. The space-average luminance of the displays was 11 cdm-2. Two 
switch keys were provided to record the responses.
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Procedure
The experiment was controlled on-line by the computer which also 
recorded the responses to the presence or absence of depth.
Each subject participated in a preliminary session to establish the 
approximate level or range fo r  the stereothreshold measurements. The 
experimenter decreased the d ispa rity  signal un ti l  the modulated surface 
in depth appeared as a f l a t  textured display. Subjects were required to 
state when they saw no depth in the display. This procedure was 
repeated but the d isparity  signal was introduced and increased un til 
subjects reported seeing depth again. This gave an approximate 
indication of the in i t ia l  s ta rting  values fo r the two staircases. The 
random-dot configuration of the display remained unchanged throughout 
the experiment,
A two interleaved random staircase procedure was used. The descending 
staircase began with a large d ispa rity  signal, the modulation in depth 
being easily recognisable. The ascending staircase began with no 
d ispa rity  signal or a small depth modulation. Considering one 
staircase, subjects on the f i r s t  t r i a l  reported that the display 
appeared modulated in depth. On the following t r i a l ,  the display was 
reduced in depth by the stated step size and th is  reduction continued 
fo r  each t r i a l  un t i l  subjects responded that no depth could be seen. On
the following t r i a l  the depth was increased by one step and i f  depth was
reported i t  was decreased on the following t r i a l .  These t r ia ls  
continued un t i l  an asymptotic level was achieved. The other staircase 
followed the same procedure but the starting value was well below 
stereothreshold and the d isparity  signal was progressively increased on 
the following t r ia ls .  The two staircases were randomly interleaved. .Two 
switch keys were provided, one was to be pressed to register that depth 
was present in the display and the other to indicate that no depth was 
seen.
A 0.5 second tone preceded each t r i a l  and the modulated display was 
presented fo r  one second. A f ive  second interval followed during which 
time the random-dot display had zero-disparity. Subjects were asked to
f ixa te  the central f ixa tion  dot throughout the experimental session.
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There were f ive  experimental runs, each run lasting approximately 5 
minutes and the average number of t r ia ls  was 30. The mean of the last 
10 reversals were calculated fo r each experimental run.
13.6. Results
Table 13.1 shows the mean stereothresholds fo r each subject over the 
f ive  sessions and standard deviations of the means over t r ia ls .  The 
mean stereothreshold is 25.6 seconds of arc. The column on the far 
r igh t of Table 13.1 shows the mean % interocular transfer ( ie . mean 
transfer expressed as a percentage of the mean monocular condition from 
experiment in chapter 12).
Table 13.1 The Mean Stereothresholds (seconds of arc) and Standard 
Deviations (SD) and the Mean Percentage (%) Interocular 
Transfer of the Spatial Frequency Sh ift
Stereo­
thresholds
+-1SD % interocular 
transfer
Subjects:
SM 28.4 3.57 73.7
DM 16.2 4.00 53.1
PR 39.6 2.77 74.2
PC 16.2 3.19 60.9
EM 33.2 11.39 68.5
EB 35.2 7.22 93.3
SW 19.6 2.75 73.3
SK 22.2 4.65 37.5
Mean 26.33
13.6.1. Stereothresholds and Mean % Transfer of the Spatial Frequency 
Shift
The mean percentage transfer is the mean of the two conditions of 
transfer expressed as a percentage of the mean magnitude of the spatial 
frequency s h i f t  in the two monocular viewing conditions. Fig 13.1 shows 
the stereothreshold scores plotted against the mean percentage 
transfer.
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Fig 13.1 Stereothresholds plotted against the Mean Percentage Transfer 
of the Spatial Frequency S h if t .
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The corre lation coe ff ic ien t of the two measures is r=0\62 which is high
but not s ta t is t ic a l ly  s ig n if ica n t.  The equation for the linear
regression line is Y = 38.85 + 1.07X. However, the trend shows that a 
high percentage of transferred a f te re ffe c t is associated with a high
stereothreshold, a result opposite to that expected from previous
findings.
13.6.2. Stereothreshold and Ocular Asymmetries
The ocular asymmetry measures fo r each subject are l is ted  below for the 
large d ispa rity  discrimination procedure described in chapter 9 and the 
interocular transfer measures reported in chapter 12.
Measures of Ocular Asymmetry:
1 .Large d ispa rity  2 . Interocular
Discrimination Transfer
Subjects: SM 0.30 +0.23
DM -0.14 +0.05
PR -0.08 -0.16
PC -0.41 -0.134
EM -0.37 -0.034
EB -0.09 -0.04
SW 0.30 +0.168 i
SK 0.41 +0.053
EC 0.18
There is no re lationship between the large d ispa rity  discrimination
measures of asymmetry and the stereothreshold levels, the correlation
coe ff ic ien t is r =-0.10 which is not s ig n if ican t. The correlation
coefic ient fo r the interocular transfer measures and the
stereothresholds is r = -0.32 which is also not s ig n if ica n t.
13.7. Discussion
A ll subjects had stereothresholds below one minute of arc, the mean
stereothreshold being 26" of arc. This figure corresponds favourably
with the s te reo -sens it iv ity  range of 20-30" of arc for modulated arrays 
in depth of 0.3 to 0.5 c/o reported by Rogers, Graham and Anstis (1980)
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and Schumer and Ganz (1979). Lower stereothresholds have been reported 
using other non-cyclopean techniques and procedures of measurement 
(Ogle, 1964).
However, despite s l ig h t ly  higher thresholds found with th is  procedure 
re la tive  to results reported using other procedures in the l i te ra tu re  i t  
would not be expected to affect the re la tive  ordering of subjects on 
th e ir  levels of stereo-acuity.
The results of th is  study f a i l  to support the hypothesis that high 
levels of transfer are related to low stereothresholds (Mitchell and 
Ware, 1974; M itche ll, Reardon and Muir, 1975; Mann, 1978). There was a 
non-significant relationship between the two and the trend is also 
opposite to that predicted from these studies. Subjects PR and EB have 
high levels of transfer, 74 and 93% respectively and have two of the 
highest stereothresholds re la tive  to other subjects. Subject SK, who 
was reported to have a level of transfer below that expected of normal 
binocular functioning subjects has a stereothreshold of 22.2 seconds of 
arc. M itchell-  et al (1975) reports that one subject with a mean 
interocular transfer of 70% has a stereothreshold of 12" of arc.
In th is study subjects were required to indicate i f  depth was present in 
the display which was presented fo r one second. The subjects task was 
not a true two a lternative forced-choice procedure. The responses may 
be contaminated by decision c r i te r ia  adopted by the subjects ie. some 
subjects may have responded that depth was not present even when the 
d isparity  level was high and above stereothreshold. Subject SW is well 
practiced in psychophysical procedures and shows a low stereothreshold 
as well as a high percentage transfer f igure. A true forced-choice 
procedure eg. a two-alternative interval forced-choice technique would
have overcome th is problem. With th is  procedure two t r ia ls  are
presented one after the other but only one shows the display modulated
in depth. The subjects task is to determine in which of the two 
intervals or t r ia ls  the display was modulated in depth. This procedure 
would be used in conjunction with the modified staircase technique 
sim ilar to that described by Taylor and Creelman (1967) called PEST. 
Therefore, given the procedure used here and the above crit ic ism s the 
relationship shown in Fig 13.1 should be interpreted with caution.
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I t  is interesting to examine the data fo r subjects with good
stereo-acuity reported in the Mitchell et al studies (1974, 1975). For
subjects with stereoacuities under 1.5° there is no specific  trend or 
s ign if ican t re lationship between stereothreshold levels and the amount 
of transfer of a visual a fte re ffec t.  The hypothesis in i ts  strong form 
(Mitchell and Ware, 1974) is not supported by th e ir  own results when
stereo-anomalous observers are taken out of the sample. Fig 13.2 shows
the transfer measures and the stereothreshold measures fo r  the group of 
subjects in the M itchell et al studies (1974, 1975) that had depth 
thresholds below 1.5°. Mean % transfer is not a good predictor of 
s te reo -sens it iv ity  in a group of binocularly normal subjects. However, 
the results do support the weak form of the hypothesis: transfer is a
crude measure of binocular in ^g r i ty  which may or may not be associated 
with good stereoscopic vision fo r  a group of subject with mixed levels 
of binocular function. Therefore, there is a qua lita t ive  association 
between transfer and levels of stereoacuity but quantita t ive ly  binocular 
normal subjects do not support the orig ina l hypothesis. The results 
reported here are not inconsistent with those reported in other studies 
using binocular normal subjects. The hypothesis that transfer of visual 
a fte re ffec ts  and stereopsis are mediated by the same binocular channels 
is under question and w i l l  be discussed in the following chapter.
From the results reported in th is  thesis, there is no relationship 
between the degree of ocular asymmetry and the level of stereoacuity. 
This is not surprising given the proposed involvement of eye movement 
factors as a basis to the ocular asymmetry results . Neither is 
performance at threshold predictive of performance at suprathreshold. 
Stereoacuities bore no re la tion  to the stereopsis latencies for depth 
discriminations with small d ispa r ity  displays.
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Fig 13.2 Stereothresholds Plotted Against the Mean Percentage Transfer 
of the T i l t  and Motion A fte re ffects  from the M itchell and Ware 
(1974) and M itche ll,  Reardon and Muir (1975) Studies 
Respectively.
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13.8. Summary o f Chapter 13
Stereothresholds were measured using random-dot displays sinusoidally 
modulated in depth. The overall mean stereothreshold was 26.3" of arc 
which compared favourably with other reports using sim ilar displays.
Subjects' stereothresholds f e l l  w ith in the range 16.2 to 39.6" of arc. 
However, there was no re la tion  between these measures and the amount of 
transfer of the spatial frequency s h i f t .  The trend of the two measures 
was opposite to that which was expected, in th is  study high transfer 
levels were generally associated with re la t iv e ly  poor stereoacuity. 
Response bias may have been operating to influence stereothreshold 
settings as the procedure was not a true forced-choice procedure. Some 
subjects may have been cautious in th e ir  settings and not responding to 
the information available. Therefore, the association between the two 
measures should be interpreted with caution.
However, previous studies that reported s ign if ican t correlations between 
the two measures included stereo-anomalous observers and when excluded 
from the sample, the b inocularly normal subjects showed no such 
s ign if ican t correlation (Mitchell et a l,  1974, 1975). I t  was concluded 
that the results reported in th is  study and those of M itchell et al 
(1974, 1975) support only a weak form of the hypothesis (Movshon et a l,
1972; M itchell and Ware, 1974). The percentage interocular transfer can 
be used as an index to the.level of binocular processing of the visual 
cortex which may also be associated with stereoscopic a b i l i t y  . ie . there 
is a qua lita t ive  re lationship but not quantitative re lationship between 
the levels o f  stereoacuity shown in b inocularly normal subjects and the 
amount of transfer of a visual a fte re f fe c t ,  
s ian if ican tThere was no re lationship between stereothresholds and the measures of 
ocular asymmetry.
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CHAPTER 14
Models of Interocular Transfer of 
Visual A fte re ffects
14.1. In troduction
The interocular transfer paradigm reported in chapter 12 involved 
adaptation and testing under d if fe re n t viewing conditions resulting in 
d i f fe re n t ia l  levels of the spatial frequency s h i f t .  The assumptions 
behind selective adaptation is that the a c t iv i ty  of certain hypothesised 
populations of neurones are changed. This is the assumption underlying 
the channel model (Blakemore and Campbell, 1969). The outcome of th is  
changed level of a c t iv i ty  is that subsequently viewed stimuli are 
changed in appearance i f  they stimulate the same subset of neurones. 
Thus the results of selective adaptation are interpreted in re la tion to 
neurophysiological findings derived from electrophysiological recordings 
in animals. Interocular transfer techniques may be considered a 
psychophysical tool for investigating possible co rtica l substrates 
hypothesised to mediate certain visual phenomena.
Several models of interocular transfer have been proposed p a r t ia l ly  
based on the lim ited knowledge of electrode recordings in animals. Both 
models to be discussed are p a r t ia l ly  based on hypothesised monocular and 
binocular units which are d i f fe re n t ia l ly  adapted under d if fe ren t viewing 
conditions. The use of models can aid the understanding^perceptual 
phenomena and with th is  type of model can be used to in fe r the cortica l 
structure underlying perceptual e ffects.
The spatial frequency s h i f t  was measured under f ive  d if fe re n t viewing 
conditions. The asymmetry in transfer was related to the degree and 
direction of the ocular asymmetry measures derived from the large 
d ispa rity  discrimination experiment. Measures of ocular asymmetry based 
on the depth discrimination procedures and the binocular r iv a lry  
procedure involve binocular stimulation. Therefore, an investigation of 
the models of interocular transfer in re lation to the results in 
chapters 12 and 13 may fu rthe r the understanding of the nature of ocular 
asymmetries reported in th is  study. Two models are discussed and
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reviewed to see i f  they can accommodate the reported spatial frequency 
s h i f t  results . The implications of the models fo r the binocular 
asymmetry measures reported in the previous chapters are discussed in 
terms of the hypothesised co rt ica l processes ie. the binocular and 
monocular units. I f  the models cannot accommodate the results possible 
reformulations or fu rthe r assumptions may have to be considered.
14.2. Lehmkuhle and Fox's (1975b) model ; A simple 1 inear model
A model of interocular transfer was proposed by Lehmkuhle and Fox 
(1975b) to explain the magnitudes of the motion a fte re ffec t under
various viewing conditions. The assumptions of the model are outlined 
below:
i )  There are three independent classes of ce lls  or un its ; monocular 
le f t  (ML) driven by the le f t  eye, monocular r ig h t (MR) driven by 
the r igh t eye and binocular (B) driven equally by e ither eye.
These units are independent but converge at a summatory stage 
( l in e a r ly )  as shown in Fig 14.1.
i i )  The magnitude of an a fte re ffe c t is dependent on the number of ce lls  
adapted. I f  more ce lls  are adapted the a fte re ffe c t is larger. 
Binocular viewing stimulates a l l  three sets of units whereas 
monocular viewing stimulates the binocular set and one monocular 
set ( ie . ML + B or MR + B).
i i i )  Interocular transfer of an a fte re ffe c t is dependent on the 
binocular units only, the strength or magnitude of the a fte re ffec t 
is dependent on the number of ce lls  or units adapted and tested. 
Im p l ic i t  in the model is the assumption that unadapted monocular 
units contribute in the test phase of the a fte re ffec t by weakening 
i t  (see Blake, Overton and Lema-Stern, 1981). Therefore, in the 
transfer condition the a fte re ffe c t is less than the monocular or 
binocular a fte re ffec t magnitudes.
iv )  Individuals who fa i l  to show transfer of visual a fte re ffec ts  are 
assumed not to possess binocular ce lls  and are un like ly  to possess 
stereopsis.
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Fig 14.1 The In te ro cu la r Model o f Lehmkuhle and Fox (.1975).
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The D ifferent Units Involved in the Four Viewing Conditions.
Viewing Conditions Units Adapted and Tested
1. BINOCULAR AFTEREFFECT = MR + B + ML
2. MONOCULAR AFTEREFFECT = MR + B or ML + B
3. INTEROCULAR TRANSFER = B
4. RIVALROUS AFTEREFFECT = MR or ML (both eyes are adapted to movement
in opposite directions and testing one eye engages the monocular set
only as the complementary motion in the two eyes does not d i f fe re n t ia l ly  
adapt the binocular set).
(taken from Lehmkuhle and Fox, 1975).
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Results of the motion a fte re ffec t (Lehmkuhle and Fox; 1975b) and the 
t i l t  a fte re ffec t (Lehmkuhle and Fox, 1976b) measured under the d if fe ren t 
viewing conditions were in agreement with the predictions of the model. 
The authors also state that the model provides a rationale fo r the 
superiority  of binocular performance over monocular performance in 
binocular summation studies. The model predicts that the magnitude of 
the a fte re ffec t in the binocular viewing condition w i l l  be greater than 
that generated in the monocular condition. The predictions are derived 
from the fo llowing:
Binocular A fte re ffec t = B + ML + MR (Adapted and tested) (a) ■
Monocular A fte re ffec t = 8 + ML or B + MR (Adapted and tested)
Therefore, given the assumption!i) above the binocular a fte re ffec t is 
greater than the monocular a fte re ffec t.
Several of the model assumptions have been tested in a recent study
reported by Blake, Overton and Lema-Stern (1981) using the threshold 
elevation of contrast. The authors, in an attempt to explain incomplete
transfer, confirmed the above findings and also reported that i )  the
binocular ce lls  are responsive to e ither eye but not to simultaneous 
stimulation to both eyes, i i )  monocular units do contribute to the 
a fte re ffec t in the monocular viewing condition, i i i )  monocular and 
binocular units are equally responsive and iv ) . incomplete transfer is 
due to the involvement of unadapted monocular units stimulated in the 
test phase which weakens the a fte re ffec t.  They claimed that ocular
dominance, as realised by asymmetrical transfer of a visual a fte re ffe c t,  
could be incorporated into the model by positing a d i f fe re n t ia l  in 
responsiveness of the binocular ce lls  to each eye. However, the authors 
fa iled  to find evidence of large asymmetries of interocular transfer in 
the ir  subjects and did not accommodate th is  feature into the model. All 
binocular ce lls  were therefore treated as a uniform set.
14.3. Moulden * s Model : A three cl ass model (1974, 1980) and _a f ive  class
model (1980)
This model attempts to explain the mechanisms underlying transfer and 
the pa rt ia l transfer of visual a fte re ffec ts  re la tive  to the a fte re ffec t 
magnitude generated with monocular viewing. The three class model
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(Moulden, 1974, 1980) can predict the magnitude of an a fte re ffec t under 
f ive  conditions of viewing. The assumptions of the model are as 
follows :
i )  There are three classes of neurones or units as above, monocular 
le f t ,  monocular r igh t and binocular. Binocular units are stimulated 
by e ither eye or both eyes. A ll classes are independent and are 
. l ine a r ly  added to produce an a fte re ffec t under a certain viewing 
condition.
i i )  The magnitude of an a fte re ffec t is dependent on the ra tio  of the 
proportion of units both adapted and tested to the proportion of 
units tested. This d if fe rs  from the above model that states the 
a fte re ffec t is dependent on the number of adapted and tested units 
only.
i i i )  Interocular transfer involves only binocular neurones but unadapted 
monocular neurones during testing do contribute to the a fte re ffec t 
by weakening i t .
Moulden measured two a fte re ffec ts , the motion a fte re ffec t and t i l t  
a fte re ffec t under f ive  viewing conditions. The obtained results 
supported the model's predictions. The binocular and monocular 
a fte re ffec t magnitudes are predicted to be equivalent, as follows:
B + ML + MR (adapted and tested) (b)
Binocular A fte re ffec t = ----------------
B + ML + MR (tested)
=  1
B + ML or B + MR
Monocular A fte re ffec t = -------- ------- -
B + ML 8 + MR
= 1
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Eye dominance could be incorporated into the model by using a weighting 
function of the binocular neurones towards one eye (Moulden, 1980, p 
46).
The model was extended into a f ive  class model (Moulden, 1980) to 
accommodate the d if fe ren t levels of response of binocular neurones to 
each eye or to both eyes that had been a rb i t r a r i ly  designated in the
electrophysiological l i te ra tu re  into dominance classes (Hubei and
Wiesel, 1968). The classes are as follows: class 1 and 5 are driven by 
one eye only, ie. they are monocular; class 3 are driven by both eyes or 
either eye; classes 2 and 4 are driven as fo r class 3 but more strongly 
by one eye. Three levels of response vigour were incorporated. In the
model, the magnitude of the a fte re ffec t is dependent on the vigour of
the f i r in g  or response rate of that class of units. D iffering
proportions of units in each class are also incorporated into the model. 
The reported magnitudes of the a fte re ffects  (motion and t i l t )  fo r the 
transfer and monocular viewing conditions were used to predict the
proportion of units in the other dominance classes. The d is tr ibu t ion  of 
units in the classes were sim ilar to the observed d is tr ibu tion  of 
c lass if ied  ce lls  recorded in the monkey visual cortex (Hubei and Wiesel, 
1968).
However, the predictions of a fte re ffec t magnitude under the d iffe ren t 
viewing conditions from the f ive  class model were the same as those 
predicted by the three class model. I t  was also assumed that the
binocular units f i r e  as strongly to one eye as to both eyes.
Both models assume some level of neural pooling. The size of the 
a fte re ffec t is the product of the weighted average of the a c t iv i ty  of
the group of units that are stimulated. The overall level of a c t iv i ty
is not dependent on the most sensitive neurone but on the pooled
a c t iv i ty  of the d if fe ren t neurones (Blake, Overton and Lema-Stern, 
1981).
I t  can be seen that the interocular transfer paradigm is a useful tool 
fo r understanding the visual system as i t  provides the p o s s ib i l i ty  of 
investigating the d if fe ren t neural channels hypothesised , to be 
responsible for the generation or processing of particu lar visual 
s t im u li.  I t  provides some understanding of how the hypothesised
binocular and monocular channels may mediate visual phenomena. In th is
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not accommodate binocular neurones that are d i f fe re n t ia l ly  sensitive 
to each eye. The model cannot explain the results reported in th is 
study.
i i )  Moulden*s model: Eye dominance is expressed as a simple weighting
function of the binocular or monocular class of units towards one 
eye. Levelt (1965) proposed a model of binocular summation that 
incorporated weighting functions to explain the eye dominance 
effects in the equi-brightness curves. The weighting function may 
take the form of an increase in the f i r in g  rate fo r the class of 
units driven by one eye re la tive  to the other or a greater 
proportion of units responsive to one eye re la tive  to the other. 
However, the magnitude of an a fte re ffec t is dependent on the ra tio  
of the adapted and tested class of units to the proportion of tested 
units, ie . ,
B
Transfer from r ig h t to le f t  = ---------
B + ML
Transfer from le f t  to r ig h t  = ——
B + MR
A difference in the magnitudes of these a ftere ffects  can occur only i f  
the proportion of monocular units d i f fe r .  The pooling of the a c t iv i ty  
of the unadapted monocular units weaken the transferred a fte re ffec t.  To 
explain the difference in the two transfer magnitudes and the monocular 
neurones or units carried the weighting function, i t  would therefore be 
expected that the magnitude of the a ftere ffects  in the two monocular 
conditions would d i f fe r .  Greater monocular a fte re ffec ts  would be 
recorded for the eye that was adapted in the transfer condition i f  th is  
was maximal fo r th is  d irection of adapt and test. Only three subjects 
SM, DM and ID show th is  pattern of results.
The direction of maximum transfer was also related to the binocular 
measures of ocular asymmetry using the large d isparity  depth 
discrimination procedure. The asymmetry therefore is related to 
binocular processes and not the monocular channels. Assuming that 
binocular units are d i f fe re n t ia l ly  sensitive to each eye, i t  would also
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study such an approach may fu rther the undertanding of the ocular 
asymmetry factors and the integration of the signals from the two eyes 
fo r  the binocular percept.
14.4. The Spatial Frequency Sh if t  Results and Model Predictions
Both Moulden (1980) and Lehmkuhle and Fox (1975b) present data that is 
confirmatory of th e ir  respective models. The models are also assumed to 
be applicable to other visual a fte re ffec ts  that also show incomplete 
transfer. The results from chapters 12 and 13 for the spatial frequency 
s h i f t  w i l l  be discussed with reference to these models.
The magnitude of the spatial frequency s h i f t  reported in chapter 12 fo rnotthe monocular viewing conditions was reported to be^s ign if icantly
d if fe re n t from the spatial frequency s h i f t  generated in the binocular
viewing condition. The two models predict d if fe re n t results , comparei s • wi thformulae a) and b). The above result^^consi stent ^Moulden's model, that 
uses the ra t io  postulate. The results show that binocular and monocular 
spatial frequency s h i f t  magnitudes are equalt
The spatial frequency s h i f t  magnitude on the dominant eye fo r  the large 
d ispa rity  measure was no d if fe re n t from the magnitude measured on the 
non-dominant eye. This was also mirrored fo r the dominant eye derived 
from the r iv a l ry  procedure.
Transfer of the Spatial Frequency S h if t
Asymmetrical transfer of the spatial frequency s h i f t  was reported to be 
s ig n if ic a n t ly  related to the large d isparity  depth discrimination 
measures of ocular asymmetry (and the r iv a lry  measures for 6/8 
subjects).
i )  Lehmkuhle and Fox's model: This model postulates that the magnitude
of an a fte re ffec t is increased i f  more ce lls are adapted and 
tested. Greater transfer in one d irection would suggest a greater 
proportion of ce lls  or units adapted and tested fo r adaptation of 
one eye re la tive  to the other. Transfer is dependent on binocular 
neurones. An increase in the ir  number to account fo r greater 
transfer in one direction would also resu lt in an increase in the 
magnitude of the a fte re ffe c t in the other d irection because of the 
assumed homogeneous level of response to each eye. The model does
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be expected that the magnitude of the a fte re ffec t in the two monocular 
conditions would have equivalent differences to the two transfer 
conditions because adapting and testing the same eye is assumed to 
stimulate the binocular un its . Given that dominance here is defined by 
the large d isparity  depth procedures, there was no s ign if ican t 
difference in the a fte re ffec ts  fo r the monocular dominant eye adapt/test 
condition and the monocular non-dominant eye adapt/test conditions.
This model is not able to accommodate or explain these findings unless 
fu rther asSmptions are made. I t  is possible that the monocular and 
binocular channels have d if fe ren t re la tive  s e n s it iv i t ie s .  Assuminq
that binocular units are less sensitive than monocular units when
stimulated by one eye; the a fte re ffec t generated in the monocular
viewing conditions w i l l  depend on the proportion or f i r in g  rates of 
monocular units and any binocular asymmetries ( ie .  related to the other 
ocular asymmetry measures) would be masked. Therefore, a fte re ffec t 
magnitude in the two monocular conditions would be equal. However, in 
the transfer condition which is dependent on the binocular units, th is  
asymmetry in response level would be realised in d if fe re n t ia l  transfer 
levels fo r the two directions. This would assume that the monocular 
units would contribute less to the pooled a c t iv i ty  of units stimulated 
in the test phase. Therefore, monocular viewing and transfer conditions 
would not be expected to show equivalent asymmetries that would be 
related to other ocular asymmetry measures. There is some evidence to 
support the above hypothesis. BjorkTund and Magnussen (1981) reported 
that an increase in the adaptation period increased the magnitude of the 
a fte re ffec t in the transfer condition only. The authors suggested that 
the monocular channels saturated at a faster rate than the binocular 
Channels and during monocular viewing the binocular channels are less 
than optimally excited. The binocular channels are believed to become 
increasingly active with the increase in the adaptation time.
Also i t  is not known what factors influence the adaptation rates and the 
levels of adaptation. Spatial a fte re ffec ts  can be generated to the ir  
maximum extent with very b r ie f  exposure to the adapting stimulus 
(Sekuler and L it t le jo h n , 1974). Given the periods of adaptation used in 
th is  study, i t  would be expected that the channels would be optimally 
saturated.
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However, there is some d if fe re n t evidence to suggest that binocular 
units may be more sensitive than monocular units. Julesz and Oswald 
(1978) reported that an increase in dot density of a target that was not 
discriminable monocularly could be used to fa c i l i t a te  tracking of the 
target in dynamic random-dot displays when stimulation was binocular. 
This suggests some binocular units may be more sensitive than monocular 
units. At low contrasts, testing fo r  example the r ig h t  eye 'adaptation 
(monocular condition) and the r ig h t  eye a fte r  no adaptation would 
(transferf^tapning the binocular units only and the magnitudes of the 
a ftere ffects  in these two viewing conditions would be equivalent. As 
contrast increased, the monocular units would become more active and the 
magnitudes of the transferred e ffec t would decrease as the unadapted 
monocular units would progressively weaken the binocular a fte re ffec ts .
A difference in the proportion or response rate between the two classes 
of monocular units would explain the d if fe re n t transfer magnitudes. The 
results from the Blake, Overton and Lema-Stern (1981) study fa iled  to 
support th is  prediction. However, a difference in contrast s e n s it iv i ty  
would not be able to explain the results in th is  chapter (chapter 12) 
because suprathreshold stimulation was used in the viewing conditions.
The re la tion between the interocular transfer measures and 
1arge-disparity measures are discussed below.
14.4.2. Appraisal of the Assumptions of. the Interocular Transfer Models 
in the Light of Recent Psychophysical and Neurophysiological 
Findings
Moulden's model predicts that adapting one eye and testing on both eyes 
results in a greater a fte re ffec t than the transferred a f te re f fe c t i  He 
presented evidence to support th is .  However, Wolfe and Held (1981) 
reported the opposite find ing. These authors suggested that 
methodological differences may have contributed to th is  discrepancy. 
Moulden's results were claimed to be confounded with the normalization 
process of perceived v e r t ic a l .  Wolfe and Held (1981) interpreted th e ir  
own data as evidence fo r a binocular process that is activated by 
binocular stimulation only ( ie .  the r igh t and le f t  eye simultaneously). 
Given the condition of adapt one eye and test both eyes th is  process 
would not have been adapted but would be stimulated during the test 
phase. These unadapted binocular units would reduce the a fte re ffec t in
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th is  condition to a greater extent than the unadapted monocular units in 
the test phase of the transfer condition. This suggests that binocular 
units responsive only to both eyes may have to be added to the model. 
Blake, Overton and Lema-Stern (1981) fa iled  to find evidence of a purely 
binocular process using the contrast threshold elevation procedure. I t  
is possible that the binocular channel is less sensitive than the other 
channels and is activated only with suprathreshold stimulation as used 
in the Wolfe and Held (1981) study.
Wade and Wenderoth (1978) fa iled  to find support for e ither model using 
the t i l t  a fte re ffec t under four viewing conditions. Both models were 
c r i t ic is e d  as being over s im p lis t ic  although they only used the three 
class model of Moulden's (1974, 1980).
Moulden (1980) himself states that the model is unable to account fo r 
several findings eg. Noda, Creutzfeldt and Freeman (1971) found 
binocular neurones excited by stimulation to one eye but inhibited when 
stimulated by the other.
Both models assume transfer is dependent on binocular channels and that 
stereoblind individuals lack the normal complement of binocular 
neurones. Therefore, these individuals would be expected to show no 
transfer of visual a fte re ffec ts . This is discussed below.
14.4.3. Stereoscopic Vision and Evidence of Transfer
Percentage interocular transfer of visual a ftereffects has been used as 
an index of the binocular in te g r i ty  and function of visual cortica l 
neurones (Hohmann and Creutzfeldt, 1975). Further support has been 
gained from the close association between stereoacuity and percentage 
transfer of t i l t  and adaptation a ftereffects (Movshon et a l , 1972; 
Mitchell and Ware, 1974).
Both models, the Lehmkuhle et al (1975b) and Moulden (1974, 1980)
models, assume that individuals who are stereoblind possibly lack 
binocular neurones and therefore w i l l  show no transfer. However, the 
re lationship between stereopsis and percentage interocular transfer has 
been established with only a few individuals (Hess, 1978) and this view 
would also suggest that transfer and stereopsis are mediated by the same 
neural substrate.
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Hess (1978) reported that one stereoblind subject had normal levels of 
transfer of contrast threshold elevation although another fa iled  to show 
any transfer but had a stereoacuity of 100" of arc. Wade (1976) 
reported that 11 subjects with a h is tory of childhood strabismus but 
with both eyes binocularly aligned did show transfer of the movement 
a fte re ffe c t.  Also, Anderson et al (1980) reported that six stereoblind 
subjects showed transfer of the threshold elevation of contrast (a 
result also reported by Lema and Blake, 1977). Transfer of visual 
a fte re ffec ts  in stereoblind subjects have been reported in several 
studies; using the movement a fte re ffec t (Mann, 1978) and t i l t
a fte re ffec t (Movshon et a l,  1972; Hohmann and Creutzfeldt, 1975; Maraini 
and Porta, 1978). Thus, transfer is reported for some stereoblind 
subjects suggesting some level of binocular interaction is retained, 
although the transfer is sometimes reduced re la tive  to normal subject 
levels. Anderson et al (1980) reported that fo r stereoblind subjects
who do not possess strabismus, the transfer is the same as that reported 
fo r normals.
Further, stereoblind subjects have shown other types of binocular
in teraction. Stereoblind subjects showed no evidence of binocular
summation but did show in h ib ito ry  binocular interactions in a 
psychophysical study carried out by Levi, Harwerth and Smith (1979). 
Wolfe and Held (1979) reported near normal cyclotorsional responses to 
ro ta ting patterns by stereoblind subjects which are dependent on
binocular processes. I t  is possible that abnormal visual input 
se lective ly  disrupts some binocular interactions leaving others in tact 
making binocular oculomotor responses as above possible. Further 
support fo r th is  view comes from a recent study by Wolfe, Held and Bauer 
(1981) who reported normal OKN (optokinetic nystagmus) for stereoblind 
subjects in response to dynamic cyclopean stimulation. I t  would be of 
in terest to measure interocular transfer levels in these subjects.
Evidence for selective disruption of binocular connections has been
found in the neurophysiological l i te ra tu re .  Abnormal visual input, ie. 
a lternating monocular occlusion in the cat resulted in reduced 
proportions of binocular neurones in the cortex but not in the superior 
co ll icu lu s . These animals lacked stereoscopic vision (Gordon and 
Presson, 1977).
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The fa i lu re  to show transfer of an a fte re ffec t cannot be assumed to 
re f le c t  a lack of the normal complement of binocular neurones. Also, 
fa i lu re  to show stereoscopic vision cannot be inferred to result from a 
lack of binocular connections. The very presence of suppression (Keck 
and Price, 1982) and fusion (Richards, 1970) in some stereoblind 
individuals indicates some form of binocular in teraction is present. 
The transfer paradigm is perhaps not a good index of binocular function 
as these models and other authors have suggested.
Selby and Woodhouse (1981) suggested that the ra t io  of the contrast 
se n s it iv i t ie s  of the two eyes may be a better indicator of binocular 
function than the presence or absence of interocular transfer. In a 
group of amblyopic subjects, at low spatial frequencies when the ra tio  
was equal or low, transfer of threshold elevation of contrast occurred, 
when the contrast s e n s it iv i ty  ra t io  was high, transfer was reduced or 
absent.
The above studies suggest that stereopsis and transfer of visual 
a fte re ffec ts  are not mediated by the same binocular channels. However, 
i f  an individual does possess some stereoscopic a b i l i t y  i t  is probable 
that there w i l l  be some interocular transfer of a visual a fte re ffec t 
but, possession of transfer alone is not necessarily evidence that the 
individual w i l l  possess stereoscopic vis ion. Failure to find a good 
corre lation between stereoacuity and percentage interocular transfer 
reported in chapter 13 fo r a group of b inocularly normal subjects 
supports th is  conclusion.
14.4.4. Interocular Transfer Measures and Depth Discrimination Measures 
of Ocular Asymmetry
Greater transfer in one direction from the dominant to the non-dominant 
eye re la tive  to the opposite d irection may re f lec t a greater proportion 
of binocular neurones responsive to that eye or an increase in a c t iv i ty  
of the binocular neurones stimulated by that eye. The mechanism 
responsible fo r the increased magnitude of the a fte re ffec t may also be 
responsible for the large d ispa rity  depth discrimination measures. 
Attenuation of the dominant eye by 1 log unit increased stereoscopic 
latencies for depth discriminations fo r large disparate displays above 
the non or both attenuated display conditions. This increase in latency
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was greater when the non-dominant eye was attenuated. I f  the proportion 
of binocular neurones sensitive to the dominant eye is greater than the 
proportion of neurones sensitive to the non-dominant eye and attenuated 
by 1 log un it, then the overall level of a c t iv i ty  in these units may be 
reduced. However, the pooled a c t iv i ty  of these units (dominant eye 
adapt and test) would s t i l l  be greater than that for the binocular units 
responsive to the non-dominant eye and therefore, may account for the 
shorter reaction times re la tive  to those fo r the attenuated condition of 
the non-dominant eye. D if fe ren tia l a c t iv i ty  levels fo r the binocular 
units responsive to the two eyes may also explain the transfer results: 
greater transfer in one direction may re f le c t  in terms of the transfer 
models e ither i )  a greater proportion of binocular units responsive to 
that eye or i i )  an increase in f i r in g  rate for these units.
However, the re la tion between the depth discrimination measures and the 
transfer measures was found fo r the large disparate displays only. 
Therefore, the binocular units involved must be responsive to large 
d ispa ri t ies . I t  was suggested that the large d ispa rity  depth 
discrimination measures of ocular asymmetry were related to the 
binocular centre that subserves fusional vergence movements or to the 
muscle outputs themselves that control vergence. I t  is possible that 
transfer is mediated by the same binocular units or substrate which 
re f lec t the same degree of asymmetry. I f  th is  is the case interocular 
transfer would not necessarily be indicative of the level of 
stereoscopic acuity. Wade reported (1976a) that 11 stereoblind subjects 
showed transfer of the movement a fte re ffec t and these subjects also had 
binocularly aligned eyes. Binocular alignment may re f lec t an in tact 
binocular system subserving vergence via which transfer is mediated.
Summary of Chapter 14 and Conclusions of Part IV.
In chapter 12 the spatial frequency s h if t  was measured under f ive  
viewing conditions and a measure of ocular asymmetry was derived from 
the two transfer conditions. This measure pos it ive ly  correlated with 
the depth discrimination measures of ocular asymmetry. In chapter, 13 
stereothresholds were measured fo r  the same group of subjects as in the 
above experiment although high levels of. transfer were not s ig n if ica n t ly  
related to good stereo-acuity. However, the results confirmed reports 
from other studies fo r binocular normal subjects (Mitchell et a l, 1974,
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1975). In chapter 14, these results  were discussed in re la tion  to two 
models of interocular transfer; the Lehmkuhle and Fox model (1975b) and 
the Moulden (1974, 1980) model. The predictions of the models fo r the 
a fte re ffec t magnitudes under the d if fe re n t viewing conditions were 
outlined. One model (Lehmkuhle and Fox, 1975b) was unable to 
accommodate the asymmetries in transfer reported in chapter 12 fo r the 
spatial frequency s h i f t .  Results from two viewing conditions, monocular 
and binocular also fa iled  to support th is  model.
Moulden*s (1980) three and f ive  class models could accommodate the 
results of transfer of the spatial frequency s h i f t  and the re la tion 
between the measures of ocular asymmetry derived from these results and 
the large d isparity  depth discrimination measures of ocular asymmetry i f  
i t  is assumed that the binocular and monocular units have d if fe re n t 
levels of response or rates of saturation. However, i t  is not known 
what affects d if fe re n t rates of adaptation or the factors responsible 
fo r the d if fe re n t magnitudes of the a fte re ffects  generated under the 
d if fe re n t viewing conditions other than the hypothesised differences in 
the proportions of the neuronal populations or differences in f i r in g  
rates between them postulated in the models.
Several recent psychophysical and neurShysiological findings cannot be 
accounted fo r  in the models. I t  was concluded that the transfer 
paradigm is not a good index of binocular function and in te g r i ty  of the 
visual system as has been assumed, and recent studies on interocular 
transfer of visual a fte re ffec ts  with stereoblind subjects are reviewed 
in support of th is  conclusion.
The close agreement of the transfer measures of ocular asymmetry and the 
large d ispa rity  depth discrimination measures indicate that both may 
share a common binocular process which is influenced by attenuation of 1 
log unit and by adaptation to a patterned stimulus to resu lt in 
equivalent asymmetry measures in two d if fe ren t procedures. I t  was 
suggested that the common binocular process is related to binocular 
vergence contro l.
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PART V
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
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Chapter 15
Conclusions and Discussion
15.1. Techniques of Studying Ocular Asymmetries
The aim of the study was to investigate ocular dominance or ocular
asymmetries using d if fe ren t binocular viewing situations. A review of
the eye dominance l i te ra tu re  revealed only a few studies that had used a
binocular viewing approach to the study of ocular dominance. The
majority of the eye dominance test were concerned with a comparison of 
the performance of one eye with the other. Eye dominance was considered 
to re f lec t a contest between the eyes and the nature of the tests and 
the dichotomous c lass if ica tion  of the results supported th is  view. 
There were no reports of a systematic investigation of ocular dominance 
using binocular viewing situations, nor a measure that gave the degree 
of ocular dominance or asymmetry as well as the d irection.
Binocular viewing was considered in th is  thesis to be an important 
approach to the study of ocular dominance or asymmetries in binocular
vision. The experience of one visual world is achieved and maintained
by the coordination of the two eyes. Ocular dominance cannot be 
considered independent of th is  in teraction. The use of the term eye 
dominance suggests a contest between the images of the two eyes. The
term ocular asymmetries has been adopted in th is  thesis to describe the
asymmetries in binocular performance reported under the d iffe ren t 
viewing paradigms.
Ocular asymmetries have been reported in other studies that have used 
binocular Viewing paradigms. However, the ocular asymmetry measures 
were an ind irect observation of the main theme of investigation in these 
studies. Levelt (1965) and Legge and Rubin (1965) studied binocular 
luminance and binocular contrast matching respectively. Binocular 
matching in both studies did not obey the simple averaging rule and the 
binocular percept was influenced more by one eye than the other. Ono et 
al (1977) and Sheedy and Fry (1979) studied the visual directions of 
disparate images and reported that the direction of the binocular
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percept was not the s t r i c t  average of.the two directions specified by 
each eye's image. There was a s l ig h t s h i f t  of the "fused" image towards 
one eye which varied in degree between subjects. However, there was no 
systematic or detailed study of the above ocular asymmetry reports.
In th is thesis, three d if fe ren t viewing paradigms have been used and one 
of these has not been adopted as a measure of ocular dominance or 
asymmetry before. F irs t ,  a binocular r iv a lry  procedure was used which
can be considered to be one of the conventional tests of eye dominance. 
Second, a stereoscopic viewing procedure was adopted involving a depth 
discrimination task with selective attenuation of the displays to the 
two eyes. Third, interocular transfer of a visual a fte re ffec t was 
studied. Measures of ocular asymmetry were derived from a ll three 
procedures. The main conclusions from the binocular visual approach to 
the study of ocular asymmetries are as follows:
1. Ocular asymmetries were reported with binocular viewing that
re f lec t an asymmetry in performance towards one eye. In no 
situation was the binocular percept or was performance to ta l ly  
dependent upon one eye. An ocular asymmetry measure was derived 
from a l l  three experimental procedures. This measure gave both 
the d irection and the degree of asymmetry which varied 
continuously along a fixed interval scale.
2. In a l l  three experimental paradigms viewing was dichoptic or 
binocular and the ocular asymmetry measures from the three 
procedures were pos it ive ly  related. The three viewing situations 
may be considered to involve d if fe ren t binocular interactions. 
Binocular r iv a l r y  is dependent on a competitive interaction
between the images to the two eyes. Stereoscopic stimulation is 
dependent on the cooperative interaction or combination of the *
images to the two eyes and interocular transfer is considered to 
be mediated by hypothetical binocular units or neurones in the 
visual context.
3. The development of a quantitative measure of ocular asymmetry from 
binocular viewing paradigms mediated by d if fe ren t binocular
interactions indicates that ocular asymmetries are a valid feature 
of binocular vision. Eye dominance as reported in the l i te ra tu re  
is pa rt ly  a result of the nature of the tests used to measure i t .
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The sighting dominance measure reported in th is  thesis did not 
consistently re late to any of the ocular asymmetry measures.
4. Ocular asymmetry measures were derived from a conventional test of 
eye dominance, binocular r iv a lry .  However, the range of the 
asymmetry measures was small and composites or combinations of the 
images to the two eyes composed a high percentage of the viewing
time. These results fu rther support the view that binocular
vision is an interaction and integration of the eye's images and 
in some individuals the percept is influenced more by one eye than 
by the other.
5. A new approach and a new measure of ocular asymmetry has been 
developed using a stereoscopic viewing situation with selective 
attenuation of the displays. This was found to be a re lia b le  and 
consistent measure of asymmetry.
6. This study has demonstrated that motor and sensory aspects to 
ocular dominance or asymmetries cannot be considered independent. 
Eye movements were implicated in a l l  three measures of ocular 
asymmetry. In the binocular r iv a l r y  procedure i t  is possible that 
small eye movements may be responsible fo r  the asymmetries in the 
durations each image was reported to be v is ib le  although i t  is not 
certain what influence such movements have on r iv a lry  between 
afterimages. However, eye movements were not recorded in th is  
study. I t  was hypothesised that the asymmetry may reside in the 
binocular centre or hypothesised binocular neurones that subserve 
vergence eye movements and/or the oculomotor system and not
necessarily be in the motor system i t s e l f .  The re lationship
between the ocular asymmetry scores from the r iv a l ry  and 
stereoscopic viewing procedures with the interocular transfer 
measures of ocular asymmetry support th is  view,
7. The work reported in th is  thesis suggests that ocular asymmetries 
can be considered as a variable in other studies on binocular 
vision or binocular in teractions, for example in binocular 
summation or masking studies.
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15.2. Relationship to other Dominance Studies
Several recent studies have reported that the sighting eye is related to 
the position of the egocentre (Barbeito, 1981; Ono and Barbeito, 1982) 
and the eye nearest the egocentre becomes the sighting eye. The 
position of the egocentre away from the midpoint between the two eyes 
was found to vary between indiv iduals. The egocentre was not measured 
in th is  thesis and cannot be compared to the ocular asymmetry measures 
reported in th is  thesis. The sighting dominance results were mixed and 
not consistent over t r ia ls  of the same test or between tests. The 
sighting results cannot be taken to indicate the direction of the 
egocentre from the midpoint.
Several studies have reported asymmetries in binocular vision where eye 
movements have been excluded (Ono et a l, 1977; Sheedy and Fry, 1979; 
Legge and Rubin, 1981). The work reported in th is  thesis indicates that 
eye movements may be considered in the asymmetry measures. I t  is quite 
possible that asymmetries do occur in binocular vision exclusive of eye 
movements but th is  was not d ire c t ly  tested in th is  study.
15.3. Limitations of the Experimental Techniques
Small numbers of subjects participated in the experiments and the 
composition of the groups changed between experiments. A large group of 
subjects partic ipa ting  in a l l  experiments would have provided a greater 
range of asymmetry scores and made direct comparisons between 
experiments easier.
In the binocular r iv a l ry  experiment, the degree of asymmetry decreased 
s l ig h t ly  with a change in the response categories available to the 
subject to record the appearance of the images. I t  is possible that the 
f i r s t  procedure used, with no d irec t response for composites (Chapter 3) 
may have influenced the mode of responding and resulted in a possible 
response bias which would have influenced the ocular asymmetry measure. 
The response categories may have also d ire c t ly  influenced the appearance 
of the images (Swanston and Wade, 1981b). The changed procedure using 
d if fe re n t response categories was only carried out with real image 
r iv a l r y  and not with afterimage r iv a lry .
I t  was recognised that c r i te r io n  free results could have been collected 
in the stereothreshold experiment i f  a true two a lternative
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forced-choice procedure had been used.
15.4. Implications fo r Future Work
Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the results reported in 
th is  thesis and in several cases these have not been tested d ire c t ly .  
These hypotheses w i l l  be considered below in the l ig h t  of further 
experiments that may be carried out.
Eye movements have been proposed as a factor underlying the ocular 
asymmetry measure derived from the real image r iv a lry  experiments. 
These measures were s ig n if ic a n t ly  related to the ocular asymmetry 
measure derived from the afterimage experiment. This suggests that eye 
movements that influence the appearance of a rivalrous real image may 
have a s im ilar effect on a r iva lrous afterimage despite the lack of 
contour movement of the stimuli across the retinae with afterimage 
viewing. I t  is not clear how eye movements influence the duration of 
the v is ib le  appearance or disappearance of rivalrous afterimages. To 
investigate the eye movements associated with the v is ib le  phase of a 
r ivalrous afterimage and real image, d irect eye movement recordings
could be made together with r iv a l r y  recordings by the subject. I f  an 
eye movement pattern was found to be associated with the v is ib le  phases 
of afterimages and real Images i t  would suggest that contour movement 
across the retinae, that occurs with real image viewing, is not the only 
factor related to the v is ib le  appearance of an image.
Many of the studies on binocular r iv a l ry  have used small diameter 
stimuli in order to promote whole image r iv a lry .  I t  would be 
interesting to compare the asymmetry measures derived from such
rivalrous stimuli with the same stimuli when surrounded by either
non-rivalrous stimuli and also by riva lrous s tim u li.  I t  is not known i f  
these scores would change with the d if fe ren t surrounds or i f  the 
duration of perceived composites would increase. The r iv a l r y  measures 
were derived from the durations the images were reported to be v is ib le . 
However, the categories of response provided by the experimenter have 
been found to influence the perceptual state of rivalrous images both in 
th is  work and in a study by Swanston and Wade (1981b). I t  would be 
interesting to record the durations of disappearance of the images using 
the same four categories of response especially for the afterimage
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experiment in which the alternations of the two images were not 
synchronous.
The ocular asymmetry measures derived from the depth discrimination 
experiment were hypothesised to re f le c t a difference in speed of 
processing of the signals from each eye arriv ing at the binocular s ite  
that control fusional vergence movements. Attenuation of the displays 
in the unequal luminance conditions would be expected to influence the 
stereoscopic latencies to make a depth judgement proportional to the 
level or value of attenuation. A lte rnative ly , vergence eye movements 
could be monitored ind irec tly  using a nonius line technique (Kidd, 
1979). In i t ia t io n  of vergence movements have been reported to be faster 
i f  the stereoscopic display has a monocularly v is ib le  feature. Brief 
presentation of nonius lines a fter the presentation of such a display 
would indicate i f  vergence movements were being made. The speed of 
processing hypothesis would suggest that increasing the attenuation of 
one display would increase the time taken to in i t ia te  and execute 
fusional vergence eye movements. Nonius lines b r ie f ly  presented during 
the viewing - of the stereograms with varying levels of unequal 
attenuation would indicate the speed of in i t ia t io n  of the vergence 
movements. I t  would be interesting to explore the latency or speed of 
processing hypothesis in the investigation of dichoptic and binocular 
masking with subjects with varying degrees of ocular asymmetry derived 
from the depth discrimination procedure reported in th is  study.
Legge and Rubin (1981) reported ocular asymmetry measures derived from a 
binocular contrast matching experiment using gratings presented at 180m 
seconds. The presentation time could be reduced to safely exclude eye 
movements and the resulting asymmetry scores could be compared to the 
ocular asymmetry scores derived from the depth discrimination 
procedure.
The d if fe ren t magnitudes of the spatial frequency s h if t  were suggested 
to re f le c t d if fe ren t levels of adaptation as a possible result of 
differences in scanning rates or ranges between the eyes. Aftereffects 
can be generated with b r ie f exposure durations of 18m seconds (Sekuler 
and L it t le jo h n , 1974). Interocular transfer of the spatial frequency 
s h i f t  experiment could be repeated using, sim ilar exposure durations and 
compared to the transferred a fte re ffec t generated after prolonged
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viewing, A comparison of the ocular asymmetry scores derived from the 
two procedures would indicate i f  eye movements were involved in the 
ocular asymmetry measures derived from the two conditions of transfer.
The experimental work reported in th is  thesis presents a new approach to 
the study of ocular asymmetries in binocular vision. Several areas have 
not been pursued, e.g. egocentric d irectional judgements and the 
position of disparate images. However, th is  study has shown that ocular 
asymmetries are a valid feature of binocular vision and the depth 
discrimination procedure provides a quantitative measure of the degree 
and direction of th is asymmetry. Ocular asymmetry can be considered as' 
a variable in future investigations of binocular interactions. Further 
experiments are required to test the p re d ic ta b il i ty  of the ocular 
asymmetry measure for binocular visual performance and in the study of 
binocular interactions.
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APPENDIX A
Eye Dominance Tests Referred to in the Introduction, Chapter 
1.
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Ocular Dominance Tests Referred to in the In troduction .
Type of Dominance Test Description
Manuscope Subjects sight down a funnel designed by Parson (1924). See Fig 1.2, p 6.
Manoptometer Designed by Cuff (1930) and sim ilar to above.
Monoptometer Movable rod fixed at one end. Ring onthe rod is moved la te ra l ly  in horizontal plane to line up with a d istant disc (Lund, 1932). The eye that aligns the two IS the dominant eye.
Hole in the Subject holds a card in fron t of eyesCard and sights through a small hole at aspot on the wall. The eye that sees the marker is the dominant eye (Crider, 1944).
1. SIGHTING Ring Subject fixates a point , l i f t s  up aDOMINANCE ring to one eye and the eye chosen isthe dominant eye (Crider, 1944).
Box Two threads, one at each end of a tubeare aligned by the subject. The eye that aligns the two is the dominant eye (Gronwall and Sampson, 1974).
Miles' A-B-C Subject coyers face with truncatedcone and with both eyes open views a marker on the wall through the small aperture at the apex. The eye that sights IS the dominant eye (Crider, 1944).
Point Subject aligns f inger with a distantobject. See text fo r description (Porta, 1593).
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DOMINANCE Snellen Visual, acuity is measured for eachchart eye. The eye with the higher acuityIS the dominant eye.
3. RIVALRY (sensory) DOMINANCE
Binocular Subject views two d iffe ren t imagesRivalry one presented to each eye in a stereo­scope arrangement eg. two d iffe ren t stamps, coloured s tim u li, orthogonal gratings. The stimuli alternate in view and subject records th is  by alternating switch depressions. The eye.whose image is reported to be v is ib le  fo r the longer to ta l duration during the observation period is designated the dominant eye.
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APPENDIX B
Analyses of Variance and Post-hoc Comparison Tests fo r the 
Binocular Rivalry Results with Real Images Reported in Part 
I I ,  Chapter 3.
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Table 3 . IB Analysis of Variance fo r  Real Image Binocular R iva lry
Experiment: overall durations the images were v is ib le  during the
inspection periods.
/ / / / /
SOURCE / D F l / DF2 / F / P VALUE / MEAN SQUARE / SUM OF SO
DA / 4 / 28 / 0 . 4 9 1 2 / 0 . 7 4 2 2 / 2 7 . 4 5 4 4 / 1 0 9 ,8 1 7 7
TR / 5 / 35 / 1 .6 1 0 2 / 0 . 1 8 3 1 / 1 8 . 1 8 4 5 / 9 0 . 9 2 2 5BL / 2 / 14 / 3 2 , 7 0 2 4 / 0. / 2 8 9 . 4 8 6 9 / 5 7 8 . 9 7 3 8EY / 1 / 7 / 3 . 5 7 5 3 / 0 . 1 0 0 5 / 1 7 0 3 . 9 8 4 3 / 1 / 0 3 . 9 8 4 3DA TR / 2 0 / 140 / 0 . 9 6 1 3 / 0 . 5 1 2 3 / 8 . 5 2 1 8 / 1 7 0 .4 3 6 6DA BL / 8 / 56 / 1 .2 941 / 0 . 2 6 5 5 / 8 . 7 3 9 0 / 6 9 . 9 1 2 3TR BL / 1 0 / 70 / 1 .1 7 2 3 / 0 , 3 2 4 2 / 7 . 8 7 5 7 / 7 8 . 7 5 7 2
DA EY / 4 / 28 / 0 . 6 4 3 6 / 0 , 6 3 5 9 / 1 3 0 . 3 1 3 3 / 5 2 1 .2 5 3 4TR EY / 5 / 35 / 1 .2 8 5 5 / 0 . 2 9 2 3 / 6 . 5 3 1 0 / . 3 2 . 6 5 5 0BL EY / 2 / 14 / 0 . 0 8 5 0 / 0 . 9 1 9 0 / 0 . 7 7 3 4 / 1 . 5 4 6 8
DA TR BL / 4 0 / 280 / 1 .2 7 9 3 / 0 . 1 3 1 4 / 7 . 5 7 8 8 / 3 0 3 . 1 5 1 8
DA TR EY / 2 0 / 140 / 1 .1 5 2 7 / 0 . 3 0 4 8 / 6 . 6 2 1 4 / 13 2 .4 2 7 7
DA BL EY / 8 / 56 / 0 . 9 2 1 1 / 0 . 5 0 6 2 / 9 . 2 8 3 5 / 7 4 . 2 6 7 8TR BL EY / 1 0 / 70 / 1 .2 9 2 7 / 0 . 2 5 1 7 / 6 . 7 6 5 2 / 6 7 . 6 5 2 2DA TR BL EY / 4 0 / 280 / 1 .2 7 6 2 / 0 . 1 3 3 7 / 8 . 0 5 7 8 / 3 2 2 . 3 1 1 6
SS / 7 / / / 5 7 0 . 3 6 5 6 / 3 9 9 2 . 5 5 9 2SS DA / 28 / / / 5 5 . 8 9 7 4 / .15 65 .1 281SS TR / 35 / / / 1 1 . 2 9 3 3 / 3 9 5 . 2 6 6 9SS BL / 14 / / / 8 . 8 5 2 2 / 1 2 3 .9 3 0 3SS EY / 7 / / / 4 7 6 . 5 9 2 9 / 3 3 3 6 . 1 5 0 0SS DA TR / 140 / / / 8 . 3 6 5 0 / 1 2 4 1 .1 0 0 4SS DA BL / 56 / / / 6 . 7 5 3 2 / 3 7 8 . 1 7 6 6
SS TR BL / 70 / / / 6 . 7 1 8 4 / 4 7 0 . 2 8 7 2
SS DA EY / 28 / / / 2 0 2 . 4 6 5 3 / 5 6 6 9 . 0 2 9 6SS TR EY / 35 / / / 5 . 0 8 0 7 / 1 7 7 .8 2 3 9
SS BL EY / 14 / / / 9 . 0 9 6 5 / 12 7 .3 509
SS DA TR BL / 280 / / / 5 . 9 2 4 2 / 1 6 5 8 .7 73 1
SS DA TR EY / 140 / / / 5 , 7 4 4 3 / 8 0 4 . 1 9 9 8
SS DA BL EY / 56 / / / 1 0 . 0 7 8 3 / 5 6 4 , 3 8 3 8
SS TR BL EY / 70 / / / 5 . 2 3 3 5 / 3 6 6 . 3 4 1 9
SS DA TR BL EY / 280 / / / 6 . 3 1 4 0 / 1767.9071
** f  (2,14) 0.001 = 11.78.
KEY
DA - Experimental Sessions.
TR - T ria ls  90 seconds each.
BL - 3 X 30 second inspection periods 
EY - Images to le f t  and r igh t eyes.
SS - Subjects.
DF - Degrees of freedom.
F - F value.
P VALUE - Probability  value.
SUM OF SQ - Sum of square.
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Table 3.2B Analysis of Variance fo r  the Real Image Binocular R iva lry
Experiment: duration of each switch depression or duration each
image was v is ib le .
SOURCE
/
/ D F l / DF2
/
/ F
/
/ P VALUE
/
/ MEAN SQUARE
/
/ SUM OF SQ
DA / 4 / .28 / 0 , 9 0 4 7 / 0 . 4 7 4 6 / 1 7 . 1 4 3 7 / 6 8 . 5 7 4 7TR / 5 / 35 / 0 . 1 8 9 8 / 0 . 9 6 4 5 / 0 . 8 3 0 8 / 4 . 1 5 4 0BL / 2 / 14 / 6 , 4 1 9 2 / 0 . 0 1 0 5 * / 1 7 , 2 4 7 3 / 3 4 . 4 9 4 6EY / 1 / 7 / 2 . 4 6 7 4 / 0 . 1 6 0 2 / 7 6 , 5 4 7 5 / 7 6 . 5 4 7 5DA TR / 2 0 / 140 / 1 , 2 0 4 8 / 0 .2 5 9 1 / 4 . 2 8 8 6 / 8 5 , 7 7 1 6DA BL / 8 / 56 / 1 , 5 6 9 0 / 0 . 1 5 5 1 / 3 .3 4 3 1 / 2 6 . 7 4 4 9TR BL / 1 0 / 70 / 0 . 5 7 7 1 / 0 . 8 2 7 2 / 0 . 4 8 4 3 / 4 . 8 4 3 1DA EY / 4 / 28 / 0 , 7 5 9 8 / 0 . 5 6 0 2 / 1 8 . 3 8 2 6 / 7 3 . 5 3 0 3TR EY / 5 / 35 / 0 , 8 9 5 9 / 0 . 4 9 4 6 / 2 . 8 8 5 2 / 14 .4 2 5 9BL EY / 2 / 14 / 0 . 4 7 9 6 / 0 , 6 2 8 9 / 1 .0801 / 2 . 1 6 0 2DA TR BL / 4 0 / 280 / 0 . 8 9 0 3 / 0 , 6 6 2 0 / 0 . 7 2 9 3 / 2 9 . 1 7 0 5 ;DA TR EY / 2 0 / 140 / 1 . 1 1 3 2 / 0 . 3 4 2 9 / 3 , 9 8 7 9 / 79,7571■DA BL EY / 8 / 56 / 0 , 3 6 8 5 / 0 . 5 4 8 3 / 1 .5 8 5 0 / 12,6801. .TR BL EY / 1 0 / 70 / 0 , 6 0 5 2 / 0 . 8 0 4 2 / 0 . 3 1 2 2 / 3 . 1 2 1 9DA TR BL EY / 4 0 / 280 / 1 . 0 2 8 3 / 0 . 4 2 9 8 / 0 . 6 9 5 8 / 2 7 . 8 3 2 7 ‘SS / 7 / / / 8 6 . 8 4 8 6 / 6 0 7 , 9 4 0 2 ;SS DA / 28 / / / 1 8 . 9 4 9 4 / 5 3 0 . 5 8 4 4SS TR / 35 / / / 4 , 3 7 7 6 / 1 5 3 .2 1 4 6  :SS BL / 14 / / / 2 . 6 8 6 8 / 3 7 . 6 1 5 7 :SS EY / 7 / / / 3 1 . 0 ^ 3 / / 2 1 7 . 1 6 5 9  ;SS DA TR / 140 / / / 3 . 5 5 9 7 / 4 9 8 . 3 5 1 0SS DA BL / 56 / / / 2 . 1 3 0 8 / 1 1 9 , 3 2 3 8 :SS TR BL / 70 / / / 0 . 8 3 9 2 / 5 8 , 7 4 6 7  !SS DA EY • / 28 / / / 2 4 . 1 9 2 8 / 6 7 7 . 3 9 7 9 'SS TR EY / 35 / / / 3 . 2 2 0 3 / 1 1 2 , 7 1 1 0 :SS BL EY / 14 / / / 2 . 2 5 2 2 / 3 1 , 5 3 1 5  iSS DA TR EL / 280 / / / 0 . 8 1 9 1 / 2 2 9 . 3 4 3 9  !SS DA TR EY / 140 / / / 3 . 5 8 2 4 / 5 0 1 . 5 2 9 6 'SS DA BL EY / 56 / / / 1 . 8 2 5 0 / 10 2 .2 0241SS TR BL EY / 70 / / / 0 , 5 1 5 8 / 3 6 .107 01SS DA TR BL EY / 280 / / / 0 . 6 7 6 6 / 1 8 9 . 4 5 8 5
* F (2,14) 0.025 = 4.86
KEY
See Key on page 265.
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Table 3.3B Analysis of Variance fo r  the Real Image Binocular R iva lry
Experiment: frequency of appearance of each image.
SOURCE // D F l / DF2
/
/ F // p VALUE
/
/
DA / .4/ 28 / 1 . 2 0 9 0 / 0 . 3 2 9 1 /TR / 5 / 35 / 2 . 2 9 1 1 / 0 , 0 6 6 7 /BL / 2 / 14 / 1 , 2 8 1 8 / 0 . 3 0 8 2 /EY / 1 / 7 / 0 . 0 2 2 5 / 0 . 8 8 5 1 /DA TR / 2 0 / 140 / 1 . 5 8 9 4 / 0 . 0 6 3 1 /DA BL O ' / 8 / 56 / 2 . 0 8 1 2 / 0 . 0 5 3 0 /TR BL / 1 0 / 70 / 1 . 0 6 3 9 / Ô . 4 0 1 5 /DA EY / 4 / 28 / 1 . 2 5 3 5 / 0 . 3 1 1 5 /TR EY / 5 / 35 / 1 , 3 3 4 7 / 0 , 2 7 2 6 /BL EY / 2 / 14 /  ■ 0 . 3 8 1 3 / 0 , 6 8 9 9 /DA TR BL / 4 0 / 280 / 1 , 0 2 7 6 / 0 , 4 3 1 0 /DA TR EY / 2 0 / 140 / 1 , 0 0 8 3 / 0 . 4 5 6 5 /DA BL EY / 8 /  ■ 56 / 1 . 2 3 1 8 / 0 . 2 9 8 0 /TR BL EY / 1 0 / 70 / 1 , 1 0 8 6 / 0 . 3 6 8 2 /DA TR BL EY / 4 0 / 280 / 0 . 9 6 3 5 / 0 . 5 3 7 7 /SS / 7 / / /SS DA / 28 / / /SS TR / 35 / / /SS BL / 14 / / /SS EY / 7 / / /SS DA TR / 140 / / /SS DA BL / 56 / / /SS TR BL / 70 / / /SS DA EY / 28" / / /SS TR EY / 35 / / /SS BL EY / 14 / y /SS DA TR BL / 280 / /- /SS DA TR EY / 140 / / /SS DA BL EY / 56 / / /SS TR BL EY / 70 / / /SS DA TR­ BL EY / 280 / / /
MEAN SQUARE /   / - SUM OF SQ
765129 
01930 
12 
11 
11
4
12
9
11
9
8
98562
,0 7 7 4  /  .3 9 5 7  /  .3 5 2 8  /  . 3 0 6 3  /  ,9 8 7 0  /  .1 5 6 6  /  
.2 5 0 3  /  
, 6 6 2 2  /  
. 5 2 1 2  /  
. 9 0 8 3  /  
.2 5 9 3  /  
.2 9 1 7  /  
.9 9 3 4  /  
.3 6 5 8  /  
. 65 61  /  
.5 4 3 6  /  
,9 262  /  .4 3 2 8  /  2 2 . 9 0 0 4  /  
1 3 . 6 2 8 5  /  1 2 , 5 7 5 3  /  
1 4 . 4 8 9 9  /  
1 1 . 5 1 5 0  /  
9 . 3 0 3 8  /  
8 . 6 3 2 0  /  
1 2 , 8 7 3 4  /  
1 1 , 9 3 0 0  /  
9 . 2 1 4 8  /  
9 . 7 3 6 3  /  
8 . 4 4 8 1  /  
8 . 9 8 4 0  /
304256
58
0399241
122
46
57
9
490
18595
93
346
6898
1761785
320
95
1760
811
806
260
302180
3340
1290
545591
2515
.3 0 9 7  
,97 85  
.7056  
.3 0 6 3  .7 4 0 3  
. 25 28  
.5 0 2 8  
,64 86  
.6 062  
.8167  
.3 722  
.8 347  ,9 47 2  
.6 58 3  
.2444  
,8 0 4 9  ,9 347  
, 1493 
,60 56  
.3 9 9 3  
,54 86  
,4361 
, 05 28  
. 50 69  
. 1215 
.2 2 7 6  
, 4056 
, 0764 
, 2306' 
.3639|  
.5111
KEY
See Key on page 265
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Table 3.4B Post-hoc Comparisons using the Scheffe Test (Hays, 1963).
1). Overall mean durations each image is v is ib le .
Source Sum of Sq DF Mean Square F Significance
3 X 30 sec
Inspection periods 578.97 2 289.48 32.70 0.00001
Errors 123.93 14 530.04
Comparison: 0 - 30 vs 30 - 60 second inspection periods.
s = 8.8522 = 0.01844
8x6x5x2
S = 2.x FO.Ol (2,14) = 17.72
S X s = 0.32678
E c " ( l ^ .  + 2^  * 5^)  = 1.5
Ec X S X s = 0.490 
Comparison = 12.288 - 13.515 = 1.227= = 1.5055 
Criterion < Comparison.
Therefore, the f i r s t  30 second inspection period is s ig n if ica n t ly  
shorter than the second at the 1% level.
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2). Durations of each depression.
Source Sum of Sq Df Mean Square F Significance
3 X 30 sec
Inspection periods 34.4946 2 17.2473 6.4192 0.0105
Errors 37.6157 14 2.6868
Comparison: 0 - 30 vs 30 - 60 second inspection periods.
s = 2.6868 = 0.0055975 
8x5x6x2
S = 2 X F 0.05 (2,14) = 9.2
S X s = 0.051497
2  1 2  1 2Ec = ( 1 - - + 2 + 5 ) = 1.5
Ec X S X s = 0.0772 
Comparison = 0.024== 0.0873 
Criterion < Comparison.
Therefore, the difference is s ign if ican t at the 5% level.
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Table 3.5B Analysis of Variance fo r  the Real Image Binocular R iva lry
Experiment: ocular asymmetry scores.
Source Sum of Sq Of Mean Square F Significance
DA 0.451759 4 0.112942 0.5788 Not S ignificant
TR 0.032986 5 0.006597 1.2279 Not S ignificant
DA X TR 0.143894 20 0.007195 1.1512 Not S ign if icant
SS 2.993127 7 0.427590
SS X DA 5.463351 28 0.195120
SS X TR 0.188042 35 0.005373
SS X DA X TR 0.874944 140 0.006250
Total 10.148113 239
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APPENDIX C
Analyses of Variance for the Binocular Rivalry Results with 
Afterimages Reported in Part I I ,  Chapter 4.
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Table 4.1C Analysis of Variance fo r  Afterimage Binocular R iva lry :
SOURCE
11 durations the images were vis ible .
/ / / / // D F l / DF2 / F / P VALUE / MEAN SQUARE /
/ 2 / 14 / 1 . 2 8 2 7 / 0 , 3 0 7 9 / 6 4 , 3 7 9 7 // 5/ 35 / 1 . 0 6 3 9 / 0 . 3 9 6 8 / 2 0 . 1 8 1 6 // 1 / 7 / 1 0 . 3 2 2 1 / 0 . 0 1 4 8 * * / 5 6 9 . 4 2 0 4 // 1 / 7 / 1 . 2 4 9 1 / 0 . 3 0 0 6 / 2 4 2 . 4 5 1 6 // 1 0 / 70 / 0 . 6 9 7 2 / 0 . / 2 3 8 / 9 . 0 7 2 2 // 2 / 14 / 0 . 1 8 8 7 / 0 . 8 3 0 1 / 2 . 4 8 9 9 // 5 / 35 / 0 . 7 5 1 5 / 0 . 5 9 0 6 / 9 . 9 8 3 0 // 2 / 14 / 0 . 0 2 8 4 / 0 . 9 7 2 0 / 1 . 3 3 8 9 // 5 / 35 / 1 . 2 0 7 5 / 0 . 3 2 6 0 / 1 3 . 6 7 6 0 // 1 / 7 / 0 , 0 0 0 2 / 0 . 9 8 8 0 / 0 . 0 1 9 8 // 1 0 / 70 / 0 . 6 4 9 4 / 0 . 7 6 6 5 / 7 . 0 5 8 0 // 1 0 / 70 / 1 . 0 6 4 6 / 0 . 4 0 0 9 / 1 6 . 3 8 3 3 // 2 / 14 / 0 . 0 6 1 1 / 0 . 9 4 1 0 / 1 . 1 0 1 6 // 5 / 35 / 0 . 2 9 6 2 / 0 . 9 1 1 7 / 4 . 5 4 6 8 // 1 0 / 70 / 0 . 9 7 7 8 / 0 . 4 7 0 5 / 9 . 3 0 3 4 // 7 / / / 3 0 1 . 7 1 7 3 // 14 / / / 5 0 . 1 8 9 7 // 35 / / / 1 8 . 9 6 8 8 // 7 / / / 55 ..1652 // 7 / / / 1 9 4 . 0 9 3 7 // 70 / / / 1 3 . 0 1 2 3 // 14 / / / 1 3 . 1 9 6 4 // 35 / / / 1 3 . 2 8 3 5 // 14 / / / 4 7 . 0 9 5 2 // 35 / / / 1 1 . 3 2 5 9 // 7 / / / 8 0 . 9 2 4 5 // 70 / / / 1 0 . 8 6 9 0 // 70 / / / 1 5 .3 8 9 1 // 14 / / / 1 8 . 0 3 3 7 // 35 / / / 1 5 . 3 5 0 5 // 70 / / / 9 . 5 1 4 6 /
SUM OF so
DA
TR
BL
EY
DA TRDA BL
TR BL
DA EYTR EY
BL EYDA TR BLDA TR EY
DA BL EYfR BL EYDA TR BL EY
SS
SS DASS TR
SS BL
SS EYSS DA TR
SS DA BLSS TR BLSS DA EY
SS TR EYSS BL EYSS DA TR BLSS DA TR EYSS DA BL EYSS TR BL EYSS DA TR BL EY
** F (1,17) 0.025 = 8.07. 
KEY
See Key on page 265.
1 2 8 . 7 5 9 4
1 0 0 . 9 0 7 95 6 9 . 4 2 0 4
2 4 2 . 4 5 1 6
9 0 . 7 2 2 04 . 9 7 9 8
4 9 . 9 1 4 9
2 . 6 7 7 7
6 8 . 3 8 0 2
0 . 0 1 9 8
70.58 00!16 3 .8 33 1 ,
2 . 2031!
22 . 73 41 !
9 3 .0 3 4 4 j
2 1 1 2 .0 2 1 2
7 0 2 . 6 5 5 4
6 6 3 . 9 0 6 4
3 8 6 . 1 5 6 5
1 3 5 8 . 6 5 5 7
9 1 0 . 8 5 8 0
1 8 4 .7 49 1
4 6 4 . 9 2 2 1
6 5 9 . 3 3 2 5
3 9 6 . 4 0 6 55 6 6 . 4 7 1 87 6 0 . 8 2 9 4
1 0 7 7 . 2 3 5 0
2 5 2 . 4 7 1 65 3 7 . 2 6 8 4
6 6 6 . 0 1 9 3
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Table 4.2C Analysis of Variance fo r  Afterimage Binocular
Duration of each switch depression.
R iva lry :
SOURCE // D F l / DF2
/
/ F // P VALUE
/
/
Z>A / 2 / 14 / 0 . 2 5 9 5 /
TR / 5 / 35 / 1 .1 5 4 9 / 0 . 3 5 0 6 /BL / 1 / 7 / 1 2 . 2 9 1 8 / 0 ,0 0 9 9 * * kEY / 1 / 7 / 0 , 7 8 4 5 / 0 . 4 0 5 2 /BA TR / 1 0 / 70 / 1 . 2 4 4 7 / 0 . 2 7 8 9 /BA BL / 2 / 14 / 0 . 3 6 1 7 / 0 . 7 0 2 8 /TR BL / 5 / 35 /  . 2 . 0 8 1 5 / 0 .0 9 1 1 /DA EY / 2 / 14 / 0 .4 5 9 4 / 0 . 6 4 0 9 /TR EY / 5 / 35 / 1 ,3 5 9 8 / 0 . 2 6 3 0 /BL EY / 1 / 7 / 0 . 0 0 9 0 / 0 . 9 2 6 9 /DA TR BL / 1 0 / 70 / 1 . 1271 / 0 . 3 5 5 0 /DA TR EY / 1 0 / 70 / 1 .7 3 3 3 / 0 . 0 9 0 2 /DA BL EY / 2 / 14 / 1 , 0951 / 0 , 3 6 1 5 /TR BL EY / 5 / 35 / 0 , 7 3 6 2 / 0 ,6 0 1 4 /. DA TR BL EY / 1 0 / 70 / 1 ,1 447 / 0 , 3 4 2 8 /_ss / 7 / / /"SS DA / 14 / / /SS TR / 35 / / /SS BL / 7 / / /SS EY / 7 / / /SS DA TR / 70 / / /SS DA BL / 14 / / /SS TR BL / 35 / / /SS DA EY / 14 / / /SS TR EY / 35 / / /SS BL EY / 7 / / /SS DA TR BL / 70 / / /SS DA TR EY / 70 / / /SS DA BL EY / 14 / / /SS TR BL EY / 35 / / /SS DA TR BL EY / 70 / / /
AN SQUARE
/
/ SUM OF SQ
5, 64 81 / 2 8 . 2 4 0 5
3 8 4 . 9 9 0 6 / 3 8 4 . 9 9 0 62 5 . 1 4 2 8 / 2 5 . 1 4 2 97 . 3 5 3 8 / 73 .5 38 11 .3 6 8 9 / 2 . 7 3 7 96 . 3 9 0 5 / 3 1 , 9 5 2 62 . 7 1 8 5 / 5 . 4 3 7 13 . 8 2 5 8 / ' 1 9 .1 2 9 20 . 2 3 0 9 / 0 . 2 3 0 95 , 1 0 9 6 / 5 1 . 0 9 5 86 , 6 2 5 7 / 6 6 .2 5 7 12 . 7 9 6 9 / 5 . 5 9 3 8
2 . 1 0 9 9 / 1 0 . 5 4 9 33 , 2 3 5 5 / 3 2 . 3 5 4 512 1 ,2541 / 8 4 8 . 7 7 8 58 . 1 5 1 0 / 114 . 11424 , 8 9 0 5 / 17 1 .1 69 13 1 . 3 2 1 0 / 2 1 9 . 2 4 7 03 2 ,0 5 0 1 / 2 2 4 . 3 5 0 85 . 9 0 8 3 / 4 1 3 .5 8 1 93 . 7 8 4 6 / 5 2 . 9 8 4 8
3 , 0 7 0 2 / 1 0 7 .4 5 5 6
5 , 9 1 8 1 / 8 2 . 8 5 4 02 . 8 1 3 6 / 9 8 . 4 7 7 22 5 . 5 6 5 7 / 1 78 .96 014 . 5 3 3 3 / 3 1 7 . 3 2 9 93 . 8 2 2 5 / 2 6 7 . 5 7 5 72 , 5 5 3 9 / 3 5 . 7 5 4 82 , 8 6 5 8 / 1 0 0 .3 0 3 42 . 8 2 6 5 / 1 9 7 . 8 5 7 2
** F (1,7) 0.01 = 12.25. 
KEY
See Key on page 265.
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Table 4.3C Analysis of Variance fo r  Afterimage Binocular R iva lry :
frequency of appearance of each image.
SOURCE // D F l / DF2
/
/ F // P VALUE
/
/
DA / 2 / 14 / 4 . 6 1 0 2 / 0 . 0 2 9 0 X /TR / 5 / 35 / 0 . 9 2 1 3 / V . 4 / 9 8 /BL / 1 / 7 / 3 9 , 3 5 4 3 / 0 .0 00 4X 47
E Y / 1 / 7 / 0 , 0 1 5 9 / 0 .9 0 3 1 /DA TR / 1 0 / 70 / 1 . 2 5 8 2 / 0 . 2 7 1 0 /DA BL / 2 / 14 / 0 . 6 7 9 1 / 0 . 5 2 3 0 /TR BL / 5 / 35 / 1 .7 0 4 1 / 0 , 1 5 9 5 /DA EY / 2 / 14 / 2 . 0 5 4 8 / 0 . 1 6 5 0 /TR EY / 5 / 35 / 1 . 0 5 9 2 / 0 . 3 9 9 4 /BL EY / 1 / 7 / 0 . 9 9 3 7 / 0 . 3 5 2 0 /DA TR BL / 1 0 / 70 / 1 . 3 3 1 7 / 0 .2 3 1 1 /DA TR EY / 1 0 / 70 / 0 . 9 5 4 8 / 0 .4 9 0 1 /DA BL EY / 2 / 14 / 1 . 3 3 3 9 / 0 . 2 9 5 0 /TR BL EY / 5 / 35 / 1 . 9 9 7 8 / 0 , 1 0 3 2 /DA TR BL EY / 1 0 / 70 / 1 . 8 7 4 7 / 0 . 0 6 3 5 /SS / 7 / / /SS DA / 14 / / /SS TR / 35 / / /SS BL / 7 / / /SS EY / 7 / / /SS DA TR / 70 / / /SS DA BL / 14 / / /SS TR BL / 35 / / /SS DA EY . / 14 / / /SS TR EY / 35 / / /SS BL EY / 7 / / /SS DA TR BL / 70 / / /SS DA TR EY / 70 / / /SS DA BL EY / 14 / / /SS TR BL EY / 35 / / /SS DA TR­ BL EY / 70 / / /
MEAN SQUARE /   / .
1 5 , 6 7 3 6  /  2 . 0 3 5 1  /
7 7 . 2 9 3 4  /  
0 . 0 4 3 4  /  2 . 4 9 4 4  /  
0 .3 6 1 1  /  
2 . 3 1 8 4  /  2 . 5 2 7 8  /  
0 . 4 6 8 4  /  
0 . 6 2 6 7  /  1 . 7 2 3 6  /  
0 . 5 5 2 8  /  
0 , 8 4 0 3  /  
1 . 1 9 3 4  /  
0 . 7 5 6 9  /  
1 1 4 . 7 6 3 6  /  3 . 3 9 9 8  /  
2 . 2 0 8 9  /  
1 . 9 6 4 0  /  
2 . 7 2 2 0  /
1 . 9 8 2 5  /  
0 . 5 3 1 7  /  1 . 3 6 0 5  /  
1 . 2 3 0 2  /  
0 . 4 4 2 2  /  
0 . 6 3 0 7  /
1 . 2 9 4 2  /  0 . 5 7 9 0  /  
0 . 6 3 0 0  /  
0 . 5 9 7 4  /  
0 . 4 0 3 8  /
SUM OF SQ
* F (2,14) 0.05 = 3.34.
** F (1,7) 0.001 = 29.25.
3 1 . 3 4 7 2  1 0 . 1 7 5 3  
7 7 . 2 9 3 4  
0 . 0 4 3 4  2 4 . 9 4 4 4  
0 . 7 2 2 2  
1 1 . 5 9 2 0  5 .0 5 5 6  
2 . 3 4 2 0  
0 . 6 2 6 7  17 ,2 36 1  
5 , 5 2 7 8  1 . 6 8 0 6  
5.9670; 
7 . 5 6 9 4  
8 0 3 , 3 4 5 5  4 7 . 5 9 7 2  
7 7 . 3 1 0 8  
1 3 . 7 4 8 3  1 9 . 0 5 3 8  
13 8 .7 7 7 8  7 ,4 4 4 4  4 7 , 6 1 6 3  
1 7 .2 2 2 2  
1 5 . 4 7 7 ^  4,4149] 
90 .5972; 
4 0 . 5 2 7 6  8 . 8 1 9 4  
2 0 . 9 0 8 0  
2 8 , 2 6 3 9
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Table 4.4C Analysis of Variance fo r  Afterimage Binocular
ocular asymmetry scores.
R ivalry:
Source Sum of 3q Df Mean Square F Significance
DA 0.165550 2 0.082775 2.3563 Not s ign if ican t
TR 0.169174 5 0.033835 0.4357 Not s ign if ican t
DA X TR 0.199849 10 0.019985 0.3709 Not s ign if ican t
S3 2.296516 7 0.328074
S3 X DA 0.491808 14 0.035129
S3 X TR 2.718067 35 0.077659
33 X DA X TR 3.771995 70 0.053886
Total 9.812959 143
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APPENDIX D
Analyses of Variance and Post-hoc Comparison Tests fo r the 
Binocular Rivalry Results with Real Images using the Four 
Response Procedure as Reported in Part I I ,  Chapter 6.
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Table 6 . ID Analysis of Variance fo r  Real Image Binocular R ivalry using 
the Four Categories of Response: overall durations the images 
were v is ib le  in the inspection periods.
SOURCE
/
/ D F l / DF2
/
/ F
/
/ P VALUE
/
/ MEAN SQUARE
/
/ SUM OF SQ
TR / 5 / 35 / 0 . 8 8 5 3 / 0 . 5 0 1 2 / 2 . 2 6 8 6 / 11 .3 43 1
BL / 2 / 14 / 4 . 1 7 0 8 / 0 . 0 3 7 9  y / 3 3 . 7 4 0 5 / 6 7 . 4 8 0 9
CD / 3 / 21 / . 2 8 . 8 7 9 5 / 0 .  *j t"/ 2 9 7 2 . 0 3 4 6 / 8 9 1 6 . 1 0 3 8TR BL / 1 0 / 70 / 0 . 8 5 1 0 / 0 . 5 8 2 1 / 2 . 0 1 8 2 / 2 0 . 1 8 1 6TR CD / 1 5 / 105 / 0 . 5 9 5 4 / 0 . 8 7 2 6 / 6 . 8 1 6 8 / 1 0 2 . 2 5 1 5BL CD / 6 / 42 / 0 . 8 0 7 2 / 0 . 5 7 0 1 / 1 6 . 6 1 5 3 / 9 9 . 6 9 1 9TR BL CD / 3 0 / 210 / 0 . 9 2 3 2 / 0 . 5 8 5 7 / 5 . 9 5 6 8 / 1 7 8 ,7 0 4 7SS / 7 / / / 1 6 . 9 8 7 9 / 1 1 8 . 9 1 5 4SS TR / 35 / / / 2 . 5 6 2 4 / 8 9 . 6 8 4 8SS BL / 14 / / / 8 . 0 8 9 7 / 1 1 3 . 2 5 6 2SS CD / 21 / / / 1 0 2 . 9 1 1 4 / 2 1 6 1 . 1 3 9 9SS TR BL / 70 / / / 2 . 3 7 1 6 / 1 6 6 . 0 1 2 9SS TR CD / 105 / / / 1 1 , 4 4 8 4 / 1 2 0 2 .0 8 4 9SS BL CD / 42 / / / 2 0 . 5 8 3 9 / 8 6 4 . 5 2 1 9
SS TR BL CD / 210 / / / 6 . 4 5 2 4 / 1 3 5 4 .9 9 6 4
* F (2,14) 0.05 = 3.74.
** F (3,21) 0.001 = 8.10.
KEY
CD = Four categories of response 
See Key on page 265.
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Table 6.2D Analysis of Variance fo r the Real Image Binocular Rivalry 
using the Four Response Categories: duration of each switch 
depression.
/ / / / /SOURCE / D F l / DF2 / . F / P VALUE / MEAN SQUARE / SUM OF SQ
TR / 5 / 35 / 1 . 0 1 8 3 / 0 , 4 2 1 8 / 2 . 5 2 0 1 / 1 2 . 6 0 0 6BL / 2 / 14 / 0 . 6 9 3 9 / 0 . 5 1 6 0 / 1 . 0 8 3 4 / 2 . 1 6 6 8CD / 3 / 21 / 5 . 1 0 8 4 / o&ooa?%*/ 3 1 . 5 9 7 2 / 9 4 . 7 9 1 6TR BL / 10/ 70 / 1 . 0 0 6 7 / 0 . 4  46o / 2 . 0 8 5 9 / 2 0 . 8 5 8 9 :
TR CD / 1 5 / 105 / 0 . 8 2 0 2 / 0 .6 5 3 3 / 1 . 9 5 2 5 / 2 9 . 2 8 7 7PL CD / 6 / 42 / 1 . 4 0 0 4 / 0 . 2 3 7 1 / 9 , 2 4 9 0 / 5 5 . 4 9 4 3TR BL CD / 3 0 / 210 / 0 . 9 5 5 9 / 0 . 5 3 7 0 / 2 . 0 2 7 3 / 6 0 . 8 1 8 3SS / 7 / / / 2 0 . 0 6 5 4 / , 1 4 0 . 4 5 7 8SS TR / 35 / / / 2 . 4 7 4 9 / 8 6 . 6 2 2 4SS BL / 14 / / / 1 .5 61 2 / 21.856 .8SS CD / 21 / / / 6 . 1 8 5 3 / 1 2 9 . 8 9 1 3 'SS TR BL .  / 70 / / / 2 . 0 7 1 9 / 1 4 5 . 0 3 5 7SS TR CD / 105 / / / 2 . 3 8 0 6 / 2 4 9 . 9 6 3 6SS BL CD / 42 / / / 6 . 6 0 4 6 / 2 7 7 . 3 9 3 9SS TR BL CD / 210 / / / 2 . 1 2 0 8 / 4 4 5 . 3 7 7 9
** F (3,21) 0.01 = 4.87.
KEY
CD - Four categories of response 
See Key on page 265.
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Table 6.3D Post-hoc Comparisons using the Scheffé Test (Hays, 1963),
1). Overall mean durations fo r each of the four response categories.
Source Sum of Sq Df Mean Square F Significance
Response
Categories 8916.1038 3 2972.0346 28.8795 0.00001
Error 2161.1399 21 102.9114
a) Comparison: Left and Right Eye Image vs Composites and "Total 
disappearances".
s = 102.9114 = 0.7146625
8 x 6 x 3
S = 3 X F 0.01 (3,21) = 14.61
S X s = 10.44
EC = ( 1 %  1 %  f  + p = 11^+ 12 . 12 . = 
Ec X S X s = 10.44
Comparison = 10.459 - 3.792 = 6.667^= 44.449 
Criterion < Comparison.
Therefore, the difference is s ign if ican t at the 1% level
b) Comparison: Left Eye's Image vs Right Eye's Image.
s = 0.714662
S = 3 X F 0.05 (3,21) = 9.21
Ec = (1^+ A  = 1
Ec X S X s = 6.5820
Comparison = 0.068644 
Criterion > Comparison.
Therefore, the difference is not s ign if ican t
(continued)
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2). Mean duration of each switch depression.
Source Sum of Sq Df Mean Square F Significance
Response
Categories 94.7915 3 31.5972 5.1084 0.0082
Error 129.8913 21 6.1853
Comparison: Left Eye's Image and Right Eye's Image vs Composites and 
"Total disappearances"
s = 6.1853 = 0.04295
8x6x3
S = 3 X F 0.05 (3,21) = 9.21
S X s = 0.39560
Ec = (1^ 1 ^1 ^ )  = 1
Ec X S X s = 0.39560 
Comparison = 0.758^= 0.574564 
Criterion < Comparison.
Therfore the difference is s ign if ican t at the 5% level.
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Table 6.4D Analysis of Variance fo r the Real Image Binocular Rivalry 
Experiment using the Four Categories of Response: frequency 
of appearance.
/ / / / /
SOURCE / D F l / ‘ DF2 / F / P VALUE / MEAN SQUARE / SUM OF SQ
TR / 5 / 35 / 0 . 7 3 6 4 / 0 . 6 0 1 2  / 7 .  1115 / 3 5 . 5 5 7 3BL / 2 / 14 / 3 , 9 0 0 8 / 0 . 0 4 5 0  / 4 7 . 9 1 1 5 / 9 5 . 8 2 2 9
CD / 3 / 21 / 4 6 . 9 2 0 4 / 0 .  * * / 2 9 2 6 . 9 8 7 8 / 8 7 8 0 . 9 6 3 5TR BL / 1 0 / 70 / 1 . 9 8 1 3 / 0.. 0.484 / 8 . 9 7 6 0 / 8 9 . 7 6 0 4
TR CD / 1 5 / 105 / 0 . 5 6 5 8 / 0 . 8 9 4 8  / 1 . 1 1 1 5 / 1 6 .6 7 1 9
BL CD / 6 / 42 / 4 . 3 0 4 6 / C , 0018 / 9 . 2 5 8 7 / 5 5 . 5 5 2 1TR BL CD / 3 0 / 210 / 23 . 0 9 83 / 0 .  * y / 4 . 5 7 6 0 / 1 3 7 .2 8 1 3
SS / 7 / / / 3 3 9 , 1 4 2 6 / 2 3 7 3 . 9 9 8 3SS TR / 35 / / / 9 . 6 5 7 5 / 3 3 8 . 0 1 2 2SS BL / 14 / / / 1 2 . 2 8 2 5 / 1 7 1 .9 5 4 9SS CD / 21 / / / 6 2 . 3 8 2 0 / 1 3 1 0 .0 2 2 6SS TR BL / 70 / / / 4 . 5 3 0 4 / 3 1 7 . 1 2 8 5SS TR CD / 105 / / / 1 . 9 6 4 4 / 2 0 6 . 2 5 8 7
SS BL CD / 42 / / / 2 . 1 5 0 9 / 9 0 . 3 3 6 8
SS TR BL CD / 210 / / / 1 . 4 7 7 0 / 3 1 0 . 1 6 3 2
* F (2,14) 0.05 = 3.73.
** F (3,21) 0.001 = 8.10,
KEY
CD = Four response categories. 
See Key on page 265.
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APPENDIX E
Analyses of Variance and Planned Comparison Tests for the 
Depth Discrimination Experiment with Large (24*/28' of arc) 
and Small D isparities (12*/16* of arc) Reported in Part I I I ,  
Chapter 9.
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Table 9 . IE Analysis of Variance fo r the Depth Discrimination Experiment 
with Large Disparities of 24' and 28' of arc.
Source Sum of Sq Df Mean Square F Significance
Conditions of
Selective A tt, 1900.6640 3 633.5547 4.5803 0.0128 **
Tria ls 275.6889 9 30.6321 1.1659 0.3322 ns
Cond. X Tria ls 612.1350 27 22.6717 0.8555 0.6741 ns
Subjects 5813.8246 7 830.5464
SS X Cond. 2904.7686 21 138.3223
SS X Tria ls 1655.2711 63 26.2741
SS X TR X Cond. 5008.8799 189 26.5020
**  F (3,21) 0.025 = 3.86.
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Table 9.2E Summary Table fo r  Planned Comparisons between the Mean 
Stereoscopic Latencies fo r  the Large Disparity Stereograms 
(24*/28' of arc) under the Four Conditions of Selective 
Attenuation.
Source Sum of Sq Df Mean Square F Significance
Conditions of
Attenuation: 3
N + B vs LE + RE 1760.4385 1 1760.4385 12.727 0.005
N vs B 133.6636 1 133.6636 0.966 NS
LE vs RE 6.724 1 6.724 0.049 NS
Errors 21 138.3223
F (1,21) 0.01 = 5.85.
Conditions of Attenuation 
N = Neither display attenuated.
B = Both displays attenuated.
LE = Left display attenuated.
RE = Right display attenuated.
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Table 9.3E Analysis of Variance fo r  the Depth D iscrim ination Experiment
with Small D ispar it ies  of 12 '/16 ‘ of arc.
Source Sum of Sq Df Mean Square Significance
Conditions of
Attenuation 58.2172 3 19.4057 2.4040 NS
Tria ls 32.2174 9 3.5797 0.9799 NS
Cond. X Tria ls 58.6076 27 2.1707 0.9234 NS
Subject 2197.3085 7 313.9012
SS X Cond. 169.5193 21 8.0723
SS X Tria ls 230.1393 63 3.6530
SS X Cond. X Tr. 444.2890 189 2.3507
NS = Not s ign if ican t.
Table 9.4E Analysis of Variance for the Depth Discrimination Experiment 
with Small D isparities of 12 '/16' of arc: a replication
experiment with 7 subjects.
Source Sum of Sq Df Mean Square F Significance
Conditions of
Attenuation 168.490165 3 56.163388 2.3004 NS
Tria ls 72.984830 9 8.109426 0.7424 NS
Cond. X Tria ls 299.557459 27 11.094721 1.2171 NS
Subjects 1388.726351 6 231.454392
SS X Cond. 439.455844 18 24.414214
SS X Tra ils 589.838270 54 10.922931
SS X Cond. X Tr. 1475.740325 162 9.115681
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Table 9.5E Analysis of Variance for the Depth Discjmination Experiment 
with Large D isparities of 24' and 28' of arc: a replication
experiment.
Source Sum of Sq Df Mean Square F Significance
Conditions of 
Attenuation 4140.127759 3 1380.042586 8.6828
Tria ls 632.489167 9 70.276574 1.4460
Cond. X Tria ls 1238.786216 27 45.880971 1.2427
Subjects 5228.529891 6 871.421649
SS X Cond. 2860.912072 18 158.939560
SS X Tria ls 2624.434969 54 48.600648
SS X Cond. X Tr. 5980.951034 164 36.919451
**  F (3,18) 0.01 = 5.09
0.01 * *  
NS 
NS
Table 9.6E Summary Table fo r  the Planned Comparisons between the mean 
Stereoscopic Latencies fo r  the Four Conditions of Selective 
Attenuation (7 subjects) for the Large Disparity Stereograms 
(24'/28' of arc).
Source Sum of Sq Df Mean Square Significance
Conditions of 
Attenuation :
N + B vs LE + RE 2022.34 1 2022.34
LE vs RE 1732.05 1 1732.05
N vs B 385.76 1 385.76
12.72 0.01 **
10.90 0.01 **
2.43 NS
Errors 18 158.94
F (1,18) 0.01 = 8.28.
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APPENDIX F
Analyses of Variance and Planned Comparison Tests for the Depth 
Discrimination Experiment for Large (24*/28' of arc) and Small 
(8 '/1 2 ‘ of arc) D isparity "Unscrambled" and "Scrambled" 
Stereograms Reported in Part I I I ,  Chapter 10.
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Table 10.1F Analysis of Variance fo r  the Depth Discrimination Experiment
using Small Disparity "Scrambled" Stereograms (8 '/12 ' of arc). j
Source Sum of Sq Df Mean Square F Significance
Conditions of
Attenuation 375.6039 3 125.2013 3.3161 0.05 *
T ria ls 405.3609 9 45,0401 1.5515 NS
Cond. X Tria ls 470.2012 27 17.4149 0.5412 NS
Subjects 1763.0845 6 293.8474
SS X Cond. 679.5970 18 37.7554
SS X Tria ls 1567,6103 54 29.0298
SS X Cond. X Tr. 5212.8257 162 32.1779
* F(3,18) 0.05 = 3.16.
Table 10.2F Summary Table for the Planned Comparisons between the Mean
Stereoscopic Latencies for the Four Conditions of Selective
Attenuation for the Smal 1 Disparity "Scrambled" Stereograms
(8 '/12 ' of arc).
Source Sum of Sq Df Mean Square F Significance
Conditions of
Attenuation :
N + B vs LE + RE 122.62 1 122.62 3.25 NS
LE vs RE 252.70 1 252.70 6.65 *
N vs B 0.21 1 0.21 0.006 NS
*  p < 0.05
F (1,18) 0.05 = 4.41.
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Table 10.3F Analysis of Variance fo r  the Depth Discrim ination
Experiments using Large D ispa r ity  "Scrambled" Stereograms (24'728'
o f arc).
Source Sum of Sq Df Mean Square F Significance
Conditions of
Attenuation. 2213.9454 3 737.9818 4.4012 0.025
Tria ls 409.2582 9 45.4731 0.9221 NS
Cond. X Tria ls 812.4185 27 30.0896 0.6123 NS . :
Subjects 6023.0050 6 1003.8343
SS X Cond. 3018.1974 18 167.6776
SS X Tria ls 2663.0120 54 49.3150
SS X Cond. X Tr. 7961.3410 162 49.1441
F (3,18) 0.025 = 3.95.
Table 10,4F Summary Table fo r the Planned Comparisons between the Mean
Stereoscopic Latencies for the Four Conditions of Selective
Attenuation fo r Large D isparity "Scrambled' Stereograms (24'/28'
of arc).
Source Sum of Sq DF Mean Square F Significance
Conditions of
Attenuation :
N + B vs LE + RE 1489.58 1 1489.58 8.88 **
LE vs RE 259.52 1 259.52 1.55 - NS
N vs B ‘ 465.01 1 465.01 2.77 NS
Errors 18 167.6776
** p < 0.01.
F (1,18) 0.01 = 8.28.
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Table 10.5F Analysis of Variance for the Depth Discrimination 
Experiments for the Four Sessions with Large, Small, "Scrambled" 
and "Unscrambled" Displays (7 Subjects),
___Source Sum of_Sq . Df Mean Square F P
s C K p n  /u A JS ù eA n / ••1242.7258 1. 1 2 4 2 . 7 2 5 8 /. 5 . 8 0 0 8 / 0 , 0 5 2 7
D) /; • 5819 .3263 1 5 8 1 9 . 3 2 6 3 / 1 5 . 7 4 6 9 / b,0074-%X
25 4. 7355 9 2 8 . 3 0 3 9 / 0 , 8 6 8 8 / 0 . 5 5 8 2COM?/T/i?Ai> 4644 .242 7 ' 3 1 5 4 8 . 0 8 0 9 / 8 . 3 8 1 5 / 0 . 0 0 1 1 * %
' 33 .4530 1 3 3 . 4 5 3 0 / 0 . 0 6 1 2 / 0 , 8 1 2 8
S C W i^ io v fn )c  rre //9 C i 401.61 63 9 4 4 , 6 2 4 0 / 1 . 1 9 6 7 / 0 . 3 1 6 3Dl>f)9Çî7y Y 539.7927 9 5 9 . 9 7 7 0 / 1 . 4 6 5 6 / 0 . 1 8 4 5
69.5379 3 2 3 . 1 7 9 3 / 0 . 3 8 3 3 / 0 . 7 6 6 3
m iffX iT y  > ccf\jo  rn c t jJ 1819.7937 3 6 0 6 . 5 9 7 9 / 6 . 1 4 9 5 /  • 0 . 0 0 4 6 * *TRM V X OrVJO/T/M'J/ 718.7173 27 2 6 . 6 1 9 2 / 0 . 8 0 6 2 / 0 . 7 3 9 3SC/?/9/7 VbO/* X T K ia C i 323.6852 9 3 5 . 9 6 5 0 / 1 . 3 2 7 9 / 0 . 2 4 4 7Ar/&9/7 Y o n f  yt O fK O i. 364,5306 3 1 2 1 . 5 1 0 2 / 2 . 7 0 1 7 / 0 . 0 7 6 2gC/W/7 Y T/r//?tS y CW3J 960.2913 27 3 5 . 5 6 6 3 / 1 . 1 8 7 7 / 0 .2 530DfSP* C ùr\^S . V 510.2270 27 1 8 . 8 9 7 3 / 0 . 6 1 4 5 / 0 .9 3 1 4soeflrtYflis^x Teif^ iS y^a/nos 631.8834 27 2 3 . 4 0 3 1 / 0 . 6 9 5 7 / 0 .8 6 5 9s U/j'JfcTi 7621.4405 - 6 1 2 7 0 , 2 4 0 1 / /SS'XSC 1285.4006 6 2 1 4 , 2 3 3 4 / /SS^DP 2217.3251 ' . . 6  . 3 6 9 . 5 5 4 2 / /  ..SS*TR 1759.1458 5 4 3 2 . 5 7 6 8 / /SSyCD 3324.6485 1 8 4 . 7 0 2 7 / /SSxSC^DP 3278.8998 6 5 4 6 . 4 8 3 3 / 'SS/SCyTR 2013.6463 54 3 7 . 2 8 9 7 / /SSxIiPxTR 2209.8261 54 4 0 . 9 2 2 7 / /SSXSCyCD / J 0 8 8 . 4 3 3 1 18 6 0 .  468.5 / z.SSKDP^CD / L775.5517 JL8 98.. 6 4  I ft ./ /SSyTRyCD / 53 48 .6 44 8 162 3 3 . 0 1 7 6 / /SSXSCxDPyTR / 1462.5347 54 2 7 . 0 8 4 0 / /SSx^CxlLPyCn / ,909.. 5564 • : 8 4 4 . 9 7 5 4 / /SSXSCyTRYCD / 4851 .2 718 162 2 9 . 9 4 6 1 / /SSXDPXTRXCD / 4 9 8 1 .9 2 4 2 ‘ 162 3 0 . 7 5 2 6 / /SS^SCXDPXTRXCD / 5 4 4 9 .8 0 5 0 • 162 3 3 . 6 4 0 8 / /
** F (1,6) 0.01 13.74, F (3,18) 0.01 = 5.09.
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Table 10.6F Analysis of Variance fo r the Depth Discrimination Experiment 
with the Random Sequence of T r ia ls  of Small, Large, "Scrambled" 
and "Unscrambled" Stereograms (20 Subjects).
S o u r c e S u m  o f  S q D f M e a n  S q u a r e F P
. 1 5 2 2 3 . 3 2 2 8 / / 1 1 5 2 2 3 . 3 2 2 8 / 6 8 . 3 7 5 8 / .o .Oooof***, 1 4 7 6 8 . 2 7 5 5 / / 1 1 4 7 6 8 , 2 7 5 5 / 7 6 . 9 3 9 3 / 0 . 0 0 0  01*%
j z c n r a n 1 3 7 9 . 0 9 8 7 / / 3 452 j .6-2.42 / 2  ..587,6. / CUJÛÛÛJÏJf«^.
TRIALS 7 2 . 9 1 5 4 / / 2 4 . 3 0 5 1 0 , 5 5 0 1 / 0 . 6 5 0 2 /D / 5 r  X 3 6 6 0 . 4  742 / 1 3 6 6 0 , 4 7 4 2 /  .4 5 , 3 7 3 9 / 0 . 0 0 0 . /D. CCnvomoM':, , 1 0 3 2 . 1 8 6 5 / 3 3 4 4 . 0 6 2 2 / 9 . 2 4 7 4 / O.OOOO'l**:
SC / 7 8 1 . 4 9 7 4 / ■' 3 2 6 0 . 4 9 9 1 / 6 . 3 9 5 9 / 0 . 0 0 0 3
DP TiZ tF ii^ ' /  1 0 3 . 3 7 7 6 / 3 3 4 . 4 5 9 2 / 1 . 3 1 2 9 / 0 . 2 7 7 1 /
SC • ■r/e/^t i   ^ 1 8 2 . 9 4 3 5 / 3 6 0 . 9 8 1 2 / 2 . 9 2 0 3 / o . ^ 4 i ; . %  /
CD T72,9L.s y 1 8 5 . 6 9 9 4 / 9 2 0 . 6 3 3 3 / 0 . 9 6 5 5 / v.%,704 /
DP SC Cc«\tO. /  4 1 9 . 1 1 4 8 / ' 3 1 3 9 . 7 0 4 9 / 3 . 7 9 8 6 / 0 . 0 1 4 9
DP SC 1 6 1 . 6 8 4 4 , 3 5 3 . 8 9 4 8 / 2 . 9 6 1 7 / 0 . 0 3 9 7 - * /
DP CT r e « < 6 /  1 0 3 . 3 7 0 1 , 9 1 1 . 4 8 5 6 / 0 . 5 7 4 5 / 0 . 8 1 6 8 /
SC CD TW4LS/ 1 4 6 . 6 7 4 1 9 1 6 . 2 9 7 1 / . 0 . 8 3 3 7 / 0 . 5 8 6 0 /
DP SC CD • TX/Aü/ 1 2 9 . 5 6 3 7 , 9 1 4 . 3 9 6 0 / 0 . 7 7 9 5 / 0 . 6 3 5 6 /
SUBJECTS / 2 5 1 6 6 . 5 3  Of! / 19 1 3 2 4 . 5 5 4 3 / / /SStDP /  4 2 3 0 . 1 9 8 1 / 19 2 2 2 . 6 4 2 0 / / /
SS^SC /  3 6 4 6 . 9 9 5 7 / 19 • 1 9 1 . 9 4 7 1 / / /
SSxCD /  - 3 4 5 3 . ' 2 0 8 8 / 57 •60-, 58 2 6 /
SStTR /  2 5 1 8 . 6 4 4 8 / 57 4 4 . 1 8 6 6 / / /
SSxDPySC /  1 5 3 2 . 7 9 8 4 / 19 8 0 , 6 7 3 6 / / /
SSKDPiCD ^ - 2 1 2 0 . 7 6 6 5 / 57 3 7 . 2 0 6 4 / ' / - /;SS\SCkCri / _ 2 3 2 1 , 5 4 3 2 / 57 4 ^ 7 2 8 8 / / /
SSXDPMR /  1 4 9 6 . 0 2 7 0 / 57 ' 2 6 , 2 4 6 1 / / /
SSKSC^^TR /  1 1 9 0 . 2 6 3 7 / 57 2 0 . 0 8 1 3 / / /
SSTCDxTR /  3 6 5 4 . 1 8 2 9 / 171 2 1 . 3 6 9 5 / / /
•SSXDP>SCXCD /  2 0 9 6 . 3 4 6 3 / 57 3 6 . 7 7 8 0 / / /
SSXDPXSCxTR /  1 0 3 7 . 2 5 4 0 / 57 1 8 . 1 9 7 4 / / /
SSXDPXCDXTR /  3 4 1 8 . 6 1 3 2 / 171 1 9 , 9 9 1 9 / / /
SSXSCxCD^TR /  3 3 4 2 . 7 7 2 0 / 171 1 9 . 5 4 8 4 / / /
SSXDPXSC^CD xTR /  3 1 5 G . 0 6 7 5 / 171 1 8 . 4 6 8 2 / / /
* F (3,57) 0.05 = 2.76.
** F (1,19) 0.001 = 15.38, F (3,57) 0.001 = 6.17, F (3,57) = 3.34.
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Table 10.7F S ta t is t ica l Test, the t - te s t  used for Post-hoc Comparisons 
between the overall Mean Stereoscopic Latencies fo r 2 and 3-way 
Interactions,
Xa - Xb 
t  = ........ ...............
>/MSe ( 4" nTb )
SSe.Val + SSe.Val x Va2
MSe =  ---------------   —
Of pooled
(MSe.Val + MSe.Val x Va2)=
Df = ............................................... -
MSe.Va^ MSe.Val x Va2%
-------------- X -----------------------
Df Df
Xa = mean of one level of variable a.
Xb = mean of one level of variable b.
Val = the levels of a variable which are being compared.
Va2 = second variable of the two-way in teraction.
MSe = mean square error.
SSe = sum of square error.
Df = degrees of freedom.
na = number of observations fo r the mean value of a.
nb = number of observations fo r  the mean value of b.
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Table 10.8F Comparisons between the Mean Stereoscopic Latencies for the "Scrambled" and "Unscrambled" Displays for the Two Levels of D isparity using the t - te s t .
1). Comparison: Small Disparity Displays, "Scrambled" vs "Unscrambled". 
Comparison = 6.776 - 3.365
3646.9957 + 1532.7984
MSe = .............. - ........................ = 136.3104
19 + 19
3.411
t  = —.....................................
y ^ l3 6 .3104 X (-aio *'■ sfe)
= 3.70
(191.9475 + 80.6736)2
Df = —.......... —............... —  = 33
191.94752 + 80.67362
19 19
t  0.005, Df 30 = 2.75 (1-ta iled  tes t).
Therefore, latencies for the small d isparity  "scrambled" display are s ig n if ica n t ly  longer than the equivalent "unscrambled" displays.
2). Comparison: Large Disparity Displays, "Scrambled" vs "Unscrambled". 
Comparison = 17.056 - 6.8800 
MSe = 136.3104 
^ _ 10.176
'  0 7 9 2 3 "
= 10.43
t  0.0005, Df 30 = 3.646 (1 -ta iled  tes t) .
Therefore, latencies fo r  the large d isparity  "scrambled" displays are longer than those fo r the equivalent "unscrambled" displays
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Table 10.9F Comparisons , between the Mean Stereoscopic Latencies fo r Unequal and Equal Luminance Conditions fo r the Two Levels of D iparity  using the t - te s t .  :
1). Comparison: Large Disparity Displays, Unequal vs Equal Luminance.
Comparison = 13.84 - 10.095
3453.2088 + 2120.7665MSe = -------------—   = 48.8957 + 57
3.745
y  48.89 X + 3&0 )
= 6.77
(60.5826 + 37.2064)2 ^Df = ---------- 5----------------  = 10860.58262 37.2064%
57 57
t  0.0005, Df 100 = 3.373 (1 -ta iled  te s t) .
Therefore, the latencies fo r the unequal luminance condition are s ig n if ic a n t ly  longer than the equal luminance condition at the 0.05% le ve l.
2). Comparison: Small Disparity Displays, Unequal vs Equal Luminance. 
Comparison = 5.18 - 5.294 
MSe = 48.89 
_ -0.114 
’  675528 
= -0.206 
Df = 108
t  0.05, Df 100 = 1.658 (1 -ta iled  te s t) .
Therefore, there is no s ign if ican t difference between these two conditions of display luminance.
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Table 10.10F Comparisons between the Mean Stereoscopic Latencies fo r the 3-way Interaction fo r  the Experimental Conditions of Selective Attenuation for the Two Levels of D isparity and Two Types of Display ( "Scrambled"/"Unscrambled").
1). Comparison: Small D isparity "Unscrambled" Displays, Unequal vs EqualLuminance.
Comparison = 3.45 - 3.28
3453.2088 + 2096.3463
MSe = .......... ............ ...............= 48.68
57 57
0.17
0.78
=  0 .22
(50.5826 + 36.778)2
D f ....................................... ...  108
60.5826* 36.778*
—  + --------------------
57 57
t  0.05, Df 120 = 1.645.
Therefore, there is no s ign if ican t difference between the conditions.
2). Comparison; Small Disparity "Scrambled" Displays, Unequal vs EqualLuminance.
Comparison = 6.91 -6.13 
t  = 1.00 
Df = 108
t  0.05, Df 120 = 1.645.
Therefore, the difference in the two conditions is not s ign if ican t.
(continued).
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3). Comparison: Large D isparity "Unscrambled" Displays, Unequal vs EqualLuminance.
Comparison = 7.58 - 6.18 
t  = 1.80 
Df = 108
t  0.05, Df 120 = 1.645 (1 -ta iled  tes t) .
Therefore, there is a s ign if ican t increase in the stereoscopic latencies from the equal to the unequal luminance of the displays at the 5% le v e l.
4). Comparison: Large D isparity "Scrambled" Displays, Unequal vs EqualLuminance.
Comparison = 20.10 - 14.01 
t  = 7.80 
Df = 108
t  0.0005 Df 120 = 3.373 (1 -ta iled  tes t) .
Therefore, there is a s ign if ican t increase in the mean stereoscopic latencies from the equal to the unequal luminance conditions of the displays at the 0.05% leve l.
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Table 10.11F Measures of Ocular Asymmetry fo r a group of subjects (N=8) 
drawn from several depth discrimination experiments for a
comparison between two presentation procedures; a) block
presentation, 40 t r ia ls  (see chapter 9) and b) random presentation 
over 64 tr ia ls (see  chapter 10).
i )  Large D isparity "Unscrambled" Display Measures (24'/28‘ of arc).
a) Block Presentation b) Random Presentation
(10 t r ia ls  in each (4 t r ia ls  in each
condition). condition).
Subjects:
SC 0.06 -0.06
EB -0.09 -0.004
SM 0.30 0.14
SK 0.41 0.42
D6 0.22 -0.02
SW 0.30 0.17
EC 0.18 0.52
AL -0.04 -0.16
Correlation coe ff ic ien t of a) with b) r  = 0.64, p < 0.05 (1
te s t) .
i i ) Smal1 Disparity "Unscrambled" Displays (8712' or 12'/16 ' of
a) Block Presentation b) Random Presentation
(as above) (as above)
Subjects:
SC 0.05 -0.003
EB -0.43 0.08
SM 0.001 0.12
SK -0.13 0.02
DG 0.20 -0.61
SW -0.12 0.02
EC -0.02 0.29
AL 0.02 -0.05
Correlation coe ff ic ien t of a) with b) = - 0.52, not s ign if ican t.
-2 98“
APPENDIX G
Ocular Asymmetry Scores fo r 9 Subjects Derived from the 
Depth Discrimination Experiments and Chi Squared Values for 
the T-Scope Experiment Reported in Part I I I ,  Chapter 11.
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Table 11,IG Ocular Asymmetry Scores fo r 9 subjects derived from the 
Depth Discrimination Experiments (1) with Small Disparate 
"Unscrambled" Displays, b) Small Disparate "Scrambled" Displays,
c) Large Disparate "Unscrambled" Displays and d) Large Disparate 
"Scrambled" Displays.
Disparity: Small 8 '/1 2 ‘ or 12'/16 ' Large 24‘ /28‘ of arc
Type of "Unscrambled" "Scrambled" "Unscrambled" "Scrambled"
Display.
Subjects:
SC +0.05 +0.10 +0.06 +0.32
EB -0.43 +0.05 -0.09 -0.21
SM +0.001 +0.05 +0.30 -0.10
SK -0.13 +0.06 +0.41 +0.09
EM -0.04 -0.17 -0.37 -0.07
SW -0.12 -0.02 +0.30 +0.17
DM -0.05 -0.05 -0.14 +0.25
EC -0.02 +0.13 +0.18 +0.49
AC +0.02 -0.19 -0.04 -0.11
MEANS 
(ignoring the 
sign)
0.096 0.091 0.21 0.20
(l)The dominance scores for the 6 subjects have been taken from experiments reported in the thesis, these are EB, EM, DM, SK, SW and SM.
These .measures of ocular asymmetry derived from the depth discrimination experiments were correlated witn the ocular asymmetry measures derived from the binocular r iv a lry  procedure (see table 11.IG) arid the results are as follows:
1. The di . corre la tion, coeffic ient for the binocular r iv a lry  and the small spa r ity  "unscrambled" measures is r  = 0.41, which is not s ign if icant.
2, The .correlation coeffic ien t for the binocular r iv a lry  and the' small d isparity  "scrambled" measures is r  = 0.57, which is not s ign if icant.
3. The .^corre lation, coeffic ient for the binocular r iv a lry  and the large d isparity  "unscrambled" measures is r = 0.59, which is s ign if icant at the 5% level (1-ta iled te s t) .
4di. The correlation coeffic ien t for the binocular r iv a lry  and the large spa r ity  "scrambled" measures is r = -0 .01,which is not s ign if icant.
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Table 11.2G Chi-squared values for each subject for the frequency 
d is tr ibu t ion  of the correct depth discriminations under the 
four conditions of selective attenuation.
Subjects:
SC
EB
SM
EM
SW
DM
EC
AC
X value
1.82
4.30
3.21
7.74 
4.08 
7.68
1.74 
3.23
Significance
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
X 0.05, d f, 3 = 7.815. 
NS = Not S ign if ican t,
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APPENDIX H
Mean Stereoscopic Latencies fo r the Depth Discrimination 
Experiments with Small and Large Disparate Displays under 
the Four Conditions of Selective Attenuation. Analysis of 
Variance for the Interocular Transfer Results fo r the Five 
Viewing Conditions and Post-hoc Comparison Tests. Ocular 
Asymmetry Scores from the Normalised Transfer Data.
-3 0 2 -
Table 12.IH Mean Stereoscopic Latencies (seconds) and standard 
deviations (SD) fo r Each Subject to Make a Depth Judgement between 
Two Squares (24'/28' of arc d isparity ) under Four Conditions of 
Selective Attenuation.
Attenuation Conditions 
Neither Display Both Displays Left Display Right Display
Subjects:
EB 8.122 11.204 12.763 10.574
SW 0.901 2.406 1.473 2.714
SK 7.406 8.196 7.209 6.842
SM 2.403 2.645 3.669 8.786
DM 2.523 5.189 11.697 4.623
PR 7.423 5.576 5.415 4.403
EM 2.954 4.711 9.467 4.403
PC 6.493 16.865 28.759 12.176
MEAN 4.775 7.099 10.056 8.435
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Table 12.2H Mean Stereoscopic Latencies (seconds) and standard
deviations (SD) fo r Each Subject to Make a Judgement between 
Two Squares (12'/16 ' of arc) under Four Conditions of 
Selective Attenuation.
Attenuation Conditions 
Neither Display Both Displays Left Display Right Display
Subjects:
EB 8.455 8.954 10.592 4.182
SW 0.980 1.339 1.308 1.024
SK 7.925 12.395 9.256 7.188
SM 1.652 1.485 1.726 1.730 ‘
DM 2.387 9.462 9.103 8.172
PR 2.539 5.250 3.255 1.351
EM 1.792 1.767 2.076 1.918
PC 1.061 1.018 1.282 0.927 ■
MEAN 3.350 5.210 4.820 3.310
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Table 12.3H Analysis of Variance fo r  the In terocu lar Transfer Experiment
fo r  the Five Conditions of Viewing.
SOURCE // D F l /
/
DF2 / /F / /P VALUE / MEAN SQUARE
/
/
CD / 4 / 28 / 7 . 9 1 9 8  / 0 . 0 0 0 2 f * / 0 . 1 1 5 5 /TR / 9 / 63 / 0 . 3 1 8 7  / 0 .9 6 5 9  / 0 , 0 0 5 6 /CD TR / 3 6 / 252 / 0 . 8 1 6 9  / 0 . 7 6 3 4  / 0 , 0 0 7 9 /SS / 7 / / / 0 . 2 3 6 9 /SS CD / 28 / / / 0 . 0 1 4 6 /SS TR / 63 / / / 0 . 0 1 7 7 /SS CD TR / 252 / / / 0 . 0 0 9 7 /
SUM OF S Î
0 , 4 6 2
0 , 0 5 0 70 . 2 8 4 8
1 . 6 5 8 6
0 . 4 0 8 41.11241
2 . 4 4 0 9
** F (4,28) 0.001 = 6.25.
Table 12.4H Post-hoc Comparisons of the Mean Spatial Frequency Shift 
Magnitudes generated under the Five Viewing Conditions using 
the Scheffe Test (Hays, 1963).
1). Monocular Left and Monocular Right vs Binocular Viewing Magnitudes.
Criterion = 0.002967 
Comparison = 0.000576
The difference between the magnitudes in the monocular and binocular conditions is not s ign if ican t.
2). Monocular Left and Right vs Transfer Left to Right and Right to 
Left.
Criterion = 0.0019783 
Comparison = 0.005625
The spatial frequency s h if t  is s ign if ican tly  greater in the two monocular conditions tnan for the transfer conditions at the 5% level.
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Normalised Transfer Measures
Measures of Ocular Asymmetry based on the Mean Magnitude of the 
Transferred Spatial Frequency S h ift  expressed as ^  Percentage of 
the Monocular Viewing Condition of the Tested Eye.
The mean transfer values of the spatial frequency s h if t  can be expressed 
as a percentage of the monocular adapt and test condition of the eye 
that has been tested (these are shown in Table 12.2). These values, 
referred to as the normalised transfer data or measures can be used to 
derive a measure of ocular asymmetry using the following formula:
LE - RE - RE - LE
RE - RE LE LE
Ocular Asymmetry Score = —  -----------------------
LE - RE RE - LE
RE RE LE LE
LE - RE = Transfer data taken from Table 12.2.
RE RE
RE - LE = Transfer data taken from Table 12.2.
L£ LË
Table 12.5H below shows the ocular asymmetry scores fo r each subject 
using th is  normalised transfer data.
Table 12.5 Measures of Ocular Transfer
Subjects:
SM . -0.115
DM -0.123
• PR -0.266
PC -0.018
EM -0.159
EB -0.056
SW +0.290
SK +0.145
The mean degree of asymmetry (ignoring the sign) is 0.15
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Ocular Asymmetry Measures Derived from the Normalised Interocular 
Transfer Data and Measures of Ocular Asymmetry Derived from the Previous 
Experiments.
The above measures were compared with the following:
1). The large d isparity  depth discrimination measures (1) and the
correlation coeffic ien t is r = 0.56, which is not s ign if icant (see
Fig 12.4 page 216).
2). The binocular r iv a lry  measures of ocular asymmetry and the
correlation coeffic ient is r = 0.52, which is not s ign if icant.
Discussion
The magnitude of the transferred spatial frequency s h if t  with the 
normalised data is expressed as a percentage of the monocular spatial 
frequency s h if t  of the tested eye. This monocular viewing condition may 
have a larger or smaller monocular spatial frequency s h i f t .  In th is  
study f ive  subjects had greater transfer from the dominant eye to the 
non-dominant eye (using the large d isparity  de fin it ion ) and had smaller 
a ftere ffects  in the monocular condition of the tested eye (ie. the 
non-dominant eye). Therefore, i t  would be expected that the ocular 
asymmetry scores would be smaller when th is  transfer is expressed as a 
percentage of the monocular condition of the dominant eye ie the adapted 
eye. The monocular spatial frequency sh ifts  analysed in terms of the 
large d isparity  depth discrimination measures did not d i f fe r  
s ig n if ica n t ly  between the dominant and non-dominant eyes, small 
differences in these magnitudes would change the degree of asymmetry. 
Therefore a close agreement between these measures and those in Table 
12.4 would not be expected.
(l)The correlation coeffic ien t of the above interocular transfer measures and the small d isparity  depth measures is r =0.22 which is not s ign if ican t.
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